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P R E FA C E
Section I of  this volume contains new texts of  Greek drama: 4639 offers a tragic rhesis, probably 

by Euripides, 4640 plot-summaries of  two tragedies (both items may have some connection with 
the lost Hippolytos Kalyptomenos); 4641–6 continue our publication of  comedy, 4641 a useful addition 
to Act ii of  Menander’s Epitrepontes, 4642 and 4643 perhaps assignable to Kitharistes and Hymnis; in 
unassigned fragments we hear of  a patriot and shouting (4645) and of  a formal betrothal (4646). 
The section continues with unknown prose texts: a rhetorical exercise, Enkomion of  the Horse (4647), 
and a learned treatise on star-signs as evidenced in Greek poets (4648); 4649–51 also quote Hesiod, 
while 4652 contains a glossary to the Hesiodic Scutum.

The Hesiodic reference continues in Section II. 4653–66 include all the remaining papyri of  
Theogony, Works and Days, and Shield thus far identified in the holdings of  the Egypt Exploration So-
ciety; their textual interest lies above all in their omission or inclusion of  verses suspected by ancient 
scholars and modern editors. We have added two rarities (4667–8): a fragment with Homeric Hymns 
18 and 7 (consecutively), and the first known papyrus of  Batrachomyomachia.

Section III contains three writing exercises and the like, chosen for their palaeographic interest 
(4669–71); and three pieces of  erotic magic (4672–4).

The documentary texts in Section IV come mostly from the fifth century ad (a period from 
which we have relatively few papyri). They have been chosen primarily for their chronological and 
prosopographical interest. Many provide the earliest or latest known dates for the use in Egypt of  
certain consulates for dating purposes; this and any other relevant information has been made avail-
able to Professors Bagnall and Worp for the new edition of  their Chronological Systems of  Byzantine Egypt. 
Others attest Oxyrhynchite magnates with titles of  nobility and so offer glimpses of  the provincial él-
ite of  the Later Roman Empire. 4703–4 provide rare examples of  Oxyrhynchite documents from the 
period of  Persian rule in Egypt. At the same time the texts illustrate the continuing flow of  essential 
business: loans, supplies of  wine, leases of  land and houses and individual rooms, the maintenance of  
irrigation machines (4697) and the transport down river of  the grain owed to the state (4685).

Dr Gonis and Dr Obbink prepared the indexes for the literary and subliterary texts (4641–2 
were indexed by Dr R. Nünlist); Ms L. Capponi and Dr Gonis indexed the documentary texts. The 
plates have been produced from digital images created by Dr R. Hatzilambrou and Mr P. Micklem.

We record our gratitude to all the contributors; to Dr Jeffrey Dean for the deftness and preci-
sion with which he formatted the text; and to Messrs Charlesworth for their dispatch in the printing 
and binding. Dr Rea and Professor Thomas read and commented on large parts of  the volume in 
draft; Dr Coles worked through the texts of  Comedy and Magic, greatly to their benefit. The British 
Academy has readopted The Oxyrhynchus Papyri as one of  its Major Research Projects; but we have 
a great additional debt to the Arts and Humanities Research Board for the generous grant which has 
made it possible to continue the whole enterprise.

The signatures below reflect a reconstitution of  the editorial board. In future the Advisory Edi-
tors will contribute by reading and commenting on the material at an early stage; the General Editors 
will carry through the final revision and the process of  production.
October 2003 R. A. COLES N. GONIS
  J. R. REA D. OBBINK 
  J. D. THOMAS P. J. PARSONS 
  Advisory Editors General editors
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N O T E  O N  T H E  M E T H O D  O F 
P U B L I C AT I O N  A N D  A B B R E V I AT I O N S

The basis of  the method is the Leiden system of  punctuation, see CE 7 (1932) 262–9. 
It may be summarized as follows:

a`b`g1 The letters are doubtful, either because of  damage or because they are 
otherwise difficult to read

000 Approximately three letters remain unread by the editor
[abg] The letters are lost, but restored from a parallel or by conjecture
[000] Approximately three letters are lost
( ) Round brackets indicate the resolution of  an abbreviation or a symbol, 

e.g. (értãbh) represents the symbol a, !tr(athgÒ!) represents the ab-
breviation !tr?

_abg´ The letters are deleted in the papyrus
ÅabgÄ The letters are added above the line
<abg> The letters are added by the editor
{abg} The letters are regarded as mistaken and rejected by the editor

Bold arabic numerals refer to papyri printed in the volumes of  The Oxyrhynchus Papyri.
The abbreviations used are in the main identical with those in J. F. Oates et al., Checklist 

of  Editions of  Greek Papyri and Ostraca (BASP Suppl. no. 9, 52001); for a more up-to-date ver-
sion of  the Checklist, see http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/papyrus/texts/clist.html.



I. NEW LITERARY TEXTS

a. TRAGEDY AND COMEDY

4639. Tragedy (Euripides?)

73/9(a) fr. 1 9.5 × 19 cm First/second century
  Plate I

Four pieces in the same hand, possibly from the same roll. The writing runs parallel 
with the fibres. The backs are blank; kÒllh!i! in fr. 2. The sequence of  the fragments can-
not be established. They are here numbered according to size.

Fr. 1 preserves parts of  two successive columns: (i) Foot of  a column, line endings (6 or 
7 lines; the blank space below line 2 allows for one or two shorter lines). (ii) Line beginnings 
(20 lines) and full height of  a column, with an upper margin of  2.5 cm, and a lower margin 
of  4 cm. Beginnings of  trimeters. Towards the foot, the column slightly slopes to the left. 
Fr. 2 : upper part of  a column, 12 lines and an upper margin of  max. 2 cm. This is the mid-
dle section of  some trimeters (or tetrameters?), the area around the caesura. At the start of  
each line, the first metrum is lost. Line 6 is blank. It may have contained an exclamatio extra 
metrum, now broken off. Fr. 3 : remains of  4 lines. Fr. 4 : traces of  one line (two letters).

The fragments are written in the large and handsome rounded capital usually called 
‘Roman Uncial’. This is an elegant specimen, though not as accomplished as I 20, LXIV 
4410, 4411, P. Ryl. III 514, the Hawara Homer (GMAW  2 13)  or even P. Tebt. II 265. 
The closest parallels are XXIII 2354, XXXII 2624, XLV 3229, LIX 3972, and esp. LXII 
4301. Cf. also VIII 1084, XI 1362, XX 2260, XXX 2511, XXXII 2634, XXXVII 2801, 
2805, 2807, XLV 3214, XLIX 3447, LIX 3963, 3964. Somewhat less formal (and per-
haps earlier?): V 844, VIII 1090, XV 1806, XXIII 2378, XXVII 2468, XXXII 2623, 
XXXVII 2818, XLI 2944, XLVII 3325, P. Ryl. I 60, III 482.

This style is highly formal and calligraphic. There are no ligatures. Letters are strictly 
bilinear, except f (c is not attested here). With the exception of  i, they would all fit into 
a square that is more or less equal for every letter.

a and l are very similar: the cross-bar of  a is high up. Descending obliques of  a, d, 
l begin from above the apex. e, y, o, ! are carefully rounded. m is deep and rounded with 
a bowl-shaped centre. The loop of  f is a broad, well-rounded oval. The letters are richly 
decorated. There are serifs and finials at the end of  almost every stroke, including the top 
oblique of  k and the caps of  e, ! (but no blob on the cross-bar of  e). There is also a clear, 
though not extreme, tendency to ‘shading’: verticals and descending obliques are thick, 
horizontals and rising obliques are fine.

There are numerous lectional signs. Accents: fr. 1 i 5, ii 1, 2, 10, 14, 19; fr. 2.1, 3, 8, 
10; fr. 3.1? Breathings (Turner’s form 1): fr. 1 ii 2, 5, 8, 14, possibly fr. 2.2. Accents and 



2 NEW LITERARY TEXTS

breathings are usually written exactly above the letter, or over the middle of  a diphthong 
(fr. 1 i 5, ii 14; fr. 2.1, 10). Sometimes they are moved slightly to the right: fr. 1 ii 5, 8 (br.), and 
fr. 2.3, 8 (acc.).

Diaeresis (inorganic): fr. 1 ii 2; fr. 2.12. Apostrophe (to the right above the letter, not 
between letters): fr. 1 ii 1, 8, 14. Punctuation (m°!h): fr. 1 i 1, 7, ii 6; fr. 2.8, 9. Scriptio plena: fr. 1 
ii 2 (but not fr. 1 ii 1, 3, 8, 14; fr. 2.7). i adscriptum is nowhere required (but see fr. 1 ii 20 n.).

Iotacism: probably fr. 2.5. Correction: fr. 1 ii 3  no cancellation, just written above 
(see n.). The correction seems to have been made by the scribe himself : k and a are a little 
thinner and less formal (presumably because they are written smaller), but the ink appears 
to be the same. Diaereses and m°!ai must have been written with the text: they are well-
spaced, thick blobs. The other signs are thinner: the spacing suggests that they were added 
later; the ink suggests that this was done by the same hand.

This was a roll carefully written in an ambitious style. It was extensively marked, punc-
tuated, and corrected by the scribe himself. The layout was generous, with ample margins. 
A beautiful copy  perhaps a luxury edition of  a classic? What was its content?

Fr. 1 contains the beginnings of  trimeters, fr. 2 the middle of  a column of  trimeters (or 
tetrameters?). No certain instances of  resolution; correptio Attica in fr. 1 ii 2, but apparently 
not in fr. 1 ii 7. Metre and language suggest tragedy. If  so, the most likely candidate (at this 
time) is Euripides. The diction supports this (see comm., esp. fr. 1 ii 8 n.). I find nothing to 
contradict it. If  Euripides, which play?

Fr. 1 preserves part of  a =∞!i!. The speaker seems to remain the same throughout, but 
it does not emerge who s/he is. When the text begins, s/he addresses a group (fr. 1 ii 1 f.), 
presumably the chorus, about someone else. S/he then addresses this person: first indirectly 
(fr. 1 ii 3–7; note the 3rd pers. sg. imperatives), then directly (from fr. 1 ii 8; taken up in 12? 
14, 15? 16?).

The speaker complains of  Ïbri! (fr. 1 ii 2). The tone is angry and dismissive (note the 
series of  asyndetic imperatives). The opponent is sent away (fr. 1 ii 4 f., and probably 8) on 
horseback (1.6). Is he (fr. 1 ii 1 aÈtÒ[n?) the speaker’s son (fr. 1 ii 19 e.g. t`oÈmÚn m°l[hma?; cf. 
fr. 1 ii 20), banished from the speaker’s house (fr. 1 ii 19 e.g. t`oÈmÚn m°l[ayron?)? Is he absent 
or present during the speech? Has he just left, or is he on the point of  leaving, perhaps after 
an ég≈n? And what is the relevance of  the agricultural references in fr. 1 ii 7 f.?

The beginning of  the speech is lost: §çte d' aÈtÒ[n (? fr. 1 ii 1; see n.) can hardly have 
been its opening words. Its conclusion may survive in fr. 2.1–5. Fr. 2.3 §mautÒn would suit 
the end of  the speech (cf. the first-person references at fr. 1 ii 14, 16, 17, 19). Fr. 2.9 is blank: 
probably because it contained an exclamatio extra metrum (presumably the reaction of  a new 
speaker). When the text resumes, the speaker has changed: 2.8 ]≈me!ya strongly suggests 
the chorus. In their first line (2.7), they address the previous speaker as their lord and mas-
ter: d°!pot(a). If  the speaker of  fr. 1 is the same as in fr. 2.1–5, it follows that he is male (2.3, 
7), and a figure of  authority.

If  taken together like this, frr. 1 and 2 (can be made to) cohere closely  enough, in 
fact, to yield the outline of  a scene: the end of  a =∞!i!, and the reaction of  the chorus. This 



is a moment of  great dramatic tension. The speaker is agitated (and obviously concerned 
with, perhaps for, himself: fr. 1 ii 11? 14? 16, 17, 19; 2.3, 4? 5?). In his attack, he moves from 
addressing the chorus to indirect and then direct address of  his opponent (who may well be 
absent). Tension is mounting.

Where does this scene belong? Who are the characters? The speaker is addressed 
as de!pÒth!, ‘master, king, lord’ (E. Dickey, Greek Forms of  Address: From Herodotus to Lucian 
(Oxford 1996) 95–8). A king denouncing, perhaps banishing, an hybristic horseman, pos-
sibly his son? Feats of  equine prowess may suggest the Bellerophontes; there are other pos-
sibilities, too  perhaps the following is worth mentioning. The speaker could be Theseus, 
the target of  his abuse Hippolytus. The fragments could come from the Verleumdungsszene of  
ÑIppÒluto! KaluptÒmeno! (with Hippolytus absent; cf. Sen. Ph. 929–44), or from the ég≈n 
(with Hippolytus present or just leaving; cf. Barrett’s collection of  the fragments of  the first 
Hipp. in his edition of  E. Hipp. pp. 18–26, esp. L and M, also N, O, Q ). Note that metrical 
considerations seem to rule out a reference to the curse in fr. 1 ii 9 katar[; and that the 
temptation to supply ÉAyh]n«n d°!pot(a) at fr. 2.7 should be resisted: d°!pota is “normally 
used alone” (Dickey 98).

Fr. 1 
col. i
  .   . 
  ]y0[0]!: 
  ]0ikak0[ 
  ]    [ 
   ]:   [ 
 5   ]noË`!
    ]! 
    ]0: 
   foot

col. ii
  top 
  e`ç`ted'auto[   §çte d' aÈto[ 
  eate ‘#br€z0[   §çy' Íbr€ze`[in
  mhteikalk[  mÆt' efi kak[
  orizetvpr[  ıriz°tv pr[ 
 5 kaigh! ‘opo[  ka‹ g∞! ıpo[
  ippeuetv:0[  flppeu°tv: p2[ 
  guh!arotro`[  gÊh! érotro[ 
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  all ‘e`rp'e!a0[  éll' ßrp' §! ég1[
  filv!katar[  f€lv! katar[ 
 10 xvt`anpar∞2[  x�tan par∞[
  nika`n`epi!t[  nikçn §pi!t[a 
  htau`t`a`boul[  h tautaboul[ 
  kaimhdena[  ka‹ mhdena[ 
  ãg'e‘Çiamoik[  êg' eÂã moik[
 15 exyrvnka[  §xyrvn ka[
  h2kaid`ok`v2!`[  h ka‹ dok« ![ 
  epi!tamai[  §p€!tamai [ 
  ei1garpayei0[  efi går payei0[ 
  0oumÚnmel[  t`oÈmÚn mel[ 
 20 v2!outepaid`[   …! oÎtepaid[
  foot

Fr. 2
  top 
  ]tÒih!anv0[   ]to€h!anv!`[ 
  ]n00k`re!!o`n`v0[  ]n œ2n` kre<i>!!onv0[ 
  ]e`mautonejep€[  ] §mautÚn §jep€[!tamai 
  ]ntak`a`ikayh2me[  ]nta ka‹ kayhme[ 
 5 ]0treibontamh0[  ]0tr€bonta mh0[
   ]         [ 
  ]nvnde!potej[  ]nvn d°!pot' §j[ 
  ]≈me!ya: m0[0]e!t[ 
  ]0n: mhd0[000]0g0[ 
 10 ]Çunx0[0]00[000]00[
  ]nth[ 
  ]0 #m`e[ 
  .   .   .

Fr. 3 Fr. 4
  . .  . . 
  ]0r∆[   ]l`0[ 
  ] an[   . . 



  ]t`au[ 
        ]0endo[ 
  .   .

Fr. 1
col. i 1 after y, rising oblique or arc with trace of  horizontal (?) in mid-line (e?)   2 ]0, foot of  

a descending oblique, or serif   0[, back of  a circular letter without cross-bar: o, v   7 foot of  a descend-
ing oblique and m°!h

col. ii 2  0[, traces of  left-hand arc of  a circular letter: e, o, v   3 k above l, but l not cancelled      
5 dot below a (accidental?)   6 0[, upright with horizontal joining at the top and projecting to the right: 
left-hand part of  p rather than g   7 o`[, too far closed for v, and one can see where the right-hand arc 
joins the left   8 0[, upright with horizontal joining at the top and projecting to the right: left-hand part of  
g or p   18 0[, slightly sloping vertical with serif  at the foot   19 ]0, trace high up in the line, probably 
the tip of  a horizontal

Fr. 2
1 0[, back of  a circular letter without cross-bar: o or ! (probably not v); if  f, part of  the upright should 

be visible   2 ]n00, first perhaps v, with ink high up in the line; second perhaps n (foot of  left, top of  
right vertical and traces of  the right-hand angular join)  0[, trace in mid-line and on bottom, with serif  at the 
foot   4 h, the verticals only   5 ]0, top of  an upright: h, i, n   8 dot above the right-hand tip 
of  the first m (accidental?)  after the second m, the top of  an upright   9 ]0n, right-hand arc of  a closed 
circular letter without cross-bar: o or v  d0[, back of  a circular letter with cross-bar: e or y  ]0g, tip of  
a rising oblique: u; of  k and x, one might expect to see the lower oblique, too  g0[, back of  a circular letter 
without cross-bar: o or ! (probably not v)   10 x0[, a rising oblique: a, l  some traces high up in the 
line   12 ]0, traces (partly on lower layer) of  an open circular letter with cross-bar: e?

Fr. 3
1 ]0, horizontal trace at bottom line level trace to the left above v too thick for an accent? too far to the left?      

4 ]0, traces in mid and on bottom line

Fr. 4
1 back of  a circular letter with cross-bar: e or y

(The following commentary is greatly indebted to the edition of  Richard Kannicht (in his forthcoming TrGF 5), 
and to a first draft by PJP.)

Fr. 1 
col. i

1 ]ye`[i]!: Kannicht.
2 ]a`i kak0[ Kannicht.

col. ii
1 §çte: either ‘let alone’ (frequently with impersonal object, but also personal) or ‘permit’ (with infinitive, as 

E. Med. 313 f  tÆnde d¢ xyÒna | §çte m' ofike›n, Tr. 466 f  §çt° m(e) . . . ke›!yai pe!oË!an, S. Tr. 815 §çt' éf°rpein (aÈtÆn 
scil.), Ph. 1055 §çte m€mnein (aÈtÒn scil.), all beginning a trimeter). Íbr€ze`[in (2) favours the latter, and establishes the 
combative tone of  the imperatives (parallel construction supported by anaphora).

 4639. TRAGEDY (EURIPIDES?) 5
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d' shows that this is not the beginning of  the speech; inceptive d° is restricted to prose (Denniston, Greek 

Particles2 172 (iii) ).
aÈto[ : aÈtÒ[n would provide a subject for the infinitive suggested by 2 (e.g. §çte d' aÈtÚ[n pÒll' Ùneid€zein 

§m°), who could be identified with the subject of  the third-person imperatives in 4 and 6. But of  course contexts 
could be imagined for aÈtÒ, aÈto[Ê!, aÈto[›!.

2 §çy' Íbr€ze`[in: on asyndeton with anaphora, see Kühner–Gerth, Grammatik ii 345 c.
3 mÆt' efi seems certain, although the scribe did not mark the elision. mÆte here may imply a balancing mÆte 

(gãr) in 2 (Kannicht); it cannot be a sentence-connective, adding a third imperative to §çte . . . §çte or introduc-
ing ıriz°tv.

kalk[ : on confusion of  opposites, see Kannicht on E. Hel. 264–6; fr. 378.2; 554a.4; 682.3.
4 ıriz°tv, not ˜rize, ır€zet' etc., as 6 shows (there the articulation is guaranteed by punctuation). This may 

well be the beginning of  a new sentence, see n. on fr. 1 ii 3. If  so, there is asyndeton: probably because ıriz°tv con-
tinues (with a change of  person) the series of  imperatives, and restates or interprets the preceding commands.

flppeu°tv suggests that ıriz°tv expresses motion (then pr[Ò! Kannicht). Possible senses include (a) ‘traverse’ 
(following the boundary between two points) and (b) ‘separate from’ (draw a boundary between): ‘incertum utrum 
[a] Med. 432–5 ¶pleu!a! . . . didÊmou! ır€!a!a . . . p°tra! (ubi S B ént‹ toË dia!te€la!a ka‹ diejelyoË!a tå! 
%umplhgãda!) ~ A. Suppl. 540–6 (Kerkhecker) an [b] Hel. 128 xeim∆n êllo!' êllon (porymÚn scil.) Àri!en (~ ibid. 
1670) vel Hec. 940–1 naË! . . . m' épÚ gç! Àri!en ÉIliãdo! conferendum’ (Kannicht). But (c) moral ‘definition’ (Hec. 
801 z«men êdika ka‹ d€kai' …ri!m°noi) may not be excluded (PJP).

5 ıpo[ : ˜po[u (E. Heracl. 19, 46 PJP)? ıpo[›on Kannicht.
7 ‘[A.] Prom. 708 énhrÒtou! gÊa!, Moschion. 97 F 6,9 érÒt'roi! . . . §t°mneto | . . . b«lo!’ (Kannicht).
8 ‘locutio Euripidis propria: Andr. 433 = Hec. 1019 = F 86 col. ii 4 [150,1 Austin] = F 773,10 [Phaëth. 54 Dig-

gle] éll' ßrp' §! o‡kou! ~ Cycl. 345 éll' ßrpet' e‡!v ~ Andr. 1263 éll' ßrpe Delf«n §! . . . pÒlin, Tro. 92 éll' ßrp' 
ÖOlumpon, Hel. 477 éll' ßrp' ép' o‡kvn (brevius IT 699 = 1411 = S. Trach. 616 éll' ßrpe ~ S. Trach. 819 éll' •rp°tv 
~ OC 1643 éll' ßrpey' ); de S. F 10g fr. 10,4 ~ adesp. F 632,35 éll' er0[ non liquet’ (Kannicht). E. Med. 403 ßrp' 
§! tÚ deinÒn (PJP).

ég1[roÁ! Kannicht. This would suit the rustic detail of  7, though êg1[ra! (E. Ion 1161, Supp. 885) could also be 
thought of  (PJP). Hunting on horseback, mentioned in passing at X. Cyn. 11.3, might suit Hippolytus.

9 ‘f€lv! (init. trim Hipp. 597 f€lv! kal«! d' oÈ) pot. qu. f€l' …!’ (Kannicht).
katar[xÆn, katãrxou, katãr[ja!, kat' ér[xã! etc. (PJP).
10 E. Alc. 356 parª (PJP). ‘par∞[i! d° sim., par∞[te (Antiphan. fr. 94.2 K.–A. fin. trim ˜tan parª!)’ (Kan-

nicht).
11 nikçn §pi!t[a : §p€!t[a!' (E. Ion 650 paË!ai lÒgvn t«nd', eÈtuxe›n d' §p€!ta!o; PJP)? ‘Alc. 61 x  §p€!ta!ai 

d°, Hipp. 380 x  §pi!tãme!ya, ibid. 919 x  §p€!ta!y' ’ (Kannicht).
12 boÊl[ei? ‘µ taËta vel ∑ taÈtå boÊl[hi? Cf. Phoen. 386 ì går !Á boÊl˙, taÎt' §mo‹ . . . f€la, IT 614 §pe‹ d¢ 

boÊ l˙ taËta’ (Kannicht). But taËt' éboul[ is also possible (S. El. 546 oÈ taËt' éboÊlou ka‹ kakoË gn≈mhn patrÒ! ; 
PJP).

13 mhd°na, mhd°n' a[, mhd¢n a[, mhd' §n a[ ?
14 The scribe writes ãg'eÂa to clarify the articulation around the exclamation (not êgei, not e‡a). The aspira-

tion of  eÂa recurs in other papyri of  drama (S. Euryp. fr. 221.4; 222b fr. 7.4; Ichn. 314.93, 174, 436 R.; Trag. adesp. 
655.40 K.–S.; Epich. fr. 113.177 K.–A.), and is implied in the etymology stated at Schol. A Il. 9.262a (Herodian? 
hence Hdn. I 495 Lentz), which derives eia from efi, toË tÒnou éllag°nto! efi! peri!p≈menon énagka€v! ka‹ t∞! 
da!e€a! ÉAttik«! pro!elyoÊ!h!. Kannicht on E. fr. 693.1; Diggle on E. Phaëth. 221. Cf. Kannicht on E. Hel. 1429–33 
and 1560–4, and Fraenkel on A. Ag. 1650.

êg' eÂã moi k[ seems the most likely articulation; but if  we cannot rely on the scribe to mark elisions, m' ofl k[ 
or m' oik[ come into consideration.

15 §xyr«n kã[ki!te? ¶xyr' œn?
16 µ or ∑ ? ![oi?



18 ‘paye›n` [ (Ba. 492 e‡f' ˜ti paye›n de› ), pãyei p2[ sim.?’ (Kannicht). E. Hyps. fr. 60 i 41 B. afi[!xr]Ún går eÔ 
m¢n §jep€!ta!yai paye›n (PJP).

19 ‘m°l[ayron (= Ba. 1309) Kerkhecker, m°l[ei !oi sim.’ (Kannicht). m°l[hma?
20 oÎtepaid[ : most obviously, oÎte paid[. But since the scribe does not always mark elision (note fr. 1 ii 3 

mhtei), oÎt' §paid[ª, §pñd[vn or the like may not be excluded. (‘neither by enchantment nor by . . . will you change 
my decision’; cf. A. Ag. 69–71, where Fraenkel suggested exempli gratia: oÎy' Ípoka€vn oÎt' §pile€bvn | oÎt' §pa
oida›! épÊrvn fler«n | Ùrgå! étene›! paray°ljei.)

Fr. 2
1 Kannicht suggests e.g. épi!]to€h!, Ílak]to€h!, afi]to€h!, zh]to€h!, no!]to€h! ên. §p]to€h!an is not found in 

tragedy.
2 kre<i>!!Ò`n`vn` Kannicht; ‘cf. Dionys. trag. 76 F 6 kre›!!on codd.: KRE%%ON PSI IX 1093,52–3 (cf. Threatte 

Gr. Att. Inscr. 2,309) . . . Ion. Ch. 19 F 38,3 x – v êllvn krei!!Ònvn’ (Kannicht).
3 §jep€[!tamai Kannicht; he compares Trag. adesp. 327.1 K.–S. §g∆ d' §mautoË ka‹ klÊein §p€!tamai | . . .
4 kay' ≤2m°[ran, kayÆ2me[non?
5 Not §]k`tri.
6 ‘extra metrum e.g. e‰•n: vel feË:’ (Kannicht).
7 ‘d°!pot' hac sede vs. Hel. 1627’ (Kannicht).

A. KERKHECKER

4640. Hypotheses to a Theseus and hippolyTus?

100/1(a) 14.5 × 16.4 cm First/early second century
  Plate II

Two columns of  stories about Theseus and Hippolytus written along the fibres of  
a papyrus roll that in the second column overlaps with and augments the text preserved in 
P. Mich. inv. 6222a (M. Van Rossum-Steenbeek, Greek Readers’ Digests no. 7). The roll was 
broken or torn vertically at the line-beginnings of  col. ii, but was repaired (with slight text 
loss) in antiquity. The back is blank except for a patch attached in order to repair the break 
and strengthen the roll. (For testimonia and examples of  repair of  papyrus rolls by means 
of  glued papyrus patches in antiquity see E. Puglia, La cura del libro nel mondo antico: Guasti 
e restauri del rotolo di papiro (Naples 1997) chaps. 2–3 pp. 29–79.) Running the full height of  the 
fragment, the patch shows a section c.3 cm wide from the end of  a column of  fragmentary 
accounts in a documentary script written along the fibres and oriented in the same direc-
tion as the writing on the front. The hand of  the documentary text is of  a type usually 
assigned to the second/third century ad, making it possible that the text on the front could 
have been in use for as much as a century or more.

The script belongs to the plain round style represented by Roberts, GLH 9c (late first 
century BC), 10c (ad 66) and 14 first hand (earlier second century?). It is bilinear in effect 
(a, b, d, l project above and b, r, u, f sometimes project below the line). The nose of  a 
(looped at left in the manner of  hands of  the first century BC – first century ad) plunges 
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steeply below the line. The rounded letters are circular, becoming closely written and verti-
cally compressed toward ends of  lines in order to leave an even right-hand margin: some 
line-ends show more oval forms and tiny omicrons. a at beginning of  words is frequently 
enlarged, with a well-developed loop connecting the left down-strokes and the cross-strokes. 
The right-hand oblique of  d and l projects above the apex. Mid-stroke of  e extends be-
yond the opening; sometimes it makes contact with the inside of  the bowl and sometimes 
stands clear of  the left-hand arc. y: the mid-stroke never significantly exceeds the sides. h 
has a high cross-bar, while the right side of  p is markedly curved. There is a variety of  deli-
cately placed decorative curls, hooks, blobs, half-serifs and a few full serifs. No clear shading.

There are no lectional signs, but some small spaces are found between words: cf. i 3 
before ka€, i 12 before tÒn, i 14 before and after eÈplÒh!en and ii 12 before ap[. Col. i 3, 
4 and 14 have small line-fillers and above the heading in i 19 are some decorative strokes. 
A correction has been made supralinearly in i 1 and a cancellation in ii 8 is marked by dots 
above the letters. It is not possible to distinguish the hand of  the corrections from that of  
the text. Iota adscript occurs in i 4, but is not used in i 3 and 16, and there are some itacistic 
writings (ei instead of  i). Elision is employed without indication in i 1, ii 8 and 13. In the first 
two cases, it has caused a problem in copying.

The columns had at least 21 lines (inferred from the fact that there must have been 
several lines of  the following hypothesis in col. i before ii 1). The lines in col. i extended to 
at least 42 letters and probably contained more. Those of  col. ii contained c.55–70 letters if  
the text here closely replicated that of  P. Mich. 6222a, and if  that text has been correctly 
restored by its editor at c.32 letters per line (see on col. ii). The surviving upper margin of  
4 cm shows the column number 38 (lh) above the first column. We can deduce from this 
that the part of  the roll preceding this column must have been around 7.5 metres, assuming 
a column width of  c.20 cm (18 cm as reconstructed + 2 cm intercolumnar space × 37).

The text does not exhibit the type of  headings usually found in the Euripidean hypo-
theses (see on i 19), while P. Mich. inv. 6222a preserves no headings. It could be one of  three 
types: (i) Euripidean hypotheses; (ii) mixed hypotheses; (iii) mythographical prose stories.

(i) Euripidean hypotheses. The two stories strongly resemble the Euripidean hypo the-
ses in style and wording and they are more extensive than those on the same characters in 
the other mythographical accounts. Second, we know that Euripides wrote plays on The-
seus (cf. below) and Hippolytus. The title at i 19 (apparently a heading introducing a story 
that continues in col. ii, rather than an end-title of  the text in col. i) could be restored 
as ÑIppÒlu]to! (or, more likely, ÑIppÒluto! pr«]to!) E[Èrip€dou (see note). If  correct, this 
would imply that the preceding story summarized a play by some other dramatist, making 
it unlikely that both hypotheses concerned Euripidean plays. This might point to:

(ii) mixed hypotheses. The first story could be a hypothesis of  Sophocles’ Theseus (cf. 
below) followed by a hypothesis of  Euripides’ Hippolytus. An argument against this option 
is the fact that we do not have other examples of  such mixed collections, while there are 
many papyri with Euripidean hypotheses, e.g. XXVII 2455, 2457, LII 3650–3652, LX 
4017 and PSI XII 1286 (for additional examples see LII 3653 introd. p. 30; collected by 



Van Rossum-Steenbeek (Greek Readers’ Digests nos. 1–16); LII 3653 (no. 17 Van Rossum-
Steenbeek) gives two Sophoclean hypotheses in the same style.

(iii) We cannot exclude the possibility that we are dealing not with hypotheses but with 
unspecified mythographical prose stories ordered alphabetically or thematically. These sto-
ries may be related in one way or another to the tragedies and/or hypotheses.

As regards the first story, two plays concerned with the story of  Theseus and Ariadne 
come into consideration: Sophocles’ or Euripides’ Theseus (the plays attested for Achaeus 
and Hera[ ], TrGF i 20 F 18 and 37, are not likely to appear in the papyri). Sophocles’ Minos 
(F 407) does not seem to have dealt with our episode.

(a) Sophocles’ Theseus. Apart from the single quotation (F 246) there is XXVII 2452 
(TrGF 4 F 730 a–g). These fragments have been ascribed to Sophocles for linguistic reasons, 
whereas T. B. L. Webster, The Tragedies of  Euripides (London 1967) 106 favours Euripidean 
authorship. We learn from these fragments that Ariadne pities the young Athenians (be-
cause they are the tribute to the Minotaur; cf. 730 c.15) and Eriboea asks for pity (730 a–b); 
Theseus asserts that someone, presumably the Minotaur, will be caught (730 c), and he 
leaves (730 d); a celestial phenomenon is described (730 e) and at 730 f  mention is made of  
someone’s wishes. These data are not incompatible with our text, although the latter does 
not seem to mention Eriboea, a celestial phenomenon or wishes. The names of  Minos, 
Daedalus and Athena, on the other hand, are absent in frr. 730 a–g.

(b) Euripides’ Theseus. We know that Euripides wrote a play called Theseus; cf. Eur. frr. 
381–90 N2; Mette, Lustrum 23–4 (1981–2) 130–34 = frr. 493–513 and cf. L 3530 (= F 386 b in 
Kannicht, TrGF 5, forthcoming). The fragments do not give much information: the scene 
must be Crete and the play deals with Theseus, Minos, the Minotaur and the tribute. Wi la-
mo witz’s ideas about Theseus and his three wishes, by which the Aegeus, Theseus and Hipp. I 
would have been connected, are not supported by the fragments; cf. Webster, 105–6. Eur. fr. 
1001 N2, a fragment about the thread, may also belong to this play. Fr. 388 N2 is concerned 
with pious love. We do not know the speaker of  these words nor the addressee, but this 
fragment suggests, as Webster, 107, argues, that Theseus is warned or warns himself  not to 
abandon Athens for the love of  Ariadne. Webster refers to Erika Simon who offered the 
idea that this fragment comes from a final speech by Athena. It is tempting to connect this 
idea with our text (see commentary on i 16), but we must remember that our story may have 
nothing to do with Euripides’ play.

On 2452 see above. 3530 is not very helpful: it is probably part of  a messenger-speech 
and may belong either to Euripides’ Aegeus or to his Theseus: ‘The messenger describes his 
vantage-point (2–3), then the beast (5–9), then Theseus (10 ff.) stripped for action’.

For the story of  Theseus and Ariadne in general, see F. Brommer, Theseus: die Taten 
des griechischen Helden in der antiken Kunst und Literatur (Darmstadt 1982); LIMC iii Addenda 
and Vii (s.v. Ariadne and Theseus); C. Calame, Thésée et l’imaginaire Athénien (Lausanne 1990) 
78–116; S. Mills, Theseus, Tragedy and the Athenian Empire (Oxford 1997).

Until 14 the text seems to tell the familiar story: Theseus kills the Minotaur with the 
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help of  Ariadne and Daedalus; Ariadne wants to be taken to Athens. From this point (14) 
onwards, it is unclear what happens; cf. commentary.

Several summaries (referred to in the notes) tell the myth of  Theseus and Hippolytus 
in wording arguably similar to the papyrus: e.g. Apollod. Epit. 1.8–9 :

…! d¢ ∏ken efi! KrÆthn (cf. i 1), ÉAriãdnh yugãthr M€nvo! §rvtik«! diateye›!a 
prÚ! aÈtÚn !umprã!!ein (so S: perã!ein E) §pagg°lletai, §ån ımologÆ!hi guna›ka 
aÈtØn ßjein épagag∆n efi! ÉAyÆna!. ımologÆ!anto! d¢ !Án ˜rkoi! Yh!°v! de›tai 
Daidãlou mhnË!ai toË labur€nyou tØn ¶jodon (cf. i 3–4). Ípoyem°nou d¢ §ke€nou, 
l€non efi!iÒnti Yh!e› d€dv!i: toËto §jãca! Yh!eÁ! t∞! yÊra! §felkÒmeno! efi!Æiei. 
katalab∆n d¢ Min≈tauron §n §!xãtvi m°rei toË labur€nyou pa€vn pugma›! ép°
ktei nen, §felkÒmeno! d¢ tÚ l€non pãlin §jÆiei. ka‹ diå nuktÚ! metå ÉAriãdnh! ka‹ 
t«n pa€dvn efi! Nãjon éfikne›tai. ¶nya DiÒnu!o! §ra!ye‹! ÉAriãdnh! ¥rpa!e, ka‹ 
kom€!a! efi! L∞mnon §m€gh.

A less full version is given by D.S. 4. 61.4 : 

katapleu!ãntvn d' aÈt«n efi! KrÆthn ÉAriãdnh m¢n ≤ yugãthr toË M€nvo! ±rã!yh 
toË Yh!°v! eÈprepe€ai diaf°ronto!, Yh!eÁ! d' efi! lÒgou! §ly∆n aÈt∞i ka‹ taÊthn 
!unergÚn lab≈n, tÒn te Min≈tauron ép°kteine ka‹ tØn ¶jodon tØn toË labur€nyou 
par' aÈt∞! may∆n die!≈yh: cf. Plu. Thes. 19.1 §pe‹ d¢ kat°pleu!en efi! KrÆthn 
. . . parå t∞! ÉAriãdnh! §ra!ye€!h! tÚ l€non lab≈n, ka‹ didaxye‹! …! ¶!ti toË 
labur€nyou toÁ! •ligmoÁ! diejelye›n, ép°kteinen tÚn Min≈tauron ka‹ ép°pleu!e 
tØn ÉAriãdnhn énalab∆n ka‹ toÁ! ±iy°ou!.

See further sch. Il. 18.590, sch. Od. 11.322, sch. AR 3.997 and Hyg. Fab. 42 Theseus apud Mi
no tau rum and 43 Ariadne.

As regards the second story in the papyrus, comparable prose stories about Hippoly-
tus and Phaedra are found in: the hypothesis of  Hipp. II transmitted both in medieval 
manuscripts and in P. Mil.Vogl. II 44 (this papyrus text is rather fragmentary but seems to 
be similar to the medieval hypothesis); Apollod. Epit. 1.18–19; D.S. 4. 62.2–4; Plu. Parallela 
minora 314a–B; Hyg. Fab. 47; sch. Od. 11.321; Tzetz. Lyc. 1329. See W. S. Barrett, Euripides: 
Hippolytos (Oxford 1964) 1–45, for the history of  the legend including a discussion of  the lost 
Hipp. I and frr. 428–47 N2. See also LIMC V, s.v. Hippolytus.

An advance towards reconstruction of  col. ii is gained through an overlap with P. Mich. 
inv. 6222a (ed. pr. G. W. Schwendner, Literary and NonLiterary Papyri from the University of  Mich
igan Collection (diss., Univ. of  Michigan 1988) 24–9; re-edited by W. Luppe, ‘Die Hypothesis 
zum ersten “Hippolytos”’, ZPE 102 (1994) 23–39 with Taf. ia, and subsequently by Van 
Rossum-Steenbeek, Greek Readers’ Digests no. 7 (pp. 15 descr., 195–6 text), who notes the over-
lap (pp. 16, 22), and again by Luppe, ‘Nochmals zur Hypothesis des ersten “Hippolytos”’, 
ZPE 143 (2003) 23–6 ). Written in a version of  the ‘Severe Style’ dating from the end of  the 
second or beginning of  the third century, P. Mich. 6222a (hereafter P. Mich.) appears to con-
tain a text of  a story about Hippolytus. In his re-edition Luppe assumes that we are dealing 



with a hypothesis to the lost Hipp. I. The wording of  the present papyrus does not seem to 
be incompatible with the Euripidean Hipp. II, although it shows no overlap with the medi-
eval hypothesis to this play. On the other hand, it has several phrases in sequence in com-
mon with P. Mich., and this text has several details that seem to be incompatible with Hipp. 
II : (i) Yettali[a fr. A7, (ii) ÑIp]polÊtou !tolÆn fr. B3 and ka]lucãmenon fr. B5. (i) It has been 
plausibly conjectured (Barrett, op. cit. 32, Luppe) that in the first play Theseus was absent in 
Thessaly, helping Pirithous. (ii) In view of  the title of  the first play  (Kata)KaluptÒmeno! 
(cf. Pollux 9, 50; sch. Theoc. 2, 10)  it seems most natural to interpret !tolÆn and ]lucãme
non as clothing and (un)veiling oneself  (see on line 14 in further notes on P. Mich. 6222a 
below). Even if  we could explain ]lucãmenon otherwise (e.g. époka]lucãmenon  cf. LSJ s.v. 
épokalÊptv ‘reveal one’s whole mind’)  !tolÆn remains problematic.

Thus P. Mich. does seem to be concerned with the content of  Hipp. I ; and the same 
can be assumed for the corresponding section of  4640, which overlaps it. From the overlap 
of  the two texts it is possible to determine the line lengths of  each, but only within rough 
limits (see on col. ii). The arrangement of  the principal P. Mich. fragments A–C and thus 
the reconstruction of  the play provided by Luppe do not agree with our new text, which 
shows that Luppe’s fr. C should precede fr. B. See below on col. ii for a reconstruction com-
bining 4640 with P. Mich.

The text and notes have benefited from a draft of  the edition by R. Kannicht for 
TrGF 5 (forthcoming) and comments supplied by Professor Diggle. Citation of  other dra-
matic hypotheses on papyri in the notes is by the name of  the play and the relevant papyrus, 
with line numeration according to the ed. pr. For hypotheses transmitted in medieval manu-
scripts, reference is to the text and line numeration of  the edition of  J. Diggle, Euripides i–iii 
(Oxford 1981–94) unless otherwise mentioned. The restorations of  the line beginnings in 
col. i are merely plausible ones, suggested exempli gratia, and commensurate with wording 
of  the story elsewhere.

Col. i
          (m.2) lh
(m.1)         ]n`upomeina!epeid_h´ÅeiÄ!thnkrhthn
          ]0regeneyhpaidvnei!axyei!ei!ton 
          ]invtauronapekteinen kairadi>
          ]ndaidaloubohyh!anto!autvi>
 5         ]0!ayhnaio!kaith!touba!ilev!
          ]yh!ei!unagvniv!h!pro!eu!ebh 
          ]uxyei!diakoneinoukapvknh!en 
          ]vleianai!yomeno!toumeinvtau 
          ]vtou!periyh!eatonkindunon 
 10         ]v2!th!ariadnh!epiyumia!uph
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          ]o`nmenpateraprvtone0eienton 
           ]jiv!ai tondeyh!eapare!th!ato 
          ]0nto!apopleineauthnanalabon 
           ]a`y`h2na! euploh!en a[`0]iadnhn>

 15         ]eghmemeinvdeyum000000me
           ]keleu!a!agamvthnor`ghnme!o 
            ]thnnevteranyugate`r`ap[00]0[ 
            ] 
           ]to≠! ≠e [  ]≠  [
 20                                                           ]0[
  .    .    .    .    .    .    .
Col. ii
  t`vnkate!faj[ ̀
  xaraja!apa`r`00[ 
  ippolutoud0[ 
  metabia!to0[ 
 5 paryenvn000[
  pleiono!gei0[ 
  pi!teu!a!a[ 
  kaime_ta´tou`p2[ 
  tona!ebh!`a`[ 
 10 leipomen[
  ponekel[ 
  0obon ap[ 
  0idapotux[ 
  l`e`u!entou[ 
 15 y`[0]!ailhm[
  legxonvn[ 
  e`zhteip0[ 
  00tro! 0[ 
  .   .

col. i 2 ]0, end of  oblique, probably a   5 ]0, right curve of  o or v   11 ]0, right part of  lower 
curve as of  o, v  e0, traces of  left and right parts of  a horizontal at top with top of  right upright descending 
and foot of  upright at left as of  p, not !   13 ]0, dot in mid-line and at bottom, apparently e   15 yum 
is followed by upper left curve of  round letter; gap; high horizontal stroke and curve (either p or right part of  g, 
!, t plus the left side of  round letter); horizontal at top and a smaller one at bottom; gap; low dot, some traces in 



the middle and end of  horizontal in upper part of  line   17 ]0[, slightly curved horizontal stroke, low in the 
line   20 ]0[, dot

col. ii 2 00[, upright, followed by curved letter (e, y, o, !), perhaps with cross stroke (e, y)   3 0[, ver-
tical   4 0[, several dots, perhaps n?   5 000[, two round letters (the first o or y; the second e, y, o, 
or !) and a high dot   6 0[, traces at top of  line, probably n   12 0o, trace at lower right as of  a, l, 
x   13 0i, three small strokes (slightly more likely of  p than of  t) have been displaced   17 e,̀ or y  p0 
small oblique below line, a?   18 high horizontal and high small oblique, pa? (before these strokes in mar-
gin a thick horizontal that does not seem to be part of  the text)  0[, high horizontal

Col. i
          (m.2) lh

(m.1)            ]n` Ípome€na!: §pe‹ d' _h´ efi! tØn KrÆthn
             ]0regeneyh pa€dvn efi!axye‹! efi! tÚn 
  labÊrinyon  tÚn Me]in≈tauron ép°kteinen ka‹ =&d€ 
  v!  tØn ¶jodon e�re]n Daidãlou bohyÆ!anto! aÈt«i 
 5            ]0! ÉAyhna›o! ka‹ t∞! toË ba!il°v!
  yugatrÚ! ÉAriãdnh!  ] Yh!e› !unagvni≈!h! prÚ! eÈ!eb∞ 
           ]uxye‹! diakone›n oÈk ép≈knh!en: 
  ı d¢ Me€nv!  tØn ép]≈leian afi!yÒmeno! toË MeinvtaÊ 
   rou        ]v toÁ! per‹ Yh!°a tÚn k€ndunon 
 10           ]v2! t∞! ÉAriãdnh! §piyum€a! Íph
           t]Ú`n m¢n pat°ra pr«ton e0eien tÚn 
           a]ji«!ai, tÚn d¢ Yh!°a pare!tÆ!ato 
            ]0nto! épople›n •autØn énalabÒn- 
  ta         ] ÉA2y`h2na! eÈplÒh!en, ÉA[r]iãdnhn 
 15          ] ¶ghme: Me€nv deyum000000me
            ] keleÊ!a!a gãmƒ tØn Ùr`gØn me!o 
             ] tØn nevt°ran yugat°`r`a p[00]0[ 
             ] 
            ]to≠! ≠e [  ]≠  [
 20                  ]0[
  .    .    .    .    .    .    .

Col. ii
  t`vn kat°!faj[ ̀
  xarãja!a pa`r`00[ 
  ÑIppolÊtou d0[ 
  metå b€a! to0[ 
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 5 paryenvn000[
  pleiono! gei0[ 
  pi!teÊ!a! a[ 
  ka‹ me_ta´t' oÈ` p2[olÁ 
  tÚn é!ebÆ!`a`[nta 
 10 leipomen[
  pon §k°l[eu!e 
  0obon ap[ 
  0id' épotux[                §k°] 
  l`e`u!en tou[                   ka] 
 15 y`[€]!ai lhm[                  ¶]
  legxon vn[ 
  §`zÆtei p0[ 
  00tro! 0[ 
  .    .    .    .    .    .    .

Col. i 1–17
‘. . . having endured . . . . After . . . had come to Crete . . . Theseus was brought into 

the labyrinth, slew the Minotaur and easily found the exit because Daedalus helped him . . . 
Athenian and because the daughter of  the king, Ariadne, assisted Theseus . . . , Daedalus 
. . . did not shrink from doing service for a pious . . . . When Minos became aware of  the 
death of  the Minotaur he . . . Theseus and companions . . . the danger . . . Ariadne’s desire 
. . . She first . . . her father . . . to deem worthy . . . and she induced Theseus . . . to sail off 
taking her on board. He sailed to Athens with a fair wind, . . . Ariadne . . . married . . . 
Minos . . . (she) having ordered . . . marriage . . . the anger . . . the younger daughter.’

Col. i
1 Ípome€na! (for the sense see LSJ ii. 2/4; hyp. Alc. 12–13 Ípome€na!a . . . teleut∞!ai) might point to a version 

in which Theseus offered himself  voluntarily to go to the Minotaur: cf. Apollod. Epit. 1.7 …! d° tine! l°gou!in, •k∆n 
•autÚn ¶dvken; sch. Il. 18.590; Hyg. Fab. 41. 2; Plu. Thes. 17.1–3.

2 The general idea of  1–2 §pe‹ . . . pa€dvn is clear: Theseus and the Attic youths who were to be given as 
a tribute to the Minotaur (cf. Apollod. Epit. 1.9; Plu. Thes. 17.2 and 19.7) arrive at Crete. But ]0regeneyh pa€dvn 
is a problem. ]a`regeneyh (a is almost certain) can be supplemented, with the beginning either p]a`r or g]ã`r. 
Since g]år §g°ney' ≤ pa€dvn or p]areg°ney' ≤ pa€dvn have an inexplicable eta, an attractive solution is to read 
p]aregenÆyh followed by a phrase pertaining to pa€dvn: e.g. metå t«n êllvn or metå t«n d‹! •ptå p]aregenÆyh 
pa€dvn (suggested by J. Diggle). (d‹! •ptã also in Bacchyl. 17. 2 and cf. sch. Il. 18.590 d‹w zÄ.) The same hyperbaton 
(with prepositional phrase) occurs in PSI XII 1286 Rh. i 11–12 kay' ˜lon §lalÆyh tÚ !trãteuma. See also hyp. 
Heracl. 3–4, hyp. Tr. 13, hyp. Ba. 15–16, hyp. Rh. 7. As to paregenÆyh in hypotheses, cf. PSI XII 1286 Rh. i 12, LII 
3650 Alex. 25–6, Phaëth. 10 (ed. Diggle, Phaethon p. 53); cf. D. Kovacs, HSCP 88 (1984) 51 n. 9.

efi!axye€!. In the papyrus Theseus is brought into the labyrinth, whereas Apollod., Hyg. Fab. 42, sch. Il. 18.590 
and sch. Od. 11.322 record that Theseus enters the labyrinth by himself. D.S. and Plu. (see above) do not specify.



3–4 On the wording of  these lines, see the versions cited above and cf. also D.S. 1.61.2 on a labyrinth: la
bÊrinyon: . . . ı går efi!ely∆n efi! aÈtÚn oÈ dÊnatai =aid€v! tØn ¶jodon eÍre›n; sch. Il. 18.590 ˜pv! (Theseus) . . . 
efi!°lyoi efi! tÚn labÊrinyon, ka‹ . . . pãlin ¶xoi =aid€an ka‹ eÈeÊreton aÍt«i tØn ¶jodon toË labur€nyou.

4 tØn ¶jodon e�re]n. e�ren tØn ¶jodo]n is equally possible. For e�ren see LII 3650 Alex. 32 éneËre; hyp. Hipp. 
17 e�ren.

4–7 In this text, Daedalus seems to play a more important role than in most of  the other versions: in D.S., 
Plu. and Hyg., Daedalus’ help is not even mentioned, and in sch. Il. and Od., Daedalus helps indirectly, i.e. by giv-
ing Ariadne instructions. It is only in Apollodorus that we hear that Ariadne asks Daedalus to assist, after which 
the latter suggests how Theseus can find his way out of  the labyrinth. It has been suggested that Theseus used 
a wish to escape from the labyrinth, cf. the discussion in Barrett, Euripides: Hippolytos 39 f. and L 3530 p. 26, but 
nothing in our text points to this.

5–7 seem to contain an explanation of  why Daedalus offered his help to Theseus. His Athenian provenance 
is well known (cf. Apollod. 3.15.8), and according to Cleidemus FGrHist 323 F 17 (cited by Plu. Thes. 19.9) Daedalus 
was a cousin of  Theseus. A possible supplement of  line 5 is e.g. [∑n går ka‹ §ke›n]o`!; Diggle suggests [§g°neto går 
§ke›n]o`!  both somewhat shorter than expected; better for space is [tugxãnvn går ka‹ aÈt]Ò`!. In Eur. fr. 390 N2 
he is called !umpol€th!, but h before ! cannot be read here.

5 t∞! toË ba!il°v! is undoubtedly Ariadne, who must by now have been introduced in the story. For her 
motive for helping Theseus see 10 §piyum€a!.

6 prÚ! eÈ!eb∞: presumably from an Athenian point of  view. The issue is hardly whether it was pious (or duti-
ful or righteous?) to kill the Minotaur. But it would be pious for Daedalus to help Theseus (as an Athenian) and 
the daughter of  his benefactor and employer.

7 ]uxye€!. Diggle proposes [paranom€an efi!khr]uxye€!. Or we might restore [(§n) ˜rkvi or ˜rkoi! ze]uxye€! 
preceded by a noun belonging to eÈ!eb∞; cf. E. Supp. 1229 ka‹ tÒnd' §n ̃ rkoi! zeÊjomai. But this hardly exhausts the 
possibilities. One might consider e.g. [ka‹ Íp' §ke€nh! §nte]uxye€!, since Daedalus ‘was himself  an Athenian and 
since Ariadne the king’s daughter was assisting Theseus, when appealed to by her too for loyal duty (prÚ! eÈ!eb∞), 
he did not flinch from giving his services’.

diakone›n. Cf. XXVII 2455 Sciron 82 diãkonon.
8 In contrast to other versions of  the myth that focus on the adventures of  Theseus and Ariadne, this text 

has Minos playing an active role. On the wording of  8, cf. hyp. Ba. 14 Kãdmo! d¢ tÚ gegonÚ! katai!yÒmeno!; PSI 
XII 1286 Rh. i 4–5 §phi!yhm°no!.

9 Although toÁ! per‹ Yh!°a can refer both to Theseus alone and to him and his companions (cf. S. L. Radt, 
‘OI (AI etc.) PERI + acc. nominis proprii bei Strabon’, ZPE 71 (1988) 35–40), the second option seems preferable. 
ofl per€ plus proper name occurs in other hypotheses as well; see LII 3650 Alex. 23, hyp. Andr. 9, Pirith. 14 (ed. H. 
Rabe, RhM n.s. 63 (1908) 144), PSI XII 1286 Rh. i 8 and Scyrii ii 22.

k€ndunon.  Cf. (in different contexts) PSI XII 1286 Rh. i 1–2; LII 3650 Alex. 31; XXVII 2455 Phrixus I 237.
toÁ! per‹ Yh!°a and tÚn k€ndunon probably belong to one verb with two accusative objects. If  tÚn k€ndunon 

belongs to another verb or clause (in this case we should put a stop after Yh!°a), we would be lacking a conjunc-
tion such as d°. 9 (and 10) perhaps relate that Minos learns that Theseus escaped from the danger: e.g. 9–10 
§p°gn]v toÁ! per‹ Yh!°a tÚn k€ndunon [feÊgonta! . . . ; cf. hyp. Heracl. 15, PSI XII 1286 Scyrii 13. Diggle proposes 
MeinvtaÊ|[rou ka‹ fugÒnta! oÏt]v.

10 ]v2!. Perhaps Yh!°]v2!? Diggle suggests di°bale Da€dalon] …2! t∞! ÉAriãdnh! §piyum€a! Íph|[r°thn lab≈n: 
≤ d¢ t]Ú`n ktl.

§piyum€a!: cf. hyp. Hipp. 9 efi! §piyum€an �li!yen.
11–12 Ariadne is the subject of  the two main verbs in lines 11–12 in view of  the word pat°ra in 11 and •autÆn 

in 13. She is probably mentioned at the beginning of  11 : e.g. ≤ or aÈtÆ and then d° or gãr. For such phrases as tÚn 
m¢n pat°ra . . . tÚn d¢ Yh!°a balanced in hypotheses, see J. Diggle, ZPE 77 (1989) 3–6 = Euripidea: Collected Essays 
(Oxford 1994) 330–4.

11 The traces suggest ep2eien. This may have been written for ¶peiyen or ¶pei!en, the confusion having been 
induced by similarity of  letter-shapes (e, y, !). The imperfect ¶peiyen would imply that her persuasion fails; the 
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aorist ¶pei!en suggests success. ¶pei!en occurs not infrequently in the hypotheses: 2457 Aeolus 27 ¶pei!e tÚn pat°ra 
. . . !unoik€!ai; 3650 Alex. 10–11; hyp. Ba. 12; 2544 Ph. 8; 3652 Phrixus I ii, 31. However, this is far from certain; it 
is not inconceivable (on the same reasoning) that something like ¶!eien was intended: ‘she began to blackmail her 
father into granting . . .’? (for the sense see LSJ s.v. !e€v 4).

The other accounts of  this myth do not contain any request from Ariadne to her father. Again, Minos seems 
to have been more important in the version followed in the papyrus than in the existing accounts. ¶p2eien tÚn and 
é]ji«!ai do not immediately suggest a context for themselves. (kat)ajiÒv also occurs in 3650 Alex. 9 and 24, 
P. Mich. fr. C 8; hyp. Alc. 9. tÒn at the end of  11 is likely to precede a noun denoting a man, an event or a thing: e.g. 
êndra, j°non, fÒnon, ¶rvta. In the remainder of  the gap in 12 we may suppose a noun in the genitive.

12 a]j. kata]j quite likely? On whose behalf  does Ariadne try to persuade her father to take a decision: her 
own? Theseus’ or Daedalus’? Diggle suggests [bohyÚn mØ zhm€a! é]ji«!ai. With bohyÒn compare 4 bohyÆ!anto! 
(referring to a different case).

13 ]0nto!. Ending of  a participle? A possible supplement is e.g. Me€nv(o!) | toË patrÚ! (§j)Ùrgi!y[  | oÈ 
pei!y]°nto!, or perhaps Daidãlou with a participle.

14 ff. The action of  the story seems to have ended (as it began) in Crete. If  we are dealing with the hypothesis 
to a play, the voyage of  Theseus and the situation of  Ariadne must have been reported in the play. 15–17 must 
deal with the sequel.

14 ÉAyhna! could be either the goddess (on the spelling ÉAyhnç!, cf. PSI XII 1286 Rh. i, 6 and XXVII 2455 
Tr. 163) or the city. The latter seems most natural in view of  eÈplÒh!en. A possible supplement is énalabÒn|[ta: 
 | Yh!eÁ! m¢n oÔn efi!] ÉAyÆna!.

14–15 ÉA[r]iãdnhn | [    ] ¶ghme. Theseus sails away: (i) He is also the subject of  ¶ghme and marries Ariadne 
(not very likely in view of  15–17 and the traditional myth). According to the usual ending of  the story, Theseus 
and Ariadne arrive at Dia/Naxos, where Ariadne is either left behind by Theseus and taken as wife by Dionysus 
(Hyg. Fab. 43; sch. Od. 11.322) or she is taken away from Theseus by Dionysus, after which Theseus leaves in distress 
(Apollod. Epit. 1.9; D.S. 4.61.5). Plu. Thes. 20 offers some other obscure and rationalistic versions. (ii) If  this version 
follows the traditional story and Theseus is subject of  ¶ghme, we could supplement e.g.: [d' §n Nãjv(i) lip∆n oÈk] 
¶ghme: (suggested by Diggle). It seems unlikely that someone other than Theseus could be subject of  ¶ghme: the 
reference would have to be exceptionally brief  and would leave much unexplained.

15 Me€nv: Genitive, dative, or accusative.
16 keleÊ!a!a: Preceded by a female subject, perhaps Athena. Plays often end with the appearance of  a god, 

who explains past events, indicates or commands future actions, etc. And these are often reflected in hypotheses 
of  plays: e.g. hyp. Andr. 16 ff.; hyp. Hipp. 21 ff.; hyp. Or. 18 ff.; PSI XII 1286 Rhad. ii 30 ff. Although appearances 
of  a god are usually described in the hypotheses as §pifane€!, this is not always the case: see e.g. hyp. Hipp. 21 ff. 
ÖArtemi! d¢ t«n gegenhm°nvn ßka!ta dia!afÆ!a!a Yh!e› . . . . For Athena in the present situation, see sch. Od. 
11.322, where she orders Theseus to leave Ariadne behind and go to Athens (cf. above, introd., on Eur. fr. 388 N2). 
In this connection one might also think of  Minos’ wife Pasiphae, but in her case keleÊ!a!a might seem strangely 
authoritative.

gãmƒ: Either the previous union between Theseus and Ariadne or a future marriage between Theseus and 
Minos’ younger daughter (see on 17).

tØn ÙrgÆn: Someone is angry. Theseus when he has been robbed of  his bride? Or Minos for a variety of  
reasons may be angry with Theseus. In most versions, Minos does not seem to agree with Ariadne’s engagement to 
Theseus, whereas AR 3.1000–1 has éll' ≤ m¢n ka‹ nhÒ!, §pe‹ xÒlon eÎna!e M€nv!, !Án t«i §fezom°nh pãtrhn l€pe. 
Cf. R. L. Hunter’s note on 997–1004 : ‘Jason’s words in 1000 and 1100 hint at a version in which Minos formally 
gave Ariadne to Theseus . . . it is probable that A. had (? Cretan) sources for such a version’, comparing FGrHist 
328 F 17a with Jacoby’s comments p. 1106–7n.; H. Herter, RhM 91 (1942) 228–37. For ÙrgÆn in conjunction with 
a technical observation on the psychology of  dramatic characters in hypotheses, cf. XXVII 2455 Ph. 303–4 [tØn 
ÙrgØ]n loipogra[fÆ]!a! (cf. hyp. Ph. 20 and crit. app.).

 me!o.  Perhaps a form of  me!olab°v, i.e. to interrupt or cut short Theseus’ (or the god’s?) anger (part of  an 
infinitive after keleÊ!a!a or part of  another participle?). Cf. D.S. 16. 1. 2 afl m¢n går ≤mitele›! prãjei! oÈk ¶xou!ai 



!unex¢! ta›! érxa›! tÚ p°ra! me!olaboË!i tØn §piyum€an t«n filanagnv!toÊntvn. Is it possible that Athena orders 
Minos to give Theseus his younger daughter in order to appease his anger?

17 tØn nevt°ran yugat°ra is presumably Phaedra. In Apollod. Epit. 1.17 and D.S. 4. 62. 1 Theseus receives 
Phaedra after Minos’ death as wife from her brother Deucalion; cf. also Hyg. Fab. 43.3 Ariadnes autem sororem 
Phaedram Theseus duxit in coniugium. Though it may be accidental, Phaedra is one of  the main characters in the next 
column.

19 ]to! e[: A heading, set off  by line-space and a decorative border. We do not know how many more lines 
there were in the column; but given the leisurely style, it seems likely that this begins the story of  Hippolytus which 
continues in the next column.

]to!. Either ÑIppÒlu]to! or pr«]to! could be restored, presumably part of  the heading for the story that 
follows rather than end-title of  the preceding one. There are decorative hooks over ! and e, not unknown in the 
headings of  dramatic hypotheses. Collections of  dramatic and oratorical hypotheses of  the same author (unlike 
the plays and speeches themselves) are frequently accompanied not by end-titles but by headings in the follow-
ing form: (i) name of  play in nominative, followed without punctuation by (ii) o�/∏/œn érxÆ. This is followed 
by (iii) first line of  play in the following line (e.g. LII 3651 23; 3652 ii 16). Sometimes ≤ d¢ ÍpÒye!i! appears as a 
secondary heading in the next line, before the hypothesis begins (e.g. LII 3650 i 1–4 and 3653 fr. 1.8; LX 4017 ii 
5). LII 3653 fr. 1.7 adds ¥de after érxÆ, unusually. Thus we seem to have here part of  the name of  the story or play 
that follows in the papyrus. However, the break in the papyrus after this line makes it impossible to tell whether 
the papyrus conformed to the headings of  the other collections of  hypotheses on papyrus, i.e. continuing with a 
heading o� érxÆ, followed by the first line of  the play before the beginning of  the hypothesis.

e[: §[gkaluptÒmeno! would fill the space; but the title of  Euripides’ play is elsewhere reported as the sim-
ple kaluptÒmeno!: Poll. 9.50, sch. Theoc. 2.10c KA (kata EG). Other possible restorations include ß[tero! or 
E[Èrip€dou (both are on the short side, if  we assume that the heading was precisely centred). For the latter there is 
a partial parallel in MPER III 32 (= Van Rossum-Steenbeek, Greek Readers’ Digests no. 3), in which the heading tÚ 
drçma` E`È`[r]i1p2(€dou) appears to precede the title AÈtÒluko! in a hypothesis. However, it would be strange to have 
the name of  author given in the middle of  a collection of  hypotheses (or stories based on those) unless the collec-
tion comprised hypotheses of  tragedies written by more than one author. On the other hand, ß[tero! is even less 
likely, since the usual indication of  a second play with the same name is deÊtero! (cf. XXVII 2455 267 = fr. 17 col. 
xix Fr€jo! de`Ê`[t]e`r`[o!, i.e. Phrixus II ) and ßtero! would presuppose that another Hippolytus had already been men-
tioned. Yet the story which follows in col. ii seems to be not that of  the extant Hipp. II and contains no overlap with 
its hypothesis transmitted in the medieval MSS; it may well be that of  the lost Hipp. I (see introd.). One solution 
is that ]to! is part not of  ÑIppÒlu]to! but of  pr«]to!. Thus we could restore the heading as [ÑIppÒluto! pr«]to!, 
followed by §[ke€nh d' ≤ or §[ke€nou ¥d' érxÆ (or, less likely, ÍpÒye!i!). (Cf. LII 3652 ii 16 Fr`[€jo! pr«to!, o� érxÆ 
where the restoration of  pr«to! is supported by the line-length.) In this form the heading (c.30 letters) would be 
precisely centred or inset in the line (as frequently in the other examples of  headings of  hypotheses on papyri), as 
reconstructed to the length (55–70 letters) suggested by the overlap with P. Mich.

Col. ii
At a number of  points the papyrus overlaps with P. Mich. (overlaps indicated below 

in bold type):

fr. A
            .   .   . 
            ]nep2e!0[ 
            ]u!a d¢ lo[ 
             §]zÆth!e[ 
            ]nÅtuxe›nÄ oÈk h[ 
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 5           ]e`mfanh[
            ]yein épo[ 
             ] Yettali[ 
            ]0l`ion en[ 
            ]k`etvn k[
 10            ]lamoi![
              ]enxar[
            .   .   .

fr. C
            .   .   . 
            ]n ka‹ ta![ 
            ] paryenvn[̀
            ]on ka‹ bo`h[ 
          ]Tro`iz∞n`[a g]enom[e 
 5          ] ı Yh!eÁ! p2i1!`t[̀
         ]0[00] katå toË paid[Ú! 
           ]v2ni: ka‹ met' oÈ pol[Á
         ka]taji1≈!a! aÈtÚ[0] m[ 
         tÚ]n é!ebÆ!anta tv[
 10         ]t«n d' ÑIppolÊtou doÊlvn en`[
          fl]p2p2o0[0]000[00]0[0]o`!`[ 
            ]0to!0[ 
           ]leu00[ 
            ]rit[ 
 15           ]0t0[
            .   .   .

fr. B
            .   .   . 
            ]a[ 
            ]0izvn [00]0[0]0[ 
            ÑIp]p2olÊtou !tolØn [ 
            ]l`ian §k°leu!e[
 5          ka]lucãmenon to0[
            ]ÅtÄy`ia! kay`€!ai lh[
            ]! élhy∞ t«n p[ 
            ¶l]egxon genome[n
            ] ≤ m¢n` F2a€dra [ 
 10               ]n §zÆ-
  tei           yer]ãpvn
               ]neatou[ 



                ]e!yai 
              m]etano 
 15             ]0na0a[
            .   .   .

fr. Ba
            .   . 
            ]de0[ 
            .   .

fr. Bb
            .   . 
            ]0[ 
            ]0o!k`[ 
            ]u`!pl[ 
            ]n`h2[ 
            .   .

fr. D
            .   . 
            ]0a0[ 
            ]0en0[ 
            ]a`i1tou`[ 
            .   .

The regular overlapping and non-overlapping lines show the line-lengths of  4640 to 
have been much longer than those of  P. Mich. Hence in about every other line in P. Mich. 
there is a series of  letters preserved that are duplicated in 4640. The lines of  P. Mich. are 
reconstructed at a length of  c.32 letters by Luppe (though, of  course, they may have been 
shorter). On this reconstruction (assuming an identical text), the lines of  4640 will have 
been 55–70 letters in length. The series of  overlapping letters shows that we are dealing with 
the same text of  a story about Hippolytus. However, caution must be exercised, since the 
text cannot be assumed to be everywhere identical: in at least one place the two diverge: 
4640 ii 16 has ¶]legxon vn[, while P. Mich. fr. B 8 reads ¶l]egxon genome[. Thus we may 
have to deal with two differently transmitted versions of  the same story about Hippolytus 
with similar phrasing in some parts and different phrasing elsewhere.

A composite text showing the approximate correspondence of  the papyrus with 
P. Mich. appears below. This is given without lectional signs and only such restorations as 
may be regarded as beyond reasonable doubt. The lineation has been adapted to that of  
the present papyrus, with spacing based roughly on Luppe’s reconstruction of  P. Mich. at 
c.32 letters per line. 4640 supplies the line-beginnings (printed in plain text), while P. Mich. 
(underlined) provides the right hand portion of  the column. Letters that occur in both texts 
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appear in bold type. Note that P. Mich. fr. A overlaps with lines 1–2 of  4640, fr. C with 
lines 4–12, and fr. B with lines 12–18 (and beyond), thus showing their original disposition 
(Luppe’s original arrangement A-B-C is corrected in his article in ZPE 143 (2003) 23–6). 
The addition of  the present fragment rules out a number of  Luppe’s proposed restorations 
of  P. Mich., but confirms others (see e.g. on ii 7). See his edition for analysis of  further pos-
sibilities for restoration of  its text.
                      ]nep2e!0[ P. Mich. fr. A
     c.25   ]u!a de lo[   c.26   e]zhth!e[
     c.25   ]nÅtuxeinÄ ouk h[   c.26   ]e`mfanh[
     c.25   ]yein apo[   c.25   ] Yettali[
P. Oxy.    c.25   ]0l`ion en[      c.23      ]k`e
 1 tvn kate!faj[  c.17  ]lamoi![   c.25   ]en (61 letters)
  xaraja!a pa`r`00[        ?        ]
  Ippolutou d0[         ?         ]
  meta bia! to0[   ?   ]n kai ta![   c.22   ] P. Mich. fr. C
 5 paryenvn000[  c.19  ]on kai bo`h[    ?    ]
  pleiono! gei0[ ? Tr]o`izhn[̀a g]enom[e    c.19    ] o Yh!eu!
  pi!teu!a! a[  c.16  ]0[00] kata tou paid[o!  c.15  ]v2ni: (60 letters)
  kai met ou pol[u  c.15  ka]taji1v!a! auto[0] m[  c.13  ] (56 letters)
  ton a!ebh!anta tv[  c.17  ]Åtvn d IppoÄlutou doulvn en[̀ ? ]
 10 leipomen[ c.9? ]p2p2o0[0]000[00]0[0]o`!̀[ c.15 ]0to!0[ c.19 ] (71 letters)
  pon ekeleu!0[   c.25   ]rit[   ?   ]
  0obon ap[   c.27   ]0t0[  ?  ]0izvn[ ? ] P. Mich. fr. B
  0id apotux[  c.23  Ip]p2olutou !tolhn[ c.17 ]l`ian eke
  leu!en tou[  c.16  ]lucamenon to0[   c.18   ].ÅtÄy`ia! ka (62 letters)
 15 y[i]!ai lhm[   c.17   ]! alhyh2 tvn p[   c.18   e] (54 letters)
  legxon vn[/genome[n ? ]h men` F`aidra[   c.24   ]n
  ezhtei p0[   ?   yer]apvn [   ?   ]neatou
  00tro!0[   c.26   ]e!yai [   ?   m]etano
      ?    ]0na0a[

P. Mich. fr. A may have dealt first with Phaedra’s love and the approach of  Hippolytus 
without the result desired. After that its remains are more obscure: is Phaedra frightened 
that her illicit passion will become known to Theseus who is in Thessaly? The overlap with 
4640 now makes things slightly more clear: in 1–6 someone is killed and Phaedra accuses 
Hippolytus of  attempted rape. In 7 Theseus is convinced by his wife and curses his son. 
8–10 may indicate confrontation between Theseus and Hippolytus. In 11–13 perhaps Hip-



polytus has his chariot accident; something is done with Hippolytus’ cloak. In 14 ff. Theseus 
and Phaedra are presumably confronted with the truth, although Phaedra may try to hide 
it. But much remains obscure: what is Hippolytus’ role? Is he dead or alive? Does a servant 
play an active part? When does Phaedra kill herself ?

1 kat°!faj[. Probably kat°!faj[e(n) or an. For (kata)!fãttv cf. XXVII 2455 Ph. 293 and hyp. Ph. 14; hyp. 
Hec. 15 and Tr. 8.

2 xarãja!a: sc. Phaedra. P. Mich. here gives ]enxar[. This may be one word, e.g. §gxarã!!v, ‘to engrave 
upon’ (compl. dat.) or the end of  a word in en and the beginning of  xarãja!a. So Plu. Parall. min. 314B, where 
Phaedra §pi!tolå! §xãraje ka‹ brÒxvi tÚ z∞n énÆrth!e. That this is the reference here gets some support from 
4 metå b€a!. Phaedra traditionally inscribes her accusation on a writing tablet: cf. Hipp. 865 d°lto!; Hyg. Fab. 47 
tabellas, and cf. ii 1 (in the composite text above) where P. Mich. may be restored as either ka]lãmoi! or ya]lãmoi! 
(Luppe).

pa`r` is almost certain: typically rounded right side of  p, followed by apex of  a connecting to middle of  up-
right of  r with underside of  bowl preserved; tou excluded. After that we have two diagonals connecting so high 
in the line that only a, d, l are compatible. After that we have an upright followed by a round letter, perhaps with 
cross-bar: pa`r`a`i1y`[?

4 metå b€a! is probably part of  Phaedra’s accusation that Hippolytus raped her; cf. Hipp. 885 eÈn∞! . . . ¶tlh 
yige›n b€ai; Apollod. Epit. 1.18 Fa€dra . . . kateceÊ!ato ÑIppolÊtou b€an.

5 paryenvn is followed by o or y and by another round letter (e, y, o, !), so that one of  the following articula-
tions is possible: (i) pary°nƒ (whether the adjective, ‘maiden’, ‘chaste’, or the masculine noun, ‘unmarried man’, 
which could refer to Hippolytus) followed by a word beginning with noe, noy, noo or no!; (ii) pary°nvn followed 
by two round letters; (iii) the genitive paryen«no!, referring to the place where Phaedra dwells.

6 pleiono! may be articulated either as ple€ono! or as ple›on o!.
gei0[. If  an itacistic writing, perhaps part of ge€nomai. Cf. hyp. Alc. 5–6 met' oÈ polÁ d¢ taÊth! t∞! !umforç! 

genom°nh! (cf. below on 8).
7 pi!teÊ!a!. Theseus believes Phaedra. That the subject is indeed Theseus is shown by P. Mich., which pro-

vides the preceding word: ]o yh!eu! 0000[. Already Luppe (ZPE 102 (1994) 25) conjectured p2i1!`t`[eÊ!a! in P. Mich. 
on the basis of  hyp. Hipp. 19 pi!teÊ!a! d¢ to›! gegramm°noi!. Cf. also Apollod. Epit. 1.19 Yh!eÁ! d¢ pi!teÊ!a! 
hÎjato Po!eid«ni ÑIppÒluton diafyar∞nai; Plu. Parall. min. 314B Yh!eÁ! d¢ pi!teÊ!a! ±itÆ!ato parå Po!eid«no! 
épol°!yai tÚn ÑIppÒluton; sch. Od. 11.321 pi!teÊ!a! t∞i Fa€drai. 

7–8 In the lacuna P. Mich. supplies ]0[00] k`atå toË paid[Ò!, and in its following line ]v2ni, which Luppe 
(ibid.) not unreasonably proposes to restore as (kat)é]r[å!] katå toË paid[Ú! | ¶yeto t«i Po!eid]«2ni. Cf. hyp. Hipp. 
20 aÈtÚ! d¢ t«i Po!eid«ni érå! ¶yeto.

8 p2[olÊ. P. Mich. gives ]vni kai m`et ou pol[u. A noun in the genitive must have followed. Cf. hyp. Alc. 5–6 
met' oÈ polÁ d¢ taÊth! t∞! !umforç! genom°nh!.

9 tÚn é!ebÆ!`a`[nta. Cf. hyp. Or. 5. It must have been said from Theseus’ point of  view. P. Mich. contin-
ues tv[.

11 §k°l[eu!e. The continuation as far as leu00[ is supplied by P. Mich. The high trace of  the uncertain letter 
there admits both a and e; thus subject(s) and number remain uncertain.

12 0obon. The trace best supports l, suggesting ko]|l`obÒn, ‘maimed’, ‘mutilated’ (of  Hippolytus himself ?). 
Less likely palaeographically are fÒbon (cf. Hipp. 1204, 1218 : Hippolytus’ horses frightened by the bull arising from 
the sea?) and ˆtobo!, used of  any loud noise, e.g. rattling of  chariots or crash of  thunder (but one would expect to 
see the left end of  the top-stroke).

13 ]0id'. Professor Parsons suggests §l]|p2€d' (or, if  t, ˜]t`i d' or ¶]t`i d' ).
14 leu!en. Luppe now reads ]n`ian before §k°leu!e[ in P. Mich., proposing to restore [yerãpontã tina nea]n`€an 

§k°leu!e[n (ZPE 143 (2003) 24). However, R. Kannicht reads ]l`ian.
15 y`[i]!ai lhm[.  P. Mich. gives ]0ÅtÄy`ia! kay`i!ai lh[, which Luppe proposed [§p‹ t∞! •!]ÅtÄ{y}€a! kay€!ai 

lh[cÒmenon]. But this is ruled out by 4640, which gives m[ after lh (unless one reads lhm[cÒmenon).
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15–16 ¶]|legxon vn[.  ¶legxo! occurs in Hipp. 1310, 1337 in the sense of  ‘cross-examination’, ‘test’, or ‘proof ’. 

In P. Mich. ¶legxon is followed by genome[. If  we have �n here, this could be a case of  a variant reading, more or 
less synonymous, implying genÒme[no! in the Michigan text. Alternatively œn could be read, implying genom°[nvn. 
But the two texts may have diverged here even more than we can now tell.

18 Perhaps p2a`trÒ! (presumably of  Theseus, if  correct).

Further Notes on P. Mich. 6222a
These concern problems where lacunae in 4640 make it impossible to tell whether the two papyri had identi-

cal phrasing. Except for fr. A, references to P. Mich. (underlined) are by the lineation of  that of  4640 ii (in plain 
text) given in the composite text above.

1 Who is killed (kate!faj[ )? In the extant Hipp. II, Phaedra kills herself  immediately after writing her accu-
sation, whereas it has been assumed for the first play that she did not commit suicide until the innocence of  Hip-
polytus was revealed. Phaedra is probably still alive at 16 ( ]h m¢n Fa€dra[ ) unless these words are part of  a report. 
Is it perhaps a servant of  Hippolytus (ofi]k`et«n?) who is killed by Phaedra or by someone else (sing. or plur.) at her 
command (i) because he tries to frustrate her plans, or (ii) as an alleged accomplice of  Hippolytus’ rape?

4–5 Perhaps ka‹ tå! [yÊra!  toË] paryen«no!? Cf. Apollod. Epit. 1.18 kata!x€!a!a tå! toË yalãmou yÊra! 
ka‹ tå! §!y∞ta! !parãja!a.

6 Theseus arrives in Troezen and believes Phaedra’s accusation. The scene of  the play was probably Troe-
zen (as Luppe notes) and not Athens, as was previously assumed.

9–10 Diggle suggests t«n d' ÑIppolÊtou doÊlvn ßn[a] | leipÒmen[on and points at Hipp. 6 ßna t«n !uggen«n 
and XXVII 2455 Aeol. 24, Hec. 3 and 5–6, Heracl. 12–13 and Mel. Sophe 32 (ed. H. Rabe, RhM n.s. 63 (1908) 145). In 
all these examples, the numeral precedes the genitive. 

14 Cf. introduction. If  ]lucãmenon is to be connected with the title KaluptÒmeno! (= Hipp. I ), then the usual 
interpretation of  this title, according to which Hippolytus would veil his head against the pollution of  Phaedra’s 
proposition, is to be excluded. Alternatively we could suppose that Hippolytus’ corpse would be covered (cf. E. M. 
Craik, Mnemosyne 40 (1987) 137–9), but in this case KaluptÒmeno! must be passive, which seems less convincing.

15 élhy∞. One might suppose that Theseus is about to discover the truth, which was first hidden and then re-
vealed by Phaedra, or revealed by someone else against Phaedra’s desire. Cf. Luppe, who proposes parå Fa€dra]! 
élhy∞ t«n p[er‹ toË ¶rvto! aÈt∞! ¶]legxon (followed by end of  sentence).

16 ]h m¢n Fa€dra[. Nominative or dative?
17 §zÆtei. The subject is unknown. Diggle suggests that Phaedra sought (§zÆtei) to hide the truth, while 

a servant (yer]ãpvn) declared that Theseus was the murderer of  his son (18 fo]n°a toË | [paidÚ!  ge]n`°!yai), 
whereupon Theseus repented of  his rashness (18–19 m]etano[Æ!a!). But the addition of  the Oxyrhynchus text to 
that of  Michigan suggests that neatou must come very close to 00tro!. If  p2a`trÒ! is to be read, we have fo]n°a 
toË | p2a`trÒ!.

M.VAN ROSSUM-STEENBEEK

4641. Menander, epiTreponTes

100/184 (a) 9 × 14.2 cm Second/third century
  Plate III

Fragment of  a bookroll, papyrus broken away on at least three sides. Parts of  22 iam-
bic trimeters survive. It is not clear whether the last line was the bottom of  the column. 
The column-width was approximately 11.5 cm (based on the certain supplement in 13). The 
writing runs along the fibres and the back is blank.



The text is written in a ‘Biblical uncial’ script very similar to that of  II 224 (= P. Lond. 
Lit. 76) and P. Ryl. III 547 and LXII 4302. G. Cavallo, Ricerche sulla maiuscola biblica (1967) 
28–9 with pll. 6 and 7a, assigns 224 and P. Ryl. 547 (perhaps from a single roll) to the end of  
the second century; we would think the third century equally probable. In 4641 note the 
heavy contrast between the thick uprights and the thin, almost invisible horizontals.

Sense breaks are marked by high (10, 11) and middle stops, inserted at a later stage. 
Elision is generally unmarked, sometimes marked by apostrophe in combination with 
a middle stop (7 [twice], 12, all additions and perhaps by a second hand); no certain in-
stance of  scriptio plena is to be found. Diaeresis once marks a word beginning with i (15). Iota 
adscript is written twice (3, 11), omitted once but there added as a correction (9). ‘Itacism’ is 
corrected once (3). The writer, apparently concentrating on his calligraphy, produces a text 
which is frequently corrected by deletion of  letters and/or supralinear additions (3, 4, 5, 6, 
8, 9, 10, possibly 11, 16, 17, 22), which may or may not be by the same hand. Part-division is 
indicated once by dicolon together with a nota personae (19), which was added above the line 
in a different and very small hand. Paragraphoi are expected, but cannot be seen because 
of  the missing line-beginnings.

The attribution to Menander’s Epitrepontes is based on an overlap with the indirectly 
transmitted fr. 6 of  this play in 13–15. The character name Syriskos (19) and the content 
of  the dialogue in 16 ff. place the fragment beyond reasonable doubt in the early scenes of  
Act ii, just a few lines before the beginning of  the Cairo Codex (Ep. 218 ff.). The new frag-
ment shows not only that the title-scene of  the play starts approximately 10 lines earlier, but 
also helps to explain better the arbitration itself  (see 20–21 n.). In addition, the fragment 
contains further evidence that the name of  the charcoal-burner is indeed Syriskos (see 
19 n.).

  .    .    .    . 
    ]0out0ny`ugat`er[ 
    ]d`hlegomenonh[ 
    ]0epÅeÄi!hikarterh!`[ 
   ]0ntomhpaÅraÄtouto0[ 
 5     ]n`pepo_i´hkemuriou[
    ]o`n_d´ÅgÄetok`akoneideh![ 
     ]0legont':a!vto!eim':ou`[ 
     ]Å!`Äta`:meyuvkraipalv:[ 
     ]0[00]0d`ouna`utvÅiÄfra!vn[ 
 10 ]eiranpro!ageÅ0Än:v!nuna`[
  ]yei!l`egeitoutvigar:e[ 
  ]r`g1azet':er`rv!y`aigare!`t`0[ 
  ]0g1o!dug00invntoupur[ 
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  ]0t`aylivt`ero!:dipla!ia0[ 
 15 ]athn:Ûdeinboulh!omau[
  ]roÅ!Ämeinatvdeilh!meta`[ 
   ]0v2!okaitÅoÄakata!epro!`0[ 
  ]a`renagare`0yeka!tonh!0[ 
              !`u`ri!k

  ]u`y`e`nlegei!dikaion:ouma`[
 20   ]e`pr`o`!tonde!poth20[
      ]o`nka`toikeide`nya`[ 
       ]0[0]m`e`n:o`ÅiÄk`e`00o`u`[ 
       foot?

1 ]0[, minimal trace of  the foot of  an upright on a projecting fibre: t?  t0n, right-hand side of  an arc: 
v or o, spacing in favour of  the former   3 ]0, left-hand side of  an arc: ! or y   4 ]0, right-hand 
side of  an arc: o or v  0[, upright, most likely i with a serif  as in 19 kaion   7 ]0, upright as of  n, i, 
h   9 ]0[, only a speck on the line  ]0d,̀ traces may belong to two letters   10–11 ink between e in the 
upper and y in the lower line, probably a supralinear correction (cf. comm.)   12 e!`t`0[, foot of  an upright: 
i?   13 ]0, right-hand side of  small loop: r   14 ]0, trace compatible with !  0[, minimal trace of  an 
upright: g?   17 ]0, descender as of  r or u  ÅoÄa, omicron written small above alpha; within the triangle of  
a traces of  ink, perhaps remains of  deletion-stroke  0[, foot of  an upright: h, i, k, m, n, p   18 e`0y, upper 
part of  an arc: !, e  0[, left-hand side of  an arc: o, v, e, ! or y   19 ou, across u, a longish horizontal at 
mid-height: misplaced ink or a deletion (o being too damaged to decide whether it contained a similar deletion)? 
raised k in the nota personae extended to the right as a sign of  abbreviation; below k, an unexplained angled trace 
(see comm.)   20 0[, trace of  an upright: n   22 ]0[, minimal upper trace on a projecting fibre  0o`u`[, 
upright: m or n?

  (%M.?) 00000]0out0n yugat°r[a
   000 tÚ] dØ legÒmenon h[ 
   00000]0e pe€!hi karterh![ 
   0000]0n tÚ mØ parå toË toi1[oÊtou 
 5  00000]n pepÒhke mur€ou[!
   000]on ge tÚ kakÒn, efi deÆ![ei 
   0000]0 l°gont' +ê!vtÒ! efim', ou`[ 
   0000]!`ta, meyÊv, kraipal«, [ " 
   00]0[00]0doun aÈt«i frã!v n[ 
 10  p]e›ran pro!ãgei1n, …! nËn a`[
   0]yei! l°gei toÊtvi gãr: e[ 
   §]rgãzet': §rr«!yai gãr §!`t`0[ 
   é¸r`gÚ! d' Ígi1a`€nvn toË pur$°ttonto! polÊ  = Men. Ep. fr. 6
   §¸!`t`' éyli≈tero!: diplã!iã g1' $§!y€ei 



 15  m¸ãthn: fide›n boulÆ!om' aÈ[tÚn
  (DA.) p]ro!me€nat', Ã de€lh! meta`[ 
  (%U.) ¶r]r`v2!o ka‹ tÚ katå !¢ prÒ!m`[einon mÒnon. 
   p]a`r' ßna gãr §`!`y' ßka!ton ≤ !v2[thr€a. 
  (DA.) o]È`y`¢`n l°gei! d€kaion. %URI%K(O%) oÈ ma`[ 
 20  0000]e` pr`Ú`! tÚn de!pÒthn` [
   00000]on. ka`toike› d' §nya`[d 
   0000000]0[0]m`e`n o`fik`e`00o`u`[

Smikrines(?) . . . daughter . . . as the saying goes . . . persuade . . . hold out . . . not to . . . 
from such a . . . (5) he has made countless . . . the problem, if  necessary . . . (Charisios) saying 
‘I am a profligate man . . . I am drunk, I am partying (or: I have a hangover)’ . . . Should 
I tell him to make an attempt, as now . . . since [no one] says to this . . . is working . . . for 
being healthy . . . A healthy idler is far worse off  than one in bed with a fever: he eats twice 
as much  in vain!  I want to see [him]. . .
Daos (to Syriskos and his wife, all entering the stage) Wait!  what an afternoon! . . .
Syriskos Goodbye, and as far as you are concerned: [ just you wait]. For everyone is him-
self  responsible for his [salvation].
Daos What you’re saying is not just.
Syriskos Not . . . to my master . . . He lives here . . .

Act ii of  the Epitrepontes is in general believed to have opened with a monologue by Onesimos (six line-
beginnings preserved: Ep. 173–8), followed by a dialogue scene, in which Onesimos lied to Smikrines (cf. Gomme-
Sandbach p. 302), e.g. by telling him that he would find Charisios in the agora (cf. 15 n.).

1–15 (soliloquy) The speaker cannot be identified with certainty. Neither of  the two possible candidates, 
Onesimos and Smikrines, is conclusively recommended or ruled out by the content of  the lines. However, external 
evidence is in favour of  Smikrines: towards the end of  Act i, he left the stage with the announcement (Ep. 161–3): 
e‡!eimi d' oÔn e‡!v, !af«! te puyÒmeno! | ë]p2a`nta` t[aË]ta t∞! yugatrÒ!, bouleÊ!omai | ˜ntina t]r`Òpon prÚ! toËton 
(sc. Xar€!ion) ≥dh pro!bal«. According to Menander’s normal dramatic technique (for references see E. Handley 
in Relire Ménandre (Geneva 1990) 132 n. 17; 140 n. 29), one expects Smikrines to explain the result of  this plan in 
a monologue in an early scene of  Act ii. If  however Onesimos is the speaker of  1–15, Smikrines would enter the 
stage in Ep. 222 without ever coming back to his plans to attack Charisios. It seems therefore preferable to make 
Smikrines the speaker. The following commentary is based on this hypothesis.

1 yugat°r[a (rather than r[a!, r[vn, yÊgater): Pamphile, Smikrines’ daughter. Before that probably 
] t`oÊtv2n. 

2 tÚ] dØ legÒmenon: ‘as the saying goes’, LSJ s.v. l°gv iii 10; cf. Denniston, Greek Particles 235 (with examples). 
E.g. tÚ] dØ legÒmenon ¥[ttvn (Austin); cf. Ep. 666–7 (= fr. com. adesp. 78.2–3 K.–A.; see ZPE 128 (1999) 54–6): 
toËto dØ tÚ legÒmenon | ¥ttvn •autoË (Smikrines about Charisios). Or tÚ] dØ legÒmenon ¥[di!to!/n b€o!/n; cf. 
Ep. 680 : mi!e› tÚn ≤dÁn legÒmenon toËton b€on ; (Smikrines about Charisios). Handley suggests §g∆ tÚ] dØ legÒme
non ≤[dÁ! ∑n. t€ oÔn ;, comparing Pl. Gorg. 491e2, Euthyd. 300a6, R. 337d6, and Sam. 412 (Smikrines referring to the 
conversation he had with Pamphile during the act-break).

3 E.g. mhd¢n] !`¢ pe€!hi, kart°rh![on, %mikr€nh (for kart°rh!on cf. Sam. 356, also 327; for this kind of  self-
address: J. Blundell, Menander and the Monologue (Göttingen 1980) 65 ff.): Smikrines envisages a conversation (the 
subject of  pe€!hi probably being Charisios), in which he is to stand his ground.
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4 Probably a neuter adjective (e.g. égay]Ú`n) tÚ mØ parå toË toi1[oÊtou + infinitive (e.g. labe›]n in 5): ‘it is 

[good] not to [take] . . . from such a man’. For substantival ı toioËto!, cf. K.–G. i 631, here probably referring to 
Charisios.

5 pepÒhke mur€ou[!: cf. Ep. 683 Martina (Smikrines about Charisios) p]o`llå`!` p2e`po`[€h]ken [0]0[0000000]ou! 
| o�]to! ı n`o![«n] lek[.

6 efi deÆ![ei: cf. Xen. Hell. 5.2.4, also Sam. 289 (though interrogative, not conditional); R. Kassel compares 
indignant efi de› in Ar. Ra. 1007, Eccl. 1098.

6–7 Most likely a neuter adjective with kakÒn at the beginning of  6 and an infinitive at the end, e.g. (sarcastic) 
kal]Òn ge tÚ kakÒn, efi deÆ![ei m' Ípom°nein (Handley) | aÈtÚ]n` l°gont' +ê!vtÒ! efim' ktl.": Smikrines envisages 
what Charisios might answer in reply if  he were to confront him. It is noteworthy that Smikrines does not envis-
age a belligerent Charisios. The passage is mirrored in Ep. 927 ff., where Charisios envisages a confrontation with 
Smikrines. Sarcasm is common with Smikrines: see Ep. 655 ff., 680, 693 and below.

7 l°gont(a) as introduction of  quoted speech: fr. 25.6 K.–A. (= 23.6 K.–T.) and Philippides fr. 27 K.–A., and 
in general R. Nünlist, ‘Speech within Speech in Menander’, in A. Willi (ed.), The Language of  Comedy (Oxford 2002) 
219–59.

ê!vto!: cf. Ep. 584 (Smikrines about Charisios), Her. 60, fr. 544.2 K.–A. (= 800.2 K.–T.).
7–8 E.g. oÈ` [går tãde | gela]!tã ; (Austin; a comment by Smikrines interrupting the quoted speech, witness 

the stops in the papyrus). u`[ represents the high tip of  an oblique descending from left to right; c`[ might also be 
thought of  (Clem. Alex., Strom. 3.9.63 . . . Ùcofag€an, é!vt€an . . .).

8 meyÊv, kraipal«: cf. Lucian Bis accus. 16 ̆ ! . . . caltr€a! ¶xvn ka‹ kataidÒmeno! ßvyen efi! •!p°ran, meyÊvn 
ée‹ ka‹ kraipal«n ka‹ tØn kefalØn to›! !tefãnoi! dihnyi!m°no!. On the meaning of  kraipal« see Arnott on Alexis 
fr. 287.1 K.–A. For the asyndeton cf. Dysk. 59–60, 547–9. The quoted speech probably ends in 8. At the end of  the 
line e.g. [!tefãnou! for« (Austin, comparing the passage in Lucian) or [pÒrnh! §r«.

9 At line beginning I had thought of  a participle, e.g. par]Ò`[n]t`i1 d' oÔn, ‘Should I tell him to his face . . . ?’; 
cf. Sam. 626. But although ]t`i1 by itself  could fit the traces, the reading does not account for a trace at mid-height 
to the right of  the presumed i, unless that is accidental (compare the unexplained dots in 14 d:ip and 20 d:e!).

aÈt«i frã!v Sam. 155.
At the end Austin suggests n[°an tinã.
10 p]e›ran pro!ãgei1n: the phrase seems to have sexual overtones (cf. Ach. Tat. 1.10.5, Liban. or. 42.29, also 

Lucian dial. deor. 3.2): ‘Should I tell him . . . to make yet another pass?’(?) At the end e.g. …! nËn é`[kola!tot°rv! 
¶xei (Austin); cf. Xen. mem. 2.1.1.

11 Probably o]ÅÈ`Äye€! (»]ye›! and ı] ye‹! being unlikely). E.g. o]È`ye‹! l°gei toÊtvi gãr, +e[ÈgenÆ! (vel sim.: 
eÎboulÒ! Austin, eÈtuxÆ! Gronewald) ti! �n (Handley) | §]rgãzet(ai)". The assumption of  quoted speech is based 
on the stops after gar and ergazet; cf. 7. gãr comes late in the sentence (4th place), as often in Menander and other 
late authors (Dover, Greek and the Greeks (London 1987) 61–3; Handley on Dysk. 66–8).

12 §rr«!yai: ‘being healthy’ (cf. Ígia€nvn, 13), often in medical writers. E.g. §rr«!yai gãr §!`t`i1 [m¢n kalÒn, 
giving an antecedent to érgÚ! d' Ígia€nvn ktl.

13–15 = Men. Ep. fr. 6 (Stobaios 3.30.7; cf. also Theophyl. Simoc. epist. 61, Epigr. Bob. 49 and Joh. Chrysosto-
mos, In illud: Salutate Priscillam et Aquilam 51.195.20). Smikrines as speaker of  this gnome had already been suggested 
by Wilamowitz and others. The gnome seems to convey a sarcastic tone again (éyli≈tero!).

14–15 diplã!iã g1' $§!y€ei | m¸ãthn: the papyrus has the same word order as the MSS of  Stobaios, which 
provide an unmetrical diplã!ia goËn §!y€ei | mãthn, emended by Wilamowitz, N JA 11 (1908) 53 n. 1, (and most 
subsequent editors) to mãthn goËn §!y€ei | diplã!ia. With the end of  the line missing, one cannot exclude with 
certainty that the papyrus did not contain the same corruption, which then would be proven to be very old. In 
the light of  the new fragment, it seems however preferable to retain the transmitted word order (with an effective 
runover word mãthn), and to emend Stobaios’ text as printed (so already C. Robert, Der neue Menander (Berlin 1908) 
88). The corruption in Stobaios has been explained by Buecheler (Stobaios, ed. Hense, vol. 3, p. lxxix) as an incor-
poration of  a variant diploËn/diplã!ia, oun being written over a!ia and erroneously interpreted as correction 
(for this kind of  error cf. e.g. Dysk. 26, 958).



15 For the future cf. Austin on Asp. 93, and more in general S. Radt in %XOLIA (Festschrift Holwerda) (Gron-
ingen 1985) 109–12 (R. Kassel).

fide›n: ‘see’ ≈ ‘meet’ as often in Menander (Handley on Dysk. 305). Smikrines’ announcement that he wishes 
to talk to Charisios can fulfil different dramatic purposes (with different restorations): (i) the announcement of  an 
immediate exit to the agora: kat' égorãn/§n égorçi (Gronewald), assuming that Onesimos lied to Smikrines in the 
preceding (lost) scene (see above) in order to protect his master (cf. Onesimos’ fear in Ep. 577 ff.). The announce-
ment of  an exit into Chairestratos’ house is less likely: in Ep. 371 Smikrines exits to the city, and the preceding 
arbitration scene does not contain a clue that he has changed his plans; (ii) the announcement of  a later conversation 
with Charisios: Ï!teron (P. Brown, Austin, who compares in general Asp. 93 f. e‰t' §ntuxe›n boulÆ!oma€ ti Dç° !oi | 
katå !xolÆn), or katå mÒna! (Handley, comparing Dysk. 782). In any case, Smikrines (probably on the right-hand 
side of  the stage) is interrupted by the entrance of  the slaves (from the left) in 16, until he is asked to act as their 
arbitrator in Ep. 222. Handley suggests he may have said something like mikrÚn Ípapo!tÆ!omai (Sam. 368) in the 
(probably short) gap before Ep. 218 ff.

16 Enter from the left (= country-side) Syriskos, Syriskos’ wife (mute) with child, pursued by Daos (for the 
reasons of  his pursuit see 20–21n.). That the character who enters second speaks first has a parallel in Ter. Ad. 
155 ff. (P. Brown). The present passage should settle the question how to reconstruct the passage in Ad. (see Lowe, 
CQ 48 (1998) 477 n. 38, against Rosivach, CQ 23 (1973) 85–7).

p]ro!me€nat(e): cf. Mis. 462, also Ep. 365, 858.
Ã de€lh! (so rather than Ã deil∞!): cf. Sam. 429 Ã makrç! de€lh! (Moschion complaining that things are not 

proceeding fast enough, whereas here Daos seems to express his distress in general). E.g. Ã de€lh! meta`[trÒpou, 
me€nate (Handley, comparing Ep. 878 and Arnott on Alexis, Asotodidaskalos 4), or meta`[piptoÊ!h! kak«! (Austin). If  
it is already (early) afternoon, the cook is indeed slow (cf. Ep. 382–4). For the time-scale of  Ep. see Arnott, ZPE 70 
(1987) 19–31 (with add. ZPE 72 (1988) 26) against Sandbach, LCM 11 (1986) 156–8.

17 ¶r]r`v2!o: cf. Georg. 84, Dysk. 213, LIX 3969 11 (= fr. com. adesp. 1142 K.–A.): spoken by or to a character 
who is leaving the stage; here a provocative dismissal of  Daos, who does not co-operate. Syriskos dismisses him 
with a thinly veiled threat (‘Goodbye, and just you wait for what’s coming to you’; cf. 20–21 n.).

tÚ katå !°: adverbial (always sg.; the supralinear variant in the papyrus is to be preferred); cf. Hdt. 1.124.2 tÚ 
d¢ katå yeoÊ! te ka‹ §m°, 7.158.2 tÒ te kat' Ím°a!, and Schwyzer–Debrunner ii 477.

18 Cf. X. Hipp. 1.5 pollo›! ≥dh ≤ !vthr€a parå toËto §g°neto, Isocr. 6.52 …mologe›to parå toËton (sc. tÚn 
LakedaimÒnion) gen°!yai tØn !vthr€an aÈto›!, Lycurg. 63–4 oÈd¢n ín par' ßna ênyrvpon §g°neto toÊtvn . . . parå 
toËton e‰nai t∞i pÒlei tØn !vthr€an. On this type of  parã (e‰nai/g€gne!yai), see K.–G. i 513–14 and H. Wankel, 
Demosthenes: Rede für Ktesiphon über den Kranz (Heidelberg 1976) 1039 (R. Kassel).

19 o]È`y`¢`n l°gei! d€kaion: R. Kassel compares oÈd¢n Ígi¢! . . . l°gei (Ar. Thesm. 636; cf. E. Cycl. 259) and 
| oÈd¢n frone› d€kaion (fr. com. adesp. 520 K.–A., probably a parody of  tragic verse); d€kaion is a real catch-word 
in this play, especially for Syriskos (218, 233, 249, 348, 352). At the end e.g. oÈ m' é`[po!tr°fei!. The raised final 
kappa of  !`u`ri!k apparently ends in a flat tail prolonged well to the right. Below the main part of  kappa, and to the 
upper right of  the upsilon below, is ink shaped like $, which I cannot explain either as a sign (too far to the right 
for a rough breathing) or as a correcting letter (although some horizontal ink touching the upsilon just below its 
junction might be taken as a deletion-stroke).

The nota personae is further evidence against the Mytilene mosaic, which gives the name as Syros and attributes 
it to the wrong character (cf. Gomme–Sandbach on Ep. 270; for the mosaic ZPE 126 (1999) 75–6). Syrisk(os) in the 
identification seems to indicate that this is how the name appeared in the cast-list. It may originally be a Kosename 
(so Arnott, CQ 18 (1968) 227 ff.), but Syriskos is a regular name in Athens and elsewhere (cf. Lexicon of  Greek Personal 
Names i–ii, s.v.).

20–21 Syriskos’ words most likely contain a threat to bring the case before his master Chairestratos. Since 
a slave cannot himself  take legal action (D. M. MacDowell, The Law in Classical Athens (London 1978) 81), Chaire-
stratos is imagined to do this on Syriskos’ behalf. Syriskos will have made clear his intentions after his failure to 
get the trinkets from Daos (cf. Ep. 275 ff.). This threat of  legal action is the reason why Daos actually pursues Sy ri-
skos (and does not rather stay at home since he still is in possession of  the trinkets). His exclamation !ukofante›! 
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du!tuxÆ! (Ep. 218) is therefore to be understood in a specifically legal sense (on sycophants see e.g. MacDowell, op. 
cit. 62). It follows that the arbitration for which the two slaves eventually settle (Ep. 219 ff.) appears to be a form of  
compromise and not Syriskos’ original intention. (Cf. A. Scafuro, The Forensic Stage (Cambridge 1997) 179, on Pl. 
Curc. 686–729 and arbitration in general: ‘The arbitration, moreover, arises out of  a typically Athenian sequence 
amply attested in the orators, the threat of  a suit precedes the offer of  arbitration.’)

Two basic restorations of  the lines are conceivable: (i) Syriskos threatens Daos directly, e.g. §g∆ d]¢` pr`Ú`! tÚn 
de!pÒthn` [trapÆ!omai | tÚn §m]Òn. ka`toike› d' §nya`[d‹ Xair°!trato! (Austin). (ii) Syriskos threatens Daos indirectly 
by addressing his wife, e.g. ¶negk]e` pr`Ú`! tÚn de!pÒthn` [tÚ paid€on; cf. Ep. 376–8 (Syriskos speaking) !Á d¢ taut€ (sc. 
tå gnvr€!mata), gÊnai, | laboË!a prÚ! tÚn trÒfimon §nyãd' e‡!fere | Xair°!traton. For de!pÒth!/trÒfimo! refer-
ring to the same character cf. Dysk. 300 and 378; for ¶negke at the beginning of  the line cf. Sam. 660.

21 ka`toike›  d' §nyã`[d' or the like: cf. Perik. 122–3 tØn ofik€an . . . katoikoÊ!hi.
22 ]m`e`n: possibly 1st person pl., e.g. éll' efi!]€1[v]m`e`n (Mis. 451; cf. 264).

The assumption of  quoted speech in lines 7–8 and 11–12 coincides with one of  the interpretations of  LX 
4021 fr. 3, for which the first editor tentatively suggested a placing between Ep. 178 and 218 (adopted in Martina’s 
edition). Although the two fragments do not overlap, it is possible to place both fragments in the gap (LX 4021 fr. 3 
coming first, whose speaker would then be Onesimos). It has to be remembered that there is no external evidence 
for the commonly assumed length of  the gap (40 lines), which is based on the assumption that Menandrean acts 
normally do not exceed 250 lines. However, it is also conceivable that LX 4021 fr. 3 comes before Ep. 127 (the 
speaker being Chairestratos, not, as suggested in the ed. pr., Smikrines). A discussion of  LX 4021 fr. 3 (with an 
improved text) is to follow shortly in ZPE.

A placing before Ep. 218 has also tentatively been suggested for the six unplaced fragments of  XXXVIII 
2829 (frr. V–X). Attempts to connect any of  them with the new fragment have so far failed.

R. NÜNLIST

4642. ?Menander, KiTharisTes?

12 1B.137/H(b) 10.8 × 12 cm Late first/early second century
  Plate IV

The papyrus preserves the upper margin to a height of  3 cm, but is broken away on 
the other sides. Three lines are virtually complete. The width of  the column was c.9 cm. 
Minimal traces of  a previous column survive; the intercolumnium measures c.2.3 cm. The 
back is blank and the writing runs along the fibres.

The text is written in a rounded upright capital of  medium size, rather informal and 
generally bilinear (f projects, a and l may). e y o ! tend to be broad (and the cross-bar 
of  e is often not joined to the curve); the horizontal of  t is often broken, the right-hand 
element written separately from the left and lower down. The writing may be compared 
with P. Lond. Lit. 6 (Iliad ) = Seider ii 21, Taf. Xi, datable to the earlier first century ad 
(a Domitianic document on the verso), but that is cruder and probably earlier; and with 
the two hands of  V 841 (Pindar, Paeans; Roberts, GLH pl. 14), datable probably to the mid 
second century (the document on the recto dates after 81). In general appearance it is simi-
lar to LXII 4306 (mythological compendium), which the editor assigns to the first/second 
century ad.



Part-division is indicated by paragraphoi and spaces. Two speakers are identified with 
notae personarum (5), one in the left margin, the other above the line. The names are written 
very small in a slightly more cursive style, but may be by the same hand. Elision is indicated 
twice by apostrophe (3, 13, but not in 7, 8). One accent is found in 3. No indication for scriptio 
plena, (missing) iota adscript or iotacism.

The character-name Phanias is known from Menander’s Kitharistes and fr. adesp. 1141 
K.–A. (tentatively attributed to Kith.). A Phania is also mentioned (but is not a dramatis 
persona) in three plays by Terence (Andr., HT, Hec.; see W. G. Arnott, Menander (Loeb) ii 143, 
with further references to non-dramatic texts). Parmenon as a slave’s name is very common. 
Those parts of  the fragment which are sufficiently intelligible do not rule out an attribution 
to Kitharistes and could be fitted into a hypothetical reconstruction of  that play (see at the 
end of  the commentary).

  col. i  col. ii
           top
       ]af0r`0!`ti!e!tinouto!o`ukegv0[ 
      ]aiprag1m`at`okop2eifania!odida 0[ 
       ]an00g'ãn`ti!v!alh2yv!elp2i1![ 
     = `[0]00t`o`!`hminaut`ono000y0!i!on`[
            p2arm

 5   ]ani$
 =eor`a`ka! eidon vpo`lu`timhto[

     kaif[0]l`tatezeu!vte`rv!pollhx[ 
     =tiounugiainou!inmen o`!agoutv0[
   ]0   =thnaitiantinelegoneinai1[
   ]0      / topl0i1onei!kr`h2thnkate 0[ 
 10    ekr`i1y0[000]00m000n`kaidieneg1[
           ]jeno!ti!`au[ c.8 ]e`0[
           ]x3yh!a`nprodo!ia!g1e`no`m`[ 
           ]0!m'epepleu!egarti!`00[ 
           ]0outo!palin0[ 
 15          ]0hkou!ena0[
           ]h!`an`[ 
     .   .   .   .   .

col. ii
1 traces compatible with gl]afu`ro`! (Handley)  0[, l likelier than m (Handley)   2 0[, a trace at mid-

height compatible with !   4 0[, small arc at line-level, lower left corner of  round letter or the like  ]00, 
the upper half  of  a circle; then the foot of  an upright and an upper right-hand corner: ]o`u3?  o000y0!, af-
ter o the foot of  an upright, then a cross-bar, possibly of  t, connecting relatively low with a projecting i as for 
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example in 3 ti!; the trace after y suggests h, except for the horizontal trace next to the following !, which could 
however be a ligature as elsewhere in this hand (e.g. 8 thn). Therefore possibly ou`t`i1yh2!   7 0[, possibly ! 
with a flat top (cf. 13)   9 a diagonal stroke in the left margin, ascending from left to right  kate0[, the 
foot and a trace at mid-height of  an upright, then a minimal trace at the edge of  the papyrus: either i10[ or n`[, 
but not p2[   10 ]00m00n,̀ the first trace is the right-hand end of  d, l or m; then the lower part of  an arc: e, 
o; the right-hand end of  m connects with the foot of  an upright; then the lower part of  an arc: e, o. Therefore 
possibly po]le`mi1o`n ̀   11 ]e`0[, upright: i, g or n   13 ]0, an upright: i, h  ti!,̀ left-hand arc with no 
trace of  cross-bar: !, o, v  0[, a trace at the bottom line and a projecting high oblique, perhaps to be combined 
as l, a or d, possibly m   14 ]0, an upright, most likely n   15 ]0, trace of  a curve slightly above the 
bottom line, touching the h: m, l, k or d  At the end possibly au3[

   col. ii 
   gl]afu`rÒ`! t€! §!tin o�to!. o`Èk §g∆ Öl`[egon ;
   n]a€: pragmatokope› Fan€a! ı didã!`[kalo!. 
   ëp]ant`ã` g' ên ti! …! élhy«! §lp€![ai 
   0[0]00to! ≤m›n aÈt`Ún o000y0!` ‡!on. 
 5 FANIA(%) •Òraka! ; PARM(ENVN) e‰don. (FA.) Œ polut€mhto[i yeo€
   ka‹ f[€]ltate ZeË %«ter, …! pollØ x[ãri!. 
   t€ oÔn ; Ígia€nou!in m°n ;  (PA.) ˜!a g' oÏtv!` [fide›n.
  (FA.) tØn afit€an t€n' ¶legon e‰nai [
  (PA.) tÚ plo`›on efi! KrÆthn kate0[
 10  §kriyh2[000]00m00n` ka‹ dieneg1[
   × ¯ ˘ ¯  ] j°no! ti! aÈ[ c.8 ]e`0[
   × ¯ ˘ ¯  ]x3yh!a`n prodo!€a! genom[°nh!
   × ¯ ˘  ]0!m' §p°pleu!e gãr ti!` 00[
       ]0 o�to! pãlin 0[ 
 15      ]0 ≥kou!en a0[
       ]h!`an`[ 
   .   .   .   .   .

. . . An astute person is this man. Didn’t I say it before? Yes; the teacher Phanias is med-
dling. Truly, one could expect anything at all . . . him equal to us.
Phanias (entering the stage) Have you seen 〈them〉?
Parmenon I have!
(Ph.) O much-honoured gods and you my best friend, Zeus Saviour! How great is my 
gratitude! Well then: are they safe?
(Pa.) As far as I can see now.
(Ph.) What did they say the reason was for . . . ?



(Pa.) The ship . . . to Crete . . . it was decided (?) . . . a stranger . . . them (?) . . . they [sailed 
away] (?), after a betrayal had taken place . . . for there was a (. . .) on the 〈same?〉 ship . . . 
this man again . . . heard . . .

1–4 The lines ought to come from a monologue (three-actor rule). The speaker cannot be identified. He 
appears to be opposed to Phanias. The lines do not contain one of  the typical formulas to announce an impend-
ing entry (cf. K. B. Frost, Exits and Entrances in Menander (Oxford 1988) 5 f.). The speaker seems to be unaware of  
Phanias and Parmenon approaching the stage, but he unknowingly prepares for their entry (cf. Frost, op. cit. 11 f.). 
Whether he leaves the stage in 4 (resulting in an empty stage) or remains on stage as an eavesdropper cannot be 
decided.

1 gl]afu`rÒ`!: cf. fr. 531 K.–A. (not in K.–T.), where the word is glossed with eÈtrãpelo!; in the light of  2 it is 
likely to be contemptuous (‘glib’) or ironic.

§g∆ Öl`[egon Handley (cf. Men. Dysk. 172, 511, Mis. 217, always at the end of  the line).
2 n]a€: Handley.
pragmatokope›:  cf. Polybios 29.23.10; 38.13.8 (also Philodem. Rh. 2.53 Sudhaus, and for the noun ibid. 1.226); 

the word has negative connotations (‘to interfere, meddle in a business’).
Fan€a!: For the attestations of  this name in (Greek) Comedy see introduction above.
3 Possibly a (rhetorical) question (cf. Dysk. 203). The referent of  ti! is then Phanias and the implication is 

that he should be content with what he already has. As an alternative, Handley suggests taking 3 as an apodosis 
with 4 (see next note).

4 Probably: subject + ≤m›n aÈt`Ún (sc. Phanias) oÈ` t`€1yh2!' ‡!on, e.g. ı` [pl]o`Ë`to! (‘his wealth does not make him 
equal to us’), which suits the initial trace but is difficult to reconcile with the spacing, [pl] being rather long. Or 
(Handley): 0[00]00to! ≤m›n aÍt`Ún o�` t`€1yh2!' ‡!on, ‘(Everything can be expected, it really can) where x places himself  
as our equal’ (in that case consider t`[oi]o`Ë`to! J. R. Rea).

5 Enter Phanias and his (?) slave Parmenon in mid-conversation (for this type of  entry Frost, op. cit. 10 f.). 
On the new entry, each speaker is once identified by a nota personae in the papyrus, written small and abbreviated 
in suspension (f]ani$, the final suprascript alpha in the cursive form $, p2arm with m written above r). The apparent 
absence of  (identifying) vocatives indicates that it is not their first appearance on stage.

•Òraka!: cf. Men. Sam. 61 (also opening a scene in mid-conversation); the most likely object is the persons 
about whose condition Phanias interrogates Parmenon in 7. For this juxtaposition of  perf. and aor. of  ırãv refer-
ring to the same event, cf. Dysk. 409–11.

Œ polut€mhto[i yeo€: cf. Men. Asp. 408, Dysk. 202, 381, 479, Mis. 165, Fab. inc. 56, fr. 106.2 K.–A. (97.2 K.–T.), 
508.5 K.–A. (718.5 K.–T.), also Ar. V. 1001 (only here not at the end of  the line); the oath is confined to male speak-
ers (Handley and Gomme–Sandbach on Dysk. 202).

6 ZeË %«ter: cf. Men. Dysk. 690, Ep. 907, fr. 420.7 K.–A. (656.7 K.–T.), fr. 804.2 K.–A. (581.2 K.–T.), also Ep. 
359, Perik. 759, Sam. 310, fr. adesp. 1017.107, 1089.10, 1155.6 K.–A. For the accumulation of  invocations, cf. e.g. Dysk. 
191–2. Since the salvation seems to be related to a sea voyage (ll. 9 ff.), probably a specific reference to the god of  
the sailor (Men. fr. 420.7 K.–A.; Posidipp. ep. 11.10 G–P; Diph. fr. 42.24–5 K.–A.).

x[ãri! Obbink; ‘How great is the gratitude 〈I owe you〉!’ (cf. to›! yeo›! pollØ xãri! Xen. Oecon. 8.16, Luc. 
Dial. Mer. 9.1) rather than ‘How great a favour 〈you’ve done me〉’.

7 t€ oÔn; frequent in Menander and elsewhere, ‘leading to the main point’ (Handley on Dysk. 823).
Ígia€nou!in m°n; cf. Ar. Av. 1214 Ígia€nei! m°n; on the force of  m°n Denniston, Greek Particles 367, quotes Verrall 

‘m°n in an interrogative sentence as elsewhere marks the proposition as preliminary and points to the sequel’ and 
Hadley ‘it (sc. m°n) generally implies that unless the answer is “yes”, the discussion cannot go on’.

For ˜!on/˜!a ge + inf. cf. K.–G. ii 511 n. 3 (‘meistens in einschränkendem Sinne’), Goodwin § 778, quoting 
e.g. Ar. Pax 856 (˜!a g' œd' fide›n).

8 For the deferred interrogative cf. Men. Asp. 369, Dysk. 114 etc., and in general Thomson, CQ 33 (1939) 
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147–52, esp. 147 : ‘the effect of  postponing the interrogative is to reduce its force, and this is accompanied in most 
cases by a corresponding increase of  the word which has supplanted it’.

At the end e.g. [toË xrÒnou (‘delay’, LSJ s.v. iV; cf. Kith. 45) or [toË pãyou! (Handley).
9–16 Despite the missing line-beginnings, the speaker of  these lines is almost certainly to be identified with 

Parmenon, who gives a report about the afit€a (8) in a monologue (possibly interrupted by short questions). The 
oblique stroke in the left-hand margin of  9 remains unexplained. To its left there is a space, and then faint traces 
which might represent p, i.e. p[a]/ for P[a](rm°nvn). But the note would be in a larger hand than in 5, and dif-
ferently abbreviated; most likely the apparent p is no more than dirt caught in the damaged surface.

9 Perhaps tÚ plo`›on efi! KrÆthn kate€1[xet', ‘the ship went to Crete and was detained there’ (Handley, with 
reference to his note on Dysk. 174 ff.).

10 Perhaps §kr€yh2 [po]l`°`mi1o`n, ‘(the ship) was judged to be the enemy’s’.
11 ti!:̀ We have doubtfully transcribed !, assuming that the ink which closes the right-hand side is an ac-

cident. But it must be admitted that, apart from a little blotting, the ink and the ductus both suggest a normally-
formed o. In that case, we must reckon with t€ aÍ[tÒ! (written in scriptio plena ).

12 e.g. énÆ]x3yh!a`n.
prodo!€a!: the noun is not attested in Menander (for the verb cf. Perik. 468), but in Eupolis fr. 192.192 K.–A.
13 ]0!m' : almost certainly a noun ending in h!ma or i!ma.

Plot reconstruction:
(i) An unidentified character ‘A’ expresses criticism about the glib and interfering teacher Phanias. (ii) ‘A’ 

thinks that Phanias should be content with what he already has(?). For he will never be the same as those to whom 
‘A’ belongs  despite his wealth(?). (iii) Phanias is very anxious about a group of  persons. (iv) He is more than 
happy, when he hears that (v) Parmenon has seen them. (vi) As far as Parmenon knows, they are safe and sound. 
(vii) The reason for Phanias’ anxiety was a delay, presumably of  a ship’s arrival.  The subsequent points are more 
conjectural: (viii) The ship went to Crete and was detained there(?). There it was considered to be the enemy’s(?). 
(ix) This forced the passengers to take refuge(?) with a xenos. (x) After a betrayal(? by the xenos?) they had to flee(?). 
(xi) A passenger on the same ship helped them(?) and made them return safely(?) to the place where the action 
takes place(?).

Possible connections with the Kitharistes: (iii) and (vii) would go nicely together with Kith. 44 ff., where the lyre-
player Phanias expresses his anxiety about his wife and his daughter who had left Ephesos before him, but have not 
yet arrived in Athens (or are staying in a place unknown to him). Parmenon’s qualified answer (vi) could obliquely 
refer to the fact that Phanias’ daughter is pregnant, whether Parmenon already knows this or not (dramatic irony). 
(Moschion, the son of  Phanias’ neighbour, had raped her on the occasion of  a festival for Artemis in Ephesos: 
Kith. 92 ff.) The detention in Crete (ix) could account for the late arrival of  Phanias’ relatives. As for (xi), it is note-
worthy that Phanias’ family has possibly returned to Athens on the same ship as Moschion (so Webster, Introduction 
to Menander (Manchester 1974) 157; differently Arnott, ZPE 31 (1978) 27, on the basis of  the very lacunose ll. 1–27; 
but even if  Arnott is right about kat°lipe! (Kith. 10), it is not at all clear at what point Moschion ‘deserted’ Pha-
nias’ daughter and whether he has ‘returned’ to her, i.e. wants to marry her (again) ). Later in the play, Moschion 
(or a slave who accompanied him) may then have emphasized his role in ‘rescuing’ the women, in order to make 
Phanias more favourable to the idea of  marrying his daughter to Moschion.

Possible objections to the attribution: (a) The plot connections are not very strong and partly dependent on 
hypothetical reconstructions. (b) The name Phanias is known from other sources. (c) Nothing in the extant frag-
ments of  Kitharistes points to Phanias as being a teacher (but see next paragraph).

If  the attribution to Kitharistes is correct, the critical character ‘A’ may be identical with the speaker in Kith. 
fr. 5 and especially fr. 6 where he seems to question Phanias’ skills as a lyre-player (therefore didã!kalo! sarcasti-
cally?).

R. NÜNLIST



4643. Menander, hymnis?

A 6153/4(C4) 4.6 × 15.8 cm First/second century
  Plate III

A strip of  papyrus with a 2 cm upper margin and remains of  23 lines. The writing is 
along the fibres; the back is blank. The round, calligraphic hand, bilinear except for f (c 
does not occur), looks forward to the ‘Roman Uncial’ manner, but with a certain awkward-
ness in the formation of  letters and in the deployment of  serifs; among letter-shapes, note 
the capital a, z as two horizontal elements connected by an upright stem, u with its upper 
part splayed and flattened, f whose heart-shaped roundel fills the line. It looks later than 
XXIV 2387 (GMAW  2 15), Alcman, which is assigned to the late first century BC/early first 
century ad, and earlier than classic examples of  ‘Roman Uncial’ like the Hawara Homer 
(GMAW  2 13). We would place it in the later first century ad or possibly the earlier second 
century. The only punctuation surviving is dicolon. The scribe wrote iota adscript in the 
two places that require it (9?, 19).

Another, much smaller, hand has written abbreviated character-names after and 
above the dicola in 2, 3 and 9. Two of  these tiny notes (2 and 9) begin certainly or probably 
with u,  which points provisionally to Menander’s Hymnis, as no other comic name at pres-
ent known starts with upsilon. Ten book fragments (PCG Vi ii pp. 227–30) reveal less about 
the plot of  this play than Caecilius’ adaptation (Ribbeck, CRF (18983) pp. 52–4). ‘Hymnis’ 
is a girl from Miletus, and there was a heated debate between aged father (cf. g°rvn, 19) and 
degenerate son (the pÒ!yvn of  fr. 371): Caec. fr. 6 garruli sine dentes iactent, sine nictentur perticis, 
fr. 7 sine suam senectutem ducat usque ad senium sorbilo.

4643 was first transcribed by E. G. Turner in 1977. In 1998 C. F. L. Austin prepared 
a new version, and presented it for discussion (at the Cambridge Oxyrhynchus Seminar on 
19 May 1998, to the XXii Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia in Florence on 24 August 
1998 (Atti i (2001) 77–83, with plates), and in Urbino on 14 April 1999 (QUCC 63 (1999) 
37–48, with plates); this provisional version appears as Men. fr. 361a in PCG i p. 395). Sub-
sequently R. A. Coles re-examined the original, and the final text printed here includes 
some modifications.

        top
     ]0to`nhtton`e`[ 
         u`00 
     ]a` : parmenvn`[
           ]m?̀

     ]0ei! : oudel`[
     ]trofimetv[ 
 5    ]lakaitabr0[
    ]0tai!`0000i!l[ 
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       ] [ 
       ] [ 
    ]00!`ie0tan0[ 
    ]t`v2p2r`a`gma`[ 
          u[ 
    ]nde`0hi1 : p2[
 10   ]0000amen`[
    ]thnyugater[ 
   ]000dhgervb[ 
  ]0n`0i1!`0eg1ou!ali[ 
  ]000e`p2e0efu!`[ 
 15    ]0 d`ep2[0]h2!om[
       ]0[ ]x3eira`[ 
  ]0[0]0[00000]nh!om[ 
  ]0oiomaitropon0[ 
     ]0eintvigero`[ 
 20       ]eriergaz3[
      ]000ka`t`em0[ 
        ]a`le`[ 
        ]u`!`i1n`[ 
  .   .   .   .

1 ]0, lower left and upper right elements of  circle, e.g. o, v  to,̀ of  o only upper left quadrant (space too 
narrow for v)  e`[, or perhaps y   2 ]a,̀ only the sloping back  n`[, only the top of  the diagonal   3 ]0, 
traces of  upright  :, represented by one point of  ink near line-level below damage  l`[, only the foot of  an 
oblique rising to the right   5 ]l,̀ or a (only the sloping back)  0[, part of  lower left of  circle   6 ]0, 
end of  top curve as of  e, !  00i, first, triangular top (a, l?), second triangular top, perhaps trace of  cross-
bar (a)   After 6, space for two lines, stripped and badly damaged, but enough surface survives to the right 
to suggest that there was no continuous text. Presumably xorou stood here, centred; a possible oblique trace may 
represent the left-hand prong of  u   7 ]00, first, two small upright traces near to line-level  !`ie, of  ! the 
top arc and lower part of  the back, damage between (so that e.g. e could also be considered)  e0t, at line-level 
a small lower left-hand arc (or foot of  upright hooked to the right?)   8 p2r`a,̀ of  r remains of  an upright 
extending below the line; of  a the oblique back   9 e`0hi1, of  e scattered ink, dubious; then oblique traces 
suitable to l or perhaps k or n; of  i only a point at line-level (but no space for anything wider)   10 ]0000, 
scattered ink; last perhaps oblique feet as of  l or sim.  n`[, an upright and at the top remains of  junction with 
an oblique descending from left to right   11 ]th, remains of  three uprights, compatible e.g. with th  or 
perhaps rh   12  ]000, tops of  two uprights?; then back and upper curves as of  o, or of  ! plus another let-
ter; third perhaps foot of  oblique descending to join upright (right-hand side of  n? less likely i with another letter 
preceding?)   13 i1!` doubtful  efu!`[, of  ! a left-hand arc, no cross-bar visible (o possible?)   15 ]h2, 
only the foot of  an upright with gap to left, i also possible?   16 ]x3, only the lower end of  a down-sloping 
oblique  a`[, only the left-hand side and part of  the cross-bar, h also possible?   17 ]0[, two low traces 



18 ]0, mid-part of  oblique sloping down from left to right, mid-part of  upright  t[, only a point on the edge, 
?left-hand end of  cross-bar just below the tops of  letters   19 ]0, perhaps foot of  oblique descending from left 
to right (e.g. k?)   21 a`t`, of  a the top of  an oblique sloping down to the right, possibly junction with another 
sloping down from right to left; of  t a long high horizontal, thicker towards the left (g could be considered, p less 
likely)  em0[, trace on the line   22 ]a,̀ oblique back, l also possible?  e`[, elements of  lower curve and 
cross-bar   23 ]u`!`i1n`[ RAC

1–6 Hymnis, Parmenon and his young master (trÒfime 4) are talking about a party with drink (1?) and 
food (5).

1 p]Ò`to`n (or kr]Ò`to`n) ∏tton e[.
2 The nota personae reads u`00 here, u[ in 9; in 3 we have [ ]00, perhaps [u]m?̀ ([um]n?̀ might suit the traces 

better, but seems long for the space).
Parmenon is a slave in Samia, Theophoroumene, Plokion, Hypobolimaios and elsewhere (add now 4642).
4 trÒfime. See the note on Men. fr. *140 (PCG Vi ii p. 113).
5 e.g. él]lå ka‹ tå br≈2[mata.
6–7 Below 6, space for two lines. The surface is largely stripped, but a patch of  surface fibres survives to the 

right. That shows no sign of  ink. If  this area was blank, it presumably marked act-end, and xorou will have been 
written in the centre; a small oblique trace to the left could belong to the left-hand oblique of  u.

8 oÏ]t`v2 p2r`a`gma`[ ×
9 e.g. tÆ]nd'  ß`l`hi1.  (ÑUmn.)  p2[a›,  Parm°nvn.
11 tØn yugat°r[a: presumably the daughter of  the old man in 19.
12 e.g. dÆ g' §r« b[raxe› lÒgvi.  For dÆ ge, see Denniston, Greek Particles2

 
247.

13 e.g. l`°gou!' èl€[!komai.
18 ]n` or ]d`i1, e.g. × ¯ ˘ nØ] D`€1' o‡omai.  At the end, trÒpon t`[inã (Turner), as at Asp. 539, Dysk. 557, Her. 20, 

Perik. 158.
19 ]0ein t«i g°ro`[nti ¯ ˘ ¯.
20 p]eriergaz3[ (z in the epigraphic form identified by Dr Gonis). For the verb cf. Epitr. 575.

C. F. L. AUSTIN / P. J. PARSONS

4644. Comedy (or Satyr Play?)

69/5(a) 4.6 × 10.8 cm First/second century
  Plate IV

A scrap with remains of  8 lines and a 5.5 cm lower margin, written along the fibres 
(the back is blank). The hand is large, round and informal; horizontal elements often touch 
and sometimes ligature with the following letter. Notable letter-forms include the deep e 
with cross-bar detached; h and p with the right-hand side heavily curved. Such a script 
might reasonably be assigned to the second century (compare e.g. V 841, first hand, Pindar 
Paeans = GLH 14), but individual features are parallelled in the first century (GLH 10–11). 
Change of  speaker is indicated by dicola set off  by wide spacing (1?, 3 and 8), and perhaps 
by a simple space (5, but not 2 and 8?)

This scrap contains dialogue in (probably) iambic trimeters, with references to Pi-
raeus and to Attica. Beyond that, interpretation will depend on the supplements. If  we 
supply érx]Ú! ye«n in 5, we are dealing with parody (Zeus secretly aboard a little boat in 
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the Piraeus?), and this points to Old or Middle Comedy, possibly even to Satyr Play. If, on 
the other hand, it is simply pr]Ú! ye«n and we have a normal everyday conversation, then 
Menander and New Comedy are not excluded.

The text here printed shows some differences from the earlier version presented else-
where (see 4643 introd.), as a result of  a thorough re-examination of  the original by Dr 
Coles.

  .   .   . 
     ]00000p0[ 
  ]0raiea kathra0[ 
  ]0ttikh! : epi[
  ]utipleiploiar0[ 
 5 ]o!yevn anyrv[
  ]0po!eid`vn00[ 
       ]000vn[ 
    ]ko!`ei per :[
     foot

1 ]00000, lower parts of  letters: second, lower curve, then foot of  upright (together ei or the like?); 
last, short descending oblique at line-level (tail of  a, l? or lower part of  dicolon, cf. 3, short space blank be-
fore p)  0[, lower part of  stroke sloping gently to the right   2 ]0, ink (foot of  upright? or of  oblique 
descending from left?) at line-level  k corrected from h  0[, lower part of  upright trace inclining slightly 
to right (not steep enough for e.g. l)   3 ]0, two dots at line-level, one above and to left of  the other, per-
haps foot of  oblique descending from left   4 0[, upper part of  upright, no ink visible to top right (h?, 
i, k?)   5 yevn, space of  one letter, to left of  this point of  ink at mid-height on damaged surface  a, ink 
above (see comm.)   6 ]0, parts of  circle, o or v?  00[, first, triangular letter? then high horizontal ink 
on edge (perhaps a`p2, possibly x`r1; not h`t)̀   7 ]000, stripped above; second, curving base as of  e, y, o, !, 
v; then foot of  upright (i?)   8 !,̀ only the back and lower curve  :[, the lower element is a heavy dot, not 
a short oblique as in 3; some damage, but no ink to suggest that the presumed dicolon is the wreckage of  a letter

1 ]00000. We have tried t`e`k`n`a,̀ but k at least seems hardly possible. The short blank before p may be ac-
cidental (cf. 8 n.), but it would support the idea that the last trace, a short oblique on the line, should be taken as 
the lower part of  a dicolon.

2 Pe]i1rai°a kathra0[. Pe]i1rai°a (Turner) is elsewhere contracted to aiç (Men. Epitr. 752). For the scansion 
as a cretic see on Crito fr. 3.4 (PCG iV p. 347 f ). The space following is narrower than in 5, and perhaps repre-
sents word-end rather than change of  speaker. Then kathra0[, i.e. kat∞ra (the trace following does not suggest 
am`[en, an)̀.

3 t∞!] ÉA`ttik∞!, as at Men. Dysk. 1. §p‹ [t€ ; (Ar. Nub. 256, Men. Sam. 169 and 661) preferable to e.g. ¶pi[!xe 
(Eur. El. 758) or §p€[!xe! (Cratin. fr. 69, Ar. Equ. 847).

4 o]Îti (com. adesp. 1014.18) or o]u ti? e.g. éll' o]Îti ple› ploiãri[on. . . .
5 pr]Ú! ye«n (Turner; cf. Ar. Ach. 95 prÚ! ye«n, ênyrvpe), preceded by e.g. t€ or �, but the space implies 

change of  speaker, and ]o! could be part of  the subject of  ple› in 4 (éll' o]Îti ple› ploiãri[on §mbeb∆! lãyrai / 
érx]Ú! ye«n would suggest a different interpretation of  the piece as mythological burlesque).



anyrv[, with further ink above the a. Dr Rea suggests, very plausibly, that the suprascript was v (only the 
upper extremities now clearly visible): that is, a variant or correction �nyrv[pe.

6  oÏt]v2, oÎp]v2 or ‡!t]v2. At the end perhaps ap.
8 ¶noi]ko! ̀or …! efi]kÒ!`? For e‡per, cf. Ar. Nub. 227 and (possibly) Men. Mis. 801. Between ei and per blank 

space enough for one narrow letter, presumably accidental (we could divide e.g. êgroi]ko!` e‰, so that per0[ begins 
another speech; but then the presumed dicolon must be taken as a damaged letter, something that the traces do 
not encourage).

C. F. L. AUSTIN / P. J. PARSONS

4645. New Comedy

No inv. no. 14.5 × 11.3 cm Late first/second century
  Plate V

Remains of  some 28 iambic lines in the style of  New Comedy are given by parts of  
two columns preserved in poor condition in this fragment of  a roll. The writing goes along 
the fibres; the back is blank. It is possible (not certain, because of  the damage) that the lines 
are from the top of  their columns, with a margin of  2 cm or more above; there is nothing 
to show how many lines each column once contained.

The script is a fluent small-sized hand of  documentary character. An open appear-
ance is given by the relatively wide spacing between lines and between columns. Cursive 
features are seen conspicuously in variant forms of  e, p and !, and in combinations of  
letters in ligature.

e responds particularly flexibly to the sequence in which it is written: regularly made 
from down-curving base and upward-curving back, leading into a flat hook for top and 
mid-line horizontal, its base is sometimes written continuously with the last stroke of  
a preceding letter, and its horizontal may lead into a following letter, as in men ii 7, 10 (note 
the variant forms in epex3e`i1[! ii 8); there is also a more cursive form, as seen in ellada i 1 and 
aperxom' ii 11, with an open curve at the left, rising to a small loop and horizontal (this form 
can resemble a cursive k as in meikr fr. 2.2); and there are some variant forms of  ligature 
with i, as in exei i 2, ]a`rxei!` i 3, dei i 4, ]meikr0[ fr. 2.2. o is also variable: the left and right 
halves that form a small circle when well made (as in kalon ii 5) may devolve, when more 
rapidly written, into an oval or a narrow backward sloping ellipse (eleeino!, auo! ii 4). p is 
sometimes formally written, with upright and flat top leading to a downward upright with 
a curved foot, as in poih!ai ii 9 and aperxom ii 11; it is also formed cursively with a strong 
initial downstroke and a high rise-and-fall for the rest of  the letter, as seen in katelipon i 7 
and epex3e`i1[! ii 8. ! is variable, like e and p, and has analogies with both: it can be made as 
a descending curve with a curving or flat top added (ei! ii 5, meno!!ou ii 7); or with a short 
initial link stroke or foot, as sometimes in e, and then a rising and falling curve (legei! i 8, 
adelfh! ii 7); or it may have an upright initial downstroke, like p, and then a rise-and-fall 
distinguished from p by its shorter fall, as in l]e`gei! i 5. v appears twice, linked to letters 
either side of  it (i 8) and with its right loop partly unwritten (ii 10).
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Such features of  the formation of  letters, while not in themselves extra ordinary, do 
add to the difficulty of  reading in places where the written surface is damaged. In general, 
the handwriting gives an impression not of  a professional scribe or of  a novice, but of  
a practised writer making a rapid copy. One can wonder if  the original owner of  the roll 
was copying a favourite play for himself, or if  he commissioned a personal secretary to write 
it out for him; it seems to lack the appeal expected of  a text made for sale.

The dialogue is marked in the usual way by the dicolon, whether at mid-line or line-
end; missing, as a result of  damage at places where it would be expected, is the paragraphos 
that is regularly written under the beginning of  verses in which or at the end of  which the 
dialogue passes from one speaker to another; unexpected is a paragraphos at ii 5, for which 
see the notes. There are no accents. Apart from the dicolon, there is punctuation by high 
dot (i 8; ii 6 (thrice), 10, 12, 14); elision is marked by diastole (ii 5, 10, 11)  all this done at 
the time of  making the copy, as the spacing shows, and not added; in ii 8 a word is left un-
elided at a change of  speaker; in ii 11 elision before punctuation is unmarked. There is no 
sign of  correction or annotation after copying, unless it is to be seen in some unexplained 
ink in the margin at i 1.

If  this unpretentious specimen of  a play-text is to be thought of  as a private or 
privately-commissioned copy, we may wish to put it in the same general category as the 
London Athenaion Politeia, written on the back of  accounts dated to ad 78–9 and assigned 
to the late first century; it resembles the Louvre Alcman, Partheneia, assigned to the same 
century, in some of  its cursive features, but lacks the extensive lectional aids and annota-
tions that that roll has; comparable in scale, but more upright, rounded and regular, is the 
comic fragment published as L 3540, again assigned to the first century, and with some 
(but notably fewer) cursive traits; the marked contrast, in any case, is with more formally 
calligraphic hands of  the first century or the early second, in which period I incline to place 
the piece. (For L 3540, see Plate V in that volume; the other items referred to are in E. G. 
Turner, Greek Manuscripts of  the Ancient World (2nd edition by P. J. Parsons, BICS Suppl. 46, 
1987): the Ath. Pol., BL Pap. inv. 131, is no. 60, the Partheneia, Louvre E 3220, is no. 16; three 
formal hands of  this period for contrast are nos. 37–9; to compare, dated documents of  the 
Roman period in P. Ryl. II.)

Investigation of  the content has not so far yielded a coincidence with any other text, 
or any other concrete evidence of  identity. Since almost all the securely identified remains 
of  copies of  New Comedy are of  plays by Menander, the chances that a new piece like this 
one comes from one of  them are favourable; but unless more can be made out from it, the 
text to be discussed here must join the prospective addenda to the very valuable collection 
of  unassigned fragments in vol. viii (1995) of  the Poetae Comici Graeci by Rudolf  Kassel and 
Colin Austin.

For a glimpse of  the action of  the piece, we depend on column ii. Someone is to be 
‘put through his paces’ or ‘given a work out’ by the speaker, gumna!t°o! moi, line 4. Line 5 
begins with a vocative, Fa›dr(e). There seem to be three ways to interpret this. (a) Phaidros 
is a character present on stage (if  so, line 4 should be an aside); (b) Phaidros is a character, 



but not present (if  so, this is a rehearsal for an approach to him that is intended to be made 
later on); and (c) Phaidros is not a character at all but a hypothetical person invented as part 
of  the discourse. In view of  what is to come, the last possibility seems to me the likeliest. 
Phaidros, who on any account seems to be wealthy, is told in ironical and emotive language 
how lucky it is that he has on hand a man ‘pitiable, ruined, crippled’, someone connected 
with his sister  as it might be, her husband, ı nu`[mf€o!; but that is conjecture. If  (a) or (b) 
were true, one would expect this powerful lead to be developed. Instead, there is something 
new. Line 8 : someone present is addressed in the second person, and responds. It seems 
that we have a question ‘Are you patriotic?’, ‘Are you a Good Citizen?’; to which the ex-
pected answer (though hard to read) surely amounts to ‘Yes’. Then (line 9), the first speaker 
declares that his response to an action by the Good Citizen (we have to guess what) is to be 
destructive and fill the place with shouting. After that, we have only fragments of  the sense: 
‘you will be persuaded’(?), ‘you understand’, ‘I go away’, ‘you take my point’.

The fragment was briefly examined and identified as New Comedy by Sir Eric Turner. 
I am very grateful to the Egypt Exploration Society for permission to incorporate an earlier 
version of  this presentation in a paper in honour of  Olivier Reverdin (Mélanges Reverdin, ed. 
J.-P. Cottier, Geneva 2000), as well as to Dr Neil Hopkinson for proof-reading a print-out 
of  that paper and helping me to clarify several points. The present publication has had the 
further advantage of  a fresh and close scrutiny of  the fragment by Dr Revel Coles (RAC) 
and is different in a number of  places where I have been led to qualify or give up some of  
my more optimistic assumptions.

Col. i
     Top (?)
     ]nellada  ]0[    tØ]n ÑEllãda 
     ]n`exe`i :     ]n ¶xei:
   ]0rxe`i1!`bion      ]a`rxei! b€on 
   ]h2!ayroade`i1      ]h! éyrÒa  de› 
 5 ]0gei! :    l]°`gei!:
  ]0ne!tian    ]0n •!tian 
   ]ankatelipon     ]an kat°lipon 
  ]0v!legei!:    ]0v! l°gei!: 
  ]0e!tinei1p2e`moi    ]!` §!tin, efip° moi, 
 10  ]0[ ]0[00]00[00]nia!:         ]n€a!:
         ]!`  
         ] 
         ]e` :
  .   .   .   .
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No ink is to be seen above line 1, here or in Col. ii, and if  a few millimetres of  straight edge can be trusted, there 

was an upper margin of  about 20 mm; but the damaged state of  the fragment rules out any certainty   1 ]0[, 
to the right of  the column, slightly below line-level, traces in a damaged area that might represent a triangle for 
d,̀ possibly from a variant (of  which there is no other sign) or a nota personae for a mid-line speaker-change, more 
probably accidental (‘just encrustation, I think’ RAC)   3 ]0, end of  down-sloping diagonal   5 ]0, flat 
stroke from left joining g at top   6 ]0, slightly rising trace touches n at mid-height   8 ]0, flattish stroke 
joining v at top left   9 ]0, downward curve prolonged towards e   10 ]0[ ]0[, ink on torn and twisted 
fibres: first, downward diagonal as for first of  a or l; next, upper corner of  a letter, as if  g or p  00[,  triangular 
letter and trace of  another

3 ]a`rxei! b€on: if  part of  êrxv or arx°v is represented, b€on need not go with it, but could run on as in b€on 
/ flkanÚn ¶xvn at M. Dysk. 306 f.

6 E.g. t]Ø2n •!t€an or ÑE!t€an? Or -]0n  •!tiçn?
7 E.g. oÈk] ín.
8 E.g. pr]ã`v!, ≤d]°`v!, ka]l`«!, or ]0 …! l°gei!.
9 E.g. t€]!,̀ ˜!ti]!,̀ e‡ ti]!.̀
10 At the end, among other possibilities, n`[ea]n€a! or [Fa]n€a! would probably fit.

Col. ii
       Top (?)
  000k`a`00n`00[ ]0[ 
  [0]00[ ]00[0]0k0l`hite`00[ 
  m00a`000t`0n`er`00e`!`t`it`al`[000]0[ 
  gumna!teo!moik000ro`!`000[000]00[ 
 5 =faidr'ei!kalon000e!ti000on0[
  0l`0e`i1no!`:auo!:0hro!:e`i1!e`n`0[ 
  [0]00[00]meno!!out00a`delfh!a`00[ 
  0[00]o`0oli!ei:0000000t`a:epe000[
  d00kat[0]b`a`l`000ame!tapoih!aiboh!`[ 
 10 ka`k`'a`npe`0vmene!tipei!yh0[0]i1:noei[
  0[0]n`0000a`th000o`nt'aperxom:anp[ 
  [   c.12   ]00:manyan`00!ge:m`[
  [  c.10  ]000!`outu`[000]u`t`hnti[
  [   c.12   ]!`ta:[
 15 [   c.12   ]e`0[       ]0[
  .   .   .   .   .

  fr. 2
   .  .  .
   ]00[ 



     ]meikr0[ 
      00ta[ 
      ]0[ 
   .  .  .

5 n000, traces of  two verticals and a link stroke, a sloping stroke or narrow loop, and a vertical can be taken 
as p2a`r  ti0, vertical, e.g. first of  n  n0[, point level with letter-tops, damage below   6 !e`n` or !a`n ̀RAC; 
first read as !um in ligature   7 ]00[, slightly displaced downwards, traces of  a horizontal and of  a letter 
with a curved base, as for ]ge[  a`00[, a given by the tip of  two narrowly diverging diagonals or a narrow loop 
on the line; then the foot of  a sloping upright and a low dot of  ink: a`l`l ̀(as in ellada i 1)? or a`n ̀   8 0[00], 
trace of  the top of  a tall vertical, as in the f of  5  ]o`0, confused ink on torn fibres  0000000t`a, feet of  two 
uprights, the first sloping with a speck of  ink to its left, whence probably t`i1; then traces consistent with m`a`l`i1!`ta, 
i.e. low curve for first of  m; doubtfully, a`l`i1 in ligature; then trace of  curve for ! ̀  000[, first, ends of  rising 
diagonal; last, end of  long descender, e.g. i of  e`i1 in ligature, as in 6   9 b`a`l` reasonably clear from char-
acteristic lower parts of  these letters; then traces consistent with o`n`t`a   10 ka`k`, k ̀looks a tight fit, but the 
fibres are torn and displaced in a way that also affects the beginning of  9, where de`i1 seems acceptable  pe`0, see 
comm.  h0[, backward-sloping stroke with a downward stroke from its top, ! suggested   11 ]n`00, possibly 
]n`o`! ̀   12 m`[, foot of  sloping upright and base of  curve suggest m ̀not n ̀   13 Slight space after ]000!,̀ 
but apparent diastole is probably just a stain 

Fr. 2 : 2 0[, triangular ink, i.e. a   3 ]0[, ink below kr of  2, perhaps interlinear: 00ta?

  (A) m00a`000t`0n`er`00 §!t‹ têl[la 
   gumna!t°o! moi k000ro`!`000[ 
 5  =+Fa›dr', efi! kalÚn p2ã`r`e!ti000 ı nu`[mf€o!  (?)
   §`le`e`inÚ! aÔo! p2hrÒ!, ei!en0[ 
   ı] g1e`[nÒ]menÒ! !ou t∞2!` édelf∞!." él`l`[å t€ ; 
   f`[il]Òp2oli! e‰ ; (B) t`€1 ; m`ã`l`i1!`t' (A) §p°x3e`i1[! ti: pãnta me (?)
   de`›1 kat[a]balÒ`n`t`a me!tå poi∞!ai bo∞!. 
 10  kãk' í`n pe`0«men, ¶!ti pei!yh!`[0]i1: noe›[! ; (?)
           ont' ép°rxom', ín p[ 
           ]00: manyãne`i1! ge. (B) m[

 3 (A) . . . is [(?) the rest] . . .
  I have to give a work-out to [(?) . . .] 
 5 ‘Phaidros, happily, you have on hand [. . .] the [(?)husband]
   pitiable, ruined, crippled, [. . . . . . .]   
  as he now is, of  your sister.’ [(?) But what of  that?]
  Are you patriotic? (B) What? Very much so. (A) You propose [(?)something: the whole place,]
  in knocking (it) down, I must fill with shouting. 
 10 If  we . . . harm, it is possible . . . persuaded. You follow me?
  [                   ] I go away if  [. . .]
  [                   ] you take my point, don’t you? (B) [ ]
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4 gumna!t°o! is used literally of  training athletes by Philostratus, de gymnastica, e.g. §29 (p. 156.11 Jüthner) 

gumna!t°oi d' ˜mv!, mçllon d¢ kolakeut°oi t“ gumnãzonti. Here it has the metaphorical sense of  ‘wear out, har-
ass’, as can the verb gumnãzv (LSJ s.v. ii  so in Menander, Achaioi, fr. 8.9 K.–A., of  Fortune giving a poor and 
humble man a hard time); it is to be added to lexica in that sense.

k000ro`!`000[: my original suggestion klhronÒmo! is excluded by the apparent ! after ro,̀ and the search for 
a subject for the sentence is open; that may have stood at the end of  3. ka`‹1 p2r`o`! (offered as a ‘best guess’ by RAC) 
would lead one to think of  a construction for the end of  the line parallel to gumna!t°o!.

5 Phaidros is not attested as a character-name in Comedy, but (as Colin Austin remarks to me) it is the title of  
a play by Alexis and could have belonged to a character there: PCG ii 159–61; Arnott, Commentary 691–4. As taken 
here it is the name of  a hypothetical rich man, and not of  one of  the dramatis personae.

The paragraphos now noted under Fa›dr(e) is puzzling; there is no other indication of  a change of  speaker 
either from double points in the text (though they may have been lost by damage) or from the words surviving. 
The ‘work-out’ of  gumna!t°o! moi must be the reference in 5–7 to someone connected with the victim’s sister: 
to make sense, it needs to include, and not to be interrupted by, the powerful words §`le`e`inÚ! aÔo! p2hrÒ! ktl. 
in 6. The damaged letters after mid-line in 5 could in theory represent an interjection (say, p«!), but there is 
no sign that they did. The stop-gap n`Ë`n` which was my original suggestion is not to be trusted as a reading, and 
I have left the place blank. Line 8, also apparently beginning with f, does need a paragraphos (we cannot tell 
if  it had one) and might have been the source of  confusion. (In papyri of  Homer, direct speeches within the 
poet’s narrative are sometimes marked off  by paragraphoi. I owe to Cavallo and Maehler, Greek Bookhands 6a, 
an example in which the paragraphos is put under the first line of  a speech, and not the last of  the preceding 
narrative, namely bã!k' ‡yi, âIri taxe›a at Il. 11.186 in P. Reinach II 69. I am very grateful to Martin West for 
a generous selection of  references which show that this is an anomaly, and not an effective parallel to the case 
under discussion.)

efi! kalÒn ‘fortunately, opportunely’ is normal in contexts of  people arriving, as at M. Samia 280, where Aus-
tin’s note gives examples, including efi! kalÚn ¥kei! ‘it’s good you’re here’ at Plato, Symp. 174e. pare›nai here, as at 
M. Dysk. 717 and elsewhere, presumably implies ‘close at hand’ rather than referring precisely to physical presence 
or (as it might if  the situation were differently conceived) to a stage movement.

At the end, several different restorations are possible: on itself  is highly ambiguous (it could be ı n or ˘n, or 
the beginning of  a proper name ÉOn or ı N), and the following trace is minimal ink level with the letter tops. 
ı nu`[mf€o! is one guess. But if  (say) ı nË[n par≈n or anything else unconnected with t∞! édelf∞! in 7 is adopted, 
a word will be needed in that line to go with the genitive: see below.

6 ‘Pitiable, ruined, crippled’: the string of  unconnected adjectives, marked by the triple stop, gives an en-
hanced pathetic effect, perhaps recognizably overdone, as in Aristophanes’ description of  the Euripidean Telephus 
as xvlÚ! pro!ait«n !tvmÊlo! deinÚ! l°gein at Ach. 429 (cf. 451 f., nËn dØ genoË gl€!xro! pro!ait«n lipar«n).

aÔo!, lit. ‘dry’, is found in Menander in the sense of  ‘drained dry by fear’ (Epitr. 901 : LSJ s.v. 6), but in this 
context seems to anticipate a usage known from Lucian and elsewhere in the sense ‘drained dry of  money’ (‘stony 
broke’ LSJ s.v. 7, citing, inter alia, Toxaris 16); at Alciphron 3.34 we have §g∆ d¢ aÔo! Ãn ÍpÚ t∞! t«n énagka€vn 
§nde€a! of  a parasite shrivelled by hunger.

p2hrÒ! seems to fit the sense, but there is ink at the lower level which p does not explain. j3hrÒ! ( J. R. Rea) 
could be considered as a reading: what would it mean in juxtaposition with aÔo!?

The end of  the line is obscure, given ei!e`n`[ or ei!a`n`[ for the ei!um that was my original reading; also a scrap 
of  papyrus with traces of  two letters has been unjustifiably mounted at this point. e‡! <!'> §nant€o! would complete 
the sense, but the data are too ambiguous for serious conjecture.

7 See above on 5 : unless !oË t∞! édelf∞! depends on a word there, it must be taken to depend on a word 
(probably beginning al`l` or én`) at the end of  this line; it is not clear if  there was puncuation after édelf∞! or not. 
For the word-order, see Kühner–Gerth, Gr. Gramm. i 619 under 4.

éllå t€ (rather like ‘So what?’) dismissing the point in favour of  a stronger one: as, for instance, at M. Samia 
348 (end of  line, as here), and (continuing) at 593 éllå t€ | toËto prÚ! §ke›n' §!t€ ; The speaker turns from the case 
of  the wealthy man to one which engages his interlocutor directly, that of  the good citizen.



8 t`€1 ; m`ã`l`i1!`t', taking for granted that he is a Good Citizen, rather than t€ mãli!ta ; ‘What precisely do you 
mean?’, as in Plato: LSJ s.v. mãla, to which Colin Austin refers me.

8–9 §p°x3e`i1[! ti, if  rightly read, must refer to something which the speaker proposes to knock down by shout-
ing: i.e. a positive proposal or an offer made publicly in an assembly, where barracking was a notorious method 
of  obstruction: boçn ÍpokroÊein loidore›n toÁ! =Ætora!, as Aristophanes puts it (Ach. 38). ‘You propose something’ 
(or whatever the word was) is itself  to be taken as a proposition, not a statement: i.e. ‘If (or When) you propose 
something, then I must . . .’  a kind of  parataxis that is quite common in comedy, and recurs in passages of  self-
description, like that of  the parasite at M. Dysk. 57–68 and the cook at 493–7 (see my Dyskolos of  Menander ad locc.). 
The end requires a noun or its equivalent to go with me!tã; for pãnta ‘the whole scene’, perhaps compare Ar. Kn. 
99 f. pãnta taut‹ katapã!v bouleumat€vn ‘I’ll spatter the whole place with bright ideas.’

10 Originally I reconstructed this as kãk' í`n po`«men, ¶!ti pei!y∞n[a]i1:, ‘If  we do harm, it is possible to be 
persuaded’. Here po«men would be better taken as referring ambitiously to the speaker and people like himself  
than divided, somewhat artificially, as po« m°n: Kühner–Gerth, Gr. Gramm. i 83 f.; pei!y∞n[a]i should be in the 
sense of  pei!y∞nai xrÆma!i ‘bribed’ (Thuc. 1.137.2; LSJ s.v. A.ii.2). However, closer scrutiny by RAC concludes 
that pe`0v men was written, and then pei!yh![ ]i1. p°`!`vmen gives a Greek word, and that (or pe`r`«men) could be read, 
but I do not then see how to make coherent sense; pã`y`vmen can be thought of, but not verified. If  the stop after ]i1 
is secure, pei!yÆ![e]i seems to be suggested; before it, Herwig Maehler proposes e<‡ >! ti.

11–12 One might guess from manyãnei! ge in 12 that the passage continued in a similar vein: in 11 f. ép°rxom' 
ín p[ãyv | [égayÒn ti . . .], or something similar, can be thought of. At the end of  12, the trace suggests m[̀, as for 
m[Æ or another monosyllable, and not n[̀ for n[a€.

13–15 The scrap, fr. 2, had been placed so that the traces in line 1 joined those at the end of  13 to give ]u`!`hnti[ 
(then ≤d]Á`!` ∑n t[i! ‘he was easy-going’ is a possible conjecture); fr. 2.2 ]meikr0[ would contribute some letters from 
the end of  14. But the placing is very uncertain; without it read ]u`t`hnti[ in 13, which points to a line ending with 
a]ÈtÆn or ta]Êthn and part of  ti!.

Fr. 2.2 ]meikr0[: last letter apparently triangular (a?), not !]m{e}ikri1[n-.
3 Suprascript letters might be read as a nota personae: RAC suggests G2°`ta[!]. Unfortunately nothing shows 

what part (if  any) a Getas played in the scene examined so far.

E. W. HANDLEY

4646. New Comedy

A 14/4 fr. 1 4.3 × 13.5 cm Second century
  Plate VII

These three scraps come from what was once a handsome papyrus roll of  medium 
size containing a copy of  a play of  New Comedy. New Comedy is readily recognizable 
from style and content in the beginnings of  iambic trimeters presented by fr. 1; frr. 2 and 
3 may join to give an approximate original height. On the back, across the vertical fibres, 
the other way up from this side, are remains of  lines (apparently a literary or subliterary 
text) written in a straggly semi-cursive hand assignable to the third century and later rather 
than earlier.

There is room for caution over the dating of  these hands, not least because of  the 
small extent of  the specimens. The comic text is in a formal, medium-to-large sized round 
hand of  the type known as Roman Uncial (G. Cavallo, ASNP, ser. ii, 36 (1967) 209–20; Sir 
Eric Turner’s reservations about the use of  this (as of  some other) names for styles of  script 
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are well known: GMAW  2 Introd., and in particular p. 38 n. 1). This calligraphic style, the 
generous upper and lower margins, and the presence of  carefully written lectional aids all 
speak of  a professionally made copy of  a well-known play. There is a marked tendency to 
serifs at the ends of  strokes, horizontal and diagonal as well as vertical (r is especially nota-
ble). Possible comparisons are the Hesiod of  XXIII 2354, and the Choral Lyric of  XXXII 
2624, the latter with Latin cursive on the back as well as some Greek (E. A. Lowe, CLA 
suppl. 1791). Both of  these are assigned to the first half  of  the second century, and the back 
of  2624 to the second half. The editors quote further parallels; a recently published comic 
fragment in the same style is LIX 3972, which was tentatively assigned to the mid to late 
second century by me. If  4646 recto is to be dated similarly, and the dating suggested for 
the verso is correct, there must have been a substantial interval before the roll was turned 
over and reused.

The spacing of  the line-beginnings on the back of  fr. 1 does not match that of  the 
line-ends on frr. 2+3, so that two different columns must be represented; there is nothing 
to show whether they were adjacent or not, or in what order they came. On the front, fr. 1 
at lines 6–8 has recognizable content in the shape of  a formula of  betrothal: the parallels 
that verify this also show that there is more than one way in which the lines may have read, 
so that restoration is necessarily exempli gratia. What little is left of  lines 1–5 may suggest 
that that there was some discussion of  the suitability of  the match (4 ¶yei, fÊ!`[ei . . . ‘by 
character and nature . . .’; 5 t€ oÔn éhd[°! . . . or the like ‘What’s wrong then . . . ?’). What 
follows the betrothal, very swiftly, is a parting (12 ¶]rrv!o . . .); then in 14–16 teasing refer-
ences to forethought (p]rÒnoia), insomnia (é]grupn« or a related word), and what seems 
to be the expression of  a wish (g]°noito). ‘Teasing’ in the sense that perhaps the betrothal 
was one in which all was not as well as it might seem: for (a) the dowry mentioned may 
have been somewhat unusual (see the discussion of  6–8); and (b) sleeplessness, as we know 
from the beginning of  Menander’s Misoumenos and its commentators, if  not otherwise, is 
characteristic of  an unhappy lover rather than a fulfilled one (or did he perhaps say ‘[No 
longer] am I sleepless’?). It is in any case to be noted that in formulaic situations like this, 
Menander sometimes seems more concerned to move the action on than to develop details, 
which therefore should not be pressed too hard: see on this my note in Dyskolos of  Menander 
on 841. The other column (frr. 2+3, line 1) contributes (or seems to do) pr]e`!be[›a. A possible 
context for the mention of  a privilege of  seniority, as the plot of  Menander’s Aspis suggests, 
is a conflict of  interests between brothers in one of  the legal situations in which seniority is 
allowed to count: in Aspis, Smikrines asserts it over his younger brother Chairestratos with 
the intention of  enforcing his right to marry their deceased brother’s daughter and so win 
control of  her inheritance. (He is, of  course, frustrated.) One can only wait and see whether 
any further discoveries will make it possible to say what function the mention of  pre!be›a 
had in the comedy to which these scraps belonged.

This text, and the lines on the back, were briefly presented and discussed by me at the 
XIth International Congress of  Classical Studies in Kavala, in a paper read on 26 August 
1999 with the title ‘A double bill: two dramatic texts from an Oxyrhynchus papyrus’. I am 



very grateful to the Egypt Exploration Society for permission to do that, as well as to Pro-
fessor Christina Dedoussi and the other organizers of  the Congress for their invitation and 
kind hospitality.

fr. 1
   top
  deinonge`[  deinon ge[ 
   ei!0hnm0[ 
   diau`tot[  di' aÈtÚ t[oËt(o) 
   =eyei:fu0[  =¶yei: fu!`[
 5 =tiounahd`[  =t€ oÔn éhd[
   paidvne`[  pa€dvn  §[p' érÒtƒ 
   =didvmit`[  =d€dvmi t`[
   proij ‘hm[  pro‹j ≤m[i
   katata!d`[  katå tå! d`[ 
 10 =0gvpayv2[  =§`g∆ payv2[
  0]gapvny[  é]gap«n y[ 
  0]rrv!o:tç[  ¶]rrv!o: tî[lla 
  0]menb[ 
  0]ronoia`:d[  p]rÒnoia: d[ 
 15 0]grupnv0[  é]grupn«0[
  0]enoit[  g]°noit[o 
    ]000[ 
  .  .  .

2 0h, ink just before left-hand tip of  the following h will belong to a serif/hook on it, and further horizontal 
traces to the left, suitable to top of  g or t   4 0[, left-hand half  of  round letter   5 oun on broken fibres, 
first read by W. E. H. Cockle  d`[, left-hand end of  horizontal at line-level, joined a little to the right by an ob-
lique descending from right to left   10 end of  paragraphos noted by Cockle; at the end left-hand arc of v 
or o   15 0[, point of  ink level with tops of  letters

1 E.g. deinÚn g°[ronti or ge[n°!yai, beginning a gnomic line, or deinÒn ge.
4 fÊ!`[ei suits the trace. The stop need not imply a strong pause; it may simply be there to mark out elements 

in an asyndeton: ¶yei, fÊ!`[ei; if  that is so, probably with a parallel word preceding or following: cf. above 4645 
ii 6, and (in a context of  marriage), M. Dysk. 65 f. punyãnomai g°no!, b€on, trÒpou!.

5 Most likely éhd[°!, asking what objection can be raised to the marriage under discussion; the line will have 
contained the reply oÈd¢ ßn or something similar before the betrothal formula begins.

6–8 The words pa€dvn, d€dvmi and pro€j show that we have here a formula of  betrothal. The paragraphos 
under 7 implies that the prospective bridegroom accepts before the dowry is men tioned, as Polemon does at Perik. 
436/1014. Here, as there, lambãnv can be assumed to have stood at line end; Sandbach (ad loc.) gives examples 
of  the formula and its variations in word order. Both gnh!€vn pa€dvn §p' érÒtƒ and pa€dvn §p' érÒtƒ gnh!€vn 
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occur; either could have stood here; and the rest of  the expected content will likewise fit in in more than one way. 
As to dowries and their sizes, commentators on Menander (for instance Handley on Dysk. 842–4 and Sandbach on 
Epitr. 8/134) give examples and select references to the extensive modern bibliography. If  ≤m[ (note the breathing) 
is taken to indicate ≤m[itãlanton, as it seems likely to do, it will hardly be enough, by the standards known from 
Comedy, to be the whole amount: it should specify a sum of  money to be augmented by real estate and/or other 
valuables. A. R. W. Harrison, The Law of  Athens i (1968) 2–9 and 48–50, quotes some texts which show that dowries 
could be composite in this way, and makes it clear that, in different circumstances, the procedure from preliminary 
contract to marital union could go in stages. So, in XXXI 2533 (Kassel–Austin, PCG Viii 1098), the young man is 
told tØn pro›ka d' aÈtÚ! o‰!ya, ‘the dowry you already know’, after the betrothal formula has been pronounced, 
and before hearing what supplementary benefits are in store for him. Against this background, though it would be 
rash to claim any verbal authority for a restoration, the drift of  what is happening is hardly in doubt, and one way 
it could have been expressed is as follows:

 5               : toigaroËn]
 6 pa€dvn §`[p' érÒtƒ gnh!€vn !oi, (proper name?)
 7 =d€dvmi t`[Øn §mØn yugat°ra : lambãnv : 
 8 pro‹j ≤m[itãlanton érgÊrou, ka‹ tîlla prÒ!,
 9 katå tå! d`[edom°na! §ggÊa! . . .
6 might end with Mo!x€vn, Xairef«n or another man’s name suitable to the metre; in 7 yugat°ra or perhaps 
édelfÆn; see below on frr. 2+3.1. There is no sign of  a paragraphos for change of  speaker until 10, though damage 
and abrasion may be responsible for that; the mot juste for a reply, wherever it came, is d°xomai, as at Dysk. 748.

11 é]gap«n y[  (or y' ) or «ny'.
12 tî[lla (the accent marking the crasis) seems more probable here than taËta, tîndon or whatever.
13 E. g. ı] m¢n b[€o!, among several possibilities, such as ì] m¢n b[eboÊleumai gãr . . . .
15 égrupn«, n«n;̀ or, as Marcello Gigante remarked to me, égrÊpnƒ or nvi1. It could in any case have been 

preceded by a negative at the end of  14.

frr. 2+3
   ]0!beÇ[    pr]e`!be[›a 
   ]v2t`ot`[  ]v tÒt[e 
  ]aitin[   ]a€ tin[a 
   ]0xh[ 
 5 ] 00[
  ]0  [ 
   ]0[ 
   ]`00[ 
   ] [ 
 10 ]0 [
  ] [ 
   ]0[ 
   ]  [ 
   ]  [ 



 15  ]   [
   ]000[ 
   ]   [ 
   ]  [ 
   ]  [ 
 20 ]bi1o`u`[
   ]   [ 
   ]   [ 
  ]       [ 
  ]0  [ 
  . . .

fr. 2 = 1–12, fr. 3 = 12–24 (the join is quite uncertain). 5–11, 13–19 , 21–4 show few traces of  ink, in some or most 
cases because of  stripping (but some of  the blank surface may represent lines ending short).

1 ]0, traces of  mid-line horizontal with ink above   4 ]0, top of  round letter   12 ]0[, two traces, 
taken as parts of  one letter shared between the joined fragments, might match the join on the verso, but give scant 
support to it (in any case, some of  the ink showing may belong to the verso text)   24 ]0, this ink may belong 
to the verso text

1 pr]e`!be[›a suits the first trace and the accent bridging two vowels. A following monosyllable or a disyllable 
with elision would give a line-ending, and that would suit tÒte 2 and tina 3; it is possible to think of  the second 
metron, with tÒt' and tin' in elision, but not of  the first.

For pre!be›a, see particularly Harrison (quoted above) 131 n. 4 and 152; Douglas M. MacDowell, The Law in 
Classical Athens 92, 95 with n. 208, referring to Menander, Aspis 141–3, 185–7, 254–5; Sandbach on Aspis 164 (p. 76), 
184, 187. Without context, there is no way to tell what is implied for the plot of  the play by the appearance of  this 
word: it may imply that (as in Aspis) there was a situation in which one brother asserted his right of  seniority over 
another; but it is in any case prudent to allow that the person betrothing the girl may in fact be her brother (for all 
we can tell) and not her father as so often.

E. W. HANDLEY
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b. PROSE

4647. EnComium of the horse

66 6B.1/F(1–3)b	 fr. 1 7.3	× 4.5 cm	 										Second/third century
  Plate V

On the back of  three fragments of  an official letter or report are remains of  two 
columns of  a prose text, upside down in relation to the recto text. Under the second col-
umn, of  which only part of  the last line survives, is the end-title in large, careful letters and 
framed by small diagonal strokes.
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The documentary text on the recto, written by two different hands, does not help to 
establish the distance between the fragments; fr. 2 preserves the top margin on the recto 
side (and the bottom margin of  the verso); fr. 3 belongs to the right of  fr. 1 (both are in the 
same hand) because it preserves the ends of  lines, but their position relative to each other 
cannot be determined.

On the verso, a narrow strip of  the vertical fibres has been lost, running through from 
fr. 1.6 to fr. 2.8; after the line-ends of  fr. 2 there is a blank space 4 cm wide. Some offsets 
can be discerned here.

The hand is small, somewhat cramped and irregular; it leans slightly to the right. 
Apart from ai, there are few ligatures. No accents or breathings; punctuation only once 
(fr. 1.5); apostrophe in fr. 1.4–5 elatÉton; some corrections and additions above the line, by 
the same hand. The orthography is poor (e for ai fr. 1.3, i for ei fr. 1.3, fr. 2.2, 4, 8; v for o 
perhaps fr. 1.8); iota adscript is not written at the only place that requires it (fr. 2.10 autv).

Composing praises (§gk≈mia) of  persons and all kinds of  objects was an important 
part of  rhetorical training; many of  the extant ‘introductions’ to rhetoric (progumnã!mata) 
contain a ‘definition of  praise’ (˜ro! §gkvm€ou), e.g. Theon (Rhetores graeci ii 109–12 Spen-
gel = pp. 74–8 Patillon–Bolognesi), Aphthonius (ii 35–6 Sp.), Nikolaos Sophistes (iii 477 
Sp.). Among the objects of  praise, Aphthonius mentions êloga z“a, …! ·ppon µ boËn. 
Strangely, no §gk≈mion ·ppou has been preserved among the progymnasmata of  the known 
orators, although an §gk≈mion boÒ! is found in the Progymnasmata of  Libanius (Viii 267–73 
Foerster) and of  Nikolaos (Rhetores graeci i 332–3 Walz). The piece by Libanius does contain 
a comparison (!Êgkri!i!) of  the qualities of  ox and horse (§§ 10–13, pp. 271–2 Foerster), 
which claims that the ox is in many ways more useful than the horse. Our papyrus text is 
the first direct example of  a rhetorical §gk≈mion ·ppou in prose. In a general way, our au-
thor seems to follow the advice of  Hermogenes, Progymnasmata 40 (p. 17 Rabe) concerning 
praises of  animals (êloga z“a): §re›! t€ni ye«n énãkeitai, oÂon . . . ı ·ppo! t“ Po!eid«ni: 
ımo€v! d¢ §re›! p«! tr°fetai, potapÚn tØn cuxÆn, potapÚn tÚ !«ma, t€na ¶rga ¶xei, poË 
xrÆ!ima ktl. (Latin version in Priscian, Praeexercitamina 7 = Opuscula i, ed. Marina Passalac-
qua, Roma 1987, pp. 42–4). But the name of  the author does not appear in the end-title; 
that too suggests that this piece, hastily written and badly spelled on reused papyrus, repre-
sents an autograph exercise, not a substantive text.

        col. i        col. ii
Fr. 1 Fr. 3
  .   .   .   .  .   .   .   .  
—  00]0[  ]o`00[        ]0[
   0]enai enafyonoi!dedi   [  ]0m`ev!a000a 
  e`tvmenonploutoudoki  0[   ] 
         ei 
  aglai!ma_d`0´naioukelat'  Å Å [   ] Ä Ä Ä 



 5 ton:oio!mengaroipp2[00      ]ppou Ä
  vneuyu![00]net`aikait`[      ]kvmion Ä ™
  nhmaau`[000]000[00]i1t`v2[  .   .   .   . 
  vxhmati[     ]00[  
  00iblep[0000]00e`pa0[ 
 10 00]vnpa0a`dojvnka[
     ]vn  
  00`]tvnme0alambani [ 
           ] a ̀
  00]0[00]0d0[00]0i1!`[00]00k`i1[ 
  .   .   .   .

Fr. 2
  .   .   .   .
           ]000hn 
   ]a`[ ]00[000]rap2ia!kai 
  0]ima[000]ono`[0]a`npompa! 
  ko!m[00]k`aipan`hg1[0]ri!ip 
 5 po!d[0]0nyrvpoi!kai!u!
  trate`0etaikai!unopli 
  zeta[00]rometvpidioi! 
  men[00]onkranipro! 
  !ternidiadekaipara 
 10 mhridiao!ayvrajautv
  kalummatou!vmato!

Fr. 1 1 ]0[, foot of  an upright    00[, a round letter, followed by three uprights: ]oip[ possible              
7 ]000[, dot level with tops of  letters, followed by trace of  an upright and a small letter (e?) above, then a round 
letter (?)  v2[ almost certain   7–8 in left-hand margin two specks of  ink, presumably from a preceding 
column   8 ]00[, trace of  a small, round letter (o?), then a low diagonal rising to right: l likely   9 00i, 
upper arc of  rounded letter?; top of  upright with horizontal joining from left  ]00, trace of  a small round letter, 
then base of  d, z or j  0[, n or g, just possibly p   12 ]0, top of  a half-circle: e or !  0[, top of  an up-
right  ]i1!`[ or ]h2!`[; the fibres are distorted, but a re-examination by Dr Coles suggests that these letters belong to 
the main text, with another letter, perhaps ]a,̀ suprascript; then top of  an angular letter, possibly a, l or m  ]00, 
tops of  two diagonals descending from left and right respectively (x likely), followed by top of  upright

Fr. 2 1 ]000, feet of  three diagonals rising to right: all possible   2 ]00[, a low diagonal rising to 
right, then a small round letter: lo?   3 0``]ima[000]ono`[0]a,̀ no gaps in the papyrus but the surface is slightly 
abraded

Fr. 3 2 ]0, trace descending from left: a?  a000, after a a long descender, curving to right at bottom; 
small upright; foot of  diagonal rising to right: l, m possible
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        col. i        col. ii
fr. 1 fr. 3
  .   .   .   .  .   .   .   .  
—  00]0[  ]o`00[        ]0[
   0]°nai §n éfyÒnoi! d¢ di   [  ]0m`ev! a000a 
  et≈menon ploÊtou dok<e>›  0[   ] 
         e‰ 
  églãÛ!ma _d0´nai oÈk ¶lat  Å Å [   ] Ä Ä Ä 
 5 ton: oÂo! m¢n går ı flpp[00       i ]ppou Ä
  vn euyu![00]netai ka‹ t`[       eg ]kvmion Ä ™
  nhma au`[000]000[00]i1t`v2[00  .   .   .   . 
  ÙxÆmati [     ]00[  
  §`p2iblep[0000]00e`pa0[ 
 10 00]vn par`adÒjvn ka[‹ 00
     ]vn  
  00`]tvn met`alambãn<e>i [ 
           ] a ̀
  00]0[00]0d0[00]0i1!`[00]00k`i1[ 
  .   .   .   .

fr. 2
  .   .   .   .
           ]000hn 
   ]a`[ ]00[000]rap2€a! ka‹ 
  0]ima[000]on o`[0]a`n pompå! 
  ko!m[00] k`a‹ panhg[Ê]r<e>i!: ·p 
 5 po! d`[¢] é`nyr≈poi! ka‹ !u!
  trateÊ`etai ka‹ !unopl€ 
  zeta[i p]rometvpid€oi! 
  m¢n [˜!]on krãn<e>i, pro{!}- 
  !tern€dia d¢ ka‹ para 
 10 mhr€dia ˜!a y≈raj aÈt“
  kãlumma toË !≈mato!

Fr.1
2 §n éfyÒnoi! d¢ seems to imply a contrast: between poor people and ‘wealthy people’? or between the cost 

of  buying the horse and the cost of  keeping it ‘in lavish conditions’?



2–3 read diait≈menon (sc. z“on?). Plu. Agis et Cleom. 55.3  . . . tÚn âApin §n éfyÒnoi! diait≈menon ka‹ trufçn 
dokoËnta . . .

3 dok<e>›: ‘but when this 〈creature?〉 lives in plenty (or: among wealthy people?), it seems no less an adorn-
ment of  wealth’.

5–6 oÂo! m¢n går ı flpp2[eÊ]vn may imply a correlative to›o! or the like with reference to ÙxÆmati: ‘just as the 
rider . . . (keeps it) as a means of  transport, (so the charioteer uses it yoked to his) chariot’ ?

6 eÈyÁ! (adjective or adverb?) or eÈyÁ ![? The gap would hold two letters, or three narrow ones. No con-
vincing supplement has occurred to me; eÈyÁ! [te€]netai ‘the rider stretches himself  straight’ does not seem to 
make sense, and Hesych. !a€netai: kine›tai, !aleÊetai, tarãttetai can hardly be relevant here, as it seems to refer 
to Paul 1 Thess. 3.3 tÚ mhd°na !a€ne!yai §n ta›! yl€ce!i taÊtai!. Could it mean ‘he is being flattered’? Cf. Polyb. 
16.24.6 (Philip) Mula!e›! ka‹ ÉAlabande›! ka‹ Mãgnhte!, oÓ! ıpÒte m°n ti do›en, ¶!ainen, ˜te d¢ mØ do›en, Ílã ktei. 
One might suspect that the author had A. Cho. 192–3 in mind: e‰nai tÒd' églãi!mã moi toË filtãtou / brot«n 
ÉOr°!tou  !a€nomai d' Íp' §lp€do!.

6–7 t[°x]nhma ‘device, contrivance’? Perhaps 6–8 t[°x]nhma aÈ`[tÚn zeÊgnu!]i t«[i?] ÙxÆmati ‘and yokes him 
as a device to the wagon’? But there are difficulties. t«[i] makes a short line, even with the iota adscript (which is 
not written in fr. 2.10); the papyrus seemingly has vxhmati, which must then be taken as a mispelling.

9 §`p2iblep[ could refer either to the horse or (if  flpp[eÊ]vn in 5–6 is right) to the rider; i.e. everybody looks at 
him as he rides by. The space and the traces would allow §`p2€blep[to]!` d`¢ pç!`[in. Dr Coles, on a re-examination, 
thinks that the ink before ib best suits r, and suggests p2[e]r`€blep[to]!` instead.

                    ¶rg]vn
10–11 pa[r]adÒjvn ka[‹ yau | ma!]t«n me[t]alambãn<e>i, ‘it takes part in amazing and wonderful exploits’? 

(But ma!] looks a letter too long for the space.) Although this could also refer to the rider (flpp2[eÊ]vn, 5–6), the horse 
may be a likelier subject in view of  what is said about it in fr. 2.

Fr.2
2 Perhaps ye]rap<e>€a! ‘care’; cf. Plato Euthyphr. 13a ·ppou! oÈ pç! §p€!tatai yerapeÊein éllå ı flppikÒ!.
3–4 t]imò [aÈt]Ún ˜[t]an pompå! ko!m[ª] ‘he (= the horseman ?) honours it when it adorns processions’.
6–8 !unopl€zet[ai p]rometvpid€oi! m¢n [˜!]on krãn<e>i: the horse is equipped with front-pieces ‘as with 

a helmet’.
7 p]rometvpid€oi!: I take this to be an instrumental dative with !unopl€zet[ai. For Xenophon, front-pieces 

were part of  the standard equipment of  a cavalry horse: Eq. 12.8 ıpl€zein de› ka‹ tÚn ·ppon prometvpid€ƒ ka‹ 
pro!ternid€ƒ ka‹ paramhrid€oi!, Cyr. 6.4.1 ı dÉ êllo! !tratÒ! . . . §jvpl€zeto pollo›! m¢n ka‹ kalo›! xit«!i, 
pollo›! d¢ ka‹ kalo›! y≈raji ka‹ krãne!in: Àplizon d¢ ka‹ ·ppou! prometvpid€oi! ka‹ pro!ternid€oi!: ka‹ toÁ! m¢n 
mon€ppou! paramhrid€oi!, toÁ! dÉ ÍpÚ to›! ërma!in ˆnta! parapleurid€oi!; cf. also Xen. Cyr. 7.1.2 and Anab. i 8.6; 
Iamblichus fr. 1; Arrian Tact. 4.1.

8–10 pro{!}!tern€dia d¢ ka‹ paramhr€dia ˜!a y≈raj: breast-covers and thigh-armour cover the horse’s body 
‘like a corselet’; the verb at the end of  this sentence may have been §!t€n, or par°xei if kãlumma is accusative.

Fr. 3
2–3 There is space for one line between 2 and the ornamental border above the title. There is no way to tell 

whether the text ended with 2 or continued into a short (not more than c.10 letters) third line. However, to the right 
of  fr. 1.3 there is isolated ink on the broken edge, suggesting the lower left angle of  a flattened d. Dr Coles suggests 
that this is the beginning of  a hooked paragraphos, Ë   , which marked the end of  the text in col. ii. In that case, 
line 3 would have been blank apart from the extending horizontal of  the paragraphos.

H. MAEHLER
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4648. Prose on Star-Signs Quoting Homer, Hesiod, and Others

30 4B.35/F(1–3)a 9.5 × 22 cm Third century
  Plate VI

Top and thirty-three lines of  a column of  prose on the science of  astronomy written in 
an informal hand on the back a much-rubbed third-century petition to a prefect of  Egypt 
(whether a loose sheet or a piece cut from a roll cannot be determined). The author strings 
together quotations of  Homer, Hesiod, Callimachus, Aeschylus and Sophocles, and men-
tions Aratus prominently. The author’s main interest in astronomy seems to be in connec-
tion with one or more of  these authors, rather than in astronomy per se.

The top margin is 2.5 cm deep. Restoration of  25 and 28 on the basis of  the quota-
tions (not written in ekthesis) shows that the right edge of  the fragment is within a letter or 
two of  line-end. Thus 7–8 letters can be calculated as missing at the beginnings of  23–33, 
slightly more (8–10) in 1–22. Therefore the lines had c.30 letters, producing a column c.9 cm 
in width, as reconstructed, containing at least 33 lines for a height of  at least 19.5 cm.

The hand is a bilinear, oval, sloping version of  the mixed style. Letters show contras-
tive width, being taller than they are wide. o is sometimes diminutive, floating in the mid-
dle as one would expect in the Severe Style, but is sometimes full height and oval, cocked 
slightly to the right. m has a deep middle and v curved sides meeting in the centre in an 
apex. f with flattened top and triangular body pointing downward. a has a top curving 
to the left over the apex in a hook, more pronounced in d, l. Tail of  u is in a loop, often 
closed. Development out of  the Severe Style rather than into it is suggested. A date in the 
later third century is consistent with its reused front.

Punctuation is by high point (9, 16). Double consonants are separated by apostrophe 
(3 t't), a practice whose advent is datable to the late second century (Turner, GMAW  2 
p. 10 with n. 50). Diaeresis is not written internally (17 Plhiadvn), but is written initially in 
8 and 10.The text exhibits iotacistic orthography (ei for i, 6, 30; i for ei 13), and at least one 
misspelling (11 éjiof€!tv!). The scribe does not write iota adscript, nor does he elide final 
vowels (19), wherever we can tell, except probably in the quotations in 26–7 ( judged from 
spacing).

The subject as preserved is the usefulness of  star-signs for weather or time-reckoning, 
as evidenced by the poets cited, or the fact that they attest this. The author quotes examples 
of  weather-signs or astronomical time-reckoning from Homer, Hesiod, Aeschylus, and So-
phocles, while quoting Callimachus in order to establish the affinity of  Aratus with Hesiod. 
At the beginning of  the column the author credits someone (Homer?) with views on the 
heaven (2–3) and as expressing this enigmatically (afi]n`ittÒmeno!). There follow two cita-
tions from Homer that show Odysseus using the stars to keep time at night. Underscoring 
the interest of  the stars to wise-men and sea-farers alike, the author adduces Hesiod’s use 
of  the stars in his Opera et dies as marking the time for harvest and ploughing (15–20) with 
a quotation of  Op. 383–4 on the rising and setting of  the Pleiades. After noting that Hesiod 



was imitated by Aratus (23–4), and quoting as evidence for this Callim. Epigr. 27.1–3 Pf. 
(25–8), he then quotes the words of  the watchman at Aesch. Agam. 4–5 asserting the useful-
ness of  the stars for knowledge of  the seasons (31–2). As the column breaks off, he is citing 
Sophocles, presumably to the same end. The author employs a somewhat florid rhetorical 
style in introducing the quotation from Aeschylus at 28–31. He admits hiatus (most egre-
giously in 25), and abbreviates quotations standard in the handbooks.

Lines 15–28 all deal in some way with Hesiod (as author of  Op.), perhaps the focus of  
the author’s interest as a source for star-lore. Another possible candidate is Aratus, named 
in 23, for whom the author has used elements of  the Lives known from various versions in 
the medieval MSS, including the quotation of  Callimachus Epigr. 27 Pf. to illustrate Aratus’ 
use of  Hesiod as a model. At 4–6 and 23–8 the text comes verbally close to phrasing in 
Lives i (by the grammarian Achilles), ii, and iV (Martin), but then diverges dramatically, as 
it does in general throughout. Of  the other five quotations in the papyrus (designated in 
the translation below), (i) (vii) and (viii) are a subset of  those used to the same ends by the 
grammarian Achilles in his treatise Per‹ toË pantÒ!  in the order (viii) (vii) (i)  which 
along with Life i and a treatise on the interpretation of  Aratus (Per‹ §jhgÆ!ev!) stand in the 
medieval MSS of  Aratus as an introduction to his Phaenomena. The text does not seem to be 
a commentary. If  it is a Vita Arati, it is very different from the transmitted ones, including 
Life i, with which it shares material. Alternatively it could be a treatise of  some sort, or an 
abridgement of  Achilles’ Life of  Aratus for the purpose of  rhetorical exercise, biography, or 
as the introduction to a commentary on Aratus’ Phaenomena. On the identity of  the author 
see further on 23–4.

Three papyri of  Aratus bear brief  marginal annotation: XV 1807 + P. Köln IV 185 
(roll, ii ad); P. Lond. Lit. 34 + MPER iii 17 (codex, iv ad); LXIV 4423 (roll, ii–iii ad). 
P. Berol. inv. 5865 = BKT 5.1 p. 54 (codex, iii–iv ad), edited by E. Maass, Commentariorum in 
Aratum reliquiae (Berlin 1898) pp. lxix and 536 with Taff. i–ii (re-edited by M. Maehler, APF 
27 (1980) 19–32 with Abb. 2) consists of  scholia to Aratus’ Phaenomena, and contains mytho-
logical and astronomical information in its annotation. The only example of  a systematic 
hypomnema on Aratus extant on a papyrus is LXIV 4426 (roll, ii/iii). Unlike that text, 
which consists of  elementary verbal explanation and abbreviated paraphrase, the present 
text shows some signs, through its affinity with Achilles, of  drawing on the tradition of  
astronomical scholarship represented in the later scholia.

The quotation of  Hesiod Op. 383 in 17 exhibits at least one inferior reading that it 
shares with P19 and several elements of  the secondary tradition, and it may have had an-
other in the lacuna in 18. The quotation of  Callim. Epigr. 27. 1–3 Pf. gives in the first verse 
a unique and previously unattested variant (26 aoidv[), providing welcome and hitherto 
lacking ancient testimony for an emendation first proposed by Scaliger and now accepted 
by some editors and translators.

For the lives of  Aratus we have used the numeration and text of  J. Martin, Histoire 
du texte des Phénomènes d’Aratos (Paris 1956); for the ancient commentaries his Scholia in Ara
tum vetera (Leipzig 1974). For Achilles’ Efi!agvgÆ, E. Maass’ edition (Berlin 1898) has been 
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superseded by that of  G. Di Maria, Achillis quae feruntur Astronomica et in Aratum opuscula: De 
universo, De Arati vita, De Phaenomenorum interpretatione, Studi e ricerche 27 (Palermo 1996). For 
the attribution of  the Efi!agvgÆ to the grammarian Achilles (first proposed by Maass), see 
Martin, op. cit. pp. 130–2 and 140–50; Di Maria, op. cit. pp. vii–xii. Di Maria (p. xi n. 8) 
accepts the identification of  the grammarian Achilles with Achilles Tatius, author of  the 
romance Leucippe and Clitophon.

   ]0000kaiej000hnh!palinaupo0[ 
  ]0000000h!indetvouranvklei![ 
   ]0[0000]nit'tomeno!tai!tvn[ 
      ]ai!dioikei!yaipanta[ 
 5    ]t0!ofi!thnoumononv[
     ]mnunenallakaihkreibv[ 
     ]anona!traparedvken0[ 
     ]!0[0]amon0nallakaienthÛ[ 
     ]x0ken0eplevnuj:tvnd0[ 
 10    ]00nomvnÛnamhapi!tv[
     ]e[0000]0tikaiajiofi!tv!0[ 
     ]n[0000]!ofvkainh!ivthv[ 
    ]0!ei!diapiranplouhkon[ 
     ]eph2!tautaomoiv!hpe[ 
 15    ]o!000a!kraio!kaitana[
     ]aiotatath!gevrgia!0[ 
    ]etreiplhiadvnatla0[ 
    ]0omenavnkai0pitonam[ 
    ]0h!enduomenvndeep00[ 
 20   ]0aiote00ivne!tintru0[
     ]0are0[0]0akai0lv!tin0[ 
     ]aiti!0oakrokn[0]faio0par[ 
     ]hkamenoudharato!zh0[ 
    ]0nnh!egenetov!mhdeton[ 
 25   ]one!falyaieipontah!iod[
    ]akaiotropo!outonaoidv[ 
    ]oknevmhtomelixrotato[ 
    ]no!oleu!apemajatokaith[ 
    ]0dedikaiv!anti!eipoimh0[ 



 30   ]tvnorfanhnoeleu!einio[
    ]a!trvnkato[ ]danukterv.[ 
    ]kaitou!f0ronta!xeimaka[ 
     ]ode!ofokle00000[ 
   .   .   .   .

1 beginning before kai: feet of  upright, last in series a complete upright  after ej: trace in upper-left quad-
rant and two traces at mid-level, then upright as of  i, followed by upright hooking to right at top  end after po: 
upright slanting right at top with hook over left, a, d, l suggested   2 beginning: foot of  upright, bottom 
of  round letter, v suggested, foot of  upright, round letter, o suggested, foot of  upright  before h: right end of  
high horizontal, perhaps connecting-stroke from preceding letter   3 top of  upright as of  i or flat tall back 
of  !   5–11 first letter of  each line preserved on a detached strip   5 hasta of  t is blotted and extends 
above the top-stroke  0: far left edge round letter at mid-height as of  o, v   7 trace at mid-level suggesting 
far left edge of  o, v   8 after ! slanting back of  round letter as e, !  after mon: upright with rounded top 
as of  e, o, !   9 after x: trace at mid-level compatible with far left edge of  v  after ken: diagonal hooking 
over left at apex as of  a, d, l  end after tvnd: trace of  angled letter connecting to d at base-line as of  a, d, e, !            
10 before nom: indistinguishable trace on edge at mid-height, then round letter as of  o or v, followed by top of  
upright with diagonal descending as from k or perhaps n   11 before ti: two diagonals meeting at apex as in 
a or l or n  end after tv!: upright connected at top to horizontal slanting upward as g, p            13 trace of  
upright or right side of  round letter as o, y   15 after o!: round letter not closed at top as of  v, followed by 
upright, then small tight round letter with pointed bottom, o or ! suggested   16 speck of  high ink as high 
point or left tip of  horizontal of  t   17 upright as of  i, g, h, n   18 beginning before om: lower end of  
diagonal curving at base-line as of  l, m, x  after kai: upright curving to right at top as of  e, !            19 before 
h!: connecting stroke from preceding letter at base-line as of  e.g. l, m, x  end after ep: upright with horizontal 
connecting at top followed by foot of  upright at base-line as p or it   20 before aio: end of  high diagonal 
or horizontal as of  k, u or t  after te: right and left sides of  a round letter as of  o, y or v (if  narrower than 
elsewhere), then small tight high circle as of  r  end after tru: upright with high horizontal attached as of  g, p            
21 beginning: top of  upright connecting to vertical stroke with rounded hook at top and finishing in a foot extend-
ing to the right at baseline, p only if  more cursive in form than elsewhere (cf. p 13 plou); not m, k, !  after are: 
upright with horizontal connecting at top as of  g, p  before akai: vertical stroke slanting to right at top as of  i, 
h, n, p  after akai: trace of  vertical ink compatible with upright or side of  round letter  end after tin: upright 
with rounded hook at bottom as of  e, !   22 after ti!: speck of  ink centred in space at mid-level  after aio: 
top of  upright with curved stroke attached at top as of  g, !   23 upright slanting to right at top as of  l, m            
24 horizontal slanting upwards at right as of  g or tongue of  e   29 beginning: diagonal joining to base of  
upright, n suggested  end: upright connecting to horizontal at top as g, p, but the latter slightly preferable given 
the finial            31 upright in left half  of  space as g, h, k, n, p   32 top of  high bowl as o, y, r            33 tops 
of  five letters: (i) high horizontal ink as j, p, t, o; (ii) ! or right arm of  u; (iii) ! or e; (iv) prima facie n (but nar-
rower than elsewhere); (v) top of  diagonal in middle of  space as a, l; not d

  0000]0000ka‹ §j e`fi1r`Ænh! pãlin aÔ pol`[e 
  m00]000000f`h!in d¢ t“ oÈran“ klei![(00)
  00000000]0[00afi]nittÒmeno! ta›! t«n [ 
  ê!trvn énatol]a›! dioike›!yai pãnta t`[å 
 5 kay' ≤mç!, À!te] tÚ`n !ofi!tØn oÈ mÒnon ”[
  ke€v!en ka‹ §!°]mnunen, éllå ka‹ ±kre€bv[ 
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  !en. tå d¢ kat' oÈr]anÚn ê!tra par°dvken o`[È 
  k §n tª ÉOdu!]!e`[€]& mÒno`n, éllå ka‹ §n tª ÉI[li 
  ãdi fh!‹] +$paro€¸xvken d¢ pl°v nÊj: / t«n dÊ$o Il. 10. 252–3
 10 moirãvn¸" [pro]o`i1k`onom«n ·na mØ épi!t«[!i
  ka‹] +$Plhiãda! t' §!or«¸n`ti" ka‹ éjiof€!tv!0[ Od. 5. 272
  0000000000]n[0000]!ofƒ ka‹ nh!i≈t˙ v[ 
  000000000]0! efi! diãp<e>iran ploË ≤kÒn[ti, 
  éll' ¶gnv m¢n ı ≤du]epØ! taËta ımo€v!. ±pe[i 
 15 r≈th! d¢ gevrg]Ú! Ã2n` ı` ÉA!kra›o! ka‹ tå na[u
  tikå égno«n, tå d¢ beb]aiÒtata t∞! gevrg€a!,[ 
  tå! Àra! katam]etre› +Plhiãdvn ÉAtlai$ge Hes. Op. 383
  n°vn¸[0000]$tel¸lomenãvn" ka‹ §`p‹ tÚn êm[h 
  ton tÒte §j≈r]m`h!en, +duom°nvn" d¢ §p‹ t`[Ún Hes. Op. 384
 20 êroton, kayãper] k`a‹ ˜te ÑV2r`€vn §!t‹n trug1[
  0000000000]p2are0[0]0a ka‹ ˜`lv! tin°`[! 
  fa!in, ˜tan k]a€ ti!i1 ı +ékrokn[°]faio!`" par[ª. Hes. Op. 567
  …! d¢ proeir]Ækamen, o� dØ ÖArato! zhl`[v Vitae Arati i. 64–8 (cf. 7–8),
  tØ! oÈk ég]e`nnØ! §g°neto, …! mhd¢ tÚn [  ii. 22–3, iii. 35–6, iV. 26 
 25 0000000]on §!fãlyai efipÒnta + ÑH!iÒd$ou  Callim. Epigr. 27. 1–3 Pf.
  to¸ [0] $êei!m¸a ka‹ ı trÒpo!: oÈ tÚn éoid«$n / ¶ 
  !xaton éll'¸ Ùkn°v mØ tÚ melixrÒtato$n /  
  t«n §p°v¸n ı %oleÁ! épemãjato". ka‹ tØ[n  
  =∞!in tÆ]n`de, dika€v! ên ti! e‡poi mØ g1[n≈ 
 30 !ev! toÊ]tvn ÙrfanØn, ı ÉEleu!e€nio[!
  tragvde›] +ê!trvn kãtoi1da nukt°rvn` $ı Aesch. Agam. 4–5
  mÆgurin¸ / ka‹ toÁ! f°ronta! xe›ma ka$‹ 
  y°ro!".¸ ı d¢ %ofokl°o`u`!` N2a`[Êplio!  Soph. Naupl. TGrF iV 432
  .   .   .   .   .

. . . after peace yet again war (several words missing). He says that for the heaven . . . express-
ing in a veiled way that all our affairs are controlled by the risings of  stars, so that he not 
only appropriates the rôle of  the wise man and speaks impressively, but also is scientifically 
accurate. He has related the stars in the heaven not only in the Odyssey, but also in the Iliad, 
controlling his composition in advance in order that they not find it unconvincing, he says 
(10. 252–3)



(i)       The greater part of  the night has passed;  
 of  the two parts

and (Od. 5. 272)

(ii) keeping his eye on the Pleiades

and (several words missing) plausibly (several words missing) to a clever man and an islander and 
having come to experience sailing, while the poet knew these (nautical) things likewise. But 
Hesiod, being a farmer from the mainland and not knowing things about sailing, but rather 
(knowing) the most dependable aspects of  farming, measures the year from (Op. 383)

(iii) the rising of  the Pleiades, daughters of  Atlas

and sallied forth to the harvesting, and from (Op. 383)

(iv) their setting

(sallied forth) to the ploughing, exactly as when Orion is (several words missing) grape-harvest, 
and some say entirely so, when the star (Op. 576)

(v) rising at dusk

is also present in some places. As I said previously, Aratus was indeed no mean imitator of  
him (sc. Hesiod), seeing that Callimachus did not err when he said (Epigr. 27. 1–3 Pf.)

(vi) It’s Hesiod’s music and it’s Hesiod’s genre: 
 not the ultimate one that poets (or: poems?) can have, 
 but blimey if  Aratus of  Soli hasn’t taken as a model 
 the best of  his verses.

The following speech, one might justly say not bereft of  knowledge in this matter, Aeschylus 
of  Eleusis composes in the tragic style (Agam. 4–5)

(vii) I know the assembled company of  stars that wander in the night, 
 and the ones that bring on for mortals the winter and summer.

Moreover the Nauplios of  Sophocles (says) (TGrF iV 432)

(viii) . . .
1–2 ka‹ §j e`fi1r`Ænh! pãlin aÔ pol`[em. For the phrasing, cf. Lucian, De parasito 39. 5 efi!€n, Œ b°lti!te, kairo‹ 

toË t«n ényr≈pvn b€ou, ı m°n ti! efirÆnh!, ı d' aÔ pol°mou. The reference may be to Il. 18. 490 ff., the city at peace 
and the city at war. Or we could have a contrast between Homer and Hesiod on war vs. peace: Hesiod’s treatment 
of  star signs in Opera as opposed to the emphasis on war in Homer’s poetry. For the contrast (without appeal to 
the stars) see Certamen 205–12 (cf. T 22. 81–2 Colonna) ı d¢ ba!ileÁ! tÚn ÑH!€odon §!tefãnv!en efip∆n d€kaion e‰nai 
tÚn §p‹ gevrg€an ka‹ efirÆnhn prokaloÊmenon nikçn, oÈ tÚn pol°mou! ka‹ !fagå! diejiÒnta (follows directly after 
Hesiod’s recitation of  Op. 383–92, against Homer’s of  Il. 13. 126–33, 339–44). The following lines here, however, 
give quotations showing Homer’s use of  the stars for practical purposes. pãlin with the opposites war and peace 
might suggest perpetual recurrence, such as is found in the regular reappearance of  star-signs.
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2 f`h!in. Homer is the most likely subject (less likely the Hesiod of  Op. or the Hesiodic ÉA!tronom€a), in light 

of  the quotations that follow in 7–10, and the absence of  a place for the introduction of  his name in the following 
lines.

t“ oÈran“. In Homer oÈranÒ! is the abode of  the gods, not the place of  the stars, but see Il. 18. 483 §n m¢n 
ga›an ¶teuj', §n d' oÈranÒn, §n d¢ yãla!!an, Od. 5. 273 §n d° te te€rea pãnta, tã t' oÈranÚ! §!tefãnvtai (both cited 
by Achilles, De universo 1,9–11 Di Maria = p. 29,30–30,6 Maass).

klei![. One could posit t“ oÈran“ kle›! | [tå ê!tra e]‰1[nai (i.e. kle›! = kle›da!; for the contracted form, 
standard in later authors: e.g. Plut. Arat. 23. 4. 4 and often: see LSJ s.v. kle€! and Suppl. s.v. i 3). kle€! in the meta-
phorical sense of  ‘means of  access’ (for which see LSJ s.v. i 4) is not earlier than Aeschylus and Pindar: see Aesch. 
TrGF iii 316 ¶!ti kémo‹ kl∫! §p‹ gl≈!!˙; Pi. P. 8. 4 ÑA!ux€a boulçn te ka‹ pol°mvn ¶xoi!a klaῗda! (cf. 9. 39); cf. 
Soph. OC 1052 (lyr.); Eur. Med. 661 (lyr.) kayarån éno›jai klªda fren«n (of  Aphrodite); Aristoph. Thesm. 976 (lyr.) 
klªda! gãmou fulãttei (of  Hera), perhaps with allusion to the sacred keys of  temples held by cult officials. It is 
not exampled in Homer, Hesiod or Aratus (at Phaen. 192 o·˙ d¢ klh›di yÊrhn ¶nto!y' éraru›an Aratus compares 
Cassiopeia to the ‘key of  a two-fold door’, but that passage can hardly be the reference of  kle›! here). For its use in 
the sense of  a ‘key’ to a problem, ‘means of  understanding’, see e.g. Vett. Val. 179. 4 Pingree. However, kle›! also 
means ‘bar’ or ‘bolt’, and if  that is the operant sense here, the reference might be to the stars as guarantors of  the 
fixity of  the heaven (cf. Parmenides fr. 1,14 D.–K.). But ‘keys to the heaven’ is a phrase used neither by Homer nor 
by Aratus or Hesiod. If  Homer is the subject of  f`h!in, the author is not quoting or paraphrasing a specific passage, 
but giving his own interpretation of  what Homer says (perhaps the point of  3 afi]nittÒmeno!). The construction 
with the dative is odd (one expects genitive, as at Matth. 16. 19 d≈!v !oi tå! kle›da! t∞! ba!ile€a! t«n oÈran«n). 
Professor Parsons suggests t“ oÈran“ klei!|[tØn e‰nai] t`[Øn g∞n, noting that some MSS of  Cornutus quote Hes. 
Theog. 271 with per‹ pç!an §°rgoi.

3 afi]nittÒmeno! advances an interpretation of  what Homer says literally in the quotations in 7–10.
4 ê!trvn énatol]a›! (Parsons). Cf. Joh. Damasc. Exp. Fidei 21.
4–5 t`[å kay' ≤m«n (Parsons), prãgmata, §n t“ kÒ!mƒ or the like must have stood here.
5 tÚ`n !ofi!tØn. Presumably a predecessor (i.e. Orpheus or Musaeus?), or a philosopher whose doctrines he 

(sc. Homer?) anticipated. According to Achilles, De universo 1,9–11 Di Maria (= p. 30,13–14 Maass), both Crates and 
Apion Pleistonices attest ˜ti é!tronÒmo! ÜOmhro!. For claims for a philosophical basis for the astronomy of  Aratus, 
see Vit. Arati ii 29–30 Martin §xrÆ!ato går tª t«n fu!ik«n filo!Òfvn dunãmei. e‰nai gãr fh!i tÚ dioikoËn tÚn 
kÒ!mon ékrib«! per€ te toÁ! §niautoÁ! ka‹ m∞na! ka‹ ≤m°ra!. Here dioikoËn seems to correspond to 4 dioike›!yai 
and ékrib«! to 6–7 ±kre€bv[!en.

7 tå d¢ kat' oÈr]anÚn: as in Achilles, De universo 1,9–11 Di Maria (= p. 30,8–9 Maass). Or katå tÚ piy]anÒn?
ê!tra par°dvken: i.e. Homer transmits a useful account of  the stars. In the case of  the Iliad, the reference (as 

the quotation shows) is to Il. 10. 252–3. In the case of  the Odyssey, the reference may be to Od. 12. 312 :
∑mo! d¢ tr€xa nuktÚ! ¶hn, metå d' ê!tra bebÆkei

or to Od. 5. 272–5 (272 is apparently quoted in 11). Also relevant for Homer’s scientifically accurate use of  star-signs 
is Il. 18. 483–6 (constellations on Achilles’ shield). In all except the last the speaker is Odysseus and the subject is 
the reckoning of  the hours at night by the stars. But there is no room in these lines to restore the name of  Homer 
or Odysseus. (o`[ at the end of  7 offers such an opportunity, but then there will not be room for oÈk, necessary in 8.) 
Presumably Homer’s name appeared in the lines preceding this column.

8–9 §n tª ÉI[liãdi. Citation of  the title here is assured by the diaeresis over i.
9–10 Il. 10. 252–3 :

ê!tra d¢ dØ prob°bhke, paro€xvken d¢ pl°vn nÁj 
t«n dÊo moirãvn, tritãth d' ¶ti mo›ra l°leiptai.

These lines are quoted by Achilles, De universo 1,9–11 Di Maria (= p. 30,8–9 Maass) in a list of  Homeric passages 
cited to substantiate that Homer spoke per‹ ê!trvn, per‹ ˜lvn and per‹ é!trolog€a!.

9 xvken with Dorotheus, ApD, EtG, Epm., W: xhke(n) SD, Achilles (loc. cit), Porph. Il. 147. 12 Schr., Z V*.
pl°v with SD, Achilles (loc. cit.), Z V*: pl°vn Porph. Il. 147. 12 Schr.: ple€vn G: pl°on W: pleo Choer.



10 $moirãvn¸. The entire line Il. 10. 253 t«n dÊo moirãvn, tritãth d' ¶ti mo›ra l°leiptai was omitted by 
Zenodotus and athetized by Aristophanes and Aristarchus (so Schol. A Il. 253a), apparently occasioning its imita-
tion by Apollonius of  Rhodes 3. 1340-1 âHmo! d¢ tr€taton lãxo! ≥mato! énom°noio / le€petai §j ±oË!: see U. v. 
Wilamowitz, Die Ilias und Homer (Berlin 1916) 60; A. Rengakos, Der Homertext und die hellenistischen Dichter, Hermes 
Einzelschriften 64 (Stuttgart 1993) 70. For the stars as indicators of  time see O. Wenskus, Astronomische Zeitangaben 
von Homer bis Theophrast, Hermes Einzelschriften 55 (Stuttgart 1990).

10–11 pr]o`o`i1k`onom«n: This and the quotation of  Od. 5. 272 in 11 are recovered from Schol. T on Il. 10. 
252–3, commenting on pl°v nÊj / t«n dÊo moirãvn: ˜yen ka‹ tÚ +PlhÛãda! t' §!or«nti" (Od. 5. 272) fh!‹ per‹ 
toË ÉOdu!!°v!. prooikonome› oÔn, fa!€, tØn ÉOdÊ!!eian. For the sense of  prooikonom°v (sc. tØn ÉOdÊ!!eian) referring 
to unity and consistency in Homer’s plan for the poems as wholes, see Schol. Il. 2. 260a Erbse and cf. Schol. Il. 
10. 247b Erbse.

11 Od. 5. 272. At 272–7 Calypso has given Odysseus elaborate instructions for navigation by the Pleiades, 
Boötes, the Bear (a.k.a. the Wagon) and Orion, advising him to keep the Bear on his left:

PlhÛãda! t' §!or«nti ka‹ Ùc¢ dÊonta Bo≈thn 
ÖArkton y', ∂n ka‹ êmajan §p€klh!in kal°ou!in, 
¥ t' aÈtoË !tr°fetai ka€ t' ÉVr€vna dokeÊei, 
o‡h d' êmmorÒ! §!ti loetr«n ÉVkeano›o: 
tØn går dÆ min ênvge Kaluc≈, d›a yeãvn, 
pontoporeu°menai §p' éri!terå xeirÚ! ¶xonta.

éjiof€!tv!. For the spelling see Threatte, Grammar i p. 468, possibly a mere misspelling of  éjiop€!tv! 
(could it have been induced by 5 !ofi!tÆn?).

11–15 These lines appear to contrast the island-born Homer, who therefore (in the Odyssey in connection with 
Odysseus) related astronomical phenomena to navigation, with the non-sailing and agricultural Hesiod (who used 
star-signs to mark the seasons appropriate to different agricultural activities). 12 nh!i≈t˙ might refer to Homer the 
Chiot, 13 to Hesiod as someone ‘who has [rarely] come to experience sea-travel’. But Schol. T on Iliad 10. 252–3 
suggests the approach followed in the reconstruction: Homer says this in order to construct a convincing portrait 
of  Odysseus. 12–14 might have continued ‘and this utterance could be plausibly (11 éjiof€!tv!) ascribed to Odys-
seus, a clever man and an islander (!of“ ka‹ nh!i≈t˙) and because of  profit having frequently come to experience 
sailing’ (e.g. ka‹ éjiof€!tv! t`[oË|to énaf°rei]n [éndr‹] !of“ ka‹ nh!i≈t˙ …|[fele€& pollãk]i1! efi! diãp<e>iran ploË 
≤kÒn[ti).

13 efi! diãp<e>iran ploË ≤kon[. For the idiom see Hdt. 2. 77 t«n §! diãpeiran épikÒmhn; id. 1. 47 ép°pempe §! 
tØn diãpeiran t«n xrh!thr€vn; Demosth. 44. 58, 56. 18 tÚ prçgma efi! diãpeiran ka‹ lÒgon kat°!th!an; Aeschin. 
1. 184. The proof  of  the usefulness of  astronomy comes from practical experience (sailing and farming) and ob-
servation of  signs as required for those pursuits. The same theme is struck up and poetic authorities are quoted in 
a similar series in the treatise of  Achilles, De universo 1,1–2 Di Maria (= p. 28,7–16 Maass) to instantiate the begin-
nings of  astronomy: t“ kata!kÒptƒ tØn §mpeir€an perit€yh!i poi«n (sc. Afi!xÊlo!; cf. 27. 6, 30. 15 eÍrhy∞nai). 
Achilles then quotes Aesch. Agam. 4–6, as does the present text below at 31–3.

14 ı ≤du]epÆ! (Parsons): sc. Homer.
taËta: sc. nautikã (cf. 15–16).
ımo€v!: i.e. just like Odysseus.
14–15 ±pe[i|r≈th! (Parsons) provides the obvious contrast to 12 nh!i≈t˙. Less certain is gevrg]Ò!; we could 

instead have ÑH!€od]o! (but see next note).
15 ı` ÉA!kra›o!: viz. Hesiod. The practice of  referring in citations and quotations to a known individual by 

his ethnic is a Hellenistic affectation which reflects methods of  Alexandrian scholarship in cataloguing, indexing 
( pinakes), and biography. (Early instances such as ‘Simonides Amorginos’ are poetic.) Such a designation, often 
better and more securely known than a patronymic, was employed in order to disambiguate otherwise homony-
mous individuals (as undertaken e.g. in Demetrius of  Magnesia’s Per‹ !unvnÊmvn, often cited by Diog. Laer.: see 
J. Mejer, ‘Demetrius of  Magnesia: On Poets and Authors of  the Same Name’, Hermes 109 (1981) 447–72). For this 
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type of  antonomasia in poetry with ample instances in Augustan Latin verse, see J. Farrell, Vergil’s Georgics (New 
York and Oxford 1991) 33–5, who identifies it (p. 35) as ‘in the Alexandrian mold’, used ‘to designate the symbolic 
Hesiod of  the Alexandrians’ (pp. 35–46 for examples from Greek predecessors). As in the use of  this idiom (foreign 
to English) in modern Romance languages, the adjective with the definite article alone substitutes for the name of  
the person under discussion; i.e. the article plus ethnic substitutes for mention of  the name, which need not have 
previously appeared. Thus we would not expect to find the name of  Hesiod at the beginning of  15 (where it is al-
lowed by ]o!), nor Aeschylus’ name, for example, at the beginning of  31. Conversely it is not necessary to have the 
ethnic of  Aratus (since he is mentioned by name) in the missing portion of  23. The principle is well illustrated by 
Callim. Epigr. 27 Pf. quoted on 25–8 below: for the epigram, ı %oleÊ! alone suffices. Aratus’ name itself  appears 
independently in 4 lest there be any doubt which Solian is meant.

15–16 tã: sc. !hme›a? If  so, na[utikã (or perhaps nautil€a!) would pair or contrast relevantly with t∞! 
gevrg€a! (although the same star-signs might not be useful in both cases). Weather signs were primarily useful 
to farmers and mariners: this is implied by Vegetius 4.41.6 on signs from birds and fishes with reference to Vergil 
in the Georgics and Varro in libris navalibus; cf. Pindar O. 11 : sometimes there’s a need for rain [i.e for farmers] and 
sometimes for wind [i.e. for sailors]. Only rarely are other professions mentioned: physicians (in the Hippocratic 
Airs Waters Places); millers (Aratus 1044–6), and anglers (P. Mil. Vogl. Viii 309 iv 20–9 = Posidippus Epigr. 23–4 A.-B.).

17 katam]etre›. Something similar in Achilles, De universo 1,9–11 Di Maria = p. 30,8–9 Maass) on Il. 10. 252-3 : 
!trati≈th! nuktomax«n to›! ê!troi! tØn nÊkta metre›.

17–18 Hes. Op. 383, quoted by S Arat. 264. For the Pleiades see on 19.
ÉAtlai$ge¸[n°vn with P19, Dio Prus. 2. 9, Athen. 489 f.: étlagen°vn all MSS, Cert. Hom. et Hes. 12. 180, Gemin. 

Elem. astr. 17. 14, S Arat. 137, Prob. in Verg. E. 3. 40, Et.s s.v. pleiã!, Greg. Cor. p. 578 Sch., Tzetzes Vit. Hes. 1. 79 
Colonna2, Eust. 1155. 49, S Aesch. PV 428 : étlhgen°vn S AD Il. 18. 486; cf. Max. Tyr. p. 294. 8 H.: [P39].

18 ]$tel¸lomenãvn: §pitell all MSS, P39, S Pr, Athen. 489 f., Cert. Hom. et Hes. 12. 180, Gemin. Elem. astr. 
17. 14, S Arat. 137, Prob. in Verg. E. 3. 40, Et.s s.v. pleiã!, Greg. Cor. p. 578 Sch., Tzetzes Vit. Hes. 1. 79 Colonna2: 
peritell Dio Prus. 2. 9, Max. Tyr. p. 294. 8 H.: [P19]. Spacing at the beginning of  the line admits peritell in 
the papyrus, but is not conclusive.

18–19 ]$tel¸lomenãvn  duom°nvn. The point seems to be that Hesiod attached significance to what is seen 
at the setting of  certain stars as well as at their rising (to which the Greeks attached most significance: M. L. West, 
Hesiod: Works and Days (Oxford 1978) 379). Thus the beginning of  the summary gives an example of  stars he treated 
as significant in their observed rising (17 Pleiades), while 19 (duom°nvn, also the Pleiades: Op. 384) refers to their 
setting. Similarly 20–2 may treat stars observed both at rising and setting, but this is not certain.

19 duom°nvn. Hes. Op. 384, quoted by S Arat. 264. The papyrus here agrees with the reading of  the quota-
tion in S Arat. 264 : du!amenãvn P19 and all MSS: duomenãvn Dio Prus. 2. 9, Max. Tyr. p. 294. 8 H. The setting 
of  the Pleiades is also mentioned in no less than three fragments of  the Hesiodic ÉA!tronom€a: fr. 288 tå! d¢ broto‹ 
kal°ou!i Peleiãde!, fr. 289 xeim°riai dÊnou!i Peleiãde! and 290 M.-W. t∞mo! épokrÊptou!i Peleiãde!  all three 
from Athen. Xi 80 p. 491 d.

§p‹ tÚn êm[hton glosses Hes. Op. 384 émÆtou.
19–20 §p‹ t`[Ún êroton glosses Hes. Op. 384 érÒtoio.
20 Perhaps ˜te ÑV2r`€vn §!t‹n trug1[ª, or ˜te ÑV2r`€vn, §!t‹n trug1[Æ, ‘When Orion (sc. is rising), it is the time of  

the grape-harvest’. But we could also have e.g. trug[∞! mnh!t°on or trug[çn keleÊei (Parsons). See Hes. Op. 609–17 : 
‘When Orion and Sirius come into mid-heaven (i.e. in September), and rosy-fingered dawn sees Arcturus (cf. 22), 
then cut off  all the grape-clusters, Perses, and bring them home. Show them to the sun ten days and ten nights: 
then cover them over for five, and on the sixth day draw off  into vessels the gifts of  joyful Dionysus. But when 
the Pleiades and Hyades and strong Orion begin to set (i.e. at the end of  October), then remember to plough in 
season.’ We ought then to expect a reference to Orion rising (marking the time of  the grape-harvest), followed 
by a reference to his setting (marking the time of  ploughing), or to the rising of  Arcturus (see on 22) (marking the 
time for pruning).

22 ékrokn[°]faio!:̀ ‘rising at dusk’. The reference is to Op. 567 (the only occurrence in Hesiod) pr«ton 
pamfa€nvn §pit°lletai ékrokn°faio! of  Arcturus rising in February-March, 60 days after the solstice, the ac-



ronychal rising (see West ad loc. and p. 379). According to Op. 570 this is the time to prune the vines, o‡na! 
peritamn°men, but I cannot see how to get this out of  the papyrus here.

23 …! d¢ proeir]Ækamen, o� dØ ÖArato!. Alternatively, we could articulate and restore a statement as follows: 
ka‹ toË pro]hkam°nou (sc. ÑH!iÒdou) dØ ÖArato! ktl., i.e. Aratus was an imitator of  his predecessor Hesiod. That 
the author did in fact think Aratus an imitator of  Hesiod seems the only possible explanation why he adduces 
the epigram of  Callimachus that follows. Other reconstructions are possible (as a question): e.g. ka‹ îra, …! 
efir]Ækamen (or §zht]Ækamen?), oÈ dØ ÖArato! ktl.;

o�. sc. ÑH!iÒdou.
23–4 zhl`[vtØ! oÈk ég]e`nnØ!: sc. toË ÑH!iÒdou. Aratus imitator of  Hesiod. For the litotes oÈk égennÆ!, unex-

pectedly common in later Greek, see e.g. Plat. Charm. 158 c. The author therefore cannot be Theon of  Alexandria, 
author of  the extant Life iii (Martin) of  Aratus, for he takes no note of  Aratus’ relationship to Homer or Hesiod. 
Nor can he be the Stoic philosopher Boëthus of  Sidon who wrote a book Per‹ ÉArãtou now lost (cf. Geminus, Isag. 
14, Cic. De div. 1. 8. 13, S Arat. 1091), since according to Vit. Arati ii (12. 15–16 Martin) he argued in it that Aratus 
imitated Homer rather than Hesiod, whereas the author of  the papyrus here quotes Callim. Epigr. 27. 1–3 Pf. in 
support of  the view that Aratus emulated Hesiod. Vit. Arati ii (loc. cit.) maintains that Aratus was an ‘imitator of  
the Homeric style in his composition of  words’ (quoted below), noting that others claimed he was an imitator 
of  Hesiod: they cited Hesiod’s invocation of  Zeus in the proem of  Op. and his portrayal of  the Golden Age and 
polloÁ! êllou! mÊyou! as elements in common with Aratus demonstrating the latter’s dependence. The Life then 
notes that the Stoic Boëthus, however, in his Per‹ ÉArãtou said that Aratus was a zhlvtÆ! of  Homer rather than 
of  Hesiod for the reason that ‘the substance of  his poetry was greater than in the case of  Hesiod’ (plã!ma t∞! 
poiÆ!ev! me›zon µ katå ÑH!iÒdƒ). Boëthus’ interest in making Homer’s rather than Hesiod’s poetry foundational 
for Aratus’ poetry is explained in part by the philosophers’ contention that all artes and t°xnai were prefigured in 
Homer (see Achilles, De universo 1,9–11 Di Maria = p. 30,8–9 Maass). There are vestiges of  this view in the papyrus’ 
quotations of  Homer at 7–10. Callimachus’ motive was altogether different: he makes Hesiod rather than Homer 
Aratus’ model in order to align him with Alexandrian poetic fashion: small in scope, recherché in subject, refined 
in treatment. Cf. Epigr. 27. 3–4 xa€rete lepta€ / =Æ!ie!, ÉArÆtou !Êmbolon égrupn€h!, ‘We praise these terse, subtle 
tokens of  long effort at night’ (S. Lombardo and D. Rayor, Callimachus: Hymns, Epigrams, Select Fragments (Baltimore 
1988) 60). It refers to the genre and style of  Aratus’ poetry and not to its contents: according to other prose sources 
Aratus was versifying Eudoxus (Hipparchus 1.2.2 and Vit. Arati iii, pp. 15.33–16.2 Martin; for Eudoxus’ work on 
weather signs, cf. Gemin. Eisagoge 17.47–9 = Eudoxus fr. 139 Lasserre). The motive of  the author of  the papyrus 
text may be different still: he seems to cite Callimachus’ epigram to substantiate his claim that (like Hesiod) Aratus 
subscribed to the value, reliability and application of  astronomy. This could suggest a more limited scope and 
theme for the papyrus text, such as might be appropriate to a declamation than biography or science or philosophy 
proper. On the rhetorical element, see further on 29. On Aratus’ debt to Hesiod, see also R. Hunter, ‘Written in 
the stars: Poetry and philosophy in the Phaenomena of  Aratus’, Arachnion 2 (1995) 1–34 (esp. 2–4) at http://www.cisi.
unito.it/arachne/num2/hunter.html; M. Fantuzzi, R. Hunter, Muse e modelli (Roma/Bari 2002) 302–22, 329–32; 
C. Fakas, Der hellenistische Hesiod: Arats Phainomena und die Tradition der antiken Lehrepik (Wiesbaden 2001).

The phrase ÖArato! zhl`[vtØ! oÈk ég]e`nnØ! §g°neto …! is related verbally to the text of  the ancient Lives of  
Aratus; it may well witness the text of  the ancient exemplar from which they descend: Vit. Arati i 64–8 (Martin) 
g°gone d¢ ı ÖArato! zhlvtØ! ÑH!iÒdou, …! Kall€maxo! pare!hmÆnato toËto diå toË efi! aÈtÚn §pigrãmmato! oÏtv! 
[quotes Callim. Epigr. 27. 2–3 only] (cf. 7–8 where he quotes vv. 2–3 to invoke Callimachus’ authority for the propo-
sition that Aratus was from Soli, against Asclepiades of  Myrlea who said that he was from Tarsus). Cf. Vit. Arati ii 
14–24 (Martin) zhlvtØ! d¢ §g°neto toË ÑOmhrikoË xarakt∞ro! katå tØn t«n §pe«n !Ênye!in. ¶nioi d¢ aÈtÚn l°gou!in 
ÑH!iÒdou mçllon zhlvtØn gegon°nai . . . BÒhyo! d¢ ı %id≈nio! §n t“ pr≈tƒ per‹ aÈtoË fh!‹n oÈx ÑH!iÒdou aÈtÚn 
zhlvtÆn, éll' ÑOmÆrou gegon°nai: tÚ går plã!ma t∞! poiÆ!ev! me›zon µ katå ÑH!€odon; Vit. Arati iV 23–6 (Martin) 
[= Comment. in Arat. rel. p. 326. 13–14 Maass] ghrai«i d¢ t«i Kurhna€vi §pebãleto, par' o� ka‹ §pigrãmmato! [sc. 
27 Pf.] ±ji≈yh . . . zhlvtØn d° fa!i toËton gen°!yai ÑOmÆrou, ofl d¢ ÑH!iÒdou mçllon. None of  these calls Aratus 
oÈk égennÆ! (as well as a zhlvtÆ!) of  Hesiod, but oÈk égennÆ! sounds suspiciously like the corruption at Vit. Arati 
iii 35–6 (Martin) ı Kall€maxo! !unegg€zvn aÈt“ katå toÁ! xrÒnou! <toË> + ÉArãtou ~ !Êggono! ~ égrupn€h!" t∞! 
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t«n Fainom°nvn yevr€a! diå tØn paratÆrh!in. The pairing of  oÈk égennÆ! with zhlvtÆ! (as in the papyrus) in 
the introduction of  this epigram in literature connected with Aratus might explain the corruption ~ !Êggono! ~ in 
the Life.

25 ]on. The only uncertainty here is whether to restore at the beginning of  the line Callimachus’ name, 
Kall€max]on, or, as Dr Gonis suggests, his ethnic Kurhna›]on.

25–8 Callim. Epigr. 27. 1–3 Pf. = lVi G.–P. written as prose, variously quoted by the Vitae Arati:
ÑH!iÒdou tÒ t' êei!ma ka‹ ı trÒpo!: oÈ tÚn éoid«n 
 ¶!xaton, éll' Ùkn°v mØ tÚ melixrÒtaton 
t«n §p°vn ı %oleÁ! épemãjato: xa€rete lepta€ 
 =Æ!ie!, ÉArÆtou !Êmbolon égrupn€h!.

1 tÒ t', éoid«n see below on 26   4 !Êmbolon égrupn€h! Ruhnken, whence Pfeiffer: !Êntono! égrupn€h AP: !Êg
gono! égrupn€h! Vit. Arati i 69 (Martin), Theon (= Vit. Arati iii 35–6 Martin), whence !Êggonoi égrupn€h! Scaliger (but see 
above on 23–4)

26 to¸[ . ]$êei!m¸a: tod' êei!ma AP iX 507, Achilles De Arati vita 5 Di Maria (= Vit. i 66 Martin): tÒ t' Blom-
field, whence Pfeiffer. Presumably the papyrus had either d(e) or t(e) with the epsilon elided before êei!ma. Else-
where (19) the scribe writes scriptio plena, but he might be expected to elide thus in quotations of  poetry (cf. on 27).

éoid«$n¸. So Scaliger conjectured, followed by Pfeiffer and some modern editors: éoidÒn MSS AP iX 507, 
Achilles De Arati vita 5 Di Maria (= Vit. i 66 Martin), printed by various editors including A. S. Gow and D. L. Page, 
The Greek Anthology: Hellenistic Epigrams (Cambridge 1965) i 71 (Callim. Epigr. lVi), G. R. Mair, Callimachus: Hymns and 
Epigrams (London 1921) 156, Merkelbach–West Test. ad Hes. Astron. (ed. maior p. 148), and A. Cameron, Callimachus 
and his Critics (Princeton 1995) 374 ff., and defended e.g. by G. Kaibel, Hermes 29 (1894) 120, as meaning ‘he may not 
be the consumate poet, but . . .’. However, the word-order is odd, and the accusative is left without a controlling 
verb. The papyrus’ reading éoid«$n¸ is unique among the witnesses, of  which this is the first ancient attestation.

26–7 tÚn éoid«$n¸ / ¶!xaton. The antecedent of  tÚn ¶!xaton must be trÒpo!, which is proximate (êei!ma 
and ¶po! are excluded by their gender, and understanding a word like !t€xo! is difficult if  not impossible). Thus: 
‘the ultimate mode’. éoid«n nested in this way may mean ‘belonging to poets’, ‘that poets can have’ (alternatively, 
however, Professor R. Hunter suggests to us that éoid«n is from éoidÆ rather than éoidÒ!: ‘that poems can have’), 
i.e. Epic (cf. Lombardo and Rayor, op. cit. p. 60, who render tÚn éoid«n / ¶!xaton as ‘the ultimate Epic’) or at any 
rate something grander (and more pompous and pretentious) than Hesiod’s didactic Op. The commentator clearly 
understood this to refer to Homer’s large-scale epic poetry, for it stands in contrast to Aratus’ alleged imitation of  
Hesiod’s subtle and refined style and erudite subject-matter and didactic presentation, over against the view that 
Aratus imitated Homer as the teacher of  all things.

In Callimachus’ epigram, however, tÚ melixrÒtaton / t«n §p°vn involves an ironic and more complicated 
pun: Aratus used as a model the best of  Hesiod’s ¶ph, i.e. from his didactic Works and Days. These were hexameter 
verses (one sense of  ¶ph), though they were not from an epic poem on the scale of  Homer’s (another connotation 
of  ¶ph), as 1–2 oÈ tÚn éoid«n / ¶!xaton points out. (Cameron, op. cit., queries whether ¶!xatoi can mean ‘ultimate’ 
in a good sense.)

The poetry of  Aratus referred to in Callimachus’ epigram is generally taken to be the Phaenomena (according 
to the Vitae he wrote numerous other poems). It is sometimes doubted what work of  Hesiod Callimachus had in 
mind. Merkelbach–West take it to be the Hesiodic Astronomia, an eccentric choice, and so print the epigram (with 
the reading éoidÒn of  the MSS) as a testimonium to the fragments of  that poem (Fragmenta Hesiodea, Oxford 1967, 
p. 148). However, the fact that the quotation of  Callimachus, Epigr. 27 follows directly on from the quotation at 
17–19 above of  Hes. Op. 383 ff. and its discussion seems to show that the author of  the present text at any rate took 
it to refer to the Days portion of  the Works and Days, especially 383–end, with its very rich use of  star-signs as indi-
cators of  the seasons and calendar. On the other hand, he may not have given the epigram’s implications much 
thought, apart from its link between Hesiod and Aratus.

$¶!xaton éll'¸ Ùkn°v. It is not certain that the final a of  éllã was elided here: in 19 (d¢ §p€) scriptio plena is 
written. However, elision might be expected in quotations of  poetry. That he did so here (and also in 26, where 



see note) is suggested by space, judged from the supplements in 25 and 28, which seem certain and require 7–8 
letters to fill the lacuna.

28 ı %oleÊ!. Cf. on 15. After épemãjato, AP iX 507 and Achilles De Arati vita 5 Di Maria (= Vit. i 66 Martin) 
go on here to give the remaining lines 3–4 of  Callimachus, Epigr. 27 Pf. xa€rete lepta€ / =Æ!ie!, 'ArÆtou !Êmbolon 
égrupn€h!, whereas the author of  the papyrus text omits them. Apparently Callimachus’ pun in égrupn€h! (needed 
by Aratus as much for observation of  the stars as for the studied polish of  his style) was lost on him. Cf. the quota-
tion of  Aesch. Agam. 4–6 abbreviated at 31–3.

29 =∞!in suits the space better than e.g. paroim€an, but frã!in or gn≈mhn e.g. might have stood here.
dika€v! ên ti! e‡poi: parenthetical.
e‡poi. The optative is literary and rhetorical, as are the expression mØ g1[n≈!ev! toÊ]tvn ÙrfanØn and the 

author’s practice of  citing authorities alternatively by their names and civic ethnics in variatio.
30 toÊ]tvn: sc. the star signs discussed above; there will not be sufficient space for toioÊ]tvn; but efidÒ]tvn 

or mayh]t«n (‘bereft of  hearers’) might be considered.
ÙrfanØn: sc. =∞!in (restored in 29), i.e. the statement that follows. For ÙrfanÆ in the metaphorical sense see 

LSJ s.v. ii 2, citing Plato, Alc. ii 147a ÙrfanÚ! Ãn taÊth! t∞! §pi!tÆmh!; Herod. 3. 38 ÙrfanØ b€ou; in verse: Pi. 
I. 4. 26 Ùrfano‹ Ïbrio!; Diosc. AP 12. 42 ÙrfanÚ! égk€!trou kãlamo!. A grammarian or commentator would 
hardly introduce a quotation in this way, suggestive of  the style of  a =Ætvr or !ofi!tÆ! writing in a declamatory 
mode rather than a philosopher or grammarian compiling notes in the form of  a ÍpÒmnhma.

ı 'Eleu!e€nio[!: viz. Aeschylus. See on 15.
31–3 Aesch., Agam. 4–5, quoted by Achilles, De universo 1,1–2 Di Maria (= p. 28,14–16 Maass).
32–3 y°ro!¸ on grounds of  space, with MSS Aesch. M V G (y°ro! broto›!): broto›! y°ro! F G Tr. The pa-

pyrus is now the earliest witness for this order.
33 Before ode there is left uninscribed blank space of  at least one letter. We might have expected the au-

thor to complete the quotation of  the line with broto›!, and also to quote the following line lamproÁ! dunã!ta!, 
§mpr°ponta! afiy°ri in order to fully illustrate his point: so Achilles, De universo 1,1–2 Di Maria (= p. 28,13–16 Maass), 
quotes all three lines in full (see below). In spite of  his rhetorical introduction of  the quotation of  Aeschylus at 
28–30, the author abbreviates the quotation of  Aeschylus here, as indeed he did that of  Callim. Epigr. 27 Pf. at 
25–8, of  which he quotes not quite three out of  its four lines.

%ofokl°o`u`!` N`a`[Êplio!. Probably Nauplius TGrF iV 432, quoted by Achilles, De universo 1,1–2 Di Maria 
(= p. 28,1–11 Maass). At line-end we might restore e.g. n`a`[utikã (cf. 15–16) sc. !hme›a or some other word having 
to do with sailors or sailing and dependence upon star-signs. Achilles, De universo 1,1–2 Di Maria (= p. 28,12–16 
Maass), immediately after quoting Agam. 4–6, continues with the quotation of  an unknown play of  Sophocles: 
%ofokl∞! d¢ efi! ÉAtr°a tØn eÏre!in énaf°rei l°gvn: +kéntaËya <. . .> / pç! pro!kune› d¢ tÚn !tr°fonta kÊklon 
≤l€ou" (TGrF iV 738). It is tempting to think that this quotation from Sophocles was the one that stood here in 
the present text. However, Achilles (loc. cit.) has just finished quoting another fragment of  Sophocles to the same 
end, the long speech from his Nauplius: %ofokl∞! d¢ PalamÆdei énat€yh!in: l°gonta går NaÊplion efi!ãgei [quotes 
Soph. Naupl. TGrF iV 432]. Since Achilles introduces the quotation by saying that Nauplius himself  actually speaks 
these words, and given the traces n`a`[ in 33, it is reasonable to restore this line as ı d¢ %ofokl°ou! N2a`[Êplio! (e.g. 
fh!€n) followed by TGrF iV 432, spoken by that character. In Achilles, this quotation extends to a full eleven iambic 
lines, in which Nauplius expatiates on the value of  star-signs. Given the author’s observed tendency to abbreviate 
quotations elsewhere in the fragment, it seems perhaps doubtful that he would have quoted the passage in full 
(although he may have abbreviated it, as he does elsewhere: see above on 33). Cf. Maass, Commentariorum, p. 650 
s.v. Sophocles.

D. OBBINK
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4649. Prose Quoting Hesiod, Theogonia 6–7 (or 8?)

83/96(a) 2.0 × 1.9 cm (fr. 1) Third century
  Plate IV

Two scraps of  five and four line-beginnings each written along the fibres. Fr. 2 shows 
lines 6–7 (and possibly part of  8) of  Theogonia written as prose. The back is blank. Paragraphi 
are present after fr. 1.3 and again after fr. 2.4. Length of  lines is 18–22 letters (reconstructed 
on the basis of  the quotation in fr. 2). Neither fragment preserves any margin; but to judge 
from the remnants of  paragraphi, fr. 2 preserves line-beginnings and fr. 1 line-beginnings or 
very nearly. Thus the two fragments could be placed in vertical alignment, and a plausible 
interpretation of  their content (see on fr. 1.4) would suggest that fr. 2 followed fr. 1 quite 
closely. However, they do not join physically: ]fh!i1[ fr. 1.5 cannot be placed to form part 
of  ]fh[00]n fr. 2.1.

The hand is a sloping version of  the Formal mixed type, written small but well spaced 
and carefully penned. a is of  the angular type; ! is of  the same size and shape of  o (only 
slightly smaller than the other letters); e is taller and narrow, with a flat back. m has as 
shallow saddle, but v has a full rise in its centre, suggesting a date at the end of  the second 
or in the early third century. It compares well with XX 2256 (Aeschylus, commentary on 
various plays) = GMAW 2 25, assigned to the late second or early third century. Punctuation 
is by paragraphus with no space or point (fr. 1.3 at end of  prose sentence; fr. 2.4 at end of  
quotation?). There are no accents or other lectional signs and no opportunity to observe 
whether iota adscript was written.

The content of  the two fragments taken together, namely a quotation of  Theog. plus 
possible references to proximate verses (see on fr. 1.3–4) points to a commentary or prose 
discussion on the Hesiodic passage.

Vv. 6–7 of  Theog. are present in P 1 (XVII 2090) P 2 (Cairo, Egypt. Mus. inv. 47269) 
a b k S B R Q; v. 8 is present in P 2 a b k S B R Q. As far as we can tell, the verses as they 
appear here show no variation from these witnesses.

Fr. 1
  .   .   .   . 
    ]0[ 
  ]t`a! par0[ 
  0]!a! o de m[
  0]pi tou pe`r`[
 5 0] fh!0[
  .   .   .   .



Fr. 2
  .   .   .   . 
  ] fh2[!i]n +h [Ippou krhnh! h Theog. 6–7
  ] O2lmeiou [zayeoio / akrota 
  ] tvi Elik[vni xorou! enepoih 
  ]!an`to / ka`[lou! imeroenta!"? Theog. 8?
  .   .   .   .

Fr. 1
1 After par at base-line there is the tip of  the nose of  a or possibly foot of  the slanting upright of  i or h.
3 Under ! (only the top is preserved) is the end of  a paragraphus. If  it was as long as in fr. 2, there should be 

room for at least one letter (and alignment with p fr. 1.4 suggests only one) to the left, thus effectively ruling out 
MoÊ]!a!, the subject of  the verses from Theog. quoted in fr. 2.

4 Perhaps §]p‹ toË Pe`r`[mh!!oË. If  correct, this could be a comment on Theog. 5 Permh!!o›o, suggesting 
that fr. 1 more or less immediately precedes fr. 2, which goes on to deal with Theog. 6 f. It may be relevant that 
Permh!![o›o is read by P2 a: Termh!(!)o›o by b Q Laur. conv. soppr. 15 (West’s V) and Zenodotus according to 
the scholia.

5 After ! there is just a trace at the base-line, compatible with the bottom of  i, the angular base of  e, or the 
nose of  a, so that e]fh! and much else could be thought of.

Fr. 2
1 ] fh2[!i]n: Alignment of  this word with the beginnings of  lines 2–4 shows that the lines carrying quoted 

words were not set out in ekthesis. The length of  the quotation (at least two full hexameters, possibly more) sug-
gests a prose discussion rather than a lemma followed by comment. The scholia comment on the location of  
'OlmeioË, but not on ÜIppou krÆnh! in v. 6 or anything in vv. 7–8.

4 The quotation may have ended with the pause at the end of  v. 7 §nepoiÆ!anto, and continued with a prose 
sentence beginning ka€. But it is equally possible that the quotation ran to v. 8 kaloÁ! flmerÒenta!, another natural 
pause, bringing us to line-end ( judged by the line-length of  the preceding two lines).

 D. OBBINK

4650. Prose (?) Quoting Hesiod, Theogonia 218–19(?)

103/106(c) 1.4 × 9.1 cm  Second half  of  second century
  Plate VII

A narrow strip from a papyrus roll with 21 lines written across the fibres. The back is 
blank. In the course of  the text appear line-beginnings, apparently aligned, from Theogony, 
followed perhaps by commentary or discussion. With the exception of  1 and 7 (see notes), 
the other lines are not obviously alignable as line-beginnings. If  Theog. 218–19 were set out 
as undivided hexameters, the other lines must have had in the range of  36–39 letters.

The hand is a small round semi-cursive book-hand of  the second century, closely 
written and spaced, of  the sort not infrequently found in hypomnemata. o has the same 
height as the other letters. v has a fully raised centre, and m a very low saddle almost in 
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four strokes. In 4 the tongue of  e protrudes beyond its body, but does not quite connect 
with the following k.

The type of  text is uncertain, but it contained other mythological entities (see 1) in 
addition to those of  Theog. 218–19. One possibility is a commentary or prose discussion of  
Hesiod, with his mythology or eschatology as a topic. An anthology of  excerpts such as that 
at Stob. Ecl. 1.5.5 (who quotes Theog. 217–19) is not to be ruled out, but I have not succeeded 
in identifying other quotations in the surrounding lines here. One could construct a fantasy 
around an account of  the afterlife, with Kerber-, 4 n]ekrv and the Fates, even Styx (see 
on 7). However, a prose text is less likely to have quoted verses colometrically, and the pos-
sibility remains that the lines are verses recycling bits of  Hesiodic poetry.

      ] K2erbe[r Theog. 311?
      ]okat[ 
      ]on me[ 
      ]ekrv0[ 
 5     ]!at`ot`o[
      ]n` upar`[ 
      ]0mme0[ 
    Kl]vyv d[e Theog. 218?
    gei]nome[noi!i Theog. 219?
 10     ]0nei!0[
      ]0omol`[ 
      ]a`i1ton[ 
      ]00ux[ 
      ]!`i1!`u`n`[ 
 15     ]0   [
      ]00y`e`[ 
      ]00o`0[ 
      ]000a[ 
      ]00000[ 
 20     ]00[
      ]00[ 
  .   .   .   .

1 K2: diagonal descending from mid-level to lower right, with a more upright stroke rising to the top-line from 
the same point, h (not otherwise exampled in this hand) suggested; k could be read, assuming both upper and 
lower legs at angles closer to the vertical than in 2; or b, assuming a less full bottom and no horizontal stroke at 
base-line as in the exampled b later in the line   4 0[: points of  ink low in the line at left and right, compatible 



with a, l, x   5 ]!at`ot`o[: in both cases the left half  of  the tops of  t is missing, and g could be read, but spac-
ing favours t   6 r`[: with tail curving forward, below the line, otherwise e   7 ]0: end of  horizontal at 
mid-level, as e  0[: upright, i, n, h, k   10 ]0: a or l  0[: end of  high horizontal, t?   11 ]0: high 
horizontal resting on and over-reaching an upright: h or p?   13 ]00: the first is a horizontal at mid-level and 
the foot of  an upright, h suggested; the second appears to be an upright followed by an low rounded curve like the 
saddle of  m, perhaps with a connection stroke to the x. But I would not rule out c.   15 ]0: a high horizontal 
at mid-level; the remainder of  the line is completely abraded   16 before y`e` a high horizontal followed by a 
negligible trace at level of  the line (not ek)   17–21 are badly abraded with only occasionally discernible traces

Above 1 there is sufficient space to observe ink if  there had been another line above. Therefore we appear 
to have the top margin.

1 K``erbe[r: The first letter not certain: also possible is b`erbe[, e.g. b`erbe[riz, a a later synonym of  batta
r€zein, ‘stammer’ or ‘stutter’, according to Etymologicum Magnum 191.35 Gaisford, which might be relevant in 
a discussion of  e.g. the origin of  divine names. Cerberus appears in Hesiod only at Theog. 311:

K°rberon »mh!tÆn, 'A€dev kÊna xalkeÒfvnon
some part of  which may have appeared here, possibly with commentary following. If  so, the beginning of  the 
next verse in Hesiod (312 penthkontak°falon) shows that the quotation did not continue beyond this verse. If  8–9 
below preserve the first word in the line (which is not certain), the expected leftward drift of  the column allows 
that Kerbe[r could have begun the line here. However, it is odd that comment on 311 should have preceded that 
on 218–19, which appear to be quoted at 8–9 below. Therefore one or the other may have been material from 
Hesiod quoted as part of  the discussion of  the other, or we could have non-commentary mythographic discussion 
with Theog. 218–19 quoted as part of  it. Arguing in favour of  a commentary of  some sort is the possibility (allowed 
by layout in the papyrus) that the words there stand at the beginning of  their verses, and so seem to show line-
beginnings here.

7 ]0mme0[: The letters and traces are compatible with ] ¶`mmen`[ai as e.g. at Theog. 400 (of  Styx) aÈtØn m¢n går 
¶yhke ye«n m°gan ¶mmenai ̃ rkon. However, that verse could only have stood here if  it were quoted as prose, against 
the apparent precedent of  218–19 below; i.e., if  it was quoted in whole or part here, it did not stand in alignment 
with Theog. 218–19 apparently quoted in 8–9 (similar difficulties with the position of  ¶mmenai in Hes. frr. 235.2 and 
323 M.–W.). At Op. 272 ¶mmenai and at Theog. 610 §mmen°! stand at initial position in their verses, and could be so 
aligned here, but in both the words are followed by a syntactical break, and it is not easy to see why either verse 
would be quoted in the context, such as it is.

8–9 Alignment of  letters one above the other suggests that we have Hesiod, Theog. 218–19 written colometri-
cally (with d° for te in 218):

Klvy≈ te Lãxe!€n te ka‹ ÖAtropon, a· te broto›!i 
geinom°noi!i didoË!in ¶xein égayÒn te kakÒn te.

These verses are omitted by Stob. 1.3.38 (who quotes Theog. 217–22) and are often excised as spurious by editors, 
but are present in P 4 (P. Lond. Lit. 33), o, and codd. D e of  Stobaeus at 1.5.5 (a quotation of  217–19). They are 
repeated with some variance at 905–6 (where 906 fails to correspond with line 9 in the papyrus):

Klvy≈ te Lãxe!€n te ka‹ ÖAtropon, a· te didoË!i 
ynhto›! ényr≈poi!in ¶xein égayÒn te kakÒn te.

Scut. 258, in a passage (258–63) often regarded as a later addition, begins with Klvy≈ but continues ka‹ Lãxe!€! 
!fin §f°!ta!an. The scholia offer nothing on vv. 218–19. Theog. 218 Klvy≈ te Lãxe!€n te ka‹ ÖAtropon is quoted 
by S Pi. O. 7.118, but the comment there has no correspondence with the surrounding letters in the papyrus text. 
If  Theog. 218–19 were quoted here, followed by prose commentary, we might have expected them to have stood in 
ekthesis as a lemma. It is not easy to see how discussion of  Cerberus could be immediately related to that of  Clotho: 
perhaps as descendents from the earliest generation of  gods? Or mythological entities connected with death? 

8 d[e: te P 4 a b k S B R Q.
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9 Or gi]nome[noi!i, with MSS of  Stobaeus?

D. OBBINK

4651. Prose Quoting Hesiod, opera eT dies 219–23

68 6B.25/E(1–2)(a)  2.2 × 4.8 cm.  Third century
  Plate VI

Scrap with beginnings of  nine lines written along the fibres in a good small hand 
reminiscent of  the Formal mixed type but with much connection (note especially 3 li, 4 yr 
and 5 dv, all reminiscent of  documentary hands), and sloping to the right. Two different 
forms of  a are written, one angular (e.g. 2, 3, 5) and another with rounded bowl (8). There 
are no surviving lectional signs or punctuation, and no opportunity to observe whether iota 
adscript was written. The back is blank.

Beginning in the middle of  line 2 Op. 219–23 are written as prose, i.e. without observ-
ing verse colometry. (Colometric divisions, not marked in the papyrus text, are indicated by 
slashes (/) in the text below.) Apparently a quotation here, the lines after 2 are not marked 
as such by being written in ekthesis. But the first letter of  the first word quoted (2 a[utika = 
Op. 219) appears enlarged and is preceded by an uninscribed letter-space.

The quotation of  Hesiod in 2–7 overlaps with P 8 (P. Gen. inv. 94).

  .   .   .   .   . 
  me`n00[ 
  go`0000a[utika gar trexei Orko! a Op. 219–?223
  ma !kolih2[i!i dikhi!in / th! de Dikh! 
  royo! elko[menh! hi k andre! agv!in / 
 5 dvrofag[oi !kolihi! de dikhi! kri
  nv!i ye[mi!ta! / h d epetai klaiou 
  !a] polin [kai hyea lavn / hera e!!a 
  me]nh ka[kon anyrvpoi!i ferou!a / 
   c.4 ]000[
  .   .   .   .   .

2 not ¶]|gn`v2 (Op. 218). The letter before a is perhaps n.
3 (= Op. 219) The writer seems to have first written !ka, perhaps just a slip, which he then corrected to !ko. 

But for the letter shape cf. the form of  a (with rounded bowl) in 8. Op. 220–1 are quoted by Etymologicum Genuinum 
s.v. =Òyo!.

4 (= Op. 220) hi: sc. √, with P 8 Proclus o: ¥n Et. Gen. cod. A: a‡ Fick. The reading of  the papyrus here is 
unknown.

5 (= Op. 221) dvrofag[oi: ba!ile›! are dvrofãgoi, o„ tÆnde d€khn §y°lou!i dikã!!ai at Op. 39, and also at 264 
dvrofãgoi, !koli°vn d¢ dik°vn §p‹ pãgxu lãye!ye. Op. 219–24 might have been quoted as part of  a commentary 



on one or another of  those occurrences of  dvrofãgo!, or from e.g. a treatise on kingship. Alternatively, one might 
think of  the passage quoted as the major lemma to a commentary on either of  these lines.

7 (= Op. 222) [kai: with o on grounds of  space: te kai Tr.
7–8 Op. 223 was condemned by Hetzel, De carminibus Hesiodi (1860), and by P. Mazon, RÉA 14 (1912) 342 n. 1, 

on account of  the confusion of  images, while West ad loc. argues that it is necessary to the sense because of  the 
mention of  punishment and ‘because 224 refers to the magistrates, whereas the lao€ of  222 are the whole popula-
tion affected by their conduct’. The papyrus attests a text of  Op. in which vv. 7–8 were present.

9 The surface is badly abraded, but there appear to be traces of  more than stray ink: perhaps i1g1n,̀ e.g. 
g]€1g1n`[etai. This, however, is difficult to reconcile with the beginning of  the next verse (224) o· t° min §jelã!v!i (or 
ã!v!i or ãou!i or ãv!i) in the text of  Hesiod (the papyrus may have had room for oi at the end of  8). To reach 
a sense-break the quotation would need to continue to the end of  this verse (ka‹ oÈk fiye›an ¶neiman).

After this line there is about a line’s width of  blank space on the papyrus, but it is not possible to tell whether 
another line of  writing, now worn away, stood here or rather the bottom margin.

D. OBBINK

4652. Glossary to Hesiod, scuTum 243, 245, 308, 387(?), 389

95/68(a) 15 × 5.6 cm  Fifth century
  Plates II, III

A parchment bifolium, preserving in brown ink the final five lines from the bottom 
of  a column on two pairs of  successive pages. The parchment is ruled along the lines of  
writing and up and down at left and right margins with a sharp, possibly inked, stylus. The 
fourth page is ruled but was possibly not written. There are binding holes visible along the 
center-fold. Written as lemmata in ekthesis are words from the Hesiodic Scutum followed 
by glosses. The lemmata are separated from their paraphrases by a midpoint (sometimes 
dicolon) and space of  1–2 letters. Individual glosses are closed by a dicolon, after which the 
remainder of  line is left blank (in fol. 3,4). The list of  glosses is written in exceedingly nar-
row columns consisting of  short lines of  13–14 letters (from point of  ekthesis as bounded 
by the vertical guide lines: see fol. 3.3 and 5). Ekthesis 0.35 cm (c.1 letter). Given the narrow 
width of  columns (5.45 cm) and the fact that 63 lines of  the poem must have been covered 
in the single column between fol. 1 and 2 if  the codex had only one column per page, it is 
reasonable to conclude that there were at least two columns per page. Thus between fol. 1 
col. i (inside column) and fol. 2 col. ii (inside column) there will have been at least 2 columns 
(plus the remainder of  a third) covering 60 verses (Scut. 246–307); and between fol. 2 col. ii 
(inside column) and fol. 3 col. i (inside column) at least one bifolium (8 columns), in which 
80 verses were covered (Scut. 309–87). Between fol. 3 col. i (inside column) and fol. 4 (inside 
column) there will have been 2 columns (plus the remainder of  a third). The final column 
was not written (see note), at any rate in its final 5 lines as preserved. If  the glossary ended 
before this point, 90 verses of  the poem (Scut. 390–480) would have had to be covered in 
this intervening space in order to reach the the point (v. 480) at which it ends (with Ceyx) 
in the medieval MSS. The possibility remains that the glosses to Scutum were preceded in 
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the codex by glosses of  similar type to Hesiod’s Theogonia and Opera et dies, since these three 
works are known to have circulated together in the same codex at this date: so P 3 (fourth–
fifth century papyrus codex), P 5 (fourth century parchment codex), and already P 19 (first 
century papyrus roll); M. L. West, Hesiod: Works and Days (Oxford 1978) 75–8.

The glossary is written in an upright formal majuscule of  the ‘biblical’ type, charac-
terised by heavy shading in vertical strokes and hairline horizontals (angle of  writing some-
times about 25 degrees, sometimes close to horizontal), suitable for the fifth century: for 
a comparable script see P. Berol. 16353 (GBEBP 24b, LXX Genesis), late fifth century (as-
signed). The present script shows some affinities with the later version in which the angle of  
writing is zero and horizontal strokes are written so threadlike as to disappear completely, 
e.g. P. Berol. 6794 (GBEBP 25a, H. Il. XXI and XXII) fifth/sixth century (assigned). The 
present script retains some of  the fluid simplicity associated with the earlier examples, and 
horizontal strokes of  d and p are not yet drawn out and decorated with knobs as in the 
later versions: cf. XIII 1621 (pl. V; GBEBP 13b, Speeches from Thucydides Book II) of  the 
second half  of  the fourth century (not later than cursive corrections datable to 340–370). 
The present script, however, shows less balance in thickness of  strokes. m in four strokes 
to mid-level (not deep, as in GBEBP 24b). The writing is bilinear except for r, t, u, and 
notably x. Note vertical decorative strokes on the beginning but not end of  cross-bar of  t, 
finials on top of  upright of  k, but otherwise little decoration.

The simplicity of  the glosses, mere paraphrase or single-word equivalents, suggests 
a rather elementary glossary, in the nature of  a word-list as a reader’s aid: e.g. fol. 2 col. i 
(hair side), 4–5. A number of  the glosses appear to comment on what can only be errone-
ously transmitted readings as lemmata: fol. 1 col. i (flesh side), 2, 4–5(?).

In some cases there is a direct connection with the surviving medieval scholia, ed. C. F. 
Ranke, Hesiodi quod fertur Scutum Herculis (Quedlinburgi et Lipsiae 1840), which prints line-
by-line scholia and a paraphrase. In some cases these suggest possibilities of  reconstruction, 
as noted below. On the ancient tradition of  scholia to Scut. see C. F. Russo, Hesiodi Scutum, 
2nd ed. (Florence 1965) 52–7. It is difficult to see how ‘old scholia’ should be distinguished 
from Byzantine ones, apart from those with names of  ancient scholars attached to them 
or which have close parallels in ancient etymologica (R. Reitzenstein, Geschichte der griechischen 
Etymologika (Leipzig 1897) 47 and 50 n. 1). 4652 provides some additional comparanda.

Collation of  readings of  the glosses from text of  Scut. has been with the editions of  
C. F. Russo, Hesiodi Scutum, 2nd ed. (Florence 1965) and the OCT edition of  F. Solmsen, 
Hesiodi Theogonia, Opera et Dies, Scutum (Oxford 1970). Lemmata from the text of  the poem, 
indicated by ekthesis and diacriticals in the parchment, are printed in bold type.

fol. 1 col. i (flesh side, inside column)
  .   .   .   . 
  0[ 
  bov kat[- c.6–8  (243)



   nai de h[ c.6
  ghrai te mem`[ar- (245)
 5 pon: mema[r c.4

fol. 2 col. i (hair side, inside column)
  .   .   .   . 
                       ]u`p2o 
     c.6 ]!ante!: (308?)
   c.6 ]00: ecofo`0n`
  epik]roteonta: e (308)
 5  pi]krotounta:

fol. 3, col. i (hair side, inside column)
  .   .   .   . 
   0[
   exvn00[     c.7 (387?)
  doxmvyei!: p2l`[a 2–3 (389)
   gia!a!:  vac.
 5 ma!tixovnti: t`r`i (389)

fol. 4, col. 2 (flesh side, inside column)
  .   .   .   . 
            ]0 
  (lines 2–5 ruled but not written)

fol. 1 col. i (flesh side, inside column)
1 0[: Base of  an upright, as of  i, u in ekthesis detruding from the line above 2.
2 bov kat[-: bÒvn b S B A J F Z R, sc. Scut. 243 xalk°vn ÙjÁ bÒvn, katå d' §drÊptonto pareiã!. This appears 

to be a lemma or part of  one begun in the line above (thus both in ekthesis). Above v there is no stroke of  abbrevi-
ation of  final -n visible; presumably we should correct to bÒv<n> with the MSS. If  kat is part of  the lemma (there 
is no dicolon before it), then space would allow no more than kat[å d', since we have to allow for the beginning of  
the word which ends nai in the next line. Yet it seems extraordinary to break the sense at that point in the tmesis. 
Perhaps kat[ should be taken as beginning the gloss (assuming omission of  dicolon). If  so, kat[c. 4–6 me]nai d¢ h[. 
To judge from S and Paraphr. one might expect explanation of  §udmÆtvn, xalk°vn, bÒvn, §drÊptonto. If  bÒvn is 
the lemma, one might think of  e.g. kat[akragÒme]nai. Hesych. i 332 Latte s.v. boò gives kraugãzei.

4 ghrai te (i.e. gÆr& te?): g∞ra te B: g∞rã! te b S A J F Z R (and printed by Solmsen). S p. 34 Ranke tÚ 
g∞ra! kat°labon. gr. gÆr& te m°martai (M: memãratai A), ≥goun memãrantai ÍpÚ toË gÆrv! suggests that the 
dative read in the text-lemma may have originated from an explanatory gloss.

4–5 mem`[ar]|pon: with J R L S S Z: m°marpen F (printed by Solmsen): pten S: pto m: ptvn B: pton SS Z. 
As in the scholia, the gloss may have been memã[rantai (space?) and may have gone on to explain gÆr& by ÍpÚ 
toË gÆrv! or the like (cf. Hesych. ii 630 Latte s.v. mãrpten: katelãmbane, !unelãmbane). But, unlike S, the text 
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presupposed by the glossary took ‘the men’ (êndre!) to continue as subject (not object) of  the verb and ‘old age’ to 
be (indirect) object, not subject. With the text-lemma gÆr& we should have expected the continuation memãrantai, 
not m°marpon.

fol. 2 col. i (hair side, inside column)
2 ]!ante! should relate to Scut. 308 (beginning) =utå xala€nonte!: S p. 36 Ranke tå xalinå xalã!ante!, which 

might be restored in the parchment.
3 ]00: base of  upright, followed by two diagonals as legs of  of  a, l, x connecting to upright at lower right, so 

that n could also be read. In one way, one would think of  309 (end) and read éÊte]u`n:̀, followed by gloss §cÒfo`u`n` 
(after f there is a rounded letter, and then a diagonal connecting to an upright at bottom; between them is possibly 
the vestige of  an upright compatible with u if  the writing is compressed at line-end). But that would mean that the 
glosses were in the wrong order. Etymologicum Magnum 171.28 Gaisford has é@tei: §f≈nh!e, pro!ekale›to. Hesych. 
i 283 Latte s.v. éÊteun gives §f≈noun, §bÒvn.

4–5 epik]roteonta: e|[pi]krotounta: The gloss consists of  the simple contracted form, complete in itself  (as 
shown by the diacriticals), which suggests a rather elementary set of  explanations.

fol. 3, col. i (hair side, inside column)
1 0[: Nose of  a or left leg of  l, x, not obviously in ekthesis.
2 exvn00[: This should be part of  the explanation of  Scut. 387 xauliÒdvn: Paraphr. p. 64 Ranke . . . 

kexala!m°nou! ¶xvn toÁ! ÙdÒnta!, which could be partly read and partly restored here: after exvn there are exigu-
ous traces on the edge at the level of  the base-line: perhaps bottom of  upright in centre of  full letter-space suitable 
for t, followed possibly by a trace of  ink at the base-line in the centre of  the letter-space. So also Hesych. iv 276 
Schmidt s.v. xauliÒdonta: tÚn §pikexala!m°nou! ¶xonta toÁ! ÙdÒnta! ¶jv t«n êllvn ÙdÒntvn ka‹ toË !tÒmato!. 
ofl d¢ émfÒdonta!.

3–4 p2l`[a]|gia!a! (i.e. p2l`[a]giã!a!). p2 consists of  bases of  two uprights. The following trace is the foot of  an 
upright or diagonal descending slightly below the baseline, r suggested, but l not excluded, so that p2l`[a may be 
read. This relates to Scut. 389 doxmvye€!: S give no explanation of  389, but Paraphr. p. 64 Ranke gives doxmvye‹! 
ka‹ plag€v! !trafe€! and in other scholia (see p. 269 Ranke) dÒxmia is glossed as plãgia: Etymologicum Magnum 285. 
13 Gaisford, for example, has dÒxmio!: ı plãgio!. Hesych. i 475 Latte s.v. dÒxmia gives plãgia, lojã, kekamm°na.

5 A completely preserved line (at 15 letters), giving lemma and beginning of  gloss for 389 ma!tixÒvnti. But 
t`r`i (or possibly p2i, but the second upright descends below the base-line) remains deeply mysterious. One is left 
only to guess at corruptions of  e.g. pri[onti (which would at least suit the sense), ptu[onti (as in Paraphr. p. 64 
Ranke éfrÚ! d¢ per‹ tÚ !tÒma !tãzetai aÈt“ kinoËnti tÚ aÈtoË !tÒma d€khn ényr≈pou ma!!vm°nou ka‹ !uxn«! 
ptÊonto! on Scut. 389 éfrÚ! d¢ per‹ !tÒma ma!tixÒvnti), or tup[tonti: cf. Hesych. ii 632 Latte s.v. ma!t€zei: 
plh ga›! tÊptei.

fol. 4, col. 2 (flesh side, inside column)
Apart from the possible trace of  the foot of  an upright at the end of  line 1, only linings (both horizontal and 

vertical) are visible. This remainder of  the space (bottom of  a column like the other folia) does not seem to have 
ever been written; there is no indication that writing has faded or been washed away. In the intervening space 
between fol. 3 col. i (inside column) and fol. 4 (inside column) consisting of  at least 2 columns (plus the remainder 
of  a third), 90 verses of  the poem (Scut. 390–480) must have been covered in order to reach the point (v. 480) at 
which it ends (with Ceyx) in the medieval MSS. This would be less space devoted to the poem than elsewhere in 
the glossary (see introduction); perhaps the text of  Scut. used for the glossary ended before v. 480, or the glosses 
did not continue to the point at which Scut. ends in the medieval MSS. At any rate, the text of  Scut. glossed by the 
parchment does not seem to have continued on past v. 480, the end of  Scut. in the MSS to have included explana-
tions of  words from possible continuations of  the poem such as the Marriage of  Ceyx or other Ehoiai.

D. OBBINK
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4653–4666. Hesiod, Theogonia, opera eT dies, scuTum

Under these numbers we give the remainder of  the papyri of  Hesiod’s Theogonia, Opera 
et dies, and the Hesiodic Scutum identified thus far in the holdings of  the Egypt Exploration 
Society (cf. XXXII 2638–51, XLV 3220–32 among others). These papyri have not been 
used previously in collation or constitution of  critical editions of  Hesiod. Here and there 
they supply now better and now worse readings than the medieval tradition, some of  the 
expected variants as well as some new ones, together with some viable but not certainly 
correct readings. In some crucial passages they give no help, or add new errors. Their most 
important contributions are the omission (in 4660) of  Op. 93 and 99, the first in agreement 
with one group of  medieval MSS, the second likewise omitted by Plutarch. The same pa-
pyrus adds a unique variant at Op. 100, but includes without further notice 104, condemned 
by some ancient critics according to the Scholia vetera. 4661 includes Op. 563, athetized by 
Plutarch in his commentary and not represented in the Scholia vetera. 4656 gives a correct 
orthography in Theog. 675 against most of  the medieval tradition, while 4664 in Scut. 93 
and 4665 in 222 give a correct reading, siding with the same side of  the medieval tradition 
(B J F Z) against another (b S). Not surprisingly, they include a number of  verses suspected 
by modern editors, including Theog. 564, 744–5, and 826–9 (the last in the order of  the me-
dieval MSS against that of  a previously published papyrus). At the same time, 4666 omits 
Scut. 259, often suspected (together with its surrounding verses) by editors.

Among the new items, a second-century papyrus roll (4659) gives the first column and 
the earliest preserved portion of  Op. (no papyrus yet preserves its opening verses). 4663 pre-
serves the first end-title of  Op. from a papyrus roll. 4655 and 4660 are from manuscripts of  
Hesiod of  relatively early date as papyri of  Hesiod go, and for Oxyrhynchus (first century 
BC–first century Ad), while 4656 and 4664 are not much later. 4654 and 4660–1 preserve 
parts of  Theog. and Op. not previously attested on papyri (cf. 4650 8–9); none of  the verses 
covered by the three new papyri of  Scut. (4664–6) were known previously on papyri. 4653 
forms part of  a papyrus roll containing Theog. already published (XXXII 2648). 4666 
is another copy of  Scut. written by the same scribe who produced PSI IX 1087. Several 
overlap with previously published papyri (4653, 4655–7, 4662; cf. 4648 17, 19, 4649 ii; 
4651), offering an opportunity for collation of  ancient witnesses. Some (4653, 4655, 4657, 
4659–60, 4662, and 4664) provide examples of  accented MSS of  the poems. 4659–60 
employ critical signs in the margin to mark the point of  insertion of  omitted verses. 4659 
adds a new example of  the use of  marginal perigrafa€ to signal trouble or mark deletion. 
Cf. 4648–51 above, which preserve prose quotations of  Theog. and Op., augmenting the 
body of  ancient citations of  Hesiod, as do the lemmata of  4652, the first ancient MS (fifth 
century) of  scholia to Scut.
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All of  the new items are papyrus rolls, dating from the first century BC to the third 
century Ad. At least some of  these may have contained more than one poem of  Hesiod’s 
(although no further identities with published fragments have been discovered). This seems 
likely in particular with the fragments of  Scut., complete in the medieval MSS in only 480 
verses. By the fourth–fifth centuries it is common enough for the three poems (Theog., Op., 
and Scut.) to circulate in the same codex: so P 3 and P 5, while already P 19, a first-century 
opisthograph papyrus roll, contained these three poems and possibly also the Hesiodic Cata-
logue of  Women (M. L. West, Hesiod: Works and Days (Oxford 1978) 75–8). The relation (both in 
composition and transmission) of  the Catalogue to Scut. (which begins in P 5 and the medieval 
MSS with the Ehoia of  Alcmena; cf. XXIII 2355 + XXVIII 2494A = Cat. fr. 195 M.–W.) is 
discussed by M. L. West, The Hesiodic Catalogue of  Women (Oxford 1985) 70 n. 93, 136, and by 
P. Dräger, Untersuchungen zu den Frauenkatalogen Hesiods, Palingenesia 61 (Stuttgart 1997).

Collation has been with, and missing portions of  text supplied exempli gratia (for the 
purpose of  illustrating spacing and format, wherever space and readings from the papyrus 
do not tell against the printed text) from, the following editions: for Theog.: the OCT edi-
tion of  F. Solmsen, Hesiodi Theogonia, Opera et Dies, Scutum (Oxford 1970); for Op.: M. L. West, 
Hesiod: Works and Days (Oxford 1978); for Scut.: the edition of  Solmsen (cit.). The critical 
sigla used for the reporting of  medieval witnesses in these editions have been adopted. In 
restored portions of  the text, subscript iotas in the modern editions have been replaced with 
adscript ones, except in papyri where it is known to be the scribe’s convention to omit them, 
in which cases the modern editors’ iota subscripts have been eliminated. Missing left-hand 
portions of  columns have been supplied as illustrative of  spacing wherever it can be esti-
mated to coincide with the layout of  the remains as preserved, but not missing right-hand 
portions, where spacing can be less closely estimated.

For published papyri of  these works see the on-line edition of  the catalogue of  
Mertens–Pack3 at http://www.ulg.ac.be/facphl/services/cedopal/MP3/fexp.shtml, and 
the Leuven Database of  Ancient Books at http://ldab.arts.kuleuven.ac.be/. For reporting these 
we have used the system of  numbering begun by Jacoby in his edition of  Theog. and contin-
ued in those of  West and Solmsen; subsequently published papyri are reported by standard 
conventions.

For reports of  readings from medieval MSS we have also made use of  the following 
editions: for Theog., Op., and Scut.: G. F. Schoemann, Hesiodi quae feruntur carminum reliquiae 
(Berlin 1869), F. A. Paley, The Epics of  Hesiod (London 1883), A. Rzach, Hesiodi Carmina, ed. 
maior (Leipzig 1902) and 3rd ed. min. (Leipzig 1913), and F. Solmsen (cit.); for Theog.: W. 
Aly, Hesiods Theogonie (Heidelberg 1913), F. Jacoby, Hesiodi Theogonia (Berlin 1930), and M. L. 
West, Hesiod: Theogony (Oxford 1966); for Op.: T. A. Sinclair, Hesiod: Works and Days (London 
1932), A. Colonna, Hesiodi Opera et Dies (Milan 1968), and Solmsen (cit.); for Scut.: C. F. 
Russo, Hesiodi Scutum, 2nd ed. (Florence 1965). Reference to the fragments of  the Catalogus 
is to the editio maior of  R. Merkelbach and M. L. West, Fragmenta Hesiodea (Oxford 1967), 
supplemented by the 3rd abridged edition of  their editio minor included in the 1990 reprint 
of  Solmsen’s OCT edition of  Hesiod.



For a survey of  ancient and medieval scholarship on Hesiod, see West’s introd. to 
Hesiod: Works and Days (cit.) 63–71 plus bibliography on p. 91, and 72–8 on the text of  Op. 
References to Scholia vetera to Theog. are to the edition of  L. Di Gregorio, Scholia vetera in 
Hesiodi Theogonia (Milan 1975); Scholia vetera to Op.: ed. A. Pertusi, Scholia vetera in Hesiodi 
Opera et dies (Milan 1955). For the commentaries of  Proclus, Tzetzes, and Moschopulus: Th. 
Gaisford, Poetae minores Graeci ii (Oxford 1814; Leipzig 1923). For the fragments of  Plutarch’s 
commentary: F. H. Sandbach, Plutarchi Moralia vii (Leipzig 1967) frr. 25–57, 59–112. For the 
surviving medieval scholia to Scut. see 4652 introd.

For a summary of  the medieval manuscripts of  Hesiod, see H. Erbse in H. Hunger et 
al., Geschichte der Textüberlieferung i (Zurich 1968) 280–1; specifically for Theog. see M. L. West, 
CQ N.S. 14 (1964) 165–89, summarised in id. Hesiod: Theogony (cit.) 53–72; for those of  Op. 
see M. L. West, CQ N.S. 24 (1974) 161–85, summarized in id. Hesiod: Works and Days (cit.) 
78–86; for those of  Scut. see F. H. Hall, A Companion to Classical Texts (Oxford 1913) 238–40; 
Solmsen (OCT ed. cit.) pp. xxii–xxiii, xxv–xxvi. For citations of  the text of  Theog. and Op. 
by ancient authors see the discussions of  West, Hesiod: Theogony pp. 67–9, id. Hesiod: Works 
and Days pp. 63–75, and the secondary apparatus to both editions.

D. OBBINK

4653. Hesiod, Theogonia 143?–9, 411–20 (more of XXXII 2648)

fr. 1: 60/12 2 × 6.5 cm (fr. 2) Early third century
fr. 2: 127/28 (part)  Plate IV

Two fragments written along the fibres of  a papyrus roll. Fr. 2 preserves a top margin 
to a height of  1.8 cm. On its back are two letters of  cursive form seemingly written against 
the fibres, probably from a documentary text now badly abraded or washed out. The back 
of  fr. 1 is blank. Its surface is darkened, particularly along the right edge.

The text is written in a smallish, closely written, sloping version of  the Formal mixed 
type, leaning slightly to the right. The hand, linear spacing, and diacritical markup is iden-
tical to that of  XXXII 2648 (pl. XV) = P 29, which contains parts of  681–94 and 751–71, 
dated by its editor to early in the third century (fr. b there shows severe darkening of  the 
surface, particularly at the right edge, similar to fr. 1 here). Presumably 4653 gives portions 
of  lines at two different points earlier in the same roll. For the style of  the writing compare 
XI 1365 (pl. VI; history of  Sicyon), assigned to the first half  of  the third century (‘ac-
companying document’ carrying a date in 287), which is more slanting and closely written. 
A similar hand is VII 1016 (pl. V; Roberts, GLH 20a, Plato, Phaedrus) probably not written 
much before 235, the date of  the tax-register VII 1044 on the front according to L. C. 
Youtie, ZPE 21 (1976) 9, though J. Rowlandson, ZPE 67 (1987) 290, undermines one of  Mrs 
Youtie’s arguments but agrees that ‘234/5 can still be regarded as a likely if  not a secure 
date’ for VII 1044; similarly: D. Hagedorn, ZPE 110 (1996) 160.
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As in XXXII 2648 a variety of  lectional signs are in evidence: high stop added later 
by the scribe himself  or by a corrector serves to mark a pause within the period; acute ac-
cents, and at least two grave (414, 415). All are somewhat clumsily written with a sharp pen, 
occupying most of  the space between the lines, probably an indication that the accents 
were placed after the text was written. Elision is effected but is not signalled in fr. 1 (414), but 
marked with apostrophe in XXXII 2648 (682, 685, 689). Diaereses mark an initial vowel in 
417 and 419 (in the latter case while articulating the possible diphthong au), both apparently 
due to the original scribe. As in XXXII 2648, there is no opportunity to observe whether 
iota adscript was written.

Fr. 1 overlaps with P 1 (XVII 2090) at 148–9, with P 3 (P. Achmim 3) at 143?–144, and 
with P 21 (XXXII 2640) at 142–9. Fr. 2 is the only papyrus so far to attest these lines. It 
shows no new readings, but witnesses several that are of  interest.

Fr. 1
   .   .   .   .   .   . 
 143?            ]0000[
 144 Kuklvpe! d onom h!an ep]≈num[-
 145 kukloterh! ofyalmo! eei!] enekeit`o` m[etvpvi
  i!xu! t hde bih kai mhxa]naÅiÄ h!an` e`p2[ 
  alloi d au Gaih! te kai Oura]n`ou ejege`n`o`n[to 
  trei! paide! megaloi kai Ò]b`r`imoi o`u`k o`n`o`[ma!toi 
  Kotto! te Briarev! te Gugh! y u]p2e`r`h2[fana 
   .   .   .   .   .   .
Fr. 2
  h d upoku!amenh E]k`ãthn t[eke 
  Zeu! Kronidh! timh]!e: pÒr[en
  moiran exein gaih! t]e kai a[trugetoio 
  h de kai a!teroento!] ap ourån`[ou 
 415 ayanatoi! te yeoi!i0000]m`°nh ¢!t[i
  kai gar nun ote pou ti! e]p2ixyon€v[n 
  erdvn iera kala kata nÒmo]n Ûl[a!khtai 
  kiklh!kei Ekathn poll]h t° oi °`[ 
  reia mal v profrvn ge yea] #podej3[ 
 420 kai te oi olbon opazei epei dunami]!` g1[e
   .   .   .   .   .
Fr. 1

143? ]0000[: In the MSS 143 ends m°!!ƒ §n°keito met≈pƒ. Above the u of  um in 144 is a spiky tail, sloping 
to the left below the line with a slight curve, at a slightly sharper degree of  angle than the acute accent on the 



preceding syllable vn in 144 (in the scribe’s ink but not as finely drawn as the accent, which would in any case not 
be expected over um here), suggesting l or possibly x. Neither of  these will conform to anything at this position in 
143. The most likely possibility is that we have (i) a trace of  i in me!!vi, descending below the line and assuming 
iota-adscript to have been written. i elsewhere does not normally descend below the line of  writing, and at the 
only place where it does so (v. 682 in XXXII 2648, where it is an initial iota with diaeresis) it does not stand at 
this angle (nor is the spacing as expected for me!!vi). (ii) The descending trace might be taken as the left leg of  l 
(though it does not elsewhere descend in this way); the preceding traces are compatible with nal in 142 §nal€gkioi: 
the right side of  a can be seen to collide with the tail of  l at the level of  the line, its nose fully visible at left; n is 
the bottoms of  two uprights; e is but a point of  ink at the level of  the line. If  so, the papyrus did not contain 143, 
but passed direct from 142 to 144. Solmsen removed 143 as a later addition: it is present in P 3 P 21 Srec a b k S 
B Q, i.e. all MSS (see below for the testimony of  Herodian). 144–5 were suspected as spurious and removed by 
Wolf. (iii) A third alternative would be to postulate a different word-order in 143 from the transmitted text, so that 
ÙfyalmÒ! will arrive at this position above 144 §p≈numon (read o]f`y`a`l`[mo!). Disruption here might be suggested 
by the variant reading of  this line as quoted by Herodian vol. 2 p. 924. 29 Lentz, who, however, reads ÙfyalmÚ! 
d¢ ßei! (by contamination with 145), i.e. shifting the relevant word to the beginning of  the line. In addition, there 
seems to be no trace of  the descender of f which could be expected to be visible above n or the acute over v.

144 ep]≈num[-: §p≈numon P 3 a b k S B Q Porphyry in sch. Od. 9.106 (ed. H. H. L. Schrader, Porphyrii quaes-
tionum Homericarum ad Odysseam pertinentium reliquias (Leipzig 1890) 85): -oi Etym. Epimer.: [P 21].

145 enekeit`o:̀ with a b k S B Q D and attested in the secondary tradition: §p°keito Par. 2678 (West), Theog-
nostus: [P 21].

146 -naÅiÄ h!an`: i is written just above the line above ah, protruding only half  way above the letters, probably 
by the scribe but after the line was written.

147 ejege`n`o`n[to: with a k Lgr R S B Q: §g°nonto ¶j m (according to Rzach): é!terÒento! L (mechanical repeti-
tion of  a familiar verse-end?): [P 21].

148 is present before 149 with P 1 P 21 a k S R Q L1 (in margin), correctly: omitted in L: 148 is written after 
149 in m. After megãloi, te is added by Gerhard (and accepted by current editors), but as written in the papyrus 
the line did not have room for it: [P 1] [P 21].

o`u`k: with a b k Q: oÈd' corrected from ±k (or ±d from oÈk) in S: ±d¢ U2 (West): [P 21].

Fr. 2
414 a`p: with a b k S Q: Íp' Ald. For ép' P. Maas, Epidaurische Hymnen (Halle 1933) 140 n. 2 compares Od. 5.40 

lax∆n épÚ lh€do! a‰!an.
ourån`[ou. The placing of  the grave accent on the penultimate syllable here and in 415 ¢!t[i warn against 

placing of  an acute on this syllable: see J. Moore-Blunt, QUCC 29 (1978) 137–63 at 146, whose examples are all of  
the second and third centuries; C. M. Mazucchi, Aegyptus 59 (1979) 145–167, with further bibliography.

415 ]m`enh: tetimhm°nh a k Sac Parisinus 2772 (so Rzach) Florentinus Laurentianus 31.32 (so Rzach): tetihm°nh 
b Spc mpc: tetim°nh mac Parisinus 2708 (according to Rzach). The rather large lacuna in the papyrus allows space 
for tetimhm°nh, and tells against tetihm°nh and tetim°nh.

¢!t[i (with grave accent) may be meant to exclude °!ti with a different meaning.
418 t°: with a b k S Q: d° Koechly (according to West). Compare Hes. fr. 141.18 M.–W. pol]l`Ø d° ofl ¶!peto 

timÆ. (d° may have stood in Tunstall’s MS, as implied by the Latin translation in Birchman’s edition: see West’s 
introduction p. 63).

°`[: ß!peto corrected in Tr: ß!petai a b k S Q: ßpetai Parisinus 2772 Florentinus Laurentianus 31.32. Above e,̀ 
the lower end of  an oblique stroke descending from the right above e is visible, apparently an acute accent rather 
than a sign of  rough breathing (the latter not employed elsewhere in this papyrus or XXXII 2648).

419 #podej3[: Ípod°jetai a k m S Q m and apparently intended by L1 (gr. ÍpÒjetai sic): Ípod°jato Flor. Laur. 
31.32 (Rzach’s I): Íped°jato L Tr. The far left edge of  the lower stroke of  j is visible.

M. SALEMENOU
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4654. Hesiod, Theogonia 334–9

101/215(f ) 6.5 × 2.7 cm Third century

A small fragment from a roll containing vv. 334–9 written along the fibres in a medium-
large hand. The back is blank. The script is a version of  the Formal mixed type, written 
slowly but vigorously and with some attempt at stylization. It shows distinctly formed letter 
shapes, minimal connection between letters (cf. 335 a!), with a slight slant to the right. 
Horizontals and uprights are straight (tail of  r and t flare backwards at bottom), but di-
agonals show a tendency toward curvature: e.g. n in men in 336 and a with tail finishing in 
a curve upward; v with distinct rise to mid-level in the centre; but m with shallow rounded 
saddle. o is diminutive and floating between the lines. e is of  the tall and narrow type, 
with a straight back. The hand compares well with XXVII 2452 (pll. I–II; GMAW 2 27, 
Sophocles?, Theseus) assigned to the third century (see p. 149 n. 48) and with XVII 2098 
(pl. III; Roberts, GLH 19b, Herodotus VII) of  the ‘first half  of  the third century’ (land 
survey of  the reign of  Gallienus on the back). The simplicity of  the letter-shapes (e.g. d in 
337) and the pronounced rise in the centre of  v, point to a date early in the third century. 
One acute accent is added (in 339), probably by the hand of  the main text. In the two cases 
where we can judge, elision is effected and marked by apostrophe. There is no opportunity 
to observe whether iota adscript was written. The text as preserved shows no divergences 
from the medieval tradition.

This is the first papyrus of  Hesiod to witness these lines.

  .   .   .   . 
  ge]i1[n]a`t`[o 
 335 peira!in [
  touto men ek [ 
  Thyu! d' Vkean`[v 
  Neilon t' Alfeio`[n 
  %trumÒna Maia[ndron 
  .   .   .   .

337 d': The top of  the apostrophe survives in its topmost part, a dot of  ink beneath e in the line above.
338–9 are present in the papyrus. Bergk condemned 338–45 as spurious, while Jacoby (in his edition of  

Theog.) thought them foreign to Hesiod’s style.

B. CURRIE



4655. Hesiod, Theogonia 549–58, 562(?)–7

102/51(b) 5.2 × 6.2 cm (fr. 1) First century

Two fragments of  a papyrus roll (possibly but not certainly from the same column), 
written along the fibres. Upper margin is preserved to a depth of  2.1 cm. A second hand has 
added accents and corrections with a different pen. The back is blank.

The hand is irregularly executed in a medium-sized Informal round capital, bilinear 
(only f and r project below the line), with oddly curled, right-pointing serifs attached to the 
upper part of  a (cf. 551, 553, 554), d (cf. 550, 551), m and n (cf. 554). a is triangular, written 
in three movements with a near horizontal cross-bar, and a nose which dips lower than its 
right-hand tail. e is written in two movements with a detached mid-stroke; its separately 
placed flat top nearly joins the end of  the mid-stroke (554). i occasionally has a left-facing 
serif  (cf. 551, 552, 554). m in four strokes, its oblique sides and the central dip touching the 
line. o is rounded and formed in two halves, slightly taller than wide (heart-shaped in 3). 
! has a flat top. u is a symmetrical cup on a short stem. v in two movements. The diagonal 
of  n is near horizontal and meets the right upright just below its middle. Iota adscript is 
written wherever we expect it. Elision of  final vowels is effected but not marked (one ex-
ample: 550). Spacing of  letters narrows in some lines (see 551), especially where letters are 
connected (551 !e, 552 ta, 554 !amf). Punctuation (coinciding with weak pause) by medial 
point (550, 551, 554), placed in the course of  writing the text, not afterwards as in the case of  
the accents and breathings. The odd decoration, some wildly divergent readings, and other 
oddities point to informal or private production, perhaps someone practising.

The hand compares well with XXXII 2654 + V 866 (pl. I; GMAW 2 41), assigned 
to the first half  of  the first century. It also resembles II 246 (Roberts, GLH 10c, return of  
sheep) dated to Ad 66 and XXXVII 2822 (pl. I; Hesiod, Catalogue), assigned to the late first/
early second century. Some of  its apparently archaizing features, such as z with upright 
middle (550), and e with detached cross-bar, find parallels in documents of  the later first 
century, for example XLV 3250 (pl. VIII, Ad 63). For an accented copy of  Hesiod with 
breathing marks in a similar yet more carefully executed hand see XXIII 2355 (pl. II, Cata-
logue), assigned to the late first/early second century.

A second hand made corrections (missing n inserted above the line in 1, overwritten r 
and e in 553 and 566), and added acute and grave accents and a breathing sign (Turner’s 
form 3: GMAW 2 p. 11) in darker ink with a different pen.

In 566 (and 557) the text overlaps with PSI XI 1191 fr. a col. i 1–2 (+ XXXII 2639 = 
P 13). It gives a combination of  correct, potentially correct, and incorrect readings. In 449 
it does not support a conjecture by Paley, siding against S with the rest of  the manuscript 
tradition. An omission by haplography in 552 is apparently left uncorrected. In 554 the 
papyrus may give the erroneous word-order that later appears in m S, against a b k and 
a correction by L, or it may have omitted a word here. In 555 the papyrus does not side 
with a k m and a correction in S in completing that line with what the other MSS give as 
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the end of  557. The papyrus gives 564, a line suspected by Paley and other editors as a later 
addition.

Fr. 1
  tvn d eleu oppo]terhÅnÄ !e eni fre[!i 
 550 fh ra dolofrone]vn: Z¢u! d afyi[ta
  gnv r oud hg]noih!e dolon: kaka d[ 
  ynhtoi! an]yr≈poi!i1 ta kai <te>l`e`[e!yai 
  xer!i d o g am]fot°rhi!in åne`i1[leto
  xv!ato de f]r`ena! amfi: d`[ 
 555 v! iden o!tea leuka] boo[!
  ek tou d ayanatoi!i]n`[ 
  kaiou! o!tea leuk]a` yu[hentvn 
  ton de meg oxyh!a!] p2[ro!efh 
  .   .   .   .   .

Fr. 2
  .   .   .   .   . 
              ]0[
  ouk edidou melihi!i] p2uro! m`[eno! 
  ynhtoi! anyrvp]o`i! Åıi epi x3yo`[ni 
 565 alla min ejapat]h2!en eu! pai! I1[apetoio
  kleca! akamatoio pur]o`!` thl°![kopon 
              ]00[
  .   .   .   .   .

549 !e: with a b k Q: ge S: !e g' conjectured by Paley. The papyrus does not support Paley’s conjecture, and 
raises !e to the status of  an ancient variant.

550 Z¢u!. For contemporary parallels presenting barytonesis in oxytone words see C. M. Mazzucchi, Aegyp-
tus 59 (1979) 157–8; J. Moore-Blunt, QUCC 29 (1978) 155.

552 After kai, traces of  two oblique strokes, the first of  which suggests l, but when combined with the sec-
ond (trace of  diagonal and horizontal ink at level of  the line) could form m (la is less likely). t cannot be read. No 
variant readings are reported. In accord with the tradition, ka‹ <te>l`°`[e!yai may be suspected.

553 åne`i1[leto: e` is the upper left arc of  a circle, with a trace of  the cross-bar of  a, y. Above e` there is part of  
an upright, written in the same ink as the accents, but more upright than the grave over a.

554 xv!ato de f]r`ena! amfi: d`[: x≈!ato d¢ fr°na! émf€, xÒlo! d° min ·keto yumÒn a k Q: d° min before xÒlo! 
m S: omitted in Lac (after xÒlo! Lpc, m. 1?). The papyrus has a small raised V-shaped trace after amfi, apparently 
punctuation in the form of  a middle point. In that case the papyrus, like most of  the MSS, took émf€ as looking 
back to fr°na!, whereas m S apparently take it as looking forward to yumÒn. However, the last trace in the papyrus 
does not suit x. The ink suggests an awkward !, and might suit a d with a rounded left-hand corner and the right-



pointing serif  present elsewhere on a, l, d. If  this is correct, did the papyrus simply omit xÒlo! accidentally? or 
did it share the reading of  m S, in spite of  punctuation?

555 boo[!: with a k m Spc (which continue here dol€˙ §p‹ t°xn˙): yuh°ntvn §p‹ bvm«n Q Sac (by corruption 
from 557).

562(?) ]0[: The trace is the intersection of  a horizontal and a vertical, possibly u of  -lou, as suggested by 
spacing. Before this line, two lines (560–1) witnessed by b k S Q are omitted in a by homoioteleuton. Because the 
fragments are disjoined at precisely this point, it is impossible to tell whether or not the papyrus contained them.

564 is present in the papyrus, with a b k S Q. The entire line was suspected by Paley, as a later exegetical ad-
dition of  a type similar to vv. 470, 522, 640.

Over oi, a grave accent is written first, then a rough breathing with both elements at a diagonal to the line 
and a loop at the bottom.

567 The traces are exiguous, being tops just possibly of  yi from neiÒyi. If  so, the thin faded horizontal writ-
ten above them could be the acute accent over o. The word is so accented in this line in P 13 (PSI XI 1191 fr. a 
col. i 2).

L. CAPPONI

4656. Hesiod, Theogonia 667–84, 707–20 (?), 741–51, 752–6 (?)

A 641/5F 6.4 × 11 cm (fr. 1) Early second century

Three fragments from a roll written in a tiny, fluid round cursive hand. The back is 
blank. A kollesis is visible in fr. 1. Top margin is preserved (in fr. 1) to a height of  2.2 cm.; 
intercolumnium at least 1.6 cm. Height of  columns: c.19 cm (reconstructed) containing 
c.40 lines of  text. The script is a round capital showing cursive influence. t is made in 
three movements, with a split top. a is of  the variety where the left hand bowl has a flat 
top but a rounded bottom. Tongue of  e fails to connect with the inside of  the body, and is 
sometimes connected to the top with a dangling stroke, but regularly projects beyond the 
body to connect with the following letter. Top of  ! falls forward to the base-line. Punctua-
tion by high stroke (673), and by high stop (677, 678). Elision is effected but not marked. 
Internal organic diaeresis (674). Once (674) a mark of  smooth breathing (Turner’s Type 2). 
Iota adscript is written (667), but not consistently (omitted 672). The script compares well 
with P. Berol. 6926 B (Roberts, GLH 11a, Ninos-Romance, datable to I Ad on the basis of  
accounts on verso referring to Ad 100–1), but is written much smaller. Compare also Favori-
nus, Per‹ fug∞! (Roberts, GLH no. 18b–c, dated 190–215 on the basis of  land registers on 
front) which looks later (letter-forms taller than broad, and generally less rotund than the 
present papyrus).

In 675 the papyrus attests a probably original orthography represented nowhere in the 
medieval tradition. It overlaps with P 19 (P. Mich. inv. 6828, ed. M. L. West, BASP 3 (1966) 
69–75 at 69–71) at 710–19 and 743–51; with P 29 (XXXII 2648) at 681–4, 751; with P 5 (Stud. 
Pal. I (1901) 3–5) at 667–73.
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Fr. 1 
  pante! yhleiai te kai ar!e]ne! hmati keinvi 
  Tithne! te yeoi kai o!oi] Kronou ejegenonto 
  ou! te Zeu! erebeu!fi upo xyono!] hke fo`v!de ̀
 670 deinoi te krateroi te bihn upe]ro`plon exonte[!
  tvn ekaton men xeire! ap v]mvn ai!!onto 
  pa!in omv! kefalai de e]ka!tv penthkonta 
  ej vmvn epefukon epi] !`t`i1b`a`roi1!i m`ele!!inÄ
  oi tote Tithne!!i kate]!tayen §n daÛ lugrhi 
 675 petra! hibatou! !tib]a`rh! en xer!in exonte!
  Tithne! d etervyen ek]artunanto falagga! 
  profronev! xeirvn te] bih! y ama ergon efainon:
  amfoteroi deinon de peri]axe ponto! apeirvn:
  gh de meg e!maragh!en e]p2e!te[n]e d ourano! euru! 
 680 !eiomeno! pedoyen de ti]n`a![!e]t`o makro! Olumpo!
  riphi up ayanatvn eno!i]! d ikan`[e] ba`r`e`ia 
  Tartaron heroenta po]dvn aipe[ia t ivn 
  a!petou ivxmoio bolavn] t`e k`[rateravn 
  v! ar ep allhloi! ie!an b]e`l`[`ea !tonoenta 
  .   .   .   .   .   .

Fr. 2
  .   .   .   .   .   . 
  k]h2la D`[io! 
  e]! me[!on a]mfote[rvn 
 710 !`merdal`eh! erido[!
  ek]linyh de maxh p2ri1n d`[ 
  em]men`[e]v2! emaxonto d`[ia 
  oi d ar eni p]rvtoi!i maxh2n` [ 
  Kotto!] te Briarev! te Gu`[gh! 
 715 oi ra trihko]!ia! petra! !t`[ibarevn
           ]0[ 
  0[ 
  pe`[mcan 
 719 ni1[kh!ante!
 ?720 0[
  .   .   .   .   .   .



Fr. 3
  .   .   .   .   . 
  ouda! [ 
  alla ke`[n] enya [ 
  argaleh dein`o`[n] de kai1ay`[ 
  touto tera! kai Nukto! erem[nh! 
 745 e!thken nefel`h!` [ ] k`ek[alummena
  tvn pro!y Iapetoio [ 
  e!thv! kefalh[i 
  a!temfev! oti Nuj [ 
  allhla! pro!eeipo`[n 
 750 xalke`o`n` [
  erxet[ai oud]e po`t am`[fotera! 
  .   .   .   .   .

Fr. 4
  .   .   .   .   . 
 ?752          ]000
 ?753          ]!`eou`!`[
 ?754        ]0e00an[
 ?755        ]0ex300[
 ?756        ]o`n`0[
  .   .   .   .   .

668 is present in the papyrus, with P 5 a b k S Q, which thus does not support Schwartz who condemned it 
as spurious.

669 ZeÊ! is not read by b, but the spacing in the papyrus indicates the presence of  a word of  about this 
length (as does P 5).

fo`v!de:̀ with P 5 a: fão!de k. After f a round letter is suggested, rather than tail of  a.
671–3 are present in the papyrus, as well as in P 5 and a b k S Q: Wolf ’s condemnation of  them is thus not 

corroborated.
673 !`t`i1b`a`roi1!i m`ele!!in:̀ with a b k (mel°!!i U) S Q: !tibaro›! mel°!!in Tr.
675 !tib]a`rh!: i.e. !tibarª! with Mosqu. 642 in a correction (reported by West): -a›! b: -å! a k S S. The 

orthography -ª! is to be preferred, with West.
682 po]dvn aipe[ia: with a b k S Q: podvn t' aipe›a Û[ P 29: [P 28]. P 29 supports Hermann’s transposition 

of  t'. Unless the papyrus lacked t(e), its reading lends ancient support to the order of  the medieval MSS against 
Hermann, namely pod«n afipe›ã t(e).

684 b]e`l`[ea: Traces show top of  round letter with a horizontal stroke exiting to right from middle, compat-
ible with the scribe’s cursive e connecting from mid-stroke, amply illustrated in the papyrus. The following letter 
is the top of  a slightly diagonal stroke, compatible with l, but with no trace of  the left leg. Connecting stroke from 
preceding e would meet the right leg at about mid-level. If  -el-, the papyrus agreed with the transmitted ·e!an 
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b°lea !tonÒenta. P 29 has 0Ä ]fe!an!tonÒent[, conjectured by West ap. XXXI 2648 and his edition of  Theog. to have 
been ¶]fe!an !tonÒent[a b°lemna on the basis of  Od. 24.180 êlloi! §f€ei b°lea !tonÒenta, where P. Ryl. I 53 has 
!tonÒenta b°lemna.

707–8 are read by the papyrus along with a b S Q: omitted by k (where it is supplied in K and U by the first 
hand).

711 p2ri1n d`[: with P 19 and most MSS: prÚ (with d' added above) L: prÚ! d' m.
714 Briarev!: with a b k S Q: briarh! P 19 (corrected by a second hand): 'Obriãrev! conjectured by Her-

mann (the name also at 149 and 617).
716 An indistinct trace, possibly k or ka.
717 0[: Not prima facie ti as expected: bottom of  a diagonal followed by bottom of  a vertical.
719 ni1[kh!ante!: at line-beginning with P 19 and the rest of  the medieval tradition, which thus does not sup-

port Rzach’s transposition xer!in nikÆ!ante!.
?720 0[: Not the lower part of  t or to as expected, perhaps h.
743 de: with P 19 a K: te u.
744–5 are present with P 19 and P 28 and a b k S Q, which thus does not support West’s exclusion of  them.
747 e!thv!: with b k S Q: •!tei≈! a.
748 oti: with a b k S Q: ]yi P 19.
?752–6 The preserved traces are compatible in all but 752 with these lines. If  correctly identified, they stood 

at the beginning of  col. iii.
?753 ]!`eou`!`[. For the shape of  u cf. that of  oÈranÒ! in 679. §oË!a is suggested, and the only possible positions 

in Theog. at line-end are 448 and 752–3. The following three lines could be read as conforming to the transmitted 
line-ends of  754–6 (and are not compatible with 449–51). The line preceding this line, however, does not appear 
compatible with the transmitted version in either place: it looks more like vn or nn, preceded by an indistinguish-
able trace. If  we do not assume that these are line-ends, we could have eou! at mid-line, as e.g. in 467 •oÊ!, but the 
rest would not fit there either.

?754 ]0e00an[: Apparently e!`t an (i.e. round letter after e suggesting ! and not incompatible with u) with 
k (i.e. ¶!t' ín): eÔt' ín a b S. Scheer conjectured efi! ˜ x', which is apparently not corroborated by the papyrus.

D. OBBINK

4657. Hesiod, Theogonia 820–31, 859–65

A16/5B(a) 9.5 × 9 cm (fr. 1) Second century

Two scraps from a roll written across the fibres in a decent second century Informal 
round book-hand. Both have documentary writing on the front (fr. 1.3 Ka€!aro!), but in 
different hands; it seems that separate documents were glued together at the heavy kollesis 
which can be seen in the right-hand margin of  fr. 1. The literary scribe wrote some accents, 
and a mark of  elision; middle stop at the end of  822; high stops are positioned above the 
letter after which the punctuation belongs without spacing, thus apparently placed after the 
line was written. The correction in 826 is apparently by a different hand (the o is narrower).

The papyrus includes the suspect lines 826–9, and especially 828; gives no help with 
the crux in 823; and offers new errors in 824, 826, and 827.

The papyrus overlaps at 859–65 with P 12 (PSI IX 1086); at 863–5 with P. Lit. Palau 
Rib. 9. P. Mich. inv. 4270 (T. Renner, ZPE 29 (1978) 5–13 at 9–10) contains parts of  520–6, 



but different parts of  the lines; the same for P 15 (P. Ant. II 71, a sixth-century papyrus co-
dex) at 825–31 (which it gives in a different order).

Fr. 1
  .   .   .   .   . 
 820      ourano]u ejela[!e Zeu!
       Tufve]a Gaia pel`vrh 
         xru]!∞n Afrodithn: 
           er]gmat' exou!ai 
       kratero]u yeou: ek de t`e` ≈2mv2[n
 825       dei]noio drakonto!
                    oi 
         lelix]mote!: ek d° te Ò!!`[ 
          o]frui pËr amaru!![en 
          ] kaieto derkomen[oio 
        dein]hi! k`efalhi!i 
 830     aye!fato]n: ãl[l]ote men gar
       !unie]m`en [a]l`l`o[te] d [aute 
  .   .   .   .   .

Fr. 2
  .   .   .   .   . 
  floj d]e ke[raunvyento! 
 860 oure]o`! en bh!`[!hi!i
  plhg]ento! po[llh 
  autm]∞i ye!pe[!ihi 
  texnhi u]p aizhiv[n
  yalfyei]! he !id`[hro! 
 865 oureo! e]n` b`h2!`[!hi!i
  .   .   .   .   .

822 xru]!∞n: with b a k S B Q: xru!Øn Vaticanus 915 Parisinus 2772 Florentinus Laurentianus 31.32 (accord-
ing to Rzach). Rzach corrected to xru!°hn.

823 er]gmat': with a b k Q: ¶rga t' S.
824 de t`e:̀ Here and in 826 d° te is written for d° ofl. In 826 oi appears as a suprascript correction over te 

(which, however, is not cancelled). But here in 824 te apparently is the reading of  the text (with no correction). Cf. 
688 §k d° te pç!an / fa›ne b€hn.

825 dei]noio: with b: kratero›o a k Q S.
826 lelix]mote!: with a b k Q S and Anecd. Oxon. 1.262.28: -Òto! Triclinius’ version.
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ek . . . o!!`[: §k . . . ˆ!!vn is read by a b k Q S and followed by Solmsen; West prints §n (U) . . . ˜!!e (Glasgu. 

Hunt. U. 6. 1, of  15th/16th cent.).
827 amaru!![en: so a b k Q S and printed by West: émãru!!on is conjectured by West in his app. crit.
826–9 are removed by Fick as an ancient interpolation; 828 was similarly removed by Ruhnken. All three 

lines are present here, as also in P 15; note, however, that there the lines are given in a different order: 827, 828, 
831, 829, 832, while 830 has been omitted and added above by a second hand, whereas the present papyrus shows 
exactly the same lines and order as the medieval MSS.

862 autm]∞i: with P 12 (au]tmh required by space), presumably agreeing with é#tmª in b Q S; the spacing 
requires four letters in the initial lacuna (therefore not étmª as in k or éutØ as in a).

863 After aizh iota mutum is inserted suprascript in error: aizhvn P 12 and aizh«(n) P. Lit. Palau Rib. 9 with 
a b k Q S which read afizh«n. According to Eustath. 1117.3 some ancient scholars believed (efi ka‹ mØ élhy«!) that 
afiz˙Ò! should be written by analogy with the four-syllable afizÆÛo!.

P. J. PARSONS

4658. Hesiod, Theogonia 913–17

103/224(e) 2.6 × 5.1 cm Third century

A small scrap from a roll showing the top of  a column written in a script of  the For-
mal mixed style. The back is blank. Top margin at least 2 cm. The medium-large script is 
generously spaced, both between individual letters and between the lines, but otherwise 
shows no pretensions to formality and has a slight slant to the right. It is larger, less closely 
written, and more widely spaced than 4653 (above, part of  XXXII 2648). Insofar as letters 
are represented here, XVII 2098 (pl. III; Roberts, GLH 19b, Herodotus VII) of  the ‘first 
half  of  the third century’ (land survey of  the reign of  Gallienus on the back) is comparable. 
Note ! of  the tall and narrow variety like e. m with a shallow rounded saddle. Diagonal 
of  n meets the right upright considerably above the foot. There are no lectional signs in 
evidence and no opportunity to observe iota adscript. The fragment shows no deviations 
from the transmitted text.

The papyrus overlaps with XXXII 2639 fr. e (+ PSI XI 1191) = P 13.

  h teke Per!efonh]n leuk[vlenon 
  hrpa!en h! para] mhtro[! 
 915 Mnhmo!unh! d ej]auti1!` [
  ej h! oi Mou!ai xru!]!`a`m`[puke! 
  ennea thi!in adon yali]a` k`[ai 
  .   .   .   .   .

915 ej]auti1!` [: Over ]a there is a slight trace of  ink that may be the remains of  a circumflex as in P 13, which 
gives e`j3çuti!.

D. OBBINK



4659. Hesiod, opera eT dies 8, 17–27

35 4B.101/C(1–3)b 5.7 × 8.2 cm Second century
  Plate VII

Twelve lines from the bottom of  a column written across the fibres in a semi-cursive 
script. On the other side, written along the fibres in a different hand, are six line-ends of  
a document (part of  an account?) followed by a wide margin (there is no kollesis). The lower 
margin is preserved to a depth of  1.7 cm. At the left is a margin or agraphon preserved to 
a width of  at least 2.5 cm. Unless it was a miniature roll with exceptionally short columns, 
this must have been the first column of  Op. to have been copied. In the bottom margin 
v. 8 (apparently missed out when the upper portion of  the column was written) has been 
inscribed by the same hand in smaller letters and marked in the left margin with an inser-
tion sign. In addition, three lines (apparently copied out of  sequence) have been marked by 
the original scribe with round perigrafa€ in the left margin. (To judge from parallel cases, 
the lines may have been closed with similar round brackets facing left at the right ends, 
now lost: see note.) The length of  the original hexameter lines and thus the width of  the 
column may be estimated at 9–10 cm. The reconstructed height of  the column (assuming 
26 lines in this column with v. 8 omitted and no initial title) is c.15.5 cm. The height of  the 
reconstructed roll, allowing for a top margin of  two thirds the height of  the bottom margin, 
would be c.19 cm.

The script is an unprofessional round semi-cursive with frequent connection between 
letters and some variation in letter size, especially in width of  letters. The writing is only 
roughly bilinear, with f and c and occasionally i violating the top and bottom line (but 
note b and r bounded by top and bottom line, i.e. raised slightly rather than dipping be-
neath the line). There is connection of  top-stroke of  g and t to or from the tongue of  e. 
V-shaped u; the top-stroke of  t is a single stroke; m with a low round saddle and a slight 
blob or serif  on the foot of  its first stroke; c is a simple cross. ! falls forward at end of  
word. Note y in one movement with the cross-stroke carried forward beyond the body in 
connection with following letter. e is written in three strokes, with the top placed separately 
and tongue often detached from the body but extending beyond its jaws to connect with 
the following letter, giving the impression of  documentary affinity and a date in the later 
second century. For palaeographic parallels see P. Ryl. III 463 (GLH no. 20c, Gospel of  
Mary), assigned to middle of  the third century, since it was perhaps composed not earlier 
than mid-second century, though this assignment rests partly on the palaeographic dat-
ing (D. Lührmann, Fragmente apokryph gewordener Evangelien in griechischer und lateinischer Sprache 
(Marburg 2000) 64); VIII 1100 (GLH no. 20b, Edict of  Prefect, Ad 206).

Punctuation is by high point placed probably by the original scribe but after writing 
the line (i.e. without independent space) in 22 marking weak pause; perhaps also by (an 
unusually short) paragraphus before 25 (i.e. below 21) and after 27 (i.e. before 22), if  these 
are not simply strokes leading into the top and bottom of  their respective round brackets. 
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There is a complement of  lectional signs: apostrophe in 23; in 20 an initial long vowel is 
superscribed with a horizontal stroke and another sign of  uncertain import (see note), and 
a medial short (accented) vowel is marked with an acute accent (cf. initially over a short 
accented vowel in 24). Elision is effected (and there marked with apostrophe) in the one 
place were we expect it. There is no opportunity to observe whether or not iota-adscript 
was written.

The text contains a high rate of  variation and obvious scribal error in a short span: 
omission (uncorrected) of  a word in 19, omission of  one whole line, and three lines copied 
out of  sequence. This is a high rate of  error for a scribe so early in the poem and roll (i.e. in 
5 of  out of  the first 20 lines). A professional scribe might have been expected to make a new 
start (assuming the errors were realized sufficiently early). It is not likely that another text 
(e.g. Theogonia, Catalogus, or some other) preceded in the roll: there is no kollesis in evidence, 
and the wide margin following the document on the front might indicate the end of  a docu-
mentary roll at at the point where Op. begins on the back; if  so, there would have been no 
space on the back for any text to have preceded.

It is not certain that the text continued after this column. But given the use of  the di-
agonal insertion sign (see on 8 and cf. 4660 98) to mark the point of  insertion of  a missing 
line in this column, the marking of  25–7 as deleted or misplaced could be taken as implying 
a following column where the presence of  these lines was required or otherwise relevant. In 
spite of  its errors, the papyrus contains at least one correct reading at a point where major 
branches of  the tradition diverge (24). Two of  the three scribal errors listed above stand 
corrected in the papyrus. These methods of  correction are standard ones in formal book 
production, although not entirely consistent with the insouciance of  the informal hand and 
the construction of  the roll (a reused back).

The addition of  v. 8 in the lower margin makes this the earliest portion of  Op. pre-
served on papyrus (several papyri preserve the beginning of  Theogonia). P 39 (XLV 3220) 
contains part of  15–16 and an interlinear addition to 17 but from a different part of  the line. 
The notes below follow the order of  verses in the papyrus.

  .   .   .   . 
 17  thn d] eterh[n
 18  yh]k`e de min [
 19  ga[i]h! te rizh[i!i
 20  h te kai *apã[lam-
 21  ei! eteron g[ar
 25 ( kai kerameu[! keramei
 26 ( kai ptvxo! p[tvxvi
 27 ( v Per!h !u d[e
 22  plou!ion: o! [



 23  oikÒn t' eu y[e!yai
 24  ei! ãfeno! ![peudont

In the lower margin:

 8 / Zeu! ucibreme`[th!

19 te rizh[!i: t' §n =€z˙!i o and Proclus’ commentary: §n =€z˙!i without t(e) Par. 2763 and e. In the epic initial 
rho can make position (Chantraine, Gr. Hom. i 177, noting d° long before r€zan at Il. 11.846), so the papyrus’ read-
ing is not unmetrical, but it is unsatisfactory grammatically (especially since the simple dative makes a misleading 
parallel with the following éndrã!i). Elsewhere in the papyrus final vowels are elided where expected (23, required 
by space in 17). We could assume omission of  n and correct to t e<n> rizh[!i. Otherwise we must suppose that the 
preposition itself  dropped at an earlier stage in an exemplar that showed scriptio plena (te §n) at this point.

20 *apã[lam: épãlamon Ec c4 c9, correctly: épãlamnon V D F. There is a long mark over the first a of  
épãlamon (correctly), and above it another mark (in the form of  a mid-point followed by short upright, resembling 
a smooth-breathing mark of  form 1 (Turner, GMAW 2 p. 11), but without the horizontal connected to the verti-
cal. However, it could also be interpreted as an attempt at a grave accent, so that we would have the expected 
ípã[l-.

25–7 are written after 21. The lines are marked by round perigrafa€ in the left margin (perhaps their coun-
terparts also stood at ends of  lines in the right margin, now lost, as in some of  the parallel cases given below). 
Strictly speaking, these signal trouble or mark a deletion and/or misplacement. But it may be concluded that the 
lines were copied in the wrong place. There is no textual tradition of  the disturbance or inauthenticity of  25–7 (or 
22–4), nor can they stand in this position. 25 ka‹ ktl. interrupts a sentence left incomplete in 21, before ploÊ!ion 
in enjambment in 22, which can not therefore continue after 27. Clearly the eye of  the scribe (or one at an earlier 
stage in the paradosis) has skipped three lines down from the end of  21 to the beginning of  25, misled by the fact 
that both lines 22 and 25 follow on after a line beginning with efi! (21 and 24 respectively). How their placement 
was indicated in the following column (now lost) is uncertain. If  the transposed lines were present in the scribe’s 
exemplar in the same position in which they appear in the manuscript tradition (which is not certain), and the 
scribe caught his mistake in time, he would have copied 25–7 as the opening lines of  the following column. It is 
possible that the omission was not discovered until collation (with the exemplar, if  it had them, or another copy, if  
it did not), and the point of  insertion in the following column was marked at that time with a diagonal insertion 
sign like that which appears before 8 in the surviving column. Alternatively, the lines could have been added in the 
margin above the following column (now lost), in the same way in which v. 8 when discovered missing was copied 
in the margin at the bottom of  col. 1 (leaving there no room for inscription of  the additionally misplaced 25–7). 
The point of  insertion would in this case have then been similarly marked in the margin of  the following column 
at a point of  which we can no longer be certain: there is no way of  knowing for certain whether, after correction, 
the papyrus’ text intended 25–7 to follow directly upon 24.

The use of  brackets (perigrafa€) to signal trouble or mark a deletion (especially of  misplaced material) is 
variously exampled: X 1234 fr. 2 col. i 14 (pl. IV, Alcaeus fr. 71 Lobel–Page/Voigt), where the first verse of  a new 
poem after a coronis was originally omitted, then supplied by a corrector who encloses the line in round brackets, 
and further re-copies it in its proper position as line 2 (= i 15) of  the new poem while tacitly emending a miswriting. 
More dramatically: P. Vatic. 11 (Favorinus, De exilio) cols. xiii 39–xiv 11 marking a falsely placed passage (M. Norsa 
and G. Vitelli, Il papiro vaticano greco 11, Studi e testi 53 (Città del Vaticano 1931) 9, 24–5 with tavv. VII–VIII): here 
the scribe’s eye has wandered from col. xiii 38 épodhm€a! to the same point in the following column, xiv 32 aÈtoË 
époyane›n«, and he proceeded to copy out the entire passage xiv 32 aÈtoË époyane›n to xv 6 kak«! before notic-
ing and redressing his mistake. Then he marked for excision xiii 39–49 (together with the second half  of  line 38) 
and xiv 1–14  each with its own set of  round brackets, i.e. one on the left facing right and another on the right 
facing left, marking in addition the beginning and end of  the entire passage to be excised with an X, and writing 
above the line at the beginning a reclamans with which the passage picks up again after the redundant section at 
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col. xiv 15. The scribe of  the Vatican Favorinus has used single, large round brackets to mark the entire passage, 
whereas in the present papyrus individual brackets are applied to each of  the three lines in sequence, following 
standard practice for single lines copied out of  sequence: for examples see GMAW 2 p. 16 and nos. 15, 25, 63, 76, 
with p. 148 n. 26 on the use of  perigrafa€ in documentary papyri, and add P. Herc. 243 fr. 3.9–12 (A. Henrichs, 
CErc 13 (1983) 33–43 at 38–9; W. Luppe, CErc 14 (1984) 109–24), four lines copied out of  sequence from the same 
level in the following column (where the point of  insertion is marked with an interlinear kãtv and the lines written 
by another hand in a slightly different word order in the lower margin), with the whole passage marked as out of  
position by a square upper and lower half-bracket in the left margin (the right margin is lost), one above the first 
and another below the last of  the misplaced lines.

25 kerameu[! keramei: with e o (unless the papyrus omitted kerame› in error): kerame› kerameÁ! var. lect. 
Aristot. Pol. 1312b5. There is no way of  knowing how the line ended. Plat. Lys. 215c quotes the line with the end-
ing éoidÚ! éoid“, which the MSS give as the ending of  26, and Prisc. Inst. 18.145 gives the ending of  26 as ka‹ 
t°ktoni t°ktvn which in the MSS concludes 25. There is no evidence for disordering of  25–7 in the secondary or 
medieval tradition.

Over the initial k there is a bit of  stray ink (unless it is a lineation dot). Possibly in conjunction with the round 
bracket there is a very short paragraphus, extending into the margin (if  it is not simply part of  the round bracket), 
i.e. a horizontal which extends to the left from the top of  the hasta of  k, which it meets at the same point as the 
top tip of  the round bracket. If  it is indeed a paragraphus, it must have been carried over from a point where it 
appeared in an exemplar signalling a break in an originally preceding line 24, since there is no break anywhere in 
22 which actually precedes in the text as written. Cf. on 27. But it is clearly written in connection with and as part 
of  the round bracket, rather than cohering with the preceding line.

27 Possibly a very short paragraphus under the first letter of  the line (apparently not simply a continuation 
of  the round bracket: there is no connection). If  so, it must have been carried over from a point where it appeared 
in an exemplar marking weak pause after 27, since there is no pause in 21, i.e. the line preceding 22 which actually 
follows 27 here in the text as written.

22 plou!ion: o! [. Note that, after having been originally copied out of  sequence and subsequently corrected, 
the papyrus’ reading is the same as all MSS (i.e. with e o), against various emendations designed to solve the gram-
matical problems of  21–3.

24 ãfeno!: with e V F, correctly: êfenon D c, variant reading in F and Stob. 3.38.25, S Opp. Hal. 1.500, 
Orac. Sib. 14.276.

8 The verse is written in the lower margin by the same hand in smaller letters and marked in the left margin 
with an insertion sign (a diagonal rising from below the line of  writing left to right to the point where the line 
begins). One suspects that a corresponding sign must have originally stood in the margin of  the upper portion of  
the column at the intended point of  insertion (as in 4660 (Hes. Op.) below and to the left of  v. 98 marking omission 
at this point of  99). If  this was at the same point at which 8 appears in the manuscript tradition, this would have 
been closer by far to the top than to the bottom of  the column, and the missing line would therefore have been 
expected to be supplied in the top margin, were this not the opening column of  the poem. Note therefore that 
the missing line is written in the bottom margin here rather than (as would be otherwise expected) in the upper 
margin, since standing at the top of  the column, it would have immediately preceded v. 1 and the beginning of  
Op., so that in this case the work would have seemed to begin not with v. 1, but with 8 together with announcment 
of  the error and its correction.

D. OBBINK



4660. Hesiod, opera eT dies 57–63(?), 91–106 (missing 93, 99)

35 4B.70/M(5)a 4.3 × 13.7 cm First century BC/first century Ad

Beginnings of  14 verses from the the top of  a column, plus a few letters from the ends 
of  the preceding column in a stylised capital. The back is blank. Upper margin is preserved 
to a height of  3 cm, presumably the original top edge. An intercolumnium (1.1 cm at its 
narrowest) is delimited by three line-ends of  the preceding column. Apparently one accent 
(grave) is written (104). The scribe writes iota adscript (104) and effects elision without sig-
nalling it (106). If  the lines of  col. i are correctly identified, the columns contained 34 lines, 
at a height of  c.28 cm (reconstructed).

The hand is a Formal round type of  a date early for Oxyrhynchus: it shows e with 
tongue detached from the inside of  its bowl, but confined within its body in the manner of  
the epsilon-theta style reminiscent of  hands of  the first century BC. m has legs curving out at 
bottom, and a deep curve in its middle almost in an angle (100). t in two strokes with a split-
top (98). a is of  the angular variety, in which the lower arm meets the left arm just beneath 
mid-level, and the left arm meets the right one below the top of  the latter. The hand shows 
broad strokes with no shading, but decoration in the form of  wide horizontal feet and serifs 
on the bottoms of  uprights (pointing outward in opposite directions on the feet of  p and 
h) and on the tops of  some uprights. That these have their origin in connecting strokes is 
obvious by the level of  connection between letters, e.g. d connecting to o at the bottom line 
(97), but in 98 connection is effected via the serifs at the tops of  letters. In principle the hand 
could be of  the first century Ad, as e.g. II 246 (Roberts, GLH 10c), return of  sheep, Ad 66. 
But the decoration, especially the serifs and finials, is more in keeping with hands of  the late 
first century BC , so as to suggest comparison with P. Fayum 7 (Roberts, GLH 9b), H. Od. VI, 
and P. Fayum 6 (Roberts, GLH 9c), H. Il. XXI, both dated by the documents with which 
they were found to the late first century BC. All of  this recommends a date not later than 
the early first century Ad, though a date in the late first century BC is not to be ruled out.

The scribe omits two lines, for one of  which (99) the insertion point (after v. 98) has 
been correctly placed by a corrector; this line is also omitted by Plutarch. The other (93) is 
unmarked. The papyrus adds ancient authority to the omission of  this line by one group 
of  medieval MSS. A supralinear notation of  a unique variant in 100 suggests collation with 
another copy.

P 41 (XLV 3221) contains parts of  91–108 but preserves a different portion of  the 
lines.

Col. i
 ?57        apante]!
 ?58      amfagapvn]t`e`!
   59–62 lost 
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 ?63        Ayhnh]n`
   64–90 lost 
  .   .   .   .

Col. ii
 91  no!fin a[ter
 92  n[ou!vn
 94  alla gunh2 [
 95  e!keda`[!
 96  mounh d`[
 97  endon em[-
 98 / ejepth p[ro!yen
 100  alla _d´ÅtÄe mu`[ria
   p2l`e`ih men` g1ar` [ 
   n`o`[u!oi d] a[nyrvpoi!in 
   automa[t- 
   !ighi ep¢i f`[vnhn 
 105  outv! [
   ei deyel[ 
   .   .   .   .

Col. 1
58? amfagapvn]t`e`!: A trace of  the cross-bar of  e and the end of  the horizontal of  t are visible. This appears 

to rule out the other candidate for placement of  this line-end and the one above it, namely 66–7, both of  which 
end in ! (that placement would result in columns of  only 14 lines high).

63? Ayhnh]n:̀ The surviving trace is a vertical leaning to the left at top with a foot curving sharply right at 
bottom, and the end of  a diagonal from the left connecting with the vertical somewhat above the line. Examples 
of  n elsewhere have upright hastas and do not exhibit the horizontal connecting stroke on the feet. But we do not 
know how they looked at line-end, and the ends of  the lines after 67 do not offer any alternatives.

Col. 2
92 n[: An upright leaning slightly to the right with a finial on its foot and a trace of  the diagonal descending 

from its top. After that the horizontal fibres are stripped, and only the vertical remain.
93 is missing as it is in Pr V D Tz f5 c6 c7 Origen c. Cels. 4.48: a‰ca går §n kakÒthti broto‹ kataghrã!kou!in 

(= Od. 19.360) E f6 f7 c9 Mo Tr, in the margin in different hand in N f* c*. In P 41 the traces are insufficient to 
determine its presence. The papyrus supplies ancient authority for its absence from the original paradosis, and 
suggests that it was an addition later than the first century BC. The corrector takes no notice of  the omission, un-
like that of  99.

97 m[-: ¶mimne C D F c6 c9 c10 Origen c. Cels. 4.38: ¶meine c* t*: an illegible supralinear variant C1sl. The 
papyrus does not decide.

98 Below and to the left of  this line-beginning a corrector has written an ancora mark in the form of  a di-
agonal stroke (without a round top) in an ink lighter than that of  the main hand, marking the omission of  v. 99. To 



judge from the (downward pointing) direction of  the stroke, the line was probably written in the bottom margin as 
in 4659 8 (where see note). For the diagonal stroke marking omission and point of  insertion see Turner, GMAW 2 
p. 16 with further examples.

After 98, 99 (afigiÒxou boulª!i DiÚ! nefelhger°tao) is missing in the papyrus, as it is in the quotation of  94–
104 at ‘Plut.’ Mor. 105de (which quotes 94–104), though it is present in o and present in P 41. The coincidence with 
Plutarch here suggests that 99 was omitted in at least one branch of  the ancient tradition (now with no medieval 
descendents), but was present in some manuscripts circulating contemporaneously with the papyrus, and so was 
here noted and added by a corrector by collation with a MS different from the scribe’s exemplar.

100 de: so the papyrus before correction with o. In the papyrus d(°) has been corrected to t(e): over d a t of  
smaller size has been written with a different pen and more faded ink (possibly followed by a mid-point), but the d 
was not deleted. Thus presumably we have a variant recorded from collation with another ancient manuscript.

101 g1ar`: The horizontal fibres are here stripped, and the traces preserved only by seepage onto the vertical 
fibres beneath.

103 automa[t-: aÈtÒmatai Stobaeus 4.43.32 Et. Sym. Et. Magn.: -toi ot*, but the papyrus gives no help here.
104 This verse was suspected by an ancient critic according to the scholia because of  the apparent absurdity 

(so West) of  giving the diseases a voice, although the scholia refute this, offering the parallels of  Eris and Deimos 
in Homer. The papyrus text takes no notice of  the controversy.

106 ei deyel[: Only tops of  round letters are preserved, but the number of  them shows that there was only 
one epsilon between d and y. We cannot be sure that efi d¢ yel- is not to be understood from the papyrus, rather 
than efi d' §y°lei!, printed by editors following most MSS.

D. OBBINK

4661. Hesiod, opera eT dies 563–7

81 2B.85/32(a) 2.5 × 3.1 cm Third century

A scrap from the middle of  a column of  a papyrus roll written parallel to the fibres. 
The back is blank. The script is of  the Formal mixed type of  medium size with a slant to 
the right and slight shading (horizontal strokes, e.g. cross-bar of  p, h, t, as well as certain 
oblique strokes, e.g. lower oblique of  a fairly thin, while vertical downstrokes are rather 
thicker). There is little decoration, apart from the hook at the beginning of  the cross-stroke 
of  t. a in three strokes sharply pointed at left. d with a bottom at an angle to the line, with 
a concave right-hand oblique and hook at the bottom. e has a flat back and long tongue 
extending beyond the body. m in three strokes with a curved saddle coming about two thirds 
of  the way down to the line of  writing. o small but not tiny, and floating between the lines. 
p with a right-hand vertical shorter than the left and a cross-bar projecting over it to the 
right. v with right leaning sides and a flat bottom. r with tail below the line curving slightly 
to left. t with a blunt (not pointed) descender below the line and cross-bar at mid-level, con-
necting from tongue of  e. It may be compared with XXVII 2452 (pll. I–II; GMAW 2 27, So-
phocles?, Theseus) assigned to the third century (see p. 149 n. 48). v in 2452 more rounded 
and upright, whereas in the present hand it is angular and slanting, and t has a hook at left 
side of  the cross-bar. No accents or other diacritical signs are in evidence. No opportunity 
to observe whether any punctuation was indicated (perhaps a small space is left between 
words before r in 566), or whether iota adscript was written. No evidence of  corrections or 
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additions by a second hand. Apparently an iotacistic spelling in 563. There are no new vari-
ants in evidence; but the papyrus includes 563, known to have been suspected in antiquity. 
4648 22 quotes part of  567 but a different part of  the verse.

  .   .   .   .   .   . 
  Gh pantvn mhthr karpon !um]me[ikton 
  eut an d ejhkonta meta tro]pa! hel[ioio 
 565 xeimeri ektele!ei Zeu! hma]ta dh ra [
  Arktouro! prolipvn iero]n` roon V[keanoio 
  prvton pamfainvn epit]ellet[ai 
  .   .   .   .   .   .

563 The line was athetized along with 561–2 by Plutarch in his commentary (fr. 77 Sandbach), but his reasons 
are not preserved. He may not have been the first to do so, since the verses are not represented in the Scholia 
vetera, though they were known to EtG A and the later scholia and are present in o.

566 iero]n:̀ Its presence is shown by spacing together with alignment with the letters above, with V F: omit-
ted by D c5: placed after =Òon in v4 f7+.

K. DOULAMIS

4662. Hesiod, OperA et Dies 771(?)–6

69/4(c) 6.8 × 2.6 cm Late second century

Five lines from the bottom of  a column from a papyrus roll written along the fibres in 
a good book-hand. The back is blank. The lower margin is preserved to a depth of  3 cm. 
The text is thoroughly marked up with accents, breathings, and punctuation. The date of  
the hand (an earlier version of  the Formal mixed type) is evidenced by the m in four distinct 
strokes; v with a slight rise in the centre of  its bottom looks somewhat later by comparison; 
similarly mid-stroke of  e and y extend beyond the body. The letters are well spaced, with 
a consistent slant to the right, and final strokes of  letters are lifted, e.g. right leg of  l and n, 
the latter with an extended, almost vertical middle, giving the impression that the hand is 
written more rapidly than in actuality. A carefully penned copy, as far as we can tell, writ-
ten with a broad pen with only minimal shading. For a parallel compare I 26 (GLH 19a, 
Demosthenes, Prooemia, with documentary annotations probably of  the second century).

Punctuation is signalled by high (and possibly medial) point. Accents (circumflex, 
grave, possibly acute). A mark of  breathing (smooth: form 1, GMAW 2 p. 11). The diacriti-
cals were added after the text was written in a finer pen and blacker ink than that of  the 
main text.

The papyrus overlaps with P 5 (Stud. Pal. I (1901) xviii), and with P 39 (XLV 3220) at 
775–6. Bodl. MS. Gr. class. c. 237 (P) frr. B + C (published by R. Luiselli, ZPE 142 (2003) 
157–9) contains parts of  771–4 but different parts of  the lines. There are no new readings, 



but the presence of  776, missing in a twelfth-century manuscript (E) but present in both 
previously published papyri, is corroborated.

  .   .   .   .   . 
            ]:
          hmat]a mØno!` [ 
         pene!y]a`i:
            me]n` ¢!ylåi 
 775        karpo]n` émç!ya`[i
            ame€]nvn [

771(?) ]:: A small point of  ink at mid-level, possibly the end of  771 (no punctuation is expected after 770), 
which is shorter than the following 772 by five letters. The trace may be a medial point of  punctuation at line-end, 
as the remainder of  the line has been left blank. Compare 773, which ends at exactly this point, also with a mark 
of  punctuation.

773 The point of  punctuation is at the level of  the top of  i, which elsewhere rises somewhat above the tops 
of  the letters.

774 ¢!ylåi: The first accent warns against placement of  the acute in this syllable (see on 4653 414; 4655 
550); the second is a grave accent, with 775 regarded as continuing without a strong pause.

776 ame€]nvn: with V D: 776–90 are missing in E. Presumably the papyrus had these lines, as did P 5 and 
P 39, which also attest parts of  each, and there is as yet no papyrus which lacks them.

A trace of  ink over the first n must be the right end of  an acute accent on the now lost ei. There is also 
a blob of  ink directly beneath v, with blank surface on either side of  it, apparently just stray ink (no punctuation 
is expected at the end of  777).

D. OBBINK

4663. Hesiod, opera eT dies End-title

38 3B.79/E(3)a 10.5 × 26.5 cm Second century

A large sheet of  re-used papyrus, blank on one side except for the title, containing in 
the middle of  the sheet four words written across the fibres and centred over three lines. On 
the front and along the fibres but the other way up is an extensive register (k≈m(h), ofik€(a), 
and proper names occur with frequency in long lines) in a hand of  the second century. 
Above the first line is 12.5 cm of  blank papyrus; below the third line is 10.5 cm, also blank. 
The three lines of  writing occupy a square 4 × 4 cm. Height of  the taller letters is 0.7 cm; 
about the same distance is maintained between the lines of  writing. The lines are preceded 
by an agraphon of  at least 5.5 cm in width. Presumably the text of  Op. (828 verses in the me-
dieval MSS) preceded, likewise written on the re-used documentary back. Very likely the 
end-title was centred horizontally in a final blank (i.e. with c.5 cm missing to the right (which 
would give room for the line-ends of  the documentary column on the front).

The hand is a spindly, rapidly written Informal semi-round bookhand that could be 
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dated to the second century. It shows contrast between tall vertical strokes and short hori-
zontal ones, between tall narrow letters (e, i, k) and wider short ones (a, o), while h and 
u provide additional contrast in that they have the height of  the taller letters but are also 
wide. o, diminutive and floating in the middle between the lines, looks forward to the 
Severe Style. u is made out of  a wide, shallow rounded bowl balanced on a longish stem 
with a pointed tail descending below the line and curving slightly to the left. i is ligatured 
to preceding a in the manner of  a documentary script. The shape of  k is reminscent of  the 
Chancery Style. The rounded, detached bowl of  u suggests the shape of  the later first or 
early second century. But formality (together with size) may be exaggerated in the writing 
of  an end-title. As such it may give an impression of  being earlier than it really is. This finds 
confirmation in m, for example, which has a rounded middle at mid-level. The writing of  
the main text (assuming, as usual, that it is the same hand as that which penned the end-
title) may be imagined as slightly smaller and more informal than the letters of  the title. Per-
haps a private rather than professional copy, as suits the re-use of  the documentary back.

Thin decorative strokes (as commonly in titles), straight in intent but rapidly and flam-
boyantly placed, bound the tops and bottoms of  the letters at the beginning and ends of  
the lines. A similar stroke, likewise in the same ink as the writing, appears under ‰rga in 
2. After this stroke there are also several traces in different, darker ink (if  it is not simply 
grime), where something appears to have been rubbed out.

This is the first end-title of  Op. from a papyrus roll. It is unknown whether Theog. or 
any other text preceded Op. in the roll; it is possible, but not certain, that no other text fol-
lowed (see above). P. Achm. 3 = P 3, a 4th–5th-c. papyrus codex from Panopolis, preserves 
Theog. 75–106, 108–45 and none of  the text of  Op., but includes an end-title (‘titre final ou 
!€llubo!’ according to P. Collart in P. Achm. 3 p. 47) bearing the author’s name and titles 
of  Theog., Op., and Scut., apparently from a codex containing all three works. P. Vindob. G 
19815 = P 5 (a later 4th-c. parchment codex: GBEBP no. 11b p. 30) preserves parts of  Theog., 
Op. (including the end, to v. 828), and beginning of  Scut., and includes an end-title for Op. 
(H!iodo[u Erg]a kai [Hme]rai1) and an initial-title for Scut. (H!iodou A!pi!) (Wessely, Stud. 
Pal. 1 (1901) xx–xxi). 4659, also a re-used documentary back, could be roughly contem-
porary in date and is written in a similarly informal hand. But the ink is different, being 
considerably darker, and u is V-shaped.

__  __ 
H!iodou __ __
‰rga__  _  [__

kai Hmer[ai __     [__
D. OBBINK



4664. Hesiod, scuTum 92–106

75/18(b) 8.5 × 9.6 cm Late first/early second century

Top of  a column with upper margin (at least 2.5 cm) written across the fibres of  
a papyrus roll in narrowly spaced lines. On the front, along the fibres are five generously 
spaced lines of  cursive with a high top margin (register? 1 -]o`! toË XairÆmono! toË 'Alej3[-, 
2 ÑErmiÒnh! ka`‹1 (?) [) in a largish script datable to the end of  the first century. The script 
of  the literary text is a fluent cursive, a rapidly written version of  the Informal round type, 
with a slant to the left (note i, l, n). There is connection between some groups of  letters, 
particularly from and into e. The bottom half  of  ! is virtually a diagonal (95, elsewere 
somewhat more curved) with a strictly horizontal top added, insinuating an impression of  
rapidity. u in three different shapes: (i) with tail looped at top and flaring out to the lower 
right to produce a !-like shape; (ii) V-shaped with closed loop at bottom; (iii) a shallow 
champagne-glass-like bowl balanced on a curved stem. a is a diagonal with attached loop 
at left. d formed similarly with a larger loop, i.e. its left angle rounded. h in the earlier form 
with the left member higher than the crossbar and right vertical (as also in the document 
on the front). Cursive e formed in its lower part by diagonal connection stroke with curved 
top added, its mid-stroke unconnected to the inside. r distinctively connects to following 
letter with a horizontal stroke from beneath the bowl at baseline. v has an additional stroke 
connecting at bottom with the following letter. The script shows some affinity with P. Lond. 
I 110 (GLH 18a, horoscope with date of  birth 4 December 137, according to O. Neugebauer 
and H. B. van Hoesen, Greek Horoscopes (Philadelphia 1959) 40), but is written with a finer 
pen. More cursive but worth comparing is GMAW 2 16 (Alcman, Partheneia, I Ad assigned; 
cf. ibid. 60, Aristot. Ath. Pol., late first century, with agricultural accounts of  78/9 on recto).

Punctuation is by mid-point and low point (95, where it marks weak pause). In two 
cases the scribe has placed circumflex accents and once an acute). Elision is effected in 
the two places where it is required and is not marked. Iota adscript, required in 104, is 
not written there, the only place where we expect it. The d in Ípode€!a! (98), which has to 
be counted twice for metrical reasons, is only written once. Yet this need not be formally 
counted as an error: according to S. West, Ptolemaic Papyri of  Homer (Cologne and Opladen 
1965) 113: ‘the Ptolemaic papyri support Aristophanes against Aristarchus in geminating the 
initial consonant. Except for rho, the Aristophanic practice is invariable in these papyri . . . . 
In Roman papyri both practices are found, sometimes in the same papyrus.’

P 39 (XLV 3220) overlaps at 92–6 but contains different parts of  the same lines.

  !]xetlio! ∞ pou polla m`[et- 
  h2n athn oxevn: h d o`u` p2[alinagreto! 
  autar emoi daimvn xa`l`[epou! 
 95 v filo!. alla !u ya!!o`n` e`x3[
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  i1p2pvn vkup[od]vn m`e`g1a` [ 
  iyu! exein yoo`0 a`rma k`a`i1 [ 
  m`h2den upodei!`a`!` kt`u`p2o`[n] A`re`o`[! 
  o`[!] nun keklhgv[!] per[im]a`i1netai [ 
 100 F`o`ibou Apoll`v2[no!] e`k`a`t`h2bel`e[tao
  h2 mhn kai krat[ero]!` [per e]v2n` 00[ 
  t`[o]n d` aute pro!e[eip]en am`v2m`[hto! 
  h]y[e]i ∞ ma`l`ã` d[h ti pa]t`h2r a`[ndrvn 
  ti]m`a` !hn k`[e]f[alhn] k`ai ta[ureo! 
 105 o]!` [Y]hbh! krh[demnon
  oion d]h ka`i1 [ 
  .   .   .   .   .

92 m`[et-: meta!tonax€zet' m: mete!tenax€zet' A: mete!tonax€zet' Stobaeus 3.4.35.
93 oxevn: with B A J F Z R: éx°vn b S Stob. Cf. Od. 21.302 with same variant. Ùx°vn, present participle 

(intensive of  ¶xvn) is apparently the correct reading. éx°vn could be interpreted as (i) genitive plural of  êxo!: but 
the genitive of  definition does not otherwise occur with êth in Homer or Hesiod; cf. Il. 6.356, 24.38 'Alejãndrou 
ßnek' êth! (éx°vn gen. pl. otherwise only at Il. 20.298 måc ßnek' éllotr€vn éx°vn, Hom. hymn. Cer. 436 éx°vn d' 
épepaÊeto yumÒ!). (ii) = éxeÊvn present participle ‘bewail’, ‘lament’, easy enough with mete!tenax€zeto in 92. But 
éx°vn = éxeÊvn is used only with genitive of  cause, with internal accusative, or absolutely. If  we assume that in 
the present passage éx°vn = éxeÊvn is used absolutely and that the accusative depends on mete!tenax€zeto, we 
will have difficulties to construe the accusative at Od. 21.302 (at Od. 4.100 pãnta! m¢n ÙdurÒmeno! ka‹ éxeÊvn the 
accusative depends on ÙdurÒmeno!). (iii) = a form of  fiax°v ‘utter’ (see Buttmann, Lexilogus ii2 (Berlin 1860) 103; 
Richardson and Allen/Halliday on Hom. hymn. Dem. 479). This meaning is unsuitable in both Od. 21.302 and the 
present passage. Therefore the reading éx°vn is to be rejected (as by most editors) in favour of  Ùx°vn, which suits 
grammar (it is transitive) and sense.

97 yoo`0: yoÚn b S J F Z R: yoÚ! B A. After yo there is the top of  a round letter as e, y, o, and after that just 
trace at level of  the line which does not rule out either of  the transmitted readings.

101 00[: êatai b B A J F Z R: êetai S: corrected to îtai by Heyne. Solmsen compares Hsch. s.v. îtai. The 
first trace is of  an upright, the second a hook over left, not a.

102 am`v2m`[hto!. No other reading is recorded. m is largely obliterated, but there is ample space for it, also for 
v which seems to show its characteristic connection stroke at bottom into the following letter; that letter, however, 
has a middle less deep than m shows elsewhere, and there is unexplained ink beneath its left leg (as though part of  
the connecting stroke from v).

103 ma`l`ã:̀ The ink over the second a appears to be an acute accent, but if  so, it is misplaced.
106 ka`i1 [: The first trace just a speck at level of  the top-line, compatible with a in the expected ka€. The 

second trace, top of  high oblique curving left above the top-line, could be top of  i curving into the vertical.

CHR. SCHULER & J. RADICKE



4665. Hesiod, scuTum 220–30

68 6B.20/D(5–8)b 2.7 × 5.8 cm Late second/early third century

Part of  the middle of  a column from a papyrus roll written along the fibres. The back 
is blank. The script is an Informal round capital with much connection between letters 
and affinities with the Chancery Style, especially V-shaped u with almost vertical left-hand 
side and flamboyant right arm arching up above the line and cursive k (e.g. 227). The let-
ters are slightly compressed vertically and show a slight inclination to the right. a with 
round left-hand part. d with hook over top left and extended to the right at base-line. m 
with deep rounded midde. Punctuation is by high point (224: squeezed in after the line was 
written). Acute accent (224), by same scribe. There is no opportunity to observe whether 
the scribe effected or marked elision. The hand is very similar to, but not identical with IV 
689 (containing Scut. 466–80, late second century, assigned), perhaps slightly later, judged 
from shapes of  e, u. GMAW 2 22 (XXVI 2441, Pindar, Paeans, second century, assigned) 
shows a similar hand written with slightly more formality. On literary texts in documentary, 
especially Chancery script, see T. Renner in Pap. Cong. XXI (Stuttgart and Leipzig 1997) ii 
827–34, whose comparisons suggest a date late in the second or early third centuries.

  .   .   .   . 
 220 xru!e]o`n am[fi
  vmoi!]in de min` [ 
  xalke]ou ek tela[mvno! 
  pan de] metafreno`[n 
  gorgou]!: amfi d° m[in 
 225 argure]h2 yu!anoi de [
  xru!eioi] dein_o`u´ÅhÄ 00[ 
  keit Ai]do! kun[eh 
  auto! de !]peudo`[nti 
  Per!eu!] Dana[idh! 
 230 Gorgone! a]p2l`h2[-
  .   .   .   .

222 xalke]ou: with B J F Z, correctly: xãlkeon b S.
226 dein_o`u´ÅhÄ: The papyrus apparently had deino`u originally, subsequently corrected to deinh, correctly. 

Apparently o has been cancelled with a horizontal stroke through the middle, which extends into the u (unless y` is 
to be read, copied by mistake from yu- in the previous line, with the horizontal interpreted as the cross-bar of  y 
extending to the right, as it does in 225). A smaller h has been added above o, perhaps by the same scribe. deinoË 
(if  it was the original reading) was probably intended to agree with ênakto!, in error.

00: After ou the right arm of  u may continue to form the top of  d, but is not convincingly compatible with 
d° as expected. The second trace is a speck of  ink on a dangling fibre.
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230 a]p2l`h2[: êplhtoi b S B J F Z R, adopted by most editors: êplh!toi Et. Gen. cod. A (deest B) s.v. map°ein. 

The papyrus does not decide. It shows tops of  three letters: p is a high horizontal sagging in the middle; l is an 
apex as of  a, d, l; h is a mid-level horizontal with an upright extending above at right.

D. OBBINK

4666. Hesiod, scuTum 253–65, missing 259

8 1B.196/C(1–3)d front 5.1 × 10.9 cm Late second/early third century
  Plate VIII

Thirteen lines from the top of  a column from a papyrus roll written along the fibres in 
a large bookhand. Judged from the height of  letters (0.4 cm) and extant top margin (4.1 cm 
from the preserved, but apparently original top edge) this was a lavish if  not quite deluxe 
production. On the back is a literary text, reserved for publication in volume LXIX, con-
taining top of  a column and ends of  18 lines from Lucian, Dialogi deorum 10.1–2, written in 
a smallish mannered cursive of  the third century.

The script of  Scut. is an upright Biblical Uncial of  medium-to-large size showing more 
than slight decoration: vertical finials on the left side of  top-stroke of  t and top of  verti-
cal of  c and upper arm of  k; cf. the slight tick backward on the tops of  verticals, notably 
on second vertical of  h in 264 and 265. Shading is heavy (nib held roughly parallel to the 
fibres, so that horizontal strokes are thin and verticals thick). v with vertical middle rising 
fully to the top line and broadly arcing sides leaving a rather flat bottom. m in four strokes 
with a mid-level depression in the middle part (four strokes but deep to base-line in XXII 
2334 = GMAW 2 26, deep but rounded in three strokes in the Hawara Homer = GMAW 2 
13, second century, assigned). The script shows vertical extension of  the tops of  a, d, l 
resulting in an uplifting effect (note the effect overdone in the execution of  l in 257). The 
same effect may be seen in XVIII 2075 (GMAW 2 11, Hesiodic Catalogue, assigned by Turner 
to the third century, to the late second century by Hunt) with which it compares well. The 
developing decoration suggests that progression from the later second century into the early 
third cannot be ruled out.

No evidence of  punctuation (absent in the only place expected, but we do not have 
line-beginnings to show whether paragraphi were used). In the only place where we can 
tell, elision is effected but not marked. Iotacistic spelling (253 ei for long i).

The hand is virtually identical (see below) to that which produced PSI IX 1087, con-
taining along the fibres Scut. 273–89 (note same heavily shaded vertical decorative strokes 
placed delicately on the beginning and end of  cross-bar of  t), dated to the second–third 
centuries by its editor Vitelli: see Pap. Flor. 12 (Suppl.) no. 245 tav. LXX and G. Cavallo 
et al., Scrivere libri e documenti nel mondo antico, Mostra di papiri della Biblioteca Medicea 
Laurenziana, Pap. Flor. 30 (Florence 1998) tav. XXXIII. In the latter publication the hand 
is dated by M. D’Agostino ‘al pieno secolo III senza ulteriori precisazioni’ (p. 120). Its let-
ters are identical in height to those of  the present papyrus; both papyri have top margins 
preserved to c.4 cm (though the heights of  their respective columns are unknown). Their 



nearly proximate sections of  Scut. raise the possibility of  a connection between the two 
papyri. If  PSI IX 1087 had preceded the present papyrus in the same roll, it would have 
had a column c.16 cm high and contained 20 lines, in a roll c.26 cm in height. However, on 
the back of  PSI IX 1087 is a register written in a documentary cursive typical of  the third 
century  distinctly different from the semi-cursive hand of  the text of  Lucian on the back 
of  the present papyrus. (For 1:1 images of  PSI IX 1087 (front and unpublished back) we are 
indebted to Professor R. Pintaudi.) In PSI IX 1087 m in the writing of  Scut. is differently 
shaped from that of  the present papyrus, having a deeper middle part showing diagonals 
converging just beneath the base-line, not at mid-level as in the present text, and its lines are 
somewhat more widely spaced. In addition, in PSI IX 1087 the text of  Scut. is thoroughly 
and carefully marked-up (in another pen and possibly by a different hand): apostrophe 
marking elision, long-marks, acute and circumflex accents, diaereses, and a sign of  smooth 
breathing  a scholarly copy, whereas the present text shows no lectional signs, omitting 
them wherever expected. In order for the present papyrus to have followed PSI IX 1087 as 
proximate columns in the same roll, we must assume that a writer different from the one 
who penned the register on the back of  PSI IX 1087 started writing the text of  Lucian in 
the middle of  the dialogue, and did so at exactly the same point on the back at which the 
annotator stopped marking accents, etc. in the text of  Scut. on the front. This seems too 
much of  a coincidence to assume, even if  the text of  Lucian was not a complete text but an 
isolated passage having some lexical and exegetical relation to the text of  Scut. on the front. 
These contrary indications point to the present papyrus being a different copy of  Scut. from 
PSI IX 1087. However, the similarity of  handwriting and format is sufficient to suggest that 
the same scribe may well have penned both copies of  Scut.

  .   .   .   .   . 
    keim]enon h peiptonta ne0[ 
        me]galou! cu[xh 
 255 Tartaron e! kr]uoeny ai de f`[rena!
  aimato! andro]meoÅuÄ ton men [ 
  ac d omadon kai] m`vlon eyu[neon 
 258 Klvyv kai Lax]e!i! !fin [
 260 tvn ge men alla]vn profe`[rh!
  pa!ai d amf eni] fvti [ 
  deina d e! allhl]a! dra[kon 
  en d onuxa! !eira]!` te [ 
  par d Axlu! ei!t]hkei [ 
 265 xlvrh au!tale]h lei[mvi
  .   .   .   .   .

253 keim]enon h pe-: These letters are preserved on a single sinuous fibre extending to the left (not included 
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in the measurements given above). ke€m]enon is suggested by spacing, confirmed by the reconstructed positions of  
the line-beginnings below.

ne0[: The surviving trace on the damaged edge is not certainly compatible with the transmitted neoÊtaton, 
although the tradition records no variants here. The trace seems to show top of  an upright in the upper left 
quadrant, with a diagonal connecting at the top as m or n, rather than the upper left quadrant of  o with stroke 
narrowing at top as elsewhere. But possibly the original shape is obscured by loss of  ink at the edge.

Solmsen thought that a verse (e.g. mãrnanto krater«! megãlƒ !y°nei, §n d' êr' •kã!th) might have dropped 
after 253.

254 me]galou!: g is aligned more or less just beneath the second p in 253. Thus there is space for 9–10 letters 
to have preceded. The tradition offers here bãll' ˆnuxa!, which has been variously supplemented to complete 
the sense: bãll<on ım«!> van Lennep (printed by Solmsen): bãll<on ¶peit'> Hermann: ‘haplologian bãll' ˆn- 
maluit E. Schwyzer’. The supplements necessitate the deletion of  ÖAidÒ!de later in the line for metrical reasons (so 
Hermann, though the line as written in the papyrus clearly had space for it), and various substitutions for katªen 
(itself  an emendation by Wolf: kate›en o) at line-end. It is uncertain whether the copying of  a text of  Lucian, 
Dialogi deorum 10.1 containing ˆnuxa! on the back is related to its occurrence at Scut. 254 on the front, i.e. whether 
copied out as a lexical or textual parallel. It may simply be coincidental. In the text of  Scut., the Fates have not 
previously been said to be equipped with ˆnuxe!; rather, they use their fangs (249 leukoÁ! . . . ÙdÒnta!) in order to 
drink the blood of  humans. However ˆnuxa! reappears at 263 (§n d' ˆnuxa! xe›rã! te yra!e€a! fi!≈!anto) and 266 
in the description of  'AxlÊ!, ‘Death’ (makro‹ d' ˆnuxe! xe€re!!in Íp∞!an), both in a passage (258–63) included in 
the papyrus text but often suspected of  being a later addition.

256 andro]meoÅuÄ ton: After me a small V-shaped u has been added suprascript in a pen and ink very like that 
of  the main scribe, although the shape is very different. t is written as if  originally i, i.e. an upright in a letter space 
between o and o, of  a width suitable for i but too narrow for t. If  so, the scribe originally wrote oion after andro(?)]
me, then added u above and changed i to t by adding an asymmetrical top-stroke.

258–63 were deleted by Kuenneth, and Schwarz similarly thought them to have been added by an interpola-
tor. The papyrus shows their presence here (with the exception of  259).

258–60: 259 ÖAtropo! oÎ ti p°len megãlh yeÒ!, éll' êra ¥ ge is attested by the other witnesses, but is not 
present here. Both 259 and its surrounding lines have often been suspected. According to West as reported by 
Solmsen (app. crit. ad loc.), 258 might have originally ended éll' êra ¥ ge, while 259 might have ended with ∑ m¢n 
ÍfÆ!!vn, but the portion of  the lines witnessed by the papyrus offers no evidence on this matter.

D. OBBINK

4667. Hymni HomeriCi, xviii 4–11, vii 1–11

18 2B.64/H(2)(a) 3.2 × 13.2 cm Third century
  Plate VI

A narrow strip from a roll (writing along the fibres and back blank) carrying middle 
parts of  Homeric Hymns 18 and 7, the shorter hymns to Hermes and Dionysus respectively. 
The script is an example of  the Severe Style at its mature stage, slanting slightly to the right; 
descenders with gentle leftward curves at the foot, d with base horizontal tending to ascend 
to the right, n with broad diagonal joining the right vertical slightly above the foot, v flat-
based. A third-century date may be assigned.

The lectional signs in evidence consist of  an apostrophe marking an elision, a high 
point serving punctuation purposes, two grave accents, a diaeresis, and a hyphen (sublin-
ear). All are probably the work of  the original scribe, who also seems to be responsible for 
the correction in 13 (HH 7.7). Iota adscript is written in the single observable case.



Only a handful of  papyri of  Homeric hymns have been published: XXIII 2379 (HH 
2.402–7) (III), IV 670 (III), and P. Gen. III 118 (II/I BC); for the last two see M. L. West, 
‘The Fragmentary Homeric Hymn to Dionysus’, ZPE 134 (2001) 1–11, though cf. A. Dihle, 
‘Zu den Fragmenten eines Dionysos-Hymnus’, RhM 145 (2002) 427–30. Cf. also BKT V.1 2, 
quoting verses from HH 2. It should be noted that the hand of  2379 is similar to but not 
the same as that of  4667.

The text has been collated with the editions of  T. W. Allen (1912) and F. Càssola (1975). 
There are a number of  odd novelties. The order of  the hymns in the papyrus, with HH 7 
following HH 18, does not seem to have been attested otherwise. It is possible that we have 
a new closure to HH 18, and a new version of  the title of  HH 7, but it is perhaps more likely 
that a prose text comes between the two hymns, in which case we may consider whether we 
have a fragment of  a prose work quoting the two hymns. See further 9 n. and 10 n.

This papyrus has been referred to, in advance of  publication, by M. L. West in his 
Loeb edition of  the Homeric Hymns (Cambridge, Mass. 2003), with the siglum P 3.
  .   .   .   . 
   yugath]r` D`i1[o]! en` [ xviii 4
       ] de yev[n 5
  naietaou!]a polu[!kiv 6
   euploka]mvi mi1!`[ge!keto 7
 5      u]p2no! e`[xoi 8
    ayan]a`tou! te` [ 9
     x]a`ire Dio! k`[ai 10
    arjam]e`no! meta[bh!omai 11
     ]0ai e!ti d`0[ 
 10     ]!on #mn`[
     %]emelh! [ vii 1
     efa]nh p2a`[ra 2
      ] n¢Ø_i´n[ih 3
      ] peri!!e`[ionto 4
 15      d]e` peri !tib[aroi! 5
      ] d`' andre[! 6
  progeno]nto yov!` [ 7
     -g]e` kako! m`o`[ro! 8
    allh]l`ou!: tax3[a 9
 20   !feter]h2! nho`[! 10
       efa]nto dio`[trefevn 11
  .   .   .   .
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3 (HH 18.6) polu[!kiv with J: pali!k€ƒ all other MSS. The banalisation attested in J may now be shown to 

have its roots in antiquity.
7–9 HH 18 as transmitted ends:

ka‹ !Á m¢n oÏtv xa›re, DiÚ! ka‹ Maiãdo! ufl°, 10
!eË d' §g∆ érjãmeno! metabÆ!omai êllon §! Ïmnon. 11
xa›r' ÑErm∞ xarid«ta, diãktore, d«tor §ãvn. 12

HH 18.2–9 reproduce HH 4 (the longer Hymn to Hermes) 2–9 with minor variations, while HH 18.10–11 
correspond to HH 4.579–80 (10 verbatim, 11 in substance). HH 18.12 has no parallel in the longer hymn, and it has 
been possible to regard 10–11 (del. West) and 12 (del. Ilgen) as doublets. The papyrus certainly contained 10–11. Its 
next line (9) did not offer any recognizable form of  verse 12.

9 ]0ai e!ti d`0[: On the left-hand edge, the right-hand tip of  a high horizontal, i.e. g or t, less likely p. After 
]0ai, there is apparently space for word-division. Then, it is hard to read a ̀in place of  the putative d ̀(ÑE!t€a ̀would 
be a very difficult reading); the left-hand oblique and remains of  the base horizontal do not form the characteristic 
sharp lower left angle of  a. At the end of  the line, remains of  an upright slanting to right, joining a curved top at 
upper right: in the context, this may be e`, though r ̀cannot be excluded entirely (but i1 is not possible).

10 ]!on #mn`[: 11 ff. contain the beginning of  HH 7, the shorter Hymn to Dionysus. 10 might then be read as 
a title to this. The MSS give: toË aÈtoË efi! DiÒnu!on M; efi! tÚn DiÒnu!on p; DiÒnu!o! µ lh!ta€ x D ed. pr. One may 
consider reading efi! DiÒnu]!on Ïmn`[o!, though the word order is not the expected one.

Another possibility is that 9 and 10 belong together, and contain prose, perhaps a prose transition from the 
one hymn to the other. But if  we are dealing with a prose work that quoted the Hymns, we would hardly expect 
them to be quoted in extenso, whereas here it is clear that HH 18 was copied complete, and of  HH 7 at least the 
first part. But then again, we would not expect hexameters quoted in such a work to be written in full line-width. 
And would the prose have been written in hexameter-length lines? One may of  course hypothesize that the prose 
was written in eisthesis and in shorter lines, cf. the layout of  the Lille Callimachus (GMAW 2 75).

13 (HH 7.3) n¢Ø_i´n[ih: nehn€h codd. plerique: nean€h ET. The scribe initially seems to have written nehi as 
a dative, then (currente calamo? or someone else later?) crossed i through and clarified the articulation by adding 
grave accents, to indicate that the syllables bearing them were not accented, and a sublinear hyphen. Also, a dot 
was added above i; it may be of  the expunging kind, supplementing the role of  the cancelling stroke (cf. e.g. Il. 
6.99 in P. Lond. Lit. 13, reproduced in ZPE 112 (1996) Taf. X). Another dot was written at the top left of  the second 
gravis, so that the latter now appears flanked by two dots. One may consider whether the two dots cancel the 
second gravis, but there is no obvious reason why this should be so. If  the two dots are to be taken separately, the 
function of  the dot placed before the gravis is unclear.

18 (HH 7.8) -g]e:̀ hge p; hgage all other mss. Considerations of  space, supported by a tracing, suggest that 
the papyrus had hg]e.

N. GONIS

4668. [Homer,] BaTrachomyomachia 41, 53–8

39 3B.76/B(1)a Fr. 1 3 × 3.7 cm Late second / early third century
 Fr. 2 2 × 5.2 cm

Two fragments, broken on all sides, from a roll containing documents on the front and 
remnants of  eight lines with vv. 41, 53–8 of  the Batrachomyomachia on the back. They seem to 
be the first attestation on papyrus of  this mock epic, which in all probability was composed 
in the Hellenistic period and was later ascribed to Homer. Another, but more ancient, Ho-
meric apocryphon, the burlesque Margites, has appeared in Oxyrhynchus in three separate 
copies (XXII 2309, LIX 3963, 3964).



The manuscript tradition of  the Batrachomyomachia is bewildering, and most editors 
have doubted the possibility of  reaching the original text. The edition of  A. Ludwich 
(Leipzig 1896) gives full collations of  seventy-five manuscripts; T. W. Allen, Homeri Opera v 
(Oxford [OCT] 1912) 161 ff., provides a more selective apparatus, based on Ludwich but 
with some further collations of  his own. Recent editors have agreed in distinguishing two 
branches of  the tradition far enough apart to count as different recensions: a (= PQYT) and 
l (= LJF), of  which l is heavily interpolated. (See most recently M. L. West, Homeric Hymns; 
Homeric Apocrypha; Lives of  Homer (Cambridge, Mass./London [LCL] 2003) 232–9, with 
mention of  this papyrus on p. 232.) The edition of  R. Glei, Die Batrachomyomachie: Synoptische 
Edition und Kommentar (Frankfurt 1984) publishes recension a and recension l on facing pages, 
and cites six other manuscripts which he believes to contaminate the two traditions, includ-
ing the earliest, Z (tenth century).

In collating this papyrus, we have used Glei’s sigla and apparatus, but added some 
information from Allen; the supplements printed exempli gratia come from the text of  a as 
printed by Glei. Our fragments seem to side mostly with a; it omits 42–52, included in l, but 
generally considered as a Byzantine interpolation. Cf. H. Wölke, Untersuchungen zur Batra-
chomyomachie (Meisenheim a. Glan 1978) 19 and 40 n. 112.

It is disconcerting that the tops of  letters that survive of  line 8 at the bottom edge of  
the papyrus appear not to accord with the expected v. 59, émf€bion går ¶dvke nomØn (zvØn 
a) batrãxoi!i Kron€vn, nor has a computer search of  possible three- or four-letter combina-
tions (see 8 n.) placed the line anywhere else in the Batra cho myo machia.

The text has been copied in an average-sized upright round informal hand written 
rather cursively. e, y, o and ! are narrow, m and d rather large, while x has serifs at its lower 
extremities. In general appearance the hand somewhat resembles that of  XXVI 2441 (= 
GMAW 2 22) which has been assigned to the second century. However, the script of  4668 is 
less bilinear and shows more ligatures and in general more documentary influence. We are 
inclined to assign it to the end of  the second or the beginning of  the third century. There 
are no accents, punctuation, or other lectional signs.

The front of  fr. 1 contains remnants of  6 lines in a second-century documentary hand. 
The front of  fr. 2 has traces of  5 lines in a different and much thinner documentary hand. 
Fr. 2, however, is composed of  two layers stuck together, which we have not risked trying 
to separate. The different hand on the back of  fr. 2 may indicate a repair patch, or fr. 2 is 
from a kollesis made when discarded documents were assembled in a roll, or we are dealing 
with a tomos synkollesimos.
  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
  k]o`!mounte! xutr[a! artuma!i pantodapoi!in 41
  o]u trvgv refan`[a! ou k]ram`[ba]!` [ou kolokunya! 53
  ou]de p2r`a!`oi! xl[vroi!] e`p2i1b`[o]!`[komai oude !elinoi! 54
  tauta ga]r umete`[r e!]t`in ede!ma`[ta tvn kata limnhn 55
 5 000000]0tade m`[eidh!]a! Fu!ig[nayo! antion huda 56
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  jeine lihn auxei! e]p2i ga!ter[i e!ti kai hmin 57
  polla gar en limnh k]a`i epi xyo[ni yaumat ide!yai 58
       c.15     ]0000000[
  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

2 (53) refan`[a! with a (YT1): =afãnou! a (PY) l.
3 (54) ou]de with a (QT) X Z: oÈ a (PY) l .
p2r`ã!`oi! with a l (XS2): teÊtloi! l, except tleÊtloi! F [so Glei; Allen gives teÊtloi! for this MS, = V3] and 

!eÊtloi! S.
4 (55) umete`[r with a: Ím«n l.
5 (56) 000000]0tade: prÚ! tãde a l: prÚ! taËta Z (and many others; see Allen): prÚ! taËta d° X (so Lud-

wich): taËta d° Vi3 marg. (so Allen). In the papyrus, the first trace suggests u rather than !, and the spacing sug-
gests word division between a and d. ta]Ë`ta d° would suit these indications, and the metre, but leave a space of  c.4 
letters at the line begining. It seems then that the papyrus may have had prÚ! ta]Ë`ta d°. If  so, it is remarkable to 
find this unmetrical reading attested so early.

6 (57) Unidentifiable trace, below t in 5 (56). Washed-out letter between i and g.
7 (58) epi xyo[ni with a X: §n xyon€ l.
8 These traces pose a puzzle; see introd. Tops of  six or seven letters are visible. The first trace is no more 

than a speck. A tall vertical, rather paler than the ink elsewhere, suggests f as the second letter. Next, a or less 
likely u. Next, linked !i or n. Then a rounded top, most likely o or !, but e or y might also be possible. The last 
trace, a high horizontal turning sharply down and backwards at its right end, I cannot explain other than as z (if  
so, y before is excluded, and obviously there are other impossible combinations).

A. WOUTERS



III. SUBLITERARY TEXTS

a. SCRIBAL PRACTICE AND DRAFT

4669. WRITING EXERCISE

26 3B.53/D (1–3) b 14.5 × 4.2 cm First/second century?
  Plate IX

On one side of  this piece, small remains of  two columns (line-ends and beginnings 
only), written along the fibres in a literary script; the line-ends are regular enough to sug-
gest prose. There may be a sheet-join, which would prove that this was the original recto, 
but the surface is too damaged for certainty. The writing, so far as one can judge from this 
small sample, belongs to the first century AD or later: note the capital a, and the wide t, 
with its stem sometimes written in one movement with the left-hand part of  the horizontal, 
sometimes as a curve descending from the right-hand end of  the horizontal.

On the other side, also along the fibres, writing practice in two scripts. The original 
right-hand margin may survive; the papyrus is broken off  on the other three sides. Lines 2 
and 4 are the same, the end of  a hexameter which has a clear likeness to, but is not identical 
with, several surviving verses. Line 3 has not been identified.

Line 3 represents a large, heavily shaded round hand, suggesting a primitive Biblical 
Uncial but differing from the ‘canon’ in its ornamental serifs and the forms of  a (capital, 
cross-bar horizontal) and of  r (the second example, at least, curtailed to fit the bilinear 
space). Compare XVIII 2169, assigned to the late second century by Lobel and to the early 
third by Cavallo (Ricerche sulla maiuscola biblica i 31 with tav. 9b). The letters average 10 mm in 
height, twice the size of  Cavallo’s largest examples: practical as practice, but not for actual 
book-production.

Lines 2 and 4 show a smaller more oval hand of  the same general type, the ornamen-
tation very conspicuous, suggesting a primitive version of  the Roman Uncial (notice e with 
closed top); a with long pointed nose, as used for initials in documents, takes away from the 
ambitious intention. The closed e and pointed a (but not so exaggerately pointed as here) 
appear in other texts identified by Cavallo, ASNP, ser. 2, 36 (1967) 212 f., as precursors of  
the canonical Roman Uncial (for similar scripts with closed e add XLVII 3325, XXXVII 
2818, XXXII 2623). He assigns them to the mid-first century, others have opted for late 
first or first/second; we have no objectively dated item to act as signpost (the best is P. Fay. 7, 
GLH 9b, found with documents of  Augustan date, but that is much squarer and more awk-
ward). Thus attempts to date the two styles lead to widely disparate results.

The interest of  4669 lies not in dating, but in its significance for scribal training. The 
three lines are regularly arranged, and could come from the same pen. On the face of  it, 
then, we see one scribe practising on one page alternative versions of  the formal round 



style  versions that anticipate the two formal round book-hands of  the second century. 
Whether the sense of  tentativeness says something about the date, or just about the writer’s 
dexterity, remains unclear.

	 	 	 	 .	 	 	 .	 	 	 .	 	 	 .	

	 	 	 	 	 	 ]00[	 	 ]000[	 	]0[	 	]	
	 	 ]0oneoikote!ai1y000!in`	 	 	[	
	 	 ]r1onorosl̀à0[
	 	 ]oneoikote!aiyui0!i1[	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ]0[	
	 	 	 	 .	 	 	 .	 	 	 .	 	 	 .

1 Specks only.
2 ]0, k or x. y000, first, ink level with letter-tops and then point at line-level; third, apparent foot of  upright 

and then another hooked to the right at the base.
2 and 4 combine to give ]0on §oikÒte! afiyu€˙!in. Plainly a hexameter end, but not identical with any transmit-

ted line. Compare:
Il. 7.59 •z°!yhn ˆrni!in §oikÒte! afigupio›!in
Od. 5.337, 353 / afiyu€˙ (dÉ) §Ûku›a
‘Hom.’ Ep. 8.2 [ed. D.B. Monro, 1896] ptvkã!in afiyu€˙!i b€on dÊ!zhlon ¶xonte! [so Vita Herodotea 263; -!in 

fiÚn Vita Suidae 132]
AR 4.966 --- él€gkiai afiyu€˙!in
Aratus, Phaen. 296 --- ‡keloi d¢ kolumb€!in afiyu€˙!in.
At the beginning, ]k`on or ]x3on. Perhaps a verb, and a verse on the pattern of  efinal€ai! ·ze!]k`on §oikÒte! 

afiyu€˙!in. QS 8.89 . . . ÍpÒeikon §oikÒte! . . . .
3 l`a`0[, l̀ clear, assuming that further ink (or stains) to the upper right is accidental; at the end, the upper arc 

of  a round letter. Therefore not k`a`€1, which would have fitted HHApoll. 17 keklim°nh prÚ! makrÚn ̂ ro! ka‹ KÊnyion 
ˆxyon or the like (AR 4.323, Orph. Arg. 1123). If  this is another hexameter, we might expect the caesura to fall in 
or just before the preserved letters. QS 13.488 ±ÊtÉ ˆro! la!€˙!in êdhn kataeim°non Ïl˙! does not suit this pattern.

4 i0, an upright with its foot hooked to the left; an upright with its foot hooked to the right. h is expected, 
but I see no trace of  the cross-bar, unless it lay in the narrow band of  damaged fibres visible at one-third height.

P. J. PARSONS

4670. NOTICE

40 5B.116/H(1–5)a 15 × 13 cm Fourth century
  Plate IX

On one side of  this piece, and written along the fibres, we have the foot of  a column 
of  accounts (3 ]n`iv artokopv0[, 5 ]0iv (tãl.) a (dr.) ÉA!). Line 2 provides the date ]k?̀ kai 
iy kai i0[, i.e. 20 Diocletian and 19 Maximian (before 19 Maximian was changed to 20; see 
Bagnall and Worp, Chronological Systems of  Byzantine Egypt 70), AD 303–4.
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On the other side, and also written along the fibres, is a notice in large ambitious let-
ters, set off  by substantial margins above and to the left and right; three lines, plus traces of  
a fourth line where the papyrus breaks off  at the foot. The left edge, and part of  the right, 
may be original; the top edge too is broken, so that in theory there might have been more 
matter above the present margin.

‘Good luck to Pergamios: have a good day.’ What kind of  notice was this? It might be 
a doodle, and elaborately written for that reason. It might be a covering note for a (birth- 
day?) present: compare the bottle-top in the Ashmolean, presumably from a wedding gift, 
which carries the ink inscription eÈtux«! tª nÊmf˙ ka‹ [t]“ numf€ƒ (O. Ashm. Shelton 
196). It might be a draft for a poster or placard: for a private individual? or for some pub-
lic personality (eÈtux«! regularly in acclamations, see 1 note, and regularly attached to 
§pidhme›n in reference to visits of  officials, e.g. VIII 1103 4 [= WChr 465], XII 1456 9).

The script is in intention bilinear, with the notional parallels emphasized by ornament 
(blobs, hooks, serifs) at top and bottom. e in three movements; m straight-sided, the bow 
angular; u in two movements, the strokes crossing close to the base-line; v wide, in three 
movements, with only a small central concavity.

The most striking feature is alpha in the capital shape, its cross-bar in the form of  a V 
(two movements?) almost touching the base-line. This form, the ‘broken-bar alpha’, cer-
tainly has a long history in stone-inscriptions. It goes back at least to the later third century 
BC (M. Guarducci, Epigrafia greca i (1967) 380; Stephen V. Tracy, Attic Letter-Cutters of  229 to 
86 bc (1990) 238), and continues common in Late Antique inscriptions (cf. 4671). For Egypt, 
Dr W. E. H. Cockle refers me to his discussion in D. M. Bailey, Catalogue of  the Lamps . . . iv 
(1996) 1–2, where he quotes dated examples from the inscriptions in Breccia, Catalogue géné-
rale; he notes also numerous examples in F. Kayser, Recueil des Inscriptions grecques et latines (non 
funéraires) d’Alexandrie impériale (Ier–IIIe s. apr. J.-C.). It seems natural to think that those who 
use this shape in pen-writing aim at monumental effect. Compare the ‘lapidary A’ of  the 
‘Order of  Peukestas’ (Turner, GMAW 2 no. 79, and SC 4 (1980) 26), but there the cross-bar 
is more cursively written as a single concave stroke.

	 	 eutuxv!	
	 	 pergamiv	
	 	 kalhhmera	
	 	 t00000[	
	 	 	 .	 	 	 .	 	 	 .

1 eÈtux«! could be used absolutely, as e.g. in VIII 1108 1 (6th/7th century) as heading to a list of  officials. 
But it is often linked to a dative, as e.g. in the reconstructed colophon of  the school-book P. Bouriant 1 (R. Cribi-
ore, Writing, Teachers and Students in Graeco-Roman Egypt (1996) no. 393) g°noito e]Ètux«! t«i [toËto ¶]xonti ka‹ t«i 
[!poud∞i én]agign≈!konti ktl. (cf  eÈtux«! t«i grãcanti ka‹ t«i énagign≈!konti in Christian epitaphs). One 
common use is in acclamations: I 41 = WChr 45 eÈtux«! t«i kayolik«i etc; XLVII 3340 15; O. Mich I 663.

2 Pergam€ƒ. The name is not uncommon in itself. If  we look for a grandee to be acclaimed, I find only 
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arkadih!+[

Flavius Pompeius Pergamius, praeses Thebaidis 375–6 (PLRE i 688, tentatively identified with the Comes Orientis Per-
gamius attested in the 380s). The date suits; but Oxyrhynchus is not obviously in his jurisdiction.

3 kalØ ≤m°ra: presumably nominative. This is the earliest example I have found of  the phrase, which re-
appears as Modern Greek kalhm°ra. This too might attract a dative: compare Constantine Porphyrogenitus de 
caerimoniis i p. 599 and often, the court greeting kalØ ≤m°ra Ím›n, êrxonte!.

P. J. PARSONS

4671. TABULA ANSATA

100/171(a) 11 × 4.7 cm Fifth century?
  Plate X

This scrap probably preserves the original edges to the left and at the foot, but is bro-
ken off, quite neatly, above and to the right. Written across the fibres, although the back is 
blank. The writing was enclosed in an outline tabula ansata, of  which the lower left corner 
remains; the surviving word was followed by a Greek cross drawn in double outline (the 
extremities expanded by trapezoidal finials), whose upright is now halved by the break. If  
we can assume symmetry, the original tabula must have been about 5 cm high, and the strip 
about 7 cm high, with room only for the one line of  writing; the original width cannot be 
estimated, since we do not know whether the cross ended the text, or served as a divider. 
The size certainly suggests an independent item, rather than (say) the title or end-title of  
a book, though the tabula form is known also from such contexts (e.g. XVII 2084 end).

The surviving word, Arkadih!, is written in rough capitals about one cm high. The 
writing is irregular; some strokes have been overwritten, giving a blotchy effect, and the 
lower line of  the frame was written in consecutive shorter strokes, badly joined and some-
times overlapping. Only one letter-form is really notable: the alpha with V-shaped cross-
bar, on which see 4670 introduction.

The cross points to a date in the Christian period. The only other clue is the name, 
which might in principle refer (1) to a person or (2) to the Egyptian province or more re-
motely (3) to old Arcadia in Greece. As to (1), the name is not uncommon; but Dr Gonis 
points especially to the princess (daughter of  the emperor Arcadius) who owned estates in 
the Oxyrhynchite nome (P. Med. II 64, AD 440, cf. 4688 2 n.; L 3582, AD 442; PLRE ii 129). 
As to (2), the province, of  which Oxyrhynchus was the capital, was created at some time 
between 386 and 397/9; see LXIII 4385 introd. [p. 94]. But there is the further question 
of  the function of  this piece. The script, the frame, and the cross suggest an inscription (in 
itself, or as a draft for a stone-cutter). The Ionic ending -h! might suggest verse; that is not 
to be relied on, see Gignac ii 3 f. for -a!/-h! in documentary texts of  the Roman and early 
Byzantine period. Should we think of  an inscription honouring Arcadia or a governor of  
Arcadia? or (as Dr Coles suggests) of  a draft, or substitute, mummy-label?

P. J. PARSONS



b. MAGIC

4672. ErotiC MAgiCAl FormulAry

84/59 (a) 10.6 × 13.5 cm Third/fourth century
  Plate X

This love spell belongs to the type égvgØ égrupnhtikÆ, designed to cause the beloved 
insomnia until she consents. A number of  comparable texts belong to this category: PGM 
IV 2944–66, VII 374–6 (incantation with a seashell, cf. 4674 1 and n.), XII 376–96, LII 
20–6; cf. C. A. Faraone, Ancient Greek Love Magic (Cambridge, Mass. 1999) 26 n. 114, 65–6. 
x stands for de›na (see 3 note), which replaces the personal names of  the people involved 
in the actual spell and indicates that 4672 was a formulary, i.e. used as a model in copying 
spells (see 3 n.). Note the addenda lexicis in 5, 10–11.

The spell is written in a rather informal hand with sporadic ligatures, slightly slant-
ing to the right, roughly bilinear, apart from the uprights of  i, r, t, f and the letter j, 
which tends to protrude above and below the baseline. Ornamentation is not particularly 
emphasized; however, it is worth noting that the lower extremities of  uprights often have 
a leftward hook, except for the right-hand uprights of  h and p, which have a rightward 
hook. Not dissimilar is the hand of  XLVIII 3368 (Menander, Misoumenos), assigned to the 
third century.

No accents. Diaeresis in 4 (visible above lost letter). In 1, 2, 10, and 11 there are short 
diagonal strokes high in the line (indicated by Ä  in the text below), functioning as word- or 
sense- or cola-dividers; cf. 4674 and 1 n. below. An itacistic spelling occurs in line 2. After 
15 there is a forked paragraphus, presumably marking end of  the spell.

Written along the fibres; the back is blank. On the right, a few letters before line-ends, 
there is a kollesis. The upper margin is partially preserved for 1.4 cm; the left margin is 
preserved for 1 cm. The line ends run to the edge of  the sheet.

  NÁj ÑEkãth Ä  ÑEkãth d° mou Ä êggelo! 
  ¶!tv Ä ka‹ poreuye›!a ka‹ !tay›!a 
  prÚ! kefal∞! t∞! d(e›no!) ∏! ¶teken 
  ≤ d(e›na) per€ele aÈt∞! tÚn` [Ï]pno`n 
 5 ßv! §jan`aphdÆ!a!a ¶ly˙ prÚ`!
  §m¢ tÚn d(e›na) t∞! d(e›no!) filoË!ã me k`a‹ é- 
  gap«!ã me k`a`‹ z3ht[oË!]ã` m`o`u` t`Ø2(n) 
  !unou!€an §`p‹ tÚn t`∞2[! zv]∞2! aÈ- 
  t∞! xrÒnon  atrak`[ 2–3 ]ta
 10 traka` Ä tetrakÊvn Ä t`e`t`r`[a]u`-
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  lãkt[a] Ä é`grupneit`[0]000[ 2–3 ]
  fi1[loË!ã m]e` k`a‹ é`g1ap2«2[!ã me tÚn d(e›na)] 
  t∞! [d(e›no!) k`a‹ zht`o`[Ë!ã mou tØn] 
  !`u`n[ou!€a]n` §p[‹ tÚn t∞! zv∞!] 
 15 ≠aÈ`[t∞! pãnta xrÒnon

1  mou Ä:  right-hand side of  u extended in separate movement   2 l. !taye›!a   3, 4, 6 x;  l. ¥n            
7 th-   4 [::]   9 After xrÒnon blank 1 cm wide

‘Night, Hecate, let Hecate be my messenger, and hurry up and stand beside the head 
of  NN, whom NN bore, and take the sleep from her until she jumps up and comes to me 
NN, whom NN bore, loving me and desiring me and seeking intercourse with me for the 
duration of  her life. (Voces magicae) with four dog-faces, fourfold barker, let NN, whom NN 
bore(?), be sleepless, loving me and desiring me NN, whom NN bore, and seeking inter-
course with me for all the duration of  her life.’

1 For NÊj invoked as a goddess in an erotic context cf. the opening of  Men., Mis. Œ NÊj, !Á går dØ ple›!ton 
ÉAfrod€th! m°ro! / met°xei! ye«n, belonging to the well-known topos of  the lover addressing the night or other 
natural elements to confess his love-sufferings (Plaut. Mer. 3 ff. non ego item facio ut alios in comediis / <vi> vidi amoris 
facere, qui aut Nocti aut Die / aut Soli aut Lunae miserias narrant suas); cf. also P. Ant. I 15.4–7, probable comedy by Me-
nander (see W. G. Arnott, ZPE 125 (1999) 61–4), A. W. Gomme, F. H. Sandbach, Menander: A Commentary (1973) 
442, and D. Del Corno, ‘Due note sulla commedia nuova: 2. Il motivo dell’invocazione alla notte nella commedia 
nuova’, Grazer Beiträge 9 (1980) 72–7.

Hecate is one of  several deities whose worship is connected with égvgÆ spells; see Faraone, Ancient Greek Love 
Magic 133. Hecate is here associated with NÊj (cf. PGM IV 2855 ff., a comparable series of  invocations in a prayer 
to Selene which occupies lines 2785–890, and Suppl. Mag. I 49 back 64–74). This is consistent with her frequent 
assimilation with Persephone, Selene and Artemis by syncretism (see e.g. Suda, s.v. ÑEkãth: ofl m¢n ÖArtemin, ofl d¢ 
%elÆnhn, PGM IV 2815–25); note the epithet tetrakÒrh referred to Hecate in G. Kaibel, Epigrammata Graeca (Berlin 
1878) 406.11; cf. Faraone, Ancient Greek Love Magic 141–2, and S. I. Johnston, Restless Dead: Encounters between the Living 
and the Dead in Ancient Greece (Berkeley 1999) 203–49. With regard to the relationship with the night, note also the 
epithets nuktairodÊteira (PGM IV 2546), nuktibÒh (PGM IV 2808), and nux€a (PGM VII 882).

For the short diagonal strokes functioning as word- or sense-dividers, here and in 2, 10 and 11, cf. LV 3812 5 n. 
Add PSI I 65, cf. M. Manfredi, Miscellània Papirològica Ramon Roca-Puig 185; Cavallo and Maehler, GBEBP no. 4b, 
LVI 3825 introd. para. 3, 3827 introd. para. 2, 3842, 3843, LX 4022, LXVII 4554, T. Varie XVIII 9, P. Leid. 
Inst. no. 5 at p. 8, n. 2 (with more), no. 16 at p. 93 (at ends of  sentences), as well as 4674.

êggelo!. The function and the representation of  Hecate as an êggelo!, in connection with her aspect as 
a chthonic deity (i.e. as mediator between the human world and the underworld) is well attested in classical litera-
ture: see e.g. H. h. Cer. 52 éggel°ou!a. êggelo! as an alternative name for her is attested in Sophron, PCG i So phron 
fr. *7 ÑEkãta . . . ˆnoma d¢ aÈtª y°!yai ÖAggelon; cf. Hesych. s.v., who refers the name to Artemis as worshipped in 
Syracuse ÖAggelon %urakoÊ!ioi tØn ÖArtemin l°gou!in; cf. Audollent, DT nos. 74–5; see also F. Sokolowski, ‘Sur le 
culte d’angelos dans le paganisme grec et romain’, HTR 53 (1960) 225–9. In 4672 Hecate is summoned to be the 
personal messenger of  the performer, i.e. the actual agent of  the spell. This seems to be fully consistent with the 
fact that in magical papyri both êggeloi and da€mone! are invoked to perform spells without any clear distinctions, 
and often are qualified as ‘gods’, as in PGM I 42–195, where the invoked êggelo! is also referred to as ‘the god’ 
throughout the text (cf. J. G. Gager, Curse Tablets (New York and Oxford 1992) 12).

It has to be observed that Hecate is mentioned in the third person singular in 1–2, but addressed in the second 



person of  the imperative (per€ele) in 4. For such a switch one may compare the égvgÆ in PGM IV 2441–621, 
where Hecate is summoned first in the third person (2471–4) and then in the second person (2484–92).

The text from NÊj to ¶!tv (1–2) presents a dactylic rhythm. (The diagonal dividing-strokes might be relevant, 
i.e marking metrical cola or cadences?) A hexametric pattern appears in a number of  magical papyri: PGM III 
550–8, IV 2714–83 (hymn in dactylic hexameters), LII 2–4; cf. Faraone, Ancient Greek Love Magic 142–6. Metrical 
sections in magical texts often present oddities and irregularities due to the ignorance of  the scribe and/or mis-
takes in the process of  copying from models; see Faraone, CP 90 (1995) 13; D. R. Jordan, ZPE 72 (1988) 245–59, 
esp. 256–7; W. M. Brashear, ‘The Greek Magical Papyri’, in ANRW II.18.5, 3420–2; cf. Suppl. Mag. II 71 fr. 22.4, 
p. 105 n., LXV 4468 verso col. i 1–17, 18–26 nn.

2 ff. Cf. PGM IV 2735–6 !tãnte! Íp¢r kefal∞! t∞! de›na éf°|le!ye aÈt∞! tÚn glukÁn Ïpnon.
3 Cf. 4, 6, etc. For the symbol x cf. e.g. LXV 4468 and LXVIII 4674. It is used to indicate the person per-

forming the spell and his target in magical handbooks, as in PGM I 254 and 261, II 341 and 567 (the magician), IV 
3013 (the person exorcised). In the actual performance of  the spell, it was to be replaced by the personal names of  
the people involved, i.e. the practitioner and the target. Texts such as 4672 were used as models by scribes who 
often copied the individual spells leaving a blank space (instead of  x) to be filled later with the personal names of  
the peoples involved in the charm, so that they may subsequently look cramped and crowded, as in the inscribed 
gold phylactery published by C. A. Faraone and R. Kotansky, ZPE 75 (1988) 257–66, at 257; see F. Maltomini, ZPE 
66 (1986) 160, and Audollent, DT no. 230.

5 §jan`aphdÆ!a!a: hapax; the simpler compound énaphdãv occurs only once in magical papyri, PGM I 93 
(énepÆdh!e, referred to a deity), while §kphdãv occurs in a number of  comparable erotic spells, PGM XIXa 51, 
XXXVI 71, Suppl. Mag. I 40.18, 42.17 and 38, 45.46, 48 J 10.

9–10 Sequence of  voces magicae? The following word tetrakÊvn (10) is not attested elsewhere. It suggests an 
epithet for Hecate, the deity addressed in 1. The association of  Hecate with dogs is well attested, both in literary 
sources and in magical papyri. In Eur. TGF 2 968 the dog is defined ÑEkãth! êgalma fv!fÒrou. Hecate is repre-
sented as surrounded by dogs in Apoll. Rhod. III 1216–7, Lycophron 1176, Hor. S. i.8.35, Verg. Aen. 6.257; dogs 
form her cortège (TrGF II Adesp. F 375), and she is qualified by epithets like kunhg°ti! (Orph. h. 36.5), !kulakãgeia 
(PGM IV 2722), !kulak›ti! (Orph. h. 1.5, 36.12), filo!kÊlaj (Nonn. Dionys. 3.74), and summoned as kÊvn m°laina 
(PGM IV 1434), fi!opãryeno! kÊvn (PGM IV 2251) and kun≈ (PGM IV 2279); cf. also Suppl. Mag. II 57 1 n., where 
the epithet prokÊnh referred to Hecate may be interpreted as ‘dog-leader’, and S. I. Johnston, Hekate Soteira (At-
lanta 1990) 134–42 (chapter IX ‘The Chaldean Daemon-dogs’). For artistic representation see LIMC VI.1 994–5. 
Note also that the praxis of  a love-spell in PGM IV 1872–1927 involves the use of  wax images of  dogs (cf. PGM 
IV 2943–66). For a full examination of  the association of  Hecate with dogs see D. Colomo, ‘Ecate, Anubi e i cani 
negli incantesimi erotici su papiro’, paper delivered at the XXIII International Congress of  Papyrology (Vienna, 
July 2001), forthcoming in the Akten of  that congress.

The basic sense of  tetrakÊvn might be ‘with four dogs’, ‘accompanied by four dogs’. However, tetra- is the 
first element of  epithets of  Hecate in PGM IV 2817–18, tetraprÒ!vpe and tetraod›ti!, the latter referring to her 
function of  protecting quadrivia. This suggests an alternative and more striking translation of  tetrakÊvn, ‘with 
four dog-faces’. Cf. t`e`t`r`[a]u`|lãkt[a] following, and Ov. Fast. 1.141–2 ora vides Hecates in tres vertentia partes, servet ut in 
ternas compita secta vias, where the statue of  Hecate triformis at the street junction presents a face looking in each of  
the three directions.

Epithets for Hecate with the numeral three occur more frequently, so that 4672 contains the less common 
epithet type. Cf. tr€morfo! (e.g. in Chariclides fr. I, PGM XXXVI 190), trikãrane (PGM IV 1402, 2525, 2546, 
2725, 2747 f., 2796 f., 2821), triprÒ!vpo! (Artemid. Onir. 2.37, PGM IV 2119, 2880), trik°falo! (Sch. Lycophr. 1176), 
tri!!ok°falo! (Orph. Arg. 975–7), triod›ti! (Chariclides fr. I, PGM IV 2727). For the artistic representation of  
Hecate triformis see LIMC VI.1 998–1006, 1009–18. In the descriptions of  Hecate triprÒ!vpo! in PGM IV 2119 ff. 
and 2280 ff. only one face (her left, in each case) is that of  a dog, whereas in the present text all four faces are the 
same.

10–11 t`e`t`r`[a]u`|lãkt[a]. This is a new word. u3 is no more than a faint smudge of  ink, and t`e`t`r`[00]0 would 
better fill the space, but with clear lakt- following and in the dog context begun at tetrakÊvn the new compound 
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looks compelling. Simple Ílãkth! is not in LSJ9 or Suppl. but is recorded from Greg. Naz. by Sophocles Lexicon 
and Lampe, transl. ‘barker’; a quadruple version, here in the vocative, would be singularly appropriate, linked to 
tetrakÊvn (itself  a new word) in the preferred sense (‘with four dog-faces’) proposed above in 9–10 n.

11 The line may well have run a`grupneit`[v] h2 x t`[h! x], i.e. égrupne€tv ≤ de›na t∞! de›no!, but this cannot 
be confirmed from the scanty traces.

14–15 For the restoration, see above 8–9 n. and cf. e.g. PGM XII 396 égrupne€tv ≤ de›na di' ˜lh! nuktÒ! te 
ka‹ ≤m°ra!.

D. COLOMO

4673. ErotiC MAgiCAl Spell

84/68(a) 12.8 × 27.3 cm Late fourth/early fifth century
  Plate XI

Two fragments from a sheet containing a drawing and at least 33 lines. The writing 
runs along the fibres, in a now light-brown ink; the back is blank. The text is an invocation 
of  a deity to seduce a woman; the spell is clearly erotic, cf. lines 27–28. In addition to the 
drawing, the papyrus has characteres and voces magicae, including a long palindrome (15–17). 
The spell is to be classified as an égvgÆ, reflecting the coercive intentions of  the commis-
sioner, i.e. literally dragging the desired person out of  her home (C. Faraone, Ancient Greek 
Love Magic (Cambridge, Mass. 1999), esp. 25–8, 41–95; D. F. Moke, Eroticism in the Greek Magi-
cal Papyri (diss. Ann Arbor 1975) 27 f.). The presence of  personal names and the horizontal 
folding-marks indicate that the papyrus was written as an individual spell for the purpose 
of  activation rather than as a formulary, i.e. part of  a hand-book.

The magical figure seems to represent Seth, depicted here as an ass-headed human 
figure, equipped with a whip (an item that was commonly used to represent an angry de-
ity) and a spear or, less probably, a torch. In view of  the mythical tradition around Seth, 
Isis, and Osiris, the role of  this deity in coercive erotic magical spells is self  evident. Seth’s 
mythology is a mirror reflection of  the desires and objectives of  the common commissioner 
of  love spells: the destruction of  an existing relationship, even by harming the beloved 
party, and bringing about a sexual union to the immediate benefit of  the commissioner 
(PGM LXXVIII 1–14). Furthermore the ass characteristics attributed to Seth, especially the 
boundless sexuality, may add to our understanding of  the role of  this deity in erotic spells.

There are no lectional signs. Orthography is poor, with lack of  distinction between 
long and short vowels, e.g. between v and o and between e and h; !ai occurs twice for !e. 
The rough uneven semi-cursive script is carelessly executed, with substantial running of  
ink. A comparable hand is P. Köln III 151 (GBEBP 14a) deed of  loan, dated to 423.



  vtor⊗k>|eliyn
  gv ÷e
  oho  iv 
  ouu  aa 
 5 ae  ii
  oe  oo 
  ua (drawing) uu`
  uu  aa` 
  oo  ii 
 10 ev  ee
  yy  aa 
  hh  uu` 
  aa  aa 
    ii
 15 iaevbafrenemounoyhlan
  rikrifiaeu[eaifirkirnal]hyo 
  nuomenerfa[bv]eai 
  §jork€zv !ai0[000].u!o0[0]0u!o
  n0[000] 0tvni!00[00] 000[ c.5 ]
 20 `0[00]! kai th 00[0] 0h2!e` 0[0000]
  [00000]hgani!on[  c.10  ]
  [00000]a`0t`on 0[  c.10  ]
  [000 ∂]n` ¶tek[e]n Efi!i[d≈ra? c.5 ]
  [      ]00[      ]
   .   .   .   .   . 
   .   .   .   .   . 
 25 000000[0]00[ ]0[
  aÈtØn t“ ÑEl°nƒ ˘n ¶te`k`e`n ̀
  T2apiam  ¶!t' ín x€lh!in x€lh[a] 
  !unãcou!in ka‹ tÚ leukÚn t“ 
  m°lani ˜ti §jork€zv !ai kat[å] 
 30 t∞! krateç! ÉAnã<g>kh! ma!{!}ke[lli]
  ma!kellvfnoukentaba[vy] 
  oreoba{!}zagr<a>rhjixyvnip 
   poxyvnup200t`0ugaau000
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18 l. !e            23 l. ÉI!id≈ra            27 l. xe€le!in xe€lea            28 l. !unãcv!i?            29 l. !e            

30 l. krataiç!

‘(voces magicae) (18 ff.) I adjure you . . . (23) (whom) Isidora(?) bore . . . (26) her to Helenus, 
whom Tapiam bore, until they join together lips to lips and white to black, since I adjure 
you by mighty Necessity. (voces magicae)’

1 Trace above l, in blacker ink, unexplained, but probably not from an otherwise lost line.
1–14 Magical signs, vowel combinations, and drawing. On characteres and magical drawings in general, see 

W. M. Brashear, ANRW II 18.5, 3440–3, on vowels e.g. D. G. Martinez, A Greek Love Charm from Egypt (P. Mich. 757) 
(ASP 30: 1991) 110 (note that the sequences of  4673 5–8 (left + right) aeii, oeoo, uauu, uuaa` correspond exactly to 
P. Mich. 757 (= Suppl. Mag. I 48) G+H 3–6; see Martinez, op. cit. 111).

Unlike the magical figures in PGM XII 449–52, XXXVI 1–34 and 69–101 (see H. D. Betz, The Greek Magical 
Papyri in Translation2 (Chicago 1992) 169, 269, 271; also PGM vol. ii, Taf. II Abb. 11, Taf. III Abb. 14 and 18), here 
the scribe does not mark the figure’s name on the drawing, nor can the name of  the deity invoked be deduced from 
the text. Therefore we must consider the iconography of  the figure. The general impression is of  an ass-headed 
figure with perhaps a naked torso, while the lower half  of  the figure seems to parallel the distinctive depiction in 
papyri of  mummified figures (PGM XII 474–9).

A human, ass-headed figure coincides with the representation of  the Egyptian god Seth (H. te Velde, Seth, God 
of  Confusion (Leiden 1967) 8–12, and J. G. Gager (ed.), Curse Tablets and Binding Spells from the Ancient World (Oxford 
1992) 69, 72). The most striking parallels are PGM XII 449–52 (mentioned above: in this drawing, Seth is clearly 
identified as an ass-headed figure, holding spears in both hands); and the erotic spell P. Duk. inv. 230, ed. D. R. 
Jordan, GRBS 40 (1999) 159 ff.: drawing of  Seth holding in his right hand a whip(?) and in his left a staff (?).

The objects held in a figure’s hands play an important role in identification. Here, in its right hand, the 
figure is clearly holding a whip. The item held in the figure’s left hand is more stylized, but is most probably a 
spear. In accordance with Seth’s mythology, both whip and spear indicate the perception of  Seth as a powerful 
and menacing deity (A. Delatte, BCH 38 (1914) 191–200; see also the depiction of  Seth on tablets in P. Gauckler 
and R. du Coudray (edd.), Catalogue du Musée Alaoui (Paris 1897) 127–8, nos. 31–3). Similar depictions of  a menac-
ing deity holding a whip or other weapons are attested in PGM III 65, VIII 64–110, XXIX 1–21, XXXVI 1–34 
(Seth), 69–101 (Seth), 102–3, 231–55 (Osiris?) and PDM XII 62–75 (Seth). Cf. also Suppl. Mag. II 69, and for other 
drawings of  Seth, cf. P. Moraux, ‘Une défixion judiciaire au Musée d’Istanbul’, Mém. Acad. de Belgique, Cl. des Lettres 
54.2 (Brussels 1960) 19–21. An alternative interpretation could be that the figure is holding a torch, represented 
here in a stylized form.

Seth as an ass-headed figure adds clear sexual connotations. The characteristics of  the ass are primarily nega-
tive, such as stubbornness and stupidity. An equally typical asinine characteristic is a legendary sexual appetite and 
ability; for a survey of  the ass-mythology see K. Closse, Anthropozoologica 27 (1998) 27–39.

15–17 Symmetrical magical palindrome. This is a rather common palindrome, on which see Suppl. Mag. II 
65.1–30 comm.

18–30 The scribe follows a standard formula of  invocation, which is used in a variety of  contexts and which 
may include the following parts: address to the deity, the actual request or set of  requests (usually in the impera-
tive form), the name of  the desired person, and the name of  the desiring one, usually the commissioner; both 
are identified by their mothers’ name: I adjure A (= name of  deity, sometimes followed by magical names and 
formulas): bring/bind B (= name of  the object of  desire), whom C (= the mother’s name) bore, to D (= name of  
commissioner) whom E (= mother’s name) bore (e.g. PGM XVI 1–75, XXXVI 134–60).

24–5 These lines are on two separate fragments. It seems unlikely that they can form a single line.
26 aÈtÆn. The use here of  a personal pronoun rather than the name may be an indication that the text miss-

ing above may have contained another appeal to the deity.
26–7 Identifying people by matriarchal descent is standard practice in magical texts; see D. R. Jordan, 

Philologus 120 (1976) 127–32. The name Tapiam is also attested in P. Neph. 1 and P. Duk. inv. 230.21 (Taipiam), 24 
(Tepiam).



¶!tÉ ên. Cf. B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb 268; another example in PGM IV 72. Rather than the usual subjunc-
tive, here ¶!tÉ ên is apparently followed by a future indicative (!unãcou!in), though this may be an error of  ou for v. 
For the third person cf. Faraone, Ancient Greek Love Magic 23 n. 102.

27–9 x€lh!in x€lh[a] (l. xe€le!in xe€lea) !unãcou!in ka‹ tÚ leukÚn t“ m°lani. The classification of  the spell as 
erotic is based on these lines. Cf. PGM IV 400–4 ·na moi êj˙! tØn de›na ka‹ kefalØn kefalª kollÆ!˙ ka‹ xe€lea 
xe€le!i !unãc˙ ka‹ ga!t°ra ga!tr‹ kollÆ!˙ ka‹ mhrÚn mhr“ pelã!˙ ka‹ tÚ m°lan t“ m°lani !unarmÒ!˙ ka‹ tå 
éfrodi!iakå •aut∞! §ktel°!˙, P. Duk. inv. 230.25–8 ka‹ kollÆ!˙ aÈt∞! tå x€lh efi! tå x€lh mou, tØn tr€xan efi! tØn 
tr€xan mou, tØn ga!t°ran efi! tØn ga!t°ran mou, tÚ melãnion efi! tÚ melãniÒn mou; also PGM XVII a.22–3 mhrÚn 
mhr“ ka‹ koil€an koil€& koll«!a ka‹ tÚ m°lan aÈt∞! t“ §m“ m°lani, XXXVI 83, 113 f., 150. See also Suppl. Mag. 
I 38.12 n., and F. Maltomini, Aegyptus 59 (1979) 275.

As in PGM IV 403 and XVII a.23 (cf. also Suppl. Mag. II 71 fr.5.2 and possibly 73 ii 8), t“ m°lani (tÚ melãnion 
in P. Duk. inv. 230) is to be taken as referring to pubic hair; see also J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse 2 (New York 
and Oxford 1991) 143, §163a. We should exclude any notion that tÚ leukÒn refers to Helenus’ semen; if  we take 
tÚ leukÚn t“ m°lani in strict symmetry with x€lh!in x€lh[a], tÚ leukÒn should be analogous with tÚ m°lan in the 
passages quoted above: ‘white’ should then be taken as referring to white pubic hair, probably denoting Helenus’ 
old age: an adjustment of  the formula of  the handbooks to the real case. Cf. Anacr. PMG 358.7 on one interpreta-
tion, and PMG 420.

29 ˜ti §jork€zv denotes a second invocation of  the deity. A double, or multiple, invocation is a common 
phenomenon, and was carried out as a forceful device to ensure the binding of  the deity and the victim’s defeat 
(e.g. Suppl. Mag. I 45, 50). As here, the second attested invocation is often marked by an additional binding-device, 
such as adjuring the deity by means of  an intermediate demon, here ÉAnãgkh (Necessity). In accordance with the 
forceful nature of  ÉAnãgkh, this deity is employed frequently in spells of  égvgÆ-type (e.g. Suppl. Mag. I 45.1, 33; 
PGM XV 13, LXI 27).

30 For krataiå ÉAnãgkh, cf. PGM XXXVI 342, Suppl. Mag. I 45.1, 33.
31–3 The ma!kelli ma!kellv formula appears here in an abbreviated version, the scribe apparently stop-

ping after ippoxyvn, although he may have completed the line with some modified elements of  the full version 
purixyvnpuriphganujlepteanleptean-mantounobohl. Here, unlike other attested versions of  the formula, a sigma 
has been added in ma!!kellv (Gignac i 159) and oreoba!zagra (Gignac i 123). For parallels and discussion of  this 
logos see Zs. Ritoók, AAAH 26 (1978) 433–56; D. R. Jordan, ZPE 100 (1994) 328–9.

H. AMIRAV

4674. ErotiC MAgiCAl Spell

23 3B.3/K(1–2)a 14 × 27.5 cm Late fourth/fifth century
  Plate XII

A sheet bearing an erotic charm (ég≈gimon), with four vertical folds and less clear 
signs of  horizontal folds. The text runs across the fibres in a fair-sized, bold, irregular hand 
of  documentary type, which may be assigned to the late fourth or to the fifth century. The 
back is blank. The full width is preserved. The upper margin is 1 cm; the lower edge is bro-
ken irregularly. There is a vertical strip where the surface is poor, roughly one third of  the 
way along the lines, and the scribe has sometimes avoided writing in this area, thus leaving 
blank spaces within words.

Below 18, after the end of  the logos, a horizontal line runs right across the papyrus. 
Below there are characteres, letters, and two drawings (see notes).

Whether 4674 is a formulary or rather an applied charm is not immediately clear, 
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inasmuch as the text contains elements at first sight contradictory. The title (1) and the 
anonymous ‘NN’ (13, 16, 17) are typical of  formularies. On the other hand, the fact that 
the nekuda€mone! asked to help towards the success of  the spell are invoked by name (9) 
could suggest an applied charm. This is the case in every known parallel (see 9 n.); on the 
only occasion in a formulary that the dead person is envisaged as being invoked by name, 
we find ı de›na (PGM IV 2180), the name to be supplied. We might then think of  an ap-
plied charm containing parts (title and ‘NN’) mistakenly copied from the handbook which 
served as a model. Similar examples are known (see Suppl. Mag. II p. 352, s.v. Formularies, 
and ZPE 66 (1986) 159 f.; possibly P. Köln VIII 338.18 f.; see also R. Kotansky, J. Naveh, S. 
Shaked, Le Muséon 105 (1992) 21 (n. on l. 32); D. Jordan, ZPE 136 (2001) 184 f. and 137 (2001) 
34); in none of  them, however, is the intrusion so extensive. Alternatively, we could imagine 
a formulary prescribing the invocation of  specific nekuda€mone!, perhaps locally famous êv-
roi or bioyãnatoi considered especially potent, in spite of  the absence of  parallels for this. 
The names (two of  them; there was no room for the third) in 9 have been added in a space 
left blank, perhaps by a second hand; for a fuller discussion of  this, see 9 n. The folds do 
not necessarily entail the practical use of  the ég≈gimon. In any case 4674 appears to be 
a self-standing sheet, not (as is usual with formularies) part of  a roll.

Poor orthography. No lectional signs except for a diaeresis in 9 taÛvn, and a diagonal 
stroke after pnou in 12 as a word divider. x stands for de›na (13 (bis), 16, 17 (bis) ).

  ég≈hmon, ¶npu`ron §p‹ Ù!trãkou yala!!€ou. 
  §pikaloËm°n !a tÚn m°gan da€mona, ı 
  m°_n`´ga! tÊronno! §n tª gª ke‹ t“ oÈra- 
  n“, prik`t`a‹ ba!ileË: ˆfelon ±dunãmhn 
 5 !ou efip›n tÚ élh2yinÚn ˆno`me: ano`x hou
  !ebana !apr`a`[0]a`l fyamoy c[0]c amou- 
  n` yaabavy !`y`vy0000efr`amou!`0 
  tabavy marey`riyiuh Arbayiavy. 
  §pikaloËme (m.2?) Tãh!i! ÖAnilla ÅTa˝vnÄ (m.1) Ímç!,
 10 e·na moi !unpara!tay∞tai ka‹ _p2e`´doÇte
  aÈtª fvta. §pikaloËme Ímç! _ta0´ 
  PnouÄkentab`avy poreny∞nai
  prÚ! tØn d(e›na) u! t`Øn d(e›na) ai ¶k!pa!on 
  a`ÈtØn §k{k} t∞! ofi`k<€>a! aÈt∞!` k`e- 
 15 o`m°nh t`å ¶n[tera] tå !hlãnxn`a` [t]Ún
  0hlon ˜pv! [000]0araka0000a`[00] d(e›na) 
  §m°, tÚn d(e›na), ˘n ¶t`e`k`en ≤ d(e›na), ≥d`h2 _taxÁ´ 
  taxÁ ÅbÄ.   ______________________________________
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1 l. ég≈gimon ¶mpuron            2 l. §pikaloËma€ !e            3 l. tÊranno!, ka‹            4 l. frikt¢            5 l. efipe›n    
ono`me: o` corrected from a      l. ˆnoma            9 l. §pikaloËmai      taÛvn– (filler stroke)            10 l. ·na, !umpara!ta-
y∞te, d«te            11 l. foitçn (?), §pikaloËmai            12 pnouÄkentab`avy      l. poreuy∞nai            13 (bis), 16, 
17 (bis) x            14–15 l. kaiom°nhn            15 l. !plãgxna

‘Charm to draw (the beloved), burnt-offering by means of  a seashell. I invoke you, 
the great daimon, the great ruler on the earth and in the heaven, frightful king. Would that 
I could pronounce your true name: anoch êou sebana sapra0al phthamoth ps0ps amoun thaabaôh 
sthôth000ephramous0 tabaôth marethrithiuê Arbathiaôth. I invoke you, (2nd hand?) Taesis, Anilla, 
Taion, (1st hand) so that you stand by me and give me to have sex (?) with her. I invoke you 
Pnou Kentabaôth to go to NN, daughter of  NN, and (?) drag her out of  her house inflamed 
in her guts, her inward parts, her . . . , so that she, NN, may . . . me, NN, whom NN bore, 
now, _quickly´, quickly (twice).’

1 ég≈hmon (l. ég≈gimon; omission of g and i > h, see Gignac, Grammar i 74 and 237–9). ég≈gimon (PGM III 
279, IV 2231, VII 295, 300a, 973, 981 (?), prob. Suppl. Mag. II 82 fr. A 4; also Gal. Simpl. fac. 10.1 [XII 251.11 K.]; 
Plut. Non posse suav. vivi 1093D, [VI.2, 141.2 Westman]) and synonymous, more frequent, égvgÆ are technical terms 
for the erotic charm that draws the beloved to the lover. For this sort of  charm, see C. A. Faraone, Ancient Greek Love 
Magic (Cambridge, Mass. 1999), 25–6, 56–65, 84–9. See also 4672 and 4673.

¶npu`ron. The technical term indicates a special spell using a burnt-offering (see S. Eitrem, P. Oslo I 1.295 n.). 
In magical papyri it is always associated with love charms (PGM VII 295 ¶mpuron ≥toi ég≈gimon, XXXVI 69 
égvgÆ, ¶mpuron b°lti!ton, o� m›zon oÈd°n, 102 êllo ¶mpuron, 295 égvgÆ, ¶npuron §p‹ ye€ou épÊrou; note the 
similarity of  this last title with 4674 1).

§p‹ Ù!trãkou yala!!€ou. §p€ here means ‘based on’, ‘by means of ’, ‘with’ as in PGM IV 1496 égvgØ §p‹ 
zmÊrnh! §piyuom°nh!, 1390 f. égvgØ §p‹ ≤r≈vn µ monomãxvn µ bia€vn, 1928 f. égvgØ . . . §p‹ pantÚ! !kÊfou, 
XXXVI 295 (see prec. n.), 333 égvgØ §p‹ [z]mÊrnh!, Suppl. Mag. II 72 i 5 §p2‹` m`Ælo`[u] §`p2ƒdÆ, etc.; not ‘(to be 
written) on’ (although this is here the function of  the seashell).

Ù!trãkou yala!!€ou. The seashell is prescribed as a writing material in PGM IV 2218 (a restrainer of  wrath), 
VII 300a (love charm), 374 (égrupnhtikÒn), 467 (love charm), Audollent, DT 234.6 f., 32 (nikhtikÒn). See F. De Salvia, 
‘L’ˆ!trakon yalã!!ion nei papiri magici greco egiziani’, PapLup 1 (1992) 293–307.

2 §pikaloËmen (l. -mai). ai > e + superfluous -n, rather than first person plural of  the active (cf. also 9, 11). The 
same writing probably in P. Köln VIII 340.33 f.

!a (l. !e). For e > a, see Gignac, Grammar i 283 ff.
tÚn m°gan da€mona. Cf. PGM V 250, also XII 171 f.; megada€mvn in IV 3.
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2–3 ı m°ga! tÊronno!. Arthrous nominative (for vocative) after accusative, as frequently: cf. e.g. PGM IV 

1217 ff. §pikaloËma€ !e tÚn §n t“ xru!“ petãlƒ . . . ı m°ga! yeÒ!, ı fane‹! §n ˜lƒ t“ kÒ!mƒ, V 459 ff., XII 367 ff., 
XVI 16 ff., LXXVII 5 ff.

3 m°_n`´ga!. The n` was washed out. For insertion of  medial nasal before a stop, see Gignac, Grammar i 118.
tÊronno! (l. tÊranno!). For a > o, see Gignac, Grammar i 286 f. tÊranno! in magical papyri: PGM III 339, 

474 f. (see A. Jacoby, ARW 28 (1930) 274 n. 5), IV 2602 (= 2664), V 471, VI 33, XIII 605; P. Carlsberg 52.16 (W. M. 
Brashear, Magica Varia, Pap. Brux. 25 (Brussels 1991) 39).

ke€ (l. ka€). For ai > ei, see Gignac, Grammar i 260.
4 prik`t`a€ (l. frikt°). f > p (see Gignac, Grammar i 86 ff.) also in 12 Pnou. friktÒ!, fr€!!v and cognates are 

frequent in PGM (see vol. iii (Index) 197). Vocative frikt° in Orph. hymn. 65.4 (of  Ares).
4–5 ˆfelon ±dunãmhn !ou efip›n (l. -e›n) tÚ élh2yinÚn ˆno`me (l. -ma). Usually the operator states that he knows 

the true name of  the god and this knowledge gives power to his requests (‘do this because (˜ti) I know your name’). 
Moreover, ˆfelon + impf. is normally used for an unattainable wish in the present. Such lack of  self-confidence 
is atypical in magic. The collocation ˆfelon ±dunãmhn also in Ach. Tat. 5.15.5 and Vit. Aesop. (Vita G) 107 (p. 68 
Perry).

5 ˆno`me (l. -ma). For a > e, see Gignac, Grammar i 278 ff. For élhyinÚn ˆnoma, cf. PGM IV 278, V 115, VIII 
41, 43, XIII 621 f., XXXIIa 24 f. The ‘true name’ is the sequence of  magical words and names which follows. On 
name in magic, see e.g. LXV 4468 recto i 7–8 n.

ano`x. The Coptic personal pronoun, ‘I’ or ‘I (am)’; see Suppl. Mag. I 42.30 n.
6 !ebana. Cf. PGM IV 2782 !ebara, IX 3 !ebau.
[0]a`l. Possibly [B]a`l, Baal (on which see Suppl. Mag. I 39.9 n.).
fyamoy. Cf. PGM I 162 fyh mvy. Possibly in fya one should recognize the Egyptian god Ptah; see PGM, vol. 

iii (Index) 232 and W. M. Brashear, ANRW II 18.5, 3600.
6–7 amoun.̀ p2 not impossible. The god Amun? See also following note.
7 yaabavy. Or rather 6–7 amou (Coptic amou ‘come!’, see Suppl. Mag. I 43.2 n.) P2ya (the god Ptah; for the 

reading, see prec. n.) abavy? abavy is well known; see PGM vol. iii (Index) 236.
8 tabavy. Cf. PGM V 61 f., XII 80. Also part of  the magical name Fnouken ta ba vy, which occurs in 12.
mare-. Cf. PGM IV 1549 naiemare, 366 marexyana, XII 336 mareiy; Pistis Sophia 244.10 Schmidt marei.
Arbayiavy. Variation of  the common Arbayiav (‘fourfold Iao’, a reference to the Tetragrammaton), on 

which see W. Fauth, ‘Arbath Jao’, OC 67 (1983) 65–103. The form with added -y also in PGM V 55.
9 §pikaloËme (l. -mai). Here constructed with ·na + subj., in 11–12 with infinitive; cf. respectively PGM XIII 

378 f. and IV 3230–3. §pikaloËmai is normally addressed to gods or daemons, the usual verb for nekuda€mone! (see 
next note) being ırk€zv and cognates.

Tãh!i! ÖAnilla ÅTa˝vnÄ. In all likelihood the names of  the nekuda€mone! addressed. Whereas usually the soul of  
the dead is adjured anonymously, sometimes it is addressed by its name: see Suppl. Mag. I 37 intr.; add B. Bravo 
in Poikilia: Études offertes à J.-P. Vernant (Paris 1987) 200 and D. R. Jordan, GRBS 40 (1999) 167 (n. on l. 19). At least 
ÖAnilla (Tãh!i! and Ta˝vn are less certain) seems to be the work of  a second hand (although ink and pen appear 
the same). Thus, the original scribe left a blank space (erroneously before Ímç! and not after it), which was filled 
in later. The situation seems different from that where scribes copying spells from a manual leave a blank space 
(instead of  de›na) to be filled in later at the point of  sale with the names of  the persons involved in the magic 
procedure (for examples, see 4672 3 n.). It is very unlikely that the choice of  the nekuda€mone! would be left to the 
sugge stion of  the client. The reason for the blank space will have been something quite different and unforeseen, 
for example the need to confirm the identity of  the deceased. That nekuda€mone! are implied in this charm seems 
confirmed by the drawings below the text, which represent mummies. They are two in number, possibly Tãh!i! 
and ÖAnilla. The name of  Ta˝vn was added above the line, perhaps later but in any case because there was no 
space; either way, no third drawing was executed.

Tãh!i!. For the accentuation of  this name see W. Clarysse, ZPE 119 (1997) 180.
ÖAnilla also in VI 903 32, P. Giss. Univ. III 26.23, P. Mich. IX 546.11; Ta˝vn in XXXVI 2785 5, PSI III 

162.20, P. Cair. Isid. 6.90, SB XVIII 13858.22, written Tae€vn in P. Lond. V 1731.45 and P. Münch. I 11.77.



10 !unpara!tay∞tai (l. !umpara!tay∞te). For !umpar€!tamai “stand beside so as to assist” (LSJ s.v., II) said 
of  the god or daemon, cf. PGM IV 345–7 ırk€zv pãnta! da€mona! toÁ! §n t“ tÒpƒ toÊtƒ !unpara!tay∞nai t“ 
da€moni toÊtƒ (with the parallels Suppl. Mag. I 46.6, 47.6, 48 J.6, 49.15 f., 50.10 f.) and the British Museum gem 
discussed in C. Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets 180; cf. also Men. fr. 500.1 K.–A., Orig. Princ. 3.1.19 (536.4 G.–K.), 
and see L. Robert, Hellenica 6 (1948) 110. More frequent is par€!tamai: cf. e.g. PGM II 79, IV 2034, 2501 f., XII 95, 
etc. In general, see K. Keyßner, Gottesvorstellung und Lebensauffassung im griechischen Hymnus (Stuttgart 1932) 103.

10–11 doÇte (l. d«te) aÈtª fvta. Difficult. If  f«ta, is it from (a) f«! or (b) f≈!? In neither case is the sense 
obvious. Moreover, in (a) the plural is disturbing; (b) (‘give her a man’ or rather ‘give (me) to her as (her) man’) is 
not clear, although the usually poetic f≈! would perhaps not be problematic in itself, occurring in P. Ryl. II 77.34 
(192) and P. Erl. 75.15 (535–7). No parallel helps. Or, (c) is fvta a miswriting for potã (with reference to the thirst 
of  the spirit of  the dead to be quenched; see Suppl. Mag. I 45.12–13 n.)? (d) R. W. Daniel suggests reading aÈtØ<n> 
foitç<n> ‘and give her (to me) to have sex with’ (for foitçn of  sexual intercourse, cf. LSJ s.v. I 3). On these lines, 
perhaps better is aÈtª foitç<n> ‘and give me to have sex with her’ (for foitçn with dative, cf. Hdt. III 69). oi > v 
is rare (see Gignac, Grammar i 294), but it would not particularly surprise in this text.

11 _ta0´. Perhaps the scribe started writing Tãh!i!, cf. 9, making the insertion at the wrong point; or per-
haps this was an aborted attempt to insert Ta˝vn, which he then added above the line in 9. The extended sigma 
of  Ímç! as filler-stroke shows that this word was intended to be the last in the line.

12 PnouÄkentab`avy. The usual spelling of  Pnou begins with F-. It is a component of  the Ma!kelli-logos 
(cf. PGM vol. iii (Index) 241 and see W. M. Brashear, ANRW II 18.5, 3601). There is an oblique stroke between 
pnou and kentabavy, certainly used as separator; cf. PGM XII 290, where the name is written in two parts: 
§pikaloËma€ !e tÚn Ma!kelli . . . tÚn Fnou, tÚn Kentabavy ktl. Therefore Ímç! in 11 can refer to the daemons 
Pnou and Kentabavy. Otherwise, if Ímç! is to be referred to the three nekuda€mone! as in 9, one has to suppose 
a construction of  §pikaloËmai with the double accusative (‘I call upon x by x’), as in PGM LXIV 3–6 §pikaloËma€ 
!e tå ëgia ÙnÒmata.

poreny∞nai (l. poreuy∞nai). Probably a mistake from miscopying rather than phonetic (eu > e and insertion of  
nasal; Gignac, Grammar i 228 f. and 118 f.).

13 u!. Misspelling for ∏!? Possibly the scribe intended to write something like PGM IV 350 (. . .) de›na ∏! ¶xei! 
tØn oÈ!€an, but then he changed to the formula tØn (= ∂n) de›na (cf. ibid.), without cancelling what he wrote previ-
ously. If  so, {u!}. Or, as F. Vendruscolo suggests, misspelling for efi!, i.e. efi! t`Øn d(e›na) as an erroneous duplication 
of  the preceding prÚ! tØn d(e›na)? See also below 13 n. on ai.

t`Æn. Article for relative? See Gignac, Grammar ii 179. Cf. especially PGM LXI 10 prÚ! tØn de›na, tØn ¶teken 
≤ de›na; XXXVI 249 f. ka‹ tÚ !«ma toË de›na, tÚ<n?> ¶teken ≤ de›na; Suppl. Mag. I 41.10–12 êjon TermoËtin, tØn 
¶teken %of€a, ZoÆl, t“ ¶teken D`ro!er. Or for t∞!?

ai. Simply <k>a€? Or é€, miswriting for ée€ (see Gignac, Grammar i 196)? Or for ∑? (for h > ai, see Gignac, 
Grammar i 247 f.), with imperative, a rare but attested usage. If  so, we would have here a sequence similar to PGM 
LXI 10 f. épolÊv !e prÚ! tØn de›na, tØn ¶teken ≤ de›na. ∑ diakÒnh!Òn moi ktl.; see A. D. Nock, PBA 17 (1931) 262.

Both of  the difficult sequences (u! and ai) occur immediately after d(e›na); perhaps they were connected with 
this word. One might try to read u! as n (a possible reading) in order to get d(e›na)n (for which there is apparently 
no parallel, but cf. xna in Suppl. Mag. II 79.8); but this does not help with ai.

¶k!pa!on. Singular after Ímç!. Similar vacillation in number is frequent; see Suppl. Mag. I 44.10 n.
13–14 ¶k!pa!on a`ÈtØn §k{k} t∞! ofi`k<€>a! aÈt∞!.̀ For similar violence in a similar context, cf. PGM IV 2490 f. 

ka‹ §kdi≈ja!a aÈtØn épÚ pantÚ! tÒpou ka‹ pã!h! ofik€a! ktl.; Suppl. Mag. I 42.13 f., 34, 44, etc. katanaggã!ate 
Gorgon€an . . . blhy∞nai %of€&, 16 f., 38 damã!ate aÈtØn §kphd∞!ai §k pantÚ! tÒpou ka‹ pã!h! ofik€a!; 45.46 f.

14 §k{k}. See Gignac, Grammar i 161.
ofi`k<€>a!. For omission of  accented i before the gen. sing. -a! ending in nouns of  the first declension, see 

Gignac, Grammar i 303.
14–15 k`eo`m°nh (l. kaiom°nhn) t`å ¶n[tera] ktl. Cf. PGM VII 471 ff. êge moi tØn de›na . . . kaiom°nhn tØn cuxØn 

ka‹ tØn kard€an; Suppl. Mag. I 48K 35 ff. puroum°nhn, kaom°nhn, thkom°nhn tØn cuxÆn, tÚ pneËma, tØn gunek€an 
fÊ!in; P. Duk. inv. 230.22 ff. (ed. GRBS 40 (1999) 159 ff.).
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t`å ¶n[tera]. The supplement satisfies space and sense, although ‘the guts’ do not appear elsewhere in erotic 

magical papyri as an object of  torment.
!hlãnxn`a` (l. !pl-). Probably a mistake from copying. For the inward parts in erotic magic, cf. PGM IV 1529 f., 

1543 f., VII 990 f.; also IV 376 f., VII 389, 650.
16 0hlon. The initial traces are difficult, and thus the identification of  this word. If  we ignore the traces in 

the left margin, to be linked with more such ink in the next line, all as yet unexplained, then (aligned with line 
beginnings above and below) there is, first, a stroke (in two parts?) rising to right in upper part of  line. To the right 
of  this, there is apparently a descending then rising ligature to h, with possibly a rising stroke joining this ligature 
on the left. These traces might combine to yield m, cf. in §m° just below, although this is far from easy. If  so, then 
m`hlÒn (l. mhrÒn)? Or t]Ú{n} m`∞lon ‘cheek’? They are unattractive. Perhaps m`hlÒn for muelÒn (cf. PGM IV 1529 ff. 
kaË!on aÈt∞! tå !plãgxna, tÚ !t∞yo!, tÚ ∏par, tÚ pneËma, tå Ù!tç, toÁ! mueloÊ!)?

[000]0araka0000a`[00]. First, end of  curve from left touching alpha at mid-height. After alpha, possibly l 
with a short right leg; then a small circle followed by an upright (oi?); then probably t (foot of  the vertical and 
right part of  the horizontal). A form of  parakal°v seems probable, p2arakal`o`i1t`a`[i for parakal∞tai (for h > oi, 
see Gignac, Grammar i 266)? Perhaps p2arakal`o`›`t`a`[i ≤]. If  so, efi! or prÒ! would be required before §m°, but it is not 
easy to see where the preposition could fit in. However, parallels in magical papyri for ‘so that she is incited towards 
me’ are lacking. The lacuna after ˜pv! certainly has space for more than the lost portion of  supposed p, but here 
as in other lines the scribe may have avoided writing over the damaged vertical strip, cf. introd.

17 Unexplained ink in margin before first letter. ¶t`e`k`en: the reading presupposes that the scribe left a gap 
between t` and e,̀ cf. introd.

17–18 ≥d`h2 _taxÁ´ | taxÁ ÅbÄ. In 17 the vertical which in the plate appears above the horizontal of  the tau 
of  taxÊ belongs with certainty to delta in 16, i.e. x. That the scribe had cancelled taxÊ in 17 appears certain (an 
oblique stroke across a and xu washed out). It is odd that he added the b in 18 above the line. Single ≥dh with 
repeated taxÊ is not expected; cf. however P. Duk. inv. 230.30 with n. (ed. GRBS 40 (1999) 159 ff.). Another b could 
have been inserted above ≥d`h2; a faint stroke could be from its horizontal base, cf. 18 and 22.

Below 18, a horizontal line has been drawn right across the sheet. Below this and close to the left edge is 
a column of  about eight characteres. There could have been more below, but the papyrus breaks off. To the right 
of  these characteres the letters d m h b z stand one above the other in another column. Further to the right, but 
centrally under the block of  script above, are two drawings; in the space to the right of  each are some isolated 
single Greek letters.

These drawings represent two mummies, in profile, facing right, wrapped in a close network of  bandages 
that cover them from shoulders to feet. External wrappings arranged in a criss-cross pattern correspond to real 
use during the Roman period (see S. Ikram, A. Dodson, The Mummy in Ancient Egypt (London 1998) 164 f.) and is 
regularly seen in representations of  mummies in papyri (PGM XII col. xvii, photo in PGM vol. ii, Taf. II Abb. 12 
and OMRO 56 (1975) pl. XIII) as well as in lead-tablets (e.g. Suppl. Mag. I 37A; R. Wünsch, Sethianische Verfluchungs-
tafeln aus Rom (Leipzig 1898) 12, 16, 20, etc.) and gems (e.g. C. Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets (Ann Arbor 1950) 
D 8, 11, 13, 151, 350; H. Philipp, Mira et magica (Mainz am Rhein 1986) nos. 107–10, 112, 205, etc.). The two faces, 
as often, appear free from bandages. The head of  the left-hand figure has nose, mouth, and eye; that of  the right-
hand one is little more than a circle with the suggestion of  a nose, and with an eye in the center. On the chest of  
the left-hand mummy, the regularity of  the network of  bandages is interrupted, and in a larger space are signs of  
uncertain meaning. They might conceivably be interpreted as two cursive Greek letters (bk?), but perhaps more 
likely represent stylized amulets or better still the hands of  the mummy crossed over its chest.

On the head of  each figure are two oblique projections. That three of  these projections touch the horizontal 
line above them appears to be accidental, since one does not. A parallel is probably the British Museum gem D 151 
in Bonner, op. cit., p. 278 (see also p. 108 f., and D. Wortmann, ‘Kosmogonie und Nilflut’, BJb 166 (1966) 106–8), 
which shows a mummy with three projections on its head like pins with small rings at the top. This decoration 
might be interpreted as a schematic representation of  the two or three lotus buds appearing on the head of  the 
Nile god (Bonner, p. 109; for this detail in the iconography of  the Nile, see D. Bonneau, La crue du Nil (Paris 1964) 



328; M.-O. Jentel, LIMC VI.1 (1992), s.v. Neilos, 726); its use for a mummy is explained by the identification of  the 
dead person with Osiris, who in turn is identified with the Nile and with moisture in general.

The two mummies might then represent two of  the nekuda€mone! called upon by the operator (see above 9 n.). 
If  so, a close parallel is the lead-tablet Suppl. Mag. I 37 A, where similarly the dead man is addressed by his name 
and the drawing of  his mummy is carved on the tablet.

M. Betrò notes a resemblance between the faces of  the mummies, especially that on the left, and the hiero-
glyphic representing a bovine head (A. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar2 (Oxford 1950), Sign-list F 1), and would prefer 
to see them as sacred animal mummies. If  so, then the oblique projections referred to would naturally be inter-
preted as horns or ears. In that case, the possible mention of  Ptah in 6–7 above might offer a link between text and 
drawings: the Apis bull was considered as the ba of  the Memphite god Ptah.

F. MALTOMINI
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IV. DOCUMENTARY TEXTS

The documents published in this section have been chosen for their chronological 
and prosopographical interest. The majority come from the fifth century, a period that has 
yielded very few papyri in comparison with other centuries. Many of  these texts provide the 
earliest or latest known dates for the use in Egypt of  certain consulates for dating purposes. 
Others attest Oxyrhynchite magnates with titles of  nobility, and offer glimpses into the pro-
vincial aristocracy of  the Later Roman Empire. The last two items in this section expand 
the meagre amount of  evidence on Oxyrhynchus under Persian rule.

Abbreviations used:
CLRE = R. S. Bagnall, A. Cameron, S. R. Schwartz, K. A. Worp, Consuls of  the Later Roman Empire (1987).
CSBE = R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of  Byzantine Egypt (1978).
PLRE = J. R. Martindale, Prosopography of  the Later Roman Empire ii (1984).

4675. Order to Pay

86/21(b) 7.5 × 7.8 cm 397/8?

Euethius, who issued this order to pay, of  which only the left part survives, may be an 
eminent Oxyrhynchite who flourished at the end of  the fourth and/or the beginning of  the 
fifth century; if  so, this is the first dated text to attest him.

The writing is across the fibres. Back blank.

  EÈÆyio[! 
  parã!x3[ou 
  !€a! 00[ 
  (¶tou!) o0[

4 \

‘Euethius . . . Pay . . . Year 7-. . .’

1 EÈÆyio[!. Presumably identical with EÈÆyio! pol(iteuÒmeno!) in P. Heid. IV 314.2, also attested as boat-
owner and exactor; cf. P. Heid. IV 313.18 [p]l(o›on) EÈhy€ou §jãktor(o!).

3–4 Restore diako]!€a!, triako]!€a!, etc., probably referring to myriads of  denarii.
4 The trace after o would suit d`, i.e. read (¶tou!) od` [mg; a ̀and z` are less likely possibilities. Year 74/43 = 

397/8; see CSBE 79.

N. GONIS



4676. Order to Supply

83/12(a) 10.5 × 5.5 cm 6 September 404

The left part of  an order to supply an unknown commodity, possibly issued by an 
important Oxyrhynchite active around 400, see 1 n. A further point of  interest is the attesta-
tion of  Oxyrhynchite era year 81/50 = 404/5, not recorded previously.

The writing is across the fibres. The back is blank.

  Ptolem›no!     [
  parã!xou OÈr!ik€nƒ ka‹ [ 
  (¶tou!) pa n// Y∆y y.  [

3 \

‘Ptoleminus . . . Deliver to Ursicinus and . . . Year 81/50, Thoth 9.’

1 Ptolem›no!. Possibly the same as the Ptoleminus who occurs in two other documents of  similar type and 
date: SB XXII 15627 (398), in which he authorises the payment of  25 solidi to an optio for ofinÒkreon; and PSI IX 
1074 (400), an order to pay 4 5⁄6 solidi to an §pimelhtØ! énnvn«n prothktÒrvn as an adaeratio for large quantities of  
ofinÒkreon and hay. Ptoleminus was evidently a man of  some standing. It is tempting to identify him with the man 
known to have been an exactor and a shipowner at around that date; see P. Wash. Univ. II 83 introd. and 5 n., LXIII 
4383 4 n. If  he is the same as the vir clarissimus whose heirs feature in the ship-list 4685 back 2, he was promoted 
to the clarissimate in the early years of  the fifth century.

2 OÈr!ik€nƒ. This is the first occurrence of  the name in a papyrus; SEG XXXII 1590.1 is the only other 
Egyptian text attesting it. On the name see I. Kajanto, The Latin Cognomina (1965) 330.

3 For the conversion of  the date see CSBE 79, 96.

N. GONIS

4677. Lease of Land

96/71(b) 6 × 9 cm 26 September 408
  Plate XVI

The upper right part of  a land lease of  annual duration, addressed to an ex-praepositus 
and landowner in the Oxyrhynchite. It records the earliest Egyptian dating by the consulate 
of  Anicius Auchenius Bassus and Fl. Philippus coss. 408.

On Oxyrhynchite land leases of  this period see most recently Tyche 15 (2000) 93–6, and 
R. Mazza, L’archivio degli Apioni (2001) 106–20, 189–91 (list); cf. also 4682 and 4687.

The back is blank so far as it is preserved.

  [Ípate€a! F]l`(aou˝vn) Bã!!ou ka‹ Fil€ppou  
  [t«n lam(protãtvn), Y]∆2y ky. 
  [Fl(aou˝ƒ) c. 8? ]00 épÚ praipo!€tvn
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  [geoux(oËnti) §n tª lam](prò) ka‹ lam(protãt˙) ÉOjurugxit«<n> pÒ`lei  
 5 [parå AÈr(hl€ou)  -ãm]mvno! PehoËto!
  [épÚ §poik€ou P]e`ktu toË aÈtoË nomoË 
	 	 [x(a€rein).	•kou!€v!	§pi]d°xomai	mi!y≈!a!- 
  [yai prÚ! mÒno]n tÚ §ne!tÚ! ¶to!  
  [pe nd !porç!] t∞! ÙgdÒh! find(ikt€vno!)  
 10 [épÚ t«n Ípar]xÒntvn !oi §n
  [  c.10  ]k`00e`0 §`dãfou[!
   .   .   .   .   .

1 fl]lÄ   4 lam?   9 ind?

‘In the consulship of  Flavii Bassus and Philippus, viri clarissimi, Thoth 29.
‘To Flavius . . . , ex praepositis, landowner in the splendid and most splendid city of  the 

Oxyrhynchites, from Aurelius —ammon son of  Peêous, from the hamlet of  Pecty of  the 
same nome, greetings. Voluntarily I undertake to hold on lease for the current year 85/54 
only, for the sowing of  the eighth indiction, from your possessions at . . . field . . .’

1–2 For the consuls of  408 see CLRE 350–1; cf. 352–3. The only other Egyptian reference is SB I 1540 of  
19.iii.409, an inscription from Alexandria. For the conversion of  the date see CSBE 79, 96. So far as I can see, no 
other papyrus dated to 408 has been published.

2 Y]≈`y. Famen]≈`y would be too long for the space.
3 ]00. The second letter is probably h;̀ k`, i.e. ÉI!]ã`k ̀(cf. below), seems less likely. The name could have been 

a short one if  the gentilicium was written out in full, Flaou˝ƒ.
3–4 Cf. SB IV 7445.3–4 (382) Fl[a]ou˝ƒ Krh!`p2e`€nƒ épÚ praipo!(€tvn) | ge[o]uxoËnti §p[‹ t]∞`! lam(prç!) ka‹ 

lam(protãth!) ÉOju(rugxit«n) pÒle(v!); XVI 1973 3–5 (420) Flaou˝ƒ ÉI!åk épÚ praipo!€tvn g1e[ou]x3o`Ë`n`|ti §n tª 
lamprò ka‹ lamprotãt˙ ÉOjurugxit«n | pÒlei §pitrÒpƒ t∞! yeivtãth! ofik€a!; also PSI I 90.3 (364). On military 
landowners at that time see R. S. Bagnall, Chiron 22 (1992) 47–54, and Egypt in Late Antiquity (1993) 177–9; also J. 
Banaji, Agrarian Change in Late Antiquity (2001) 115–16.

4 ÉOjurugxit«<n>. ÉOjurugxit«n was surely meant, but n seems to have been a victim of  the quickness of  
the writing.

6 §poik€ou P]e`ktu. On this settlement see P. Pruneti, I centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite (1981) 141–2. LX 4074 7 
(307) offers an early instance, and is the basis for restoring §poik€ou here.

9 Year 85/54 = 408/9; see CSBE 79. The !porã is a reference to the crops, reckoned, i.e. taxed, on the basis 
of  the praedelegatio, set on 1 May in the next Julian year: this was the start of  (fiscal) indiction 8. On the issue see 
R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, Mnemosyne 31 (1978) 289–90. Cf. also 4682 8–9, 4687 7.

11 At the start of  the break one would expect to find ped€oi!, followed by a reference to the village where the 
land is located, cf. 4687 9–10 n.; but Pektu cannot be read in the traces: could it be a place-name near Pektu? 
§n | [t“ aÈt“ §poi]k€`ƒ ̀would fit space and trace, but the collocation is not parallelled in this context; even if  this 
were what the papyrus had, I do not see what came immediately before §dãfou[! (not §p2€1; §n` would be possible 
palaeographically, but stumbles on the grammar).

N. GONIS



4678. Top of Document

49 5B.99/A(2–3)b 15.3 × 4.9 cm 18 October 409

This scrap offers the earliest Egyptian record of  the consulship of  Honorius Aug. VIII 
and Theodosius III coss. 409. The nature of  the original document cannot be determined, 
though there is little doubt that it was a legal agreement.

The back is blank so far as it is preserved.

[Ípate€a! t«n de!pot«n ≤m]«n ÑOnvr€ou tÚ h2 ka‹ Yeodo!€ou tÚ gÄ t«n afivn€vn  
[            ]           AÈgoÊ!tvn, Fa«fi ka. 
[       c.22       ]00€ou politeuÒmeno! t∞! lamprç! ka‹ lam[p]rotãth! 
[ÉOjurugxit«n	pÒlev!	to›!	k]l`hronÒmoi!	Dionu!`€`[ou]	g1e`n`om°nou	pre!`b`[ut]°`r`[ou]	00 
   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

‘In the consulship of  our masters Honorius for the 8th time and Theodosius for the 
3rd time, the eternal Augusti, Phaophi 21.

. . . son of  —ius, curialis of  the splendid and most splendid city of  the Oxyrhynchites, 
to the heirs of  Dionysius, former priest . . .’

1 For the consuls of  409, see CLRE 352–3; cf. 354–5. A consular rather than a postconsular clause has been 
restored by reason of  space; cf. l. 4. It is unclear whether in SPP XX 115.1 the sequence Yeo]do!€ou tÚ g t«n rep-
resents the remnants of  a consular or a postconsular clause.

3–4 politeuÒmeno! t∞! lamprç! ka‹ lam[p]rotãth! | [ÉOjurugxit«n pÒlev!. For the formulation cf. P. Mil. 
II 64.2 (440, cf. 4688 2 n.), LXVIII 4687 3–4 (441), 4688 4–5 (442?), XXXIV 2718 3–4 (458). We cannot tell 
whether this politeuÒmeno! was a Flavius or an Aurelius, though the former possibility is the likelier.

N. GONIS

4679. Foot of Document with Consular Date

95/82(a) 15 × 10 cm 21 December 418

The consular date clause is all that survives of  a document whose nature cannot be 
ascertained, though it is conceivable that it was a petition (contracts most often have the 
date clause at the top, petitions at the foot). It furnishes the earliest attestation of  Honorius 
Aug. XII and Theodosius Aug. VIII coss. 418, previously known only from post-consular 
clauses of  419.

On the back, close to the left-hand edge, two sets of  vertical lines at 1.7 cm from each 
other, perhaps the remains of  a quadrangular frame (a drawing?).

   .   .   .   .   . 
  Ípat€a! t«n` [de!pot«n ≤m«n] ÑOnvr€o[u]  
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	 	 tÚ	ib™	ka‹	Yeodo!€o[u]	t`Ú`	h2	t`[«n]	afivn€vn	 
	 	 AÈgoÊ!tvn,	Xoiåk	ke™.

1 l. Ípate€a!

‘In the consulship of  our masters Honorius for the 12th time and Theodosius for the 
8th time, the eternal Augusti, Choiak 25.’

1–3 Cf. 4681 1–2. On the consulship, see CLRE 370–1; cf. 372–3. For the conversion of  the date, see CSBE 
80, 97.

N. GONIS

4680. Order to Supply Oil

63 6B.66/E(1–2)a 29 × 5 cm 11 February 419

An order for the delivery of  one sextarius of  oil to a female servant or slave. Tatianus, 
who issued the order, may be same as a senior Oxyrhynchite curialis attested in the late 
fourth and early fifth century; see further 1 n.

The back is blank.

 TatianÚ!	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 N°pvti	§laiourg“	x(a€rein).
	 parã!xou	Kuriakª	ped€!k˙	§la€(ou)	j°!thn	ßn,	(g€netai)	§l(a€ou)	j(°!th!)	a. 
 (¶tou!) qe jd, Mexe‹r iz.   (m.2)	!ai!em€vmai	§l°ou	j°!ta!	m€an	o`m(	).

1 x?   2 elai?, / elÄ j  l. paid€!k˙, ßna   3 \, o`mÄ; l. !e!hme€vmai	§la€ou	j°!thn	ßna	mÒnon

‘Tatianus to Nepos, oil-worker, greetings. Deliver to Cyriace, servant girl, one sextarius 
of  oil, total 1 sextarius of  oil. Year 95/64, Mecheir 17. (2nd hand) ‘I have countersigned one 
sextarius of  oil only.’

1 TatianÒ!. There seem to have been two curiales of  this name active at Oxyrhynchus in the late fourth 
and early fifth century, cf. K. A. Worp, ZPE 115 (1997) 218–9. A Claudius Tatianus, riparius, and hence of  curial 
stock, occurs in VII 1033 3 (392); he is presumably identical with the curialis and ship owner in P. Heid. IV 313.17, 
a document of  c.402. He may have appeared again in SB XVI 12523 of  394, with Macrobius, another eminent 
Oxyrhynchite, on whom see LXVI 4529 3 n. (I take the view that in SB 12523.1 the sequence MakrÒbio!	TatianÒ! 
represents two different persons, not one.) The TatianÚ! pol(iteuÒmeno!) of  P. Heid. IV 314.2.7 (V) is possibly this 
same curialis. A different person is the curialis and riparius Fl. Tatianus of  P. Gron. Amst. 1 = SB XXIV 15970.2 (455). 
The case of  P. IFAO II 12a.2 (V) geoÊxƒ Tatian[“ is less clear; the provenance of  the papyrus is unknown, but it 
is conceivable that it refers to one of  these two Tatiani.

2 ped€!k˙ (l. paid€!k˙). On the term see 4683 2 n. Very few paid€!kai occur in papyri of  late date. We hear 
of  them twice in connection with the Apions: PSI VIII 957.5 (VI), attesting a payment of  wine ta›! geoux(ika›!) 
paid€!k(ai!), and PSI VI 709.6, 27 (566). Cf. also BGU III 725.10, 29 (618).

On disbursements of  oil to pa›de! or paidãria, see F. Morelli, Olio e retribuzioni nell’Egitto tardo (1996) 240 
index s.v.



j°!thn	ßn (l. ßna). The same mistake in SB XVI 12665.2 (IV/V).
3 For the conversion of  the date see CSBE 80, 98.
j°!ta!	m€an	o`m(	), l. j°!thn	ßna	mÒnon. j°!ta! could be a slip because Tatianus was used to countersigning for 

larger amounts. It is less easy to guess why he got the gender wrong, but it is noticeable that the clerk also got it 
wrong, ßn for ßna. At the end, miano`mÄ might represent m€an <n>Ò`m(hn) for m€an mÒn(hn).

N. GONIS

4681. Lease of an Upper Room

75/15(c) 15.5 × 15.3 cm 10(?) August 419

The upper part of  a lease of  an upper room at Oxyrhynchus, rented to a woman. The 
duration of  the lease is not specified, but was probably determinable at the pleasure of  the 
lessor. The papyrus breaks off  at the point where the amount of  rent was to be indicated. 
For the latest update on Byzantine leases of  house property, see ZPE 132 (2000) 191–2 and 
ZPE 141 (2002) 169; see also JJP 32 (2002) 35–41, and below 4686, 4689, 4692, 4693, and 
4694.

The text is of  considerable chronological interest: besides offering the latest Egyptian 
record of  the postconsulate of  Honorius Aug. XII and Theodosius Aug. VIII coss. 418, it 
attests an indictional date that is not in harmony with the current view on the start of  the 
Oxyrhynchite indiction; see 9–11 n.

The docket is written in a shaky and crude hand, not to be identified with that respon-
sible for the main text.

	 	 metå	tØn	[Í]p2[ate€]an	t«n	de!pot«n	≤m«n	ÑOnvr€ou	tÚ	ib 
  k`a`‹1 Y2e`[o]do!€o[u tÚ] h2 t`[«]n` afivn€`[vn A]ÈgoÊ!tvn, 
     Me!orØ2 i1z3. 
	 	 AÈrhl€ƒ	Dv2[r]o`y°ƒ	%v!ibe€ou	épÚ	t∞!	lamprç!	 
 5 ka‹ lamprotãt`h! ÉOjurug1xit«n pÒlev! 
	 	 parå	AÈrhl€1a`!`	Y2ah!€a!	ÑAtr∞to!	épÚ	k≈mh!	Ta- 
	 	 kÒna	toË	aÈtoË	n`omoË,	katagignom°nh<!> 
	 	 §ntaËya	tª	ÉOjurug1xit«n	pÒlei.	•kou!€v!	 
	 	 §peid°xomai	mi!y≈!a!yai	épÚ	toË	ˆnto!	mhnÚ!	 
 10 Me!orØ t`[oË] §ne!t«to! ¶tou! qe jd t∞! tr€th!
  findikt€ono`! épÚ t«n ÍparxÒntvn !oi épÚ ofi- 
  [k]€a! oÎ![h]! §n tª aÈtª pÒlei §p' émfÒdou 
	 	 [T]eu`men`o`Êyev!	Ípe[r]“on	tÒp2[o]n`	ßna 
	 	 [!Án	xr]h2!th2[r€oi!	pç!i:	ka]‹1	t`e`l`[°!v	Í]p2¢r`	§[noik€]o`u ̀
   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
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Back, downwards, along the fibres:
 15 (m.2) ~3 m`€1!`yv2!`i1! Y2ah[!€]a`! 000[

4 l. %v!ib€ou   9 l. §pid°xomai   11 Ûndiktiono!

‘After the consulship of  our masters Honorius for the 12th time and Theodosius for the 
8th time, the eternal Augusti, Mesore 17 (?).’

‘To Aurelius Dorotheus son of  Sosibius, from the splendid and most splendid city of  
the Oxyrhynchites, from Aurelia Thaesia daughter of  Hatres, from the village of  Tacona 
of  the same nome, resident here in the city of  the Oxyrhynchites. I voluntarily undertake 
to hold on lease from the present month of  Mesore of  the current year 95/64 of  the third 
indiction, from the property belonging to you, out of  a house situated in the same city, in 
the quarter of  Teumenuthis, one upper room with all (its) appurtenances; and I shall pay 
for rent . . .’

Back: ‘Lease of  Thaesia . . .’

1–2 On the consulate see 4679 1–3 n. For the conversion of  the date see CSBE 80, 101.
6–7 TakÒna. A village in the northern part of  the Oxyrhynchite nome; see LX 4087 2 n. (para. 2) and the 

references cited there.
7 toË aÈtoË n`omoË. This refers back to ÉOjurug1xit«n pÒlev!, and may be explained by the fact that the 

old nome had become a civitas; cf. also 4682 6 (with note) and 4687 5; cf. also P. Kell. I 20.3–5 n. A similar in-
terchange of  the terms pÒli! and nomÒ! is in evidence in P. Benaki 2.2–5 (IV) épÚ	k≈mh!	Kain∞!`	ig//	pãgou	toË	
ÑHrakleopol€tou nom[oË] . . . épÚ t∞! aÈt∞! pÒlev!.

katagignom°nh<!>. On this participle, which had a ‘special currency in third- and fourth-century Oxyrhyn-
chus’, see J. G. Keenan, GRBS 42 (2001) 59 n. 7. This is its latest instance. (There is no need to restore ofik«n [ka‹ 
kataginÒmeno! in SB XVI 13015.13, of  632.)

9–11 épÚ	toË	ˆnto!	mhnÚ!	|	Me!orØ	t`[oË]	§ne!t«to!	¶tou!	qe	jd	t∞!	tr€th!	|	findikt€ono`!. Oxyrhynchite era 
year 95/64 ran from 418 to 419, and indiction 3 from 419 to 420; see CSBE 80. The current view is that the indic-
tion used in Oxyrhynchus for dating purposes started on Thoth 1, the first day of  the civil as well as of  the local 
era year; see CSBE 26–7. 4681 tells us that indiction 3 was underway in Mesore, that is, before Thoth 1. In view of  
the new evidence, it is worth examining the issue of  the Oxyrhynchite indiction afresh.

The earliest possible instance of  the use of  the Thoth indiction at Oxyrhynchus is furnished by VII 1041: 
dated to 9 June (Pauni 15) 381 by the consuls, the text refers to a loan to be repaid on the ‘first day of  the month 
of  Mesore [= 25 July] of  the present 14th = the 6th = the 2nd year [= 380/1] and the current ninth indiction 
[= 380/1]’; unless the indiction figure is wrong, it seems that the indiction started in Thoth. But a contemporary 
text, the lease SB IV 7445, tells a different story: dated to 12 July (Epeiph 18) 382, the lease is set to start ‘in the 
next month of  Mesore of  the current year 15/7/3 [= 381/2] of  the 11th indiction’; if  that indiction were reckoned 
from 29 August (Thoth 1) 382, the reference would have been to the tenth, not the eleventh indiction. This is an 
exact parallel to 4681. 4688, even if  not entirely free from ambiguity, would lend further support to the notion 
that the indiction started earlier than Thoth: an indiction supposed to start on Thoth 1 seems to be underway 
some day in Pachon or Pauni; see 4688 introd. Compare also the lease XLV 3203, dated June–July (Epeiph) 400, 
said to start épÚ	neomhn€`a`[!]	|	toË	•j∞!	mhnÚ!	Me!`o`rØ	toË	§ne!t«to!	|	¶tou!	o˚	me	érxª	t∞`[!]	te!!are!kaidek[ãth!]	
| findik[t]€ono`! (ll. 9–12; year 76/45 = 399/400, indiction 14 = 400/1), and the loan XVI 1973 (420), to be repaid 
§n	t“	|	PaËni	mhn‹	toË	§ne!t«to!	¶tou!	q˚	je	efi!	érxØn	|	t∞!	tetãrth[!]	find[i]kt€[o]no! (ll. 13–15; year 96/65 = 
419/20, indiction 4 = 420/1; note that efi! érxØn = érxª): in both texts the ‘start’ of  the indiction is placed earlier 
than Thoth.



Two documents of  later date may also attest the use of  an indiction starting earlier than Thoth 1. The first is 
XVI 1958, a lease dated Mesore 26, indiction 15, set to start on Thoth 1 ‘of  the coming year 153/122 of  the auspi-
cious fifteenth indiction’; the date has been converted to 19 August 476. Bagnall and Worp ‘think that indiction 15 
[= 476/7] in the heading is a slip, cf. its equation in the same text to era year 153/122 [= 476/7]’ (CSBE 27 n. 21); ‘the 
scribe has changed the number too soon or omitted érxª’ (CSBE 51 n. 2). But there is no need to assume an error 
if  the indiction was reckoned from a date before Thoth 1. Further, there is no ‘equation’ of  the indiction to the era 
year: what the text says is that the first day of  Thoth of  year 153/122 falls in the fifteenth indiction (neomhn€a! toË 
•j∞!	mhnÚ!	Y∆y	|	toË	efi!iÒnto!	¶tou!	rng	rkb	t∞!	eÈtuxoË!	|	[pe]ntekaidek[ãth]!	findikt€ono!, ll. 8–10). The other 
text is P. Lond. V 1797 = P. Bingen 129, a lease dated Epeiph 16 (?), indiction 10 (= 10 (?) July 501), said to begin on 
Thoth 1, indiction 10. (Not much can be made of  the lease P. Yale I 71, since it dates from the last day of  the civil 
year, and its dating clause contains an error: it is dated 28 August 456 (epagomenal 5), and the lease is set to start 
on Thoth 1 ‘of  the current year 133/101 (sic) of  the present tenth indiction’. This indiction 10 (and year 133/102) 
ran from 456 to 457. There is a problem with the era year referred to as ‘current’, since year 133/102 was to start 
on the very next day, cf. CSBE 26 n. 11. If  133 is a mistake for 132, the dating of  this papyrus may be brought in 
line with those discussed above.)

But a text from the middle of  the century attests an indiction that must have begun in Thoth, or in any case 
later than Pachon. P. Harr. I 149 is dated Year 120/89, indiction 12, Pachon 26 (= 21 May 444, cf. BL VII 67). Year 
120/89 = 443/4, indiction 12 = 443/4; this twelfth indiction cannot have been reckoned from 1 May 443, more 
than a year earlier than the date of  the text as indicated by the era year. The use of  a Thoth indiction is attested 
again in LIX 3985 of  9 May 473, and from then on, with the possible exception of  XVI 1958 and P. Bingen 129, 
the Thoth indiction is the only one in evidence (note that it can be verified only in texts dating from May to Au-
gust); cf. LIX 3985 (473), SB XX 15134 (483), VIII 1130 (484), P. Mich. XIV 682 (496), P. Köln V 235 (496), etc.

It thus seems that in the later fourth and earlier fifth centuries the start of  the Oxyrhynchite chronological 
indiction oscillated between the praedelegatio of  1 May (Pachon) and the start of  the traditional civil year of  29/30 
August (Thoth). But sometime in the course of  the fifth century the Thoth indiction prevailed, and the use of  
the Pachon indiction was restricted to fiscal matters. I wonder whether at the start Oxyrhynchus used for dating 
purposes the Pachon indiction only; this indiction, besides indicating the fiscal year, was also used as the chrono-
logical one in most regions of  Egypt. But given the importance of  the local era year, which coincided with the civil 
year, and for the sake of  simplicity, the indiction was equated with the era year. Attempts at simplifying the dating 
systems are known from later times; see LVIII pp. 54, 57, and P. Thomas pp. 260–2.

A reference to the Pachon indiction may be detected in a formulation present in the dating clauses of  several 
Oxyrhynchite documents: findikt€vno! x, érxª of  x + 1. It was once thought that the second part of  the formula 
refers to an indiction that began with the delegatio, see CSBE 26, but LIX 3985, of  9 May 473, the earliest docu-
ment to use the formula, has shown that the praedelegatio, the ‘Pachon indiction’, was meant; see 3985 1 n. para. 3. 
This may also be surmised from X 1280 8–10 (assigned to the last quarter of  the fourth century in CSBE 21 and 
61 n. 10) épÚ toË parelyÒn|to! mhnÚ! Pax∆n érxª t∞! dvdekãth! | find(ikt€vno!); cf. also XVI 1973 14–15 (420), 
cited above. It may be worth asking whether the appearance of  the formula was due to the establishment of  the 
Thoth indiction: the scribes indicated what was a relative novelty in the dating clauses by referring to the old- as 
well as the new-style indiction.

Something similar may be observed in the case of  the Heracleopolite chronological indiction. Bagnall and 
Worp, BASP 16 (1979) 239–43, have argued that it ran from Thoth to Mesore, just as the Oxyrhynchite one. The 
earliest instance of  the Thoth indiction at Heracleopolis is in P. Rain. Cent. 123 of  478; but the earlier evidence, 
scanty though it may be, seems to suggest that Heracleopolis used for dating purposes an indiction that started 
earlier than Thoth.

First, we have SPP XX 90, a loan of  money dated 15 June 415 (cf. BL VII 261), to be repaid m`hn‹ ÉEpe‹f 
toË §ne!t«to! ¶tou! | te!!are!kaide[k]ãth! findikt€ono! (ll. 11–12). (The expression looks back to such passages as 
P. Rain. Cent. 86.13–14 (381) épÚ	toË	ˆnto!	moinÚ!	Fam`[e]n`∆y	toË	§ne!t«tou!	|	¶tou!	findikt€vno!, or BGU III 
938.6 (384/5) [toË	§ne!t«]to!	¶tou!	i/	ka‹	z/	ka‹	b/	id	findik(t€vno!).) This indiction 14 ran from 415 to 416; if  it 
began on 30 August 415 (Thoth 1), the loan would have to be repaid more than one year later, in the summer of  
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416 (Epeiph = 26 June – 24 July); but the repayment is stated to take place within ‘the current year’ (cf. VII 1041, 
discussed above). This means that the indiction must have started earlier than Thoth 1.

The same is implied by P. Benaki 2, a lease of  a room assigned to the later fourth century (the consular date 
has not survived; it probably dated from Mesore or the epagomenal days), set to be of  annual duration, starting 
épÚ neomhn€a! toË efi!iÒnto! | mhnÚ! Y∆y t∞! paroÊ!h! ig// | findikt€ono! (ll. 15–17): on the face of  it, the indiction 
in which Thoth fell had started before Thoth 1. In view of  SPP XX 90, there is no need to assume that the scribe 
advanced the number of  the indiction too early.

A comment on the relation between Heracleopolis and Oxyrhynchus in this period may be in order. In as-
sociating the Oxyrhynchite with the Heracleopolite indiction, Bagnall and Worp, BASP 16 (1979) 242, invoke R. 
Rémondon, Pap. Congr. XI (1965) 138, who argued that in the later fifth century and for a great part of  the sixth 
‘Héracléopolis et la moitié méridionale au moins de son territoire paraissent être dans la dépendance politique 
et sous l’emprise économique d’Oxyrhynchos.’ Even if  the texts on which Rémondon’s thesis rests are not quite 
relevant (SB VI 9152 = XVIII 13953 and SPP XX 129 simply attest the Heracleopolite estate of  Fl. Apion I, while 
‘P. Oxy. 1938’ [sic, for XVI 1983] only says that Fl. Strategius, the son of  Apion I, was a prvteÊvn at Heracleopolis 
and Oxyrhynchus), the close link between the two cities is hardly in doubt; cf. now P. Mich. XVIII 794, assigned 
to the later fifth century, in which the municipal authorities of  Oxyrhynchus are required to supply wreaths for 
the public market of  Heracleopolis. Perhaps this was due to the fact that the praeses of  Arcadia had a residence at 
Heracleopolis (cf. LIX 3986 introd. para. 2), while Oxyrhynchus was the capital of  the province.

12–13 émfÒdou [T]eu`men`o`Êyev!. For a list of  attestations of  this quarter see S. Daris, ZPE 132 (2000) 220–1; 
for earlier literature see P. Bingen 105.7 n. See also LXV 4478 7–8 n.

13 Ípe[r]“on tÒp2[o]n.̀ On the term see G. Husson, OIKIA: Le vocabulaire de la maison privée en Égypte d’après les 
papyrus grecs (1983) 284–5. The only other reference to an upper room in a lease is in the Oxyrhynchite SB IV 7444 
(327; cf. ZPE 132 (2000) 183–4).

N. GONIS

4682. Lease of Land (?)

105/214(a) 15.3 × 12 cm 9(?) October 421

The upper part of  a lease, probably of  land and of  indefinite duration. It offers the 
latest mention in the papyri of  the postconsulate of  Theodosius IX and Fl. Constantius 
III coss. 420, and attests two eminent Oxyrhynchites, Valerius, vir clarissimus, and his son 
Flavius Daniel, on whom see 4–5 n.

The back is blank.

  metå tØn Íp2a`t€an toË de!p2Ò`t`o`u` ≤m«n Yeodo`[!€ou toË] 
  afivn€ou AÈgoÊ!tou` t`Ú` y ka‹ Fl(aou˝ou) Kvn!tant€ou  
	 	 toË	lamprotãtou	tÚ	g,	Fa«fi	ib`. 
  Flaou˝ƒ DaniØl ufl“ toË t∞! lamprç! mnÆmh! 
 5 OÈaler€ou parå AÈrhl€ou ÉIvãnou ÑVr[€]vno!
	 	 épÚ	k≈mh!	%enÊ`rev!	toË	aÈtoË	nomoË. 
	 	 •`[kou!]€1v!	§pid°xomai	mi!`y≈!a!yai	épÚ	t`oË	 
  [§ne!t«to! ¶tou! qh jz !porç! t]∞2[!] e`ÈtuxoË! 



	 	 [ßkth!	findikt€ono!	 	 	 c.15   ]00
   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

1 l. Ípate€an            2 fl            3 lamprotatou: to corr. from ta            4 flaouÛv            5 Ûvanou; l. 
ÉIvãnnou

‘After the consulship of  our master Theodosius the eternal Augustus for the 9th time 
and Flavius Constantius, vir clarissimus, for the 3rd time, Phaophi 12 (?).

‘To Flavius Daniel, son of  Valerius of  splendid memory, from Aurelius Ioannes son of  
Horion from the village of  Senyris of  the same nome. I voluntarily undertake to hold on 
lease from the present year 98/67, for the sowing of  the auspicious sixth indiction . . .’

1–3 For the conversion of  the date, see CSBE 80, 96. This is the latest attestation of  the consulship of  Theo-
dosius IX and Constantius III coss. 420, on which see CLRE 374–5; cf. 377. (The earliest Egyptian record of  the 
consuls of  421 is SB XVIII 13882 of  20 December 421.) Constantius was proclaimed Augustus in the West on 
8 February 421, but was not recognized in the East. He died on 2 September 421, about a month earlier than the 
date of  4682.

Constantius was a patricius, which is recorded in the earliest mention of  his third consulate in a papyrus, 
VIII 1134 2 of  3 March 421: toË lamprotãtou patrik€ou. It is unclear whether any other papyrus refers to his 
patriciate, although this has been restored in P. Select. 8.2 (22 April 421) toË` [lampr(otãtou) patr(ik€ou) and SPP 
XX 114.2 (25 July 421) toË lampr(otãtou) pat]r(ik€ou) (cf. BL VII 262). P. Select. 13.19 (25 June 421) only has toË 
lam(protãtou).

4–5 Flaou˝ƒ DaniØl ufl“ toË t∞! lamprç! mnÆmh! OÈaler€ou. Also attested in the undated CPR V 24.3, 7 
DaniØl OÈaler€ou, and 4685 back 8 p2l(o›on) D2a`[n]i[Ø]l` O2È`a`l`er€ou lam(protãtou); cf. also 4683 1. It is unclear 
whether lam(protãtou) in 4685 refers to the father or the son.

Valerius, Daniel’s father, may occur in VII 1048 10 plo›on	OÈaler€ou	pol(iteuom°nou); possibly he is also to 
be recognized in LXII 4346 2 (380) plo€ou OÈaler€ou E[. He is likely to recur in P. Wash. Univ. II 83.7, in the 
company of  several other Oxyrhynchite grandees.

6 %enÊ`rev!. A village in the Upper Toparchy of  the Oxyrhynchite nome; see P. Pruneti, I centri abitati del
l’Ossirinchite (1981) 170; LXIII 4356 4 (III) and P. Hamb. III 228.17 (VI) offer additional attestations.

toË aÈtoË nomoË. On the face of  it, there should have been an earlier reference to the (capital of  the) nome  
now civitas  as part of  the description of  Fl. Daniel, i.e. that he comes from or is a landowner or holds a municipal 
office at Oxyrhynchus, but this has been omitted. Cf. e.g. 4681 7 or 4687 5, where toË aÈtoË nomoË refers back to 
t∞! lamprç! ka‹ lamprotãth! ÉOjurugxit«n pÒlev!. For a similar omission, cf. LXIII 4388 3 n.

8-9 épÚ t`oË could have been followed either by §ne!t«to! ¶tou! (given that the text is written in Phaophi, 
efi!iÒnto! is much less likely), which would imply that the text is a lease of  land, cf. e.g. P. Mich. XI 611.6 (412), 
LXVIII 4687 6 (441), LXIII 4390 7 (469), LXVII 4615 9 (505); or by ˆnto!/•j∞!	mhnÚ!	name toË §ne!t«to! ¶tou!, 
which would suggest that this is a lease of  a building, cf. e.g. LI 3639 7 (412), LXVIII 4681 9 (419), 4686 5 (440), 
XVI 1957 7 (430), PSI III 175.8 (462), L 3600 10 (502). The latter option is too long for the space, unless the papy-
rus did not introduce the name of  the month by a participial construction, cf. 4692 6–7 (453), but the latter is an 
isolated case; see the note there. It is thus likely that this is a lease of  land.

For the restorations adopted in the text cf. P. Oslo II 35.9–10 (426, cf. BL VII 124) and L 3582 5 (442). The 
document was written in the course of  Oxyrhynchite era year 98/67 = 421/2; the crops were those of  the sixth 
indiction (422/3). Cf. 4677 9 n.

N. GONIS
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4683. Order to Supply Wine

84/50(a) 11.3 × 6.6 cm 1 December 426

The upper left part of  an order to deliver wine to servants (paidãria), issued by Daniel, 
a name borne by two eminent Oxyrhynchites at that time; see below 1 n. It is mainly of  
interest for confirming the existence of  a variety of  wine called ‘Theban’; see further 3 n.

The writing is across the fibres. The back is blank. A scrap (not transcribed) may join 
the end of  l. 2, but this is far from certain.

  D[a]niØl [ c.6? ] ÉAya`na`!`[€ƒ 
  parã!xou to›! paidar€oi! toË kur(€ou) [ 
	 	 o‡nou	YubaeikoË	diplç	dÊo,	g€(nontai)	di(plç)	b	[mÒ(na).] 
	 	 (¶tou!)	rg	ob,	Xoiåk	e.	 (m.2) !e!hm`€v2m`ai o‡n`[o]u` di[plç dÊo mÒna.]

2 kur   3 l. YhbaÛkoË  gi/  x   4 \  l. !e!hme€vmai

‘Daniel to Athanasius . . . Supply to the servants (?) of  lord . . . two double jars of  The-
ban wine, total 2 double jars only. Year 103/72, Choiak 5.’ (2nd hand) ‘I have countersigned 
two double jars of  wine only.’

1 D[a]niÆl. Daniel is perhaps to be identified either with the son of  Macrobius, who occurs in 4685 back 7, 
or with the son of  Valerius, attested in 4682 4, 4685 back 7, and CPR V 24.3, 7. It is unclear whether D[a]niÆl 
was followed by another word such as a title (e.g. lamÄ for lamprÒtato!) or a short blank space.

2 paidar€oi!. Cf. 4680 2, 4699 2. There is some uncertainty about the exact meaning of  the term; here it 
probably refers to servants or slave-boys. See J. Beaucamp, Le Statut de la femme à Byzance ii (1992) 58 n. 38, LXII 
4349 6 [sic, for 7] n., and J. Banaji, Agrarian Change in Late Antiquity (2001) 186 with n. 107.

toË kur(€ou) [. For payments in kind to paidãria in the service of  an office holder or other potentate, cf. 
P. Haun. III 68.2 (402) to›! paidar(€oi!) ÉAet€ou nauãrxo`u, X 1335 2 (482) to›!	paid(€oi!)	t“	kÒm(iti)	Diog°nh! (sic), 
P. Princ. II 86.2–3 (VI) to›!	paidar(€oi!)	ÉAei≈nio!	|	trak(teutoË); also 4699 2 (504).

3 o‡nou	YubaeikoË (l. YhbaÛkoË). See LIV 3740 16–17 n., discussing the term kni1[d€ou	Y]h2baÛkoË. This was 
wine of  Theban origin, so that in 3740 17 (312), 3762 16 (326?), and 3765 i 4 (327) knid€ou may well have been 
used for o‡nou; cf. N. Kruit, K. A. Worp, APF 46 (2000) 109 n. 109. Kruit and Worp further suggest restoring o‡nou 
Y]ebaÛkoË (l. YhbaÛkoË) kn€dia in M.Chr. 318.16 (295).

diplç. On this measure, whose capacity ranged from 4.5 to 8 sextarii, see K. A. Worp, ZPE 131 (2000) 146–8.
4 For the conversion of  the date, see CSBE 81, 97.

N. GONIS

4684. Petition (?) Addressed to a RipaRius

83/78(b) 10.8 × 9 cm 431

This scrap, probably of  a petition, confirms that the petition P. Köln V 234, also of  
431, was addressed to a riparius; see 3 n.



The back is blank so far as it is preserved.

  metå tØn Í`p2[ate]€[an t«n de!pot«n ≤m«n Yeodo!€ou tÚ igÄ ka‹
    OÈalentinianoË tÚ gÄ t[«n afivn€vn AÈgoÊ!tvn, (month day)
  Flaou˝ƒ ÉIv!Øf =ipar€[ƒ ÉOjurugx€tou 
     ]0[ ]0u [ ]0[
   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

‘After the consulship of  our masters Theodosius for the 13th time and Valentinian for 
the 3rd time, the eternal Augusti . . .

‘To Flavius Ioseph, riparius of  the Oxyrhynchite . . .’

1–2 On the consulship, see CLRE 394–5; cf. 396–7. P. Palau Rib. 14 and P. Rain. Unter. 95.21 provide ad-
ditional attestations.

3 =ipar€[ƒ ÉOjurugx€tou is restored after P. Select. 8.3 (421) and other earlier documents, but =ipar€[ƒ t∞! 
ÉOjurugxit«n (probably abbreviated), attested in later documents, cf. LXVII 4614 1 n. para. 6, is possible too.

4684 confirms that Fl. Ioseph was addressed in the capacity of  riparius in P. Köln V 234.3 (1.ix.431), where 
the editor read politeuom°nƒ	[ka‹	=ipar€ƒ	t∞!	ÉOjurugxit«n]. It is less likely, though not entirely impossible, that 
he is to be recognized in the much later SB XVIII 13596.3 (464) Fl(aou˝ƒ)	 ÉIv!Øf	t“	afide!€mƒ	polit(euom°nƒ)	
ka‹ =ipar€ƒ t∞! ÉOjur(ugxit«n). But it is also possible that he is to be identified with the vir clarissimus whose ship is 
mentioned in 4685 back 3; if  so, he apparently had not attained the clarissimate by 431.

N. GONIS

4685. Lists of Ships and Freights

103/110(c) 14.5 × 20 cm First half  of  fifth century
  Plate XIII

Both sides of  the papyrus list ships, with their owners, captains, and freights. It is likely 
that both sides are by the same hand, even though they are written upside down to each 
other.

The ships were used for the transportation of  the tax grain down the Nile. For this type 
of  document, see P. Heid. IV 313 introd.; cf. also ZPE 143 (2003) 163–5. We possess a fair 
number of  similar texts, all of  which come from Oxyrhynchus: VII 1048, XXIV 2415, 
XLII 3079, XLIV 3194 21–5, P. Harr. I 94, P. Heid. IV 313. Cf. also CPR V 24, P. Heid. 
IV 314, P. Wash. Univ. II 83 (cf. Tyche 17 (2002) 81 n. 10), all three lists of  payments from 
Oxyrhynchites known to have owned ships. Several related issues have been discussed by 
A. B. J. Sirks, Food for Rome: The Legal Structure of  the Transportation and Processing of  Supplies for 
the Imperial Distributions in Rome and Constantinople (1991); cf. also (for the earlier period) L. De 
Salvo, Economia privata e pubblici servizi nell’Impero romano: I corpora naviculariorum (1992).

Ship-owners were among ‘the major holders of  all forms of  wealth and power in 
society’ (R. S. Bagnall, Egypt in Late Antiquity (1993) 36–7). 4685 belongs in the same milieu. 
Seven Oxyrhynchites were previously attested as lamprÒtatoi (viri clarissimi) in papyri of  
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the early fifth century (cf. back 10 n.); 4685 adds four new ones. None of  the four, however, 
seems to be a novelty in the prosopography of  Oxyrhynchus, since they may all be iden-
tifiable with known politeuÒmenoi (curiales). Their clarissimate signifies a promotion, and 
is symptomatic of  the increasingly frequent conferral and consequent devaluation of  the 
rank at that time.

A disconcerting piece of  information is that there existed a Strategius of  clarissimus 
rank at a date not far removed from 400 (cf. below), deceased by the time 4685 was written. 
A politeuÒmeno! of  this name appears in P. Heid. IV 314 with two or three of  the persons 
occurring in 4685 (Ptoleminus and Hieracion, both said to be deceased in 4685, and Tatia-
nus, though this may not be the same as the Tatianus of  4685) and another person attested 
around 400 (Euethius; cf. 4675). The Strategius in P. Heid. 314 was tentatively identified 
with the one in LXIII 4389 (439), who in turn was identified with the earliest known re-
presentative of  the ‘Apion family’, and who died some time between 465 and 469 (see 4389 
1 n.). This triple link now appears impossible. Two Strategii of  high rank, possibly but not 
necessarily related, were active at Oxyrhynchus in the first half  of  the fifth century.

The text bears no date, but we may form an idea about it from the occurrence of  
Daniel son of  Valerius, attested in 4682 of  421, and of  the skipper Agathus son of  Agathus, 
presumably identical with the skipper of  a boat of  the domus divina in LXIII 4388 of  423. 
Further, if  Ioseph, vir clarissimus, is to be identified with the riparius and politeuÒmeno! of  
4684 and P. Köln V 234, both of  431, 4685 should be later in date, since the two other texts 
do not mention his clarissimate but stress his curial status; but we may be dealing with two 
different persons of  the same name. Last, if  (the deceased) Strategius is the same as the one 
in LXIII 4389, the date of  the latter, viz. 9 March 439, should provide the terminus post quem 
for 4685. But I think it more likely that the one in 4389 is a different person.

A further point of  interest is the occurrence of  a ship of  extraordinarily large capacity, 
7,829 artabas, see front 10 n. (but cf. also front 12, where there may be a reference to a ship 
carrying 8,142 artabas).

A kollesis runs close the left edge of  the front.

Front
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
            scant traces of  three lines
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	]™0[0]0	 // \ 0[
 5	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			]	(értãbai)	™Gla	 	// \ 00[
	 	 Ye]v2dÒrou	ÍpÚ	PaËlon	Dvrvy°ou	 	 	 (értãbai)	™Axjd	// \ pl[(o›on) 
                            pl(o›on) ÉAm`[- 
	 	 	 	 ]0	 	 ka‹	ÉAmbro!€a!	ÍpÚ	Makãrion	(értãbai)	™Avlz	// \ pl(o›on) ÉAmm`[-
	 	 	 	 ]	 	 	 _(értãbai)	™G2f`o`z3´ 
 10	 ]0	Y2evdÒrou		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (értãbai)	™Zvky	 // \ pl(o›on) Ta`[t]i1a`[noË
  ] no(mi!m- ) 0 [k]a‹ (dhnar€vn) (muriãde!) Q 
	 	 ]0	™H2rmb



Back, other way up:
	 	 ]	f(	):	 pl(o›on)	YevdÒrou	Leukad€ou	poli(teuom°nou)	ÍpÚ	ÉIouli0[ 
	 	 ]0	 	/:	 pl(o›on)	klhr(onÒmvn)	Ptolem€nou	lam(protãtou)	ÍpÚ	Y°vna`	[ 
	 	 ]	 	 :	 pl(o›on)	ÉIv!Øf	lam(protãtou)	ÍpÚ	Ye≈doron	P200[ 
  ] f( ): pl(o›on) klhr(onÒmvn) ÑIerak€vno! Í`p2Ú` ÉI`ouktora [ 
 5	 ]	 	 		pl(o›on)	TatianoË	poli(teuom°nou)	ÍpÚ	ÖA`[g]ayon	ÉAgãyou	[
	 	 ]0	 	/:	 pl(o›on)	klhr(onÒmvn)	%trathg€ou	lam(protãtou)	ÍpÚ	Y°vna	0000[ 
	 	 ]	f`(	)	 	pl(o›on)	DaniØl	Makrob€ou	poli(teuom°nou)	ÍpÚ	M°lan[a 
  ]    p2l(o›on) D`a`[n]i[Ø]l` O`È`a`l`er€ou lam(protãtou) ÍpÚ EÈlÒ[gion 
       pl(o›on) c.9   ] ÍpÚ Atan ÉAn`out€ou [
 10      pl(o›on) c.5	 		lam](protãtou)	ÍpÚ	Foibãmmvna	D[
       pl(o›on) c.9	 	 	 p]oli(teuom°nou)	ÍpÚ	ÖAgayon	[ÉAgãyou	(?)
       pl(o›on) c.11    ] ÍpÚ Tim`Ò`ye[on
          scant traces of  three lines 
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

Front
5–6, 8–10 t   6, 9 l. Yeod≈rou   6 l. Dvroy°ou   7, 8, 10 plÄ   11 n  Ù 

Back 
1, 4, 7 f            1–12 plÄ            1 l. Yeod≈rou            1, 5, 7, 11 pol∆            1 Ûouli0[            2, 4, 6 klhr            

2, 3, 6, 8, 10 lamª            3 l. YeÒdvron            4 Ûerakivno!, Ûouktora            6 yevna: y ex corr.

Front, 5 ff. 
‘ artabas 3,031 . . . 

 ‘. . . Theodorus under Paulus son of  Dorotheus artabas 1,664 Ship . . . 
 ‘  Ship of  Am— . . . 
 ‘. . . and of  Ambrosia under Macarius artabas 1,837 Ship of  Amm— . . . 
 ‘. . . artabas 3,577
 ‘. . . Theodorus artabas 7,829 Ship of  Tatianus . . . 
 ‘. . . sol. . . . and den. myr. 900 
 ‘. . . 8,142’

Back 
‘. . . Ship of  Theodorus son of  Leucadius, curialis, under Iuli— . . .

 ‘ Ship of  the heirs of  Ptoleminus, vir clarissimus, under Theon . . .
 ‘ Ship of  Ioseph, vir clarissimus, under Theodorus son of  P— . . .
 ‘. . . Ship of  the heirs of  Hieracion, under Iuctor (= Victor?) . . . 
 ‘ Ship of  Tatianus, curialis, under Agathus son of  Agathus . . .
 ‘ Ship of  the heirs of  Strategius, vir clarissimus, under Theon . . .
 ‘. . . Ship of  Daniel son of  Macrobius, curialis, under Melas . . .
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 ‘ Ship of  Daniel son of  Valerius, vir clarissimus, under Eulogius . . .
 ‘ Ship of  . . . under Atas son of  Anutius . . . 
 ‘ Ship of  . . ., vir clarissimus, under Phoebammon son of  (?) D— . . .
 ‘ Ship of  . . ., curialis, under Agathus son of  Agathus (?) . . .’
 ‘ Ship of  . . . under Timotheus . . .’

Front
4 \. Cf. 5, 6, 8, 10. The symbol may, as often, represent éf' œn, but the fragmentary context rules out cer-

tainty.
5 00[. p2l`[(o›on) does not seem to be a possible reading.
6 Ye]v2dÒrou, l. Yeod≈rou. Cf. 10. This is the shipowner’s name or patronymic.
7 pl(o›on) ÉAm`[. Cf. 8 ÉAmbro!€a! and pl(o›on) ÉAmm`[.
8 ÉAmbro!€a!. The name is not attested otherwise in the papyri. The only Egyptian reference I have found 

is I. Syringes 1870.5.
pl(o›on) ÉAmm`[. Just possibly the same as ÉAmmo`nianÒ! in CPR V 24.6, 10. The ÉAmm≈nio!	pre!bÊtero!, nauklh-

rokubernÆth!, of  P. Harr. I 94.7 is too early for our purposes; see ZPE 143 (2003) 164–5.
10 Y`evdÒrou, l. Yeod≈rou. Is this the patronymic of  the shipowner or of  the skipper? Cf. 6.
(értãbai)	 ™Zvky. A capacity of  7,829 artabas (c.235 tonnes, assuming that 1 art. = c.30 kg) far exceeds the 

known capacities of  ships in this period; the second largest is 5,200 art. (CPR XVIIA 7.2, of  317). There are of  
course several Ptolemaic k°rkouroi of  larger capacity, see I. J. Poll, APF 42 (1996) 137–8. Cf. also below 12 n.

12 ™H2rmb. If  the reading of  the figure (= 8,142) stands, it is likely to refer to artabas and a ship carrying them, 
cf. above 10 n. The trace visible before the figure, a short medial horizontal, could be part of  the artaba symbol.

Back
1, 4, 7 The abbreviation, phi intersected by an oblique stroke, might stand for f(ulÆ), a term that probably 

indicates a geographic division, known exclusively from Hermopolite documents; see A. Papaconstantinou, Tyche 
9 (1994) 94. For the form of  the abbreviation compare SB XXII 15598v.2–14 (cf. Tyche 9, Taf. 19), and BGU XVII 
2723.1, 24, 49, 74, 114bis, 131, 149, 160 (cf. Taff. LII–LIII, with J. Gascou, CE 77 (2002) 333). If  this holds, f(ulÆ) 
will have been preceded by a numeral.

1 YevdÒrou	Leukad€ou	poli(teuom°nou). Theodorus son of  Leucadius recurs in CPR V 24.2, which can now 
be shown to be of  Oxyrhynchite provenance. Leucadius may well be the same as a known boat-owner, cf. VII 
1048 15 Leukad€ou plo›on (XLII 3079 5 plo›on Leukad€ou refers to an earlier Leucadius, cf. ZPE 143 (2003) 164). 
The curialis Leucadius of  XXXIV 2718 3 (458) might have belonged to the same family.

The addition of  the patronymic might serve to distinguish this Theodorus from another eminent Oxyrhyn-
chite of  this name, viz. the landowner who appears with the title lamprÒtato! in LV 3803 2 (411) and P. Oslo II 
35.4 (426, cf. BL VII 124), perhaps the same as the naÊarxo! Fl. Theodoros son of  Theon in P. Select. 8.4 (421); see 
LV 3803 2 n., and ZPE 141 (2002) 159–60.

ÉIouli0[. ÉIoul€ƒ ̀or ÉIoulia`[n“.
2 Checkmark rather than abbreviation stroke? Cf. 6.
Ptolem€nou lam(protãtou). See 4676 1 n. Not previously known as a vir clarissimus. Ships of  Ptoleminus occur 

in P. Heid. IV 313.12 and P. Oslo III 88.22–3.
lam(protãtou). On the clarissimate in early fifth-century Egypt, see Tyche 17 (2002) 86, with references.
ÍpÚ	Y°vna.̀ Possibly the same person as Theon in 6; cf. Agathus in 5 and 11.
3 ÉIv!Øf lam(protãtou). Not previously known as a vir clarissimus. His possible identification with a known 

Oxyrhynchite curialis, on whom see 4684 3 n., is discussed in the introduction.
ÍpÚ	Ye≈doron	P200[. One may compare the skipper in VII 1048 2 ÍpÚ YeÒdvron Parit, written some time 

after 392. He cannot have occurred in P. Harr. I 94.9 ÍpÚ	YeÒdvron	kuber(nÆthn), since the text is much earlier 
than 4685; see ZPE 143 (2003) 164–5.



4 ÑIerak€vno!. Presumably the same person as the politeuÒmeno! in P. Heid. IV 314 ii 2. The absence of  an 
indication such as poli(teu!am°nou) or lam(protãtou) may be an accident.

ÉI1oÊktora. The name is not attested elsewhere, but probably OÈ€ktora was intended; for ÉIou- representing 
OÈi-, see P. Turner 32.10 n.

5 TatianoË	poli(teuom°nou). Cf. perhaps front l. 10. On this person, see 4680 1 n. A politeuÒmeno! Tatianus 
also occurs in CPR V 24.1, 12.

ÍpÚ	ÖA`[g]ayon	 ÉAgãyou. Cf. 11. Apparently identical with [AÈr]Ælio!	 ÖAgayo!	 ÉAgãyou	kubernÆth!	plo€ou	|	
[t∞]!` yeiotãth! ofik€a!, attested in LXIII 4388 of  423.

6 %trathg€ou	lam(protãtou). It is tempting to identify this Strategius with the politeuÒmeno! in P. Heid. IV 
314 ii 6. See further the introduction above.

7 DaniØl	Makrob€ou	poli(teuom°nou). The patronymic may serve to distinguish this Daniel from Daniel son 
of  Valerius, who occurs in the next line. Cf. also 4683 1. poli(teuom°nou) could apply either to the father, in which 
case we may expand poli(teu!am°nou), or the son. Macrobius was a politeuÒmeno!; cf. P. Wash. Univ. II 83.1. 
A deceased politeuÒmeno! named Daniel occurs in VI 913 3–4 (443, cf. BL VII 132; BL X 139 suggests reading 
politeu!a]m`°nou in place of  ed. pr.’s propoliteuo]m`°nou); but this could also be the son of  Valerius.

On Macrobius, see LXVI 4529 3 n.; ships of  his occur in 1048 11 and 14.
8 D`a`[n]i[Ø]l` O`È`a`l`er€ou lam(protãtou). On Daniel and his father Valerius, see 4682 4–5 n.
9 Atan. A rare name, otherwise attested only in O. Leid. 24.4, 17 (III Bc; though note that the reading is not 

entirely certain), P. Mich. III 219.22 (end of  IV); cf. BL XI 131, and P. Lond. V 1652.14, 16 (IV). Editors treat it as 
a perispomenon.

10 The name of  the clarissimus is lost. To judge from the space, it must have been short. Of  known Oxyrhyn-
chite viri clarissimi of  this date other than those attested in 4685, namely Limenius, Phoebammon, Samuel, Satur-
nilus, Theodorus, Theophilus, and Timagenes, only Samuel would fit, and in fact there is a reference to a plo›on 
%amouhl€ou in LVI 3862 22 (IV/V). On Samuel, attested between 417 and 438, see Tyche 17 (2002) 85–6.

11 pl(o›on)  c.9		p]oli(teuom°nou)	ÍpÚ	ÖAgayon	[ÉAgãyou (?). The politeuÒmeno! whose name is lost may have 
been Tatianus, if  the captain is the same as the one who occurs in 5. But this is not necessary; Agathus may have 
been a captain of  more than one ship, or in the service of  more than one shipowner (cf. the skipper Apphus in 
XLII 3079), or this may be a second Agathus.

N. GONIS

4686. Top of a Lease

86/38(a) 18.5 × 9.2 cm 5 September 440

This and 4693–4 are the earliest items in the archive of  Flavius Eulogius (PLRE II 
421, Eulogius 10) and his descendants; for a recent overview and bibliography, see T. M. 
Hickey, J. G. Keenan, AnPap 8–9 (1996–97) 209 ff. All three concern Eulogius, whose activity 
is now shown to span at least thirty-six years; he is first attested in 440 (4686), last heard 
of  as alive in 476 (XVI 1958), while he was dead by 487 (XVI 1961). His previous earliest 
attestation was in 1958.

What was already known is that Eulogius was a native of  Oxyrhynchus, where he pos-
sessed a number of  properties, and a civil servant. His descendants were likewise members 
of  the militia civilis and property-owners. (According to E. R. Hardy, The Large Estates of  
Byzantine Egypt (1931) 39, the archive is unique in illustrating ‘the actual rise of  a family into 
the landowning class’, but this is not true.) 4686 now casts unexpected light on Eulogius’ 
earlier life: we see him as an owner of  property, which he offers for lease, at a time when he 
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is not in imperial service and is a mere Aurelius. Clearly, civil or imperial service provided 
plenty of  opportunity for enrichment and social mobility, but if  Eulogius was a man of  
certain means before joining the service, his wealth did not entirely originate in it. This may 
serve as a warning when studying the staff  of  the civil service of  the Later Empire, as well 
as the much-discussed links between the bureaucracy of  the time and the ‘new’ landown-
ing class.

The part of  the archive published in volume XVI was found mostly together during 
Grenfell and Hunt’s first excavation season at Bahnasa; see 1876 introd. 4693 comes from 
the sixth excavation season; 4686 and 4694 possibly stem from the same excavation, but 
were probably not found together. We may consider whether the three new papyri lay not 
very far from the texts of  volume XVI: in their sixth season, Grenfell and Hunt returned to 
the mounds partly dug in the first; see Egypt Exploration Society Excavation Report 16 (1906–7) 
8–11.

The object of  the lease has not survived, but there are several indications that it con-
cerned city property: both parties to the transaction are said to originate or reside in the 
city of  Oxyrhynchus, the lease is set to start in the month of  Thoth (see 5 n.), and the major-
ity of  the documents in the archive are leases of  house property in Oxyrhynchus.

  Ípat€& F`laou˝ou ÉAnatol€ou toË lampr(otãtou), Y∆y h. 
  AÈrhl€ƒ EÈlog€ƒ ufl“ ÑVr€vno! épÚ t∞! lamprç! ka`‹ 
  lamprot[ãt]h! ÉOjurugxi[t]«n pÒlev! parå AÈrhl€ou C2a`e€ou ̀
	 	 uflÚ!	Bh!çto!	katam°no[n]t`o!	§n	tª	aÈtª	pÒlei.	•kou!€v! 
 5	 §pid°xomai	mi!y≈!a!`yai	épÚ	toË	ˆnto!	mh2n`Ú`!`	Y2∆y`
	 	 t[oË]	§[ne]!`[t]«to!	¶tou!	r`[iz]	p˚	t∞!`	[paro]Ê!`h!	§n[ãth!] 
  [findikt]€1[ono]!` 0[ 
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards along the fibres:
  m€(!yv!i!) Cae€ou 0[

1 #patia, l. Ípate€&  lampr   4 #io!, l. ufloË   8 n

‘In the consulship of  Flavius Anatolius, vir clarissimus, Thoth 8.
‘To Aurelius Eulogius, son of  Horion, from the splendid and most splendid city of  the 

Oxyrhynchites, from Aurelius Psaeius, son of  Besas, residing in the same city. I voluntarily 
undertake to hold on lease from the present month of  Thoth of  the current year 117/86 of  
the present ninth indiction . . .’

Back: ‘Lease of  Psaeius . . .’

1 For the consulship, see CLRE 414–15; cf. 416–17; see also 4687 introd. para. 2. For the conversion of  the 
date, see CSBE 82, 96.



2 AÈrhl€ƒ EÈlog€ƒ. This is the only text in which Eulogius occurs with the gentilicium Aurelius. The transi-
tion from Aurelius to Flavius is also documented in the case of  his sons: contrast e.g. XVI 1961 (487), referring 
to Aurelii Martyrius and Apphus, with XVI 1962 = SB XVI 12583 (500), in which the two brothers appear as 
Flavii.

ÑVr€vno!. Cf. 4693 4, 4694 4. In XVI 1958 4 Eulogius’ patronymic was read as ÑV2ri1g1°`n`[ou]!, which may be 
corrected to ÑV2r€`v2n`[o]!; although the papyrus is very abraded at this point, the new reading is hardly in doubt.

5 épÚ	toË	ˆnto!	mh2n`Ú`!`	Y2≈y`. Many Oxyrhynchite leases of  buildings are set to begin in the month of  Thoth; 
see H. Müller, Untersuchungen zur MISYVSIS von Gebäuden im Rechte der gräkoägyptischen Papyri (1985) 180–1.

6 For Oxyrhynchite era year 117/86 = 440/1, see CSBE 82.

N. GONIS

4687. Lease of Land

30 4B.39/C(1-4)b 15.5 × 15.5 cm 26 May 441
  Plate XIV

This text, of  which only the upper right part is preserved, is a lease of  three aruras 
in the possession of  an Oxyrhynchite curialis whose name has not survived; a reference to 
the acquisition history of  the land is included, but the details are lost. The lease is likely to 
have been of  indefinite duration, cf. P. Mich. XI 611 (412), P. Berl. Zill. 7 (574), LVIII 3955 
(611), etc.

The text is of  considerable interest for its postconsular dating clause. The consuls of  
440 were Valentinianus Aug. V and Fl. Anatolius. ‘Up to May or June, only Anatolius was 
disseminated in the East; the order in [Fasti] Heracl[eani] reflects the fact that Valentinian 
was added only subsequently. The laws were all corrected except NovTheod 19 [20.v.440], 
but the papyri never do show Valeninian’s fifth consulate’ (CLRE 415). 4687 now shows that 
Valentinian was eventually disseminated in Egypt.

The first four lines seem to be in a different hand from that responsible for the rest of  
the document. The back is blank so far as it is preserved.

  (m. 1) [~ metå tØn Ípate€an toË de]!pÒtou ≤2[m«n] O2ÈalentinianoË toË afivn€ou
   [    (vac.)    AÈgoÊ!tou tÚ e ka]‹1 Fl(aou˝ou) ÉAna`[tol€ou t]oË lampro(tãtou), PaËni a.
   [    c.15	 	 	 	 ]ƒ4	t`“4	afide!€mƒ	politeuom°nƒ	t∞!	lamprç!	
   [ka‹ lamprotãth! ÉO]jurugxit«n pÒlev! parå AÈrhl€ou TraeianoË 
 5 (m. 2) [épÚ §poik€ou  c.4  -]mvno! t∞! !∞! yauma!iÒthto! toË aÈtoË nomoË.
	 		 [•kou!€v!	§pid°x]o`mai	mi!y≈!a!yai	épÚ	toË	§ne!t«to!	¶tou!	 
	 		 [riz	p˚	!porç!	t]∞!	dekãth!	findikt€ono!	épÚ	t«n	ÍparxÒntvn 
   [     c.25	 	 	 	 	 ]	t∞!	!∞!	polite€a!	≥toi	pr≈hn
   [  c.8	 	 §n	ped€oi!	k≈mh!	Mer]m`°ryvn	§dãfou!	Geront€ou	
 10 	 [kaloum°nou   c.14   é]roÊra! tre›! efi! !porån œn 
	 		 [§ån	aflr«mai	genhmãtvn	ka‹	tel]°!v	Íp[¢r]	f`[Òrou]	é`p2o`t`ã`kt`o`u 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
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2 fl?  lampro   4 l. TraÛanoË

‘After the consulship of  our master Valentinianus, the eternal Augustus, for the 5th 
time, and Flavius Anatolius, vir clarissimus, Pauni 1.

‘To . . . the revered curialis of  the splendid and most splendid city of  the Oxyrhyn-
chites, from Aurelius Traianus from the farmstead of  —mon, of  your admirableness, of  the 
said nome. I voluntarily undertake to hold on lease from the current year 117/86, for the 
sowing of  the tenth indiction, from the property belonging . . . your city (?), that is, formerly 
. . . in the lands of  the village of  Mermertha, of  a ground called ‘Of  Gerontius’, . . . three 
aruras, for the sowing of  whatever crops I may choose, and I shall pay as fixed rent . . . ’

1–2 For the consuls see above, introd.
2 ÉAna`[tol€ou. A reading ÉAny`[em€ou, i.e., a dating by Valentinianus Aug. VIII and Fl. Anthemius v.c. coss. 

455, should probably be ruled out, even if  spacing is inconclusive, and the remains of  the letter on the edge of  the 
break, a short left-hand curve, would not exclude y. The news of  the death of  Valentinian (on 16.iii.455) and of  
the consuls of  the year became known in Egypt towards the middle of  September 455; see ZPE 138 (2001) 140. All 
Egyptian instances of  that consulate known to date (P. Münch. III.1 102 of  20.ix.455; P. Yale I 71 of  28.viii.456; 
P. Bodl. I 52 of  11.iii.457, cf. ZPE 138 (2001) 140) indicate that it was common knowledge that Valentinian was 
no longer alive. But 4687 refers to him as if  he were among the living, so that it cannot have had a date by the 
postconsulate of  455.

3–4 politeuom°nƒ	 t∞!	 lamprç!	 |	 [ka‹	 lamprotãth!	 ÉO]jurugxit«n	 pÒlev!. Cf. 4678 3–4 n. That this 
curialis is to be identified with Fl. Strategius, curator of  the domus divina, attested as in L 3584, is one possibility, cf. 
below 9 n.

5 §poik€ou c.4 -]mvno! t∞! !∞! yauma!iÒthto! toË aÈtoË nomoË. Kua]m«no! is an attractive possibility: this 
settlement occurs in XIX 2244 ii 9 (VI) immediately after entries referring to Mermertha, mentioned here in l. 9. 
For the collocation cf. XXXIV 2724 6–7 (469) épÚ §poik€ou Xairç ktÆmato! t∞! | !∞! yauma!iÒthto! toË aÈtoË 
nomoË.

7 Oxyrhynchite era year 117/86 = 440/1; see CSBE 82. Cf. 4686 6.
!porç!. For the supplement, cf. P. Mich. XI 611.7 (412), P. Oslo II 35.10 (426, cf. BL VII 124), L 3582 5 (442), 

VI 913 8 (443, cf. BL VII 132), LXIII 4390 7 (469).
!porç! t]∞! dekãth! findikt€ono!. Cf. 4677 9 n. The reference is to the fiscal indiction, which started on 

1 May 441.
8–9 At the beginning of  8, perhaps restore [!oi	ka‹	perielyÒntvn	efi!	!¢	ÍpÚ], which would fit the space; for 

the construction, cf. e.g. LXIII 4390 8 (469), SB XVI 12946.3 (474), P. Flor. III 325.7 (489, cf. BL VII 53), P. Mich. 
XI 612.9–10 (514). At the start of  9, there probably stood the name of  the previous owner.

The land under lease was previously the property of  someone other than the lessor, and the city seems to have 
played a role in determining the current status of  the land. The situation might be comparable to that in P. Flor. III 
325 (489), discussed by I. F. Fichman, ‘Kurienland in Oxyrhynchos?’, in Festschrift zum 150jährigen Bestehen des Berliner 
Ägyptischen Museums (1974) 343–6: in that text, Fl. Strategius II, in the capacity of  curialis, seems to have received 
through the boule the fourth share of  the estate of  a deceased curialis (in l. 8, for genam°nou	pr€nkipo! read genam°nou	
politeuom°nou  unpublished correction of  K. A. Worp, reported to me by R. Pintaudi, whom I thank).

9 Mer]m`°ryvn. A village in the southern part of  the Oxyrhynchite nome (Upper Toparchy; 1st pagus); see 
P. Pruneti, I centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite (1981) 103–5, with LXIII 4390 6 n. Is it a mere coincidence that Fl. Isis, 
femina clarissima, held an estate in the area of  this village, inherited from her father, ‘Strategius of  glorious memory’ 
(= Fl. Strategius I)? The latter is probably the sometime curator of  the domus divina, an early representative of  the 
Apion family.

Geront€ou. This location is not known otherwise.
9–10 For the supplements cf. SB III 6612.8–9 (365) and P. Mich. XI 611.8–9 (412). In VI 913 9–10, where 



the edition prints §n	ped€ƒ	t∞!	≤met°ra!	k≈mh!	§dãfou!	|	[!itikoË, it is more likely that the lacuna carried away 
the name of  the ¶dafo! than !itikoË. For the expression, cf. also P. Oslo II 35.13, as read in ZPE 141 (2002) 161, 
and 4677 11.

10–11 Cf. LXIII 4390 15–16 (469), P. Flor. III 325.13 (489), PSI I 77.21–2 (551; cf. BL VII 232). A similar col-
location should perhaps be restored in LXIII 4379 12–14, edited thus:

m€an c.5–10 •kkaid°]katon	duotri[ako!tÚn	À!te	taÊta!	
!pe›rai ka‹ julam∞!ai oÂ! §]å`n aflr«ma`[i  
   c.20 letters   ]0ak`to[

The editor considered the possibility of  restoring xvr‹! fi!ãte|v! ka‹ Ùxomen€ou, fÒrou épo]t`ãk`to[u (see 4379 
13–14 n.), which would produce a formulation last attested in a text of  266. But this is not necessary. It is conceiv-
able that duotri[ako!tÒn was followed by one further fraction of  the arura, such as the one for 1⁄64, which would 
fill the space at the end of  line 12 and the beginning of  13. Thus I suggest reading the following text:

m€an c.5–10 •kkaid°]katon	duotri[ako!tÚn	tetra-
kaiejhko!tÚn efi! !porån œn §]å`n aflr«ma`[i genhmãtvn  
ka‹	tel°!v	Íp¢r	fÒrou	épo]t`ãk`to[u	

N. GONIS

4688. Deed of Surety

119/50(b) 11.2 × 16 cm 1 May – 24 June 442?
  Plate XV

The upper right part of  a deed of  surety concerning two farmers, addressed to an Ox-
yrhynchite curialis whose name is lost. The papyrus breaks off  at the point where the duties 
of  the persons under surety were about to be described. By analogy with P. Heid. IV 306 
(413), we may assume that the farmers were obliged to remain in their hamlet and work on 
the land; see below 11 n. In Oxyrhynchus such deeds of  surety become common from the 
sixth century onwards, and uniformly involve §napÒgrafoi gevrgo€ (coloni adscripticii). But 
P. Heid. 306 and 4688 come from a time when that class of  agricultural workers had not 
become §napÒgrafoi. For a list of  Oxyrhynchite deeds of  surety (fifth to seventh centuries) 
see G. Bastianini, in Miscellanea Papyrologica (Pap. Flor. VII: 1980) 26; documents published 
since are LVIII 3959, P. Heid. IV 306, P. Wash. Univ. I 24, 25, 26, SB XVIII 13949, 14006, 
and now 4688 and 4703.

The main interest of  the document resides in its indictional date. The text, which 
carries a postconsular dating by Fl. Cyrus cos. 441, was written some day in Pachon or 
Pauni of  an eleventh indiction. If  we assume that at Oxyrhynchus this indiction 11 ran 
from 29 August 442 to 28 August 443, the date of  the papyrus should fall between 26 April 
(Pachon 1) and 24 June (Pauni 30) 443. But a postconsular dating to the consuls of  442 is 
attested in SB XX 14425 of  24 April (Pharmouthi 29) 443. This could be another case of  
conflicting consular dates; cf. R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, BASP 17 (1980) 28–32. But if  the 
indiction were reckoned from 1 May, or if  the scribe used the érxª n findikt€vno! formula, 
the difficulty disappears. See further above, 4681 9–11 n., and below, 2 n. and 3 n.

Four vertical panels are visible. The writing is along the fibres on what was the recto 
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of  the roll, as shown by a kollesis running close to the right edge. The back is blank except 
for a few ink spots, apparently offsets.

  [            ]    xmg 
  [metå tØn Ípate€an Fla]ou˝ou KÊrou toË lampro(tãtou), Pa`[000 n]
	 	 [	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 i]a™	findikt€ono!	§n	ÉOjur`Êgxvn	[ 
  [     c.15	 	 	 	t“	afi]de!€mƒ	politeuom°nƒ	t`[∞]!`	
 5 [lamprç! ka‹ lamprotã]t`h! ÉOjurug1xit«n pÒlev! A`[Èr]Æ4l`io! 
  [     c.14    épÚ t∞]! aÈt∞! p2[Ò]lev! xa€rein. [ı]m`olog« 
	 	 [§pomnÊmeno!	YeÚn	tÚn	p]antokrãtora	ka‹	tØn	eÈ!°bian	t«n 
	 	 [tå	pãnta	nik≈ntv]n`	de!pot«n	≤m«n	Fl(aou˝vn)	Yeo`do`[!€ou]	 
	 	 [OÈalentinianoË	t«n	afivn€]v2n	AÈgoÊ!tvn	•kou!€&	ka‹	aÈyai- 
 10	 [r°tƒ	gn≈m˙	§gguç!yai	ka‹]	énaded°xyai	AÈrhl€ou!	%armãthn
  [    c.15	 		 	 émfot]°`r`ou!	gevrgoÁ!	épÚ	§poik€ou
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

2 fla]ouÛou  lampro   7 l. eÈ!°beian   8 fl?

‘643. After the consulship of  Flavius Cyrus, vir clarissimus, Pa— [n], indiction 11, at 
Oxy rhynchus.

‘To . . . the revered curialis of  the splendid and most splendid city of  the Oxyrhyn-
chites, Aurelius . . . from the same city, greetings. I acknowledge, swearing by almighty God 
and the piety of  our all-conquering masters Flavii Theodosius (and) Valentinianus, the eter-
nal Augusti, that of  my own free will and choice I stand as surety and have undertaken the 
responsibility for Aurelii Sarmates and . . . both (of  them) farmers from the hamlet . . .’

1 xmg. Cf. 4689 1, 4695 1, 4696 1, 4697 1, 4698 1. On this Christian symbol, which, following D. Hagedorn, 
P. Heid. IV 333.1 n., I take to represent an isopsephism for YeÚ!	bohyÒ!, see the references in CPR XXIII 34.1 n. 
4688 and 4689 now become the earliest dated instances of  the symbol in documents from Oxyrhynchus, though 
there are attestations in papyri assigned palaeographically to the late fourth or early fifth century.

2 At the end of  the line restore Pa`[x≈n or Pa`[Ëni; for the implications see above, introd.
On the consulship, see CLRE 416–17; cf. 442. The consular date clauses of  441–2 have caused difficulty; see 

R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, BASP 17 (1980) 29, and CLRE 417. Cyrus, better known as a poet from Panopolis, was 
the consul of  441, but fell from grace in the summer of  that year. ‘He did not suffer damnatio memoriae, though the 
fact that P. Mil. II 64.1 reverts to the p.c. of  440 might be interpreted as a sign of  caution’ (CLRE ibid.). This state-
ment needs qualification. According to Bagnall and Worp, ZPE 28 (1978) 226 (= BL VII 103), P. Mil. 64 contains 
a postconsular formula of  Fl. Anatolius cos. 440, and should date to 6 December 441; some three months earlier, 
Heracleopolis dated by the consulship of  Cyrus (P. Rain. Cent. 94). The postconsular formula of  P. Mil. 64 relies 
on restoration, as well as on reading the indiction figure in line 9 as d[e]k`ãth! (§nãth! ed. pr.). But the published 
photograph (Tav. XXV = O. Montevecchi, La Papirologia Tav. 95) supports the reading of  ed. pr.: although d could 
well be read in place of  e, the break is not wide enough to accommodate e and the largest part of  the putative 
k. As for the consular formula, the restored metå tØn Ípate€an would certainly account for the space better than 
Ípate€a!; in that case, metå tØn Ípate€an would be a mistake for Ípate€a!, which would not be without parallel. 



Alternatively, one may consider whether the scribe wrote Ípate€a! and left a blank space after it, but perhaps this 
is less likely. The dating of  P. Mil. 64 to 441 also appears anomalous in view of  the postconsular clause of  4687, as 
well as of  the postconsular datings to Cyrus; cf. the table below. P. Mil. 64 should therefore be dated to 440; Cyrus’ 
fall from imperial favour was not reflected in his consular clauses.

When the consuls of  442 were disseminated in Egypt is not known. SB XX 14425 is dated p.c. Fll. Eudoxii & 
Dionysii, but Eudoxius’ Western colleague in the consulship was Dioscorus, so that this must be an error for p.c. 
Eudoxii & Dioscori; see J. Gascou, K. A. Worp, CRIPEL 10 (1988) 139–40. Eudoxius and Dioscorus are attested in 
the postconsular formula of  VI 913, of  16 October 443 (cf. BL VII 132). On 13 November 443 a scribe in Middle 
Egypt (Heracleopolis) dated by Petronius Maximus II and Fl. Paterius coss. 443 (CPR X 39, largely restored, but 
probably certain; the alternative would be a date in 503, but the hand has a decisively earlier look).

In conclusion, the Egyptian consular datings of  the period 440–3 may be tabulated as follows:
 P. Harr. I 87 Fl. Anatolio v.c. cos. Epeiph 3 27.vi.440 
 LXVIII 4686 Fl. Anatolio v.c. cos. Thoth 8, ind. 9 5.ix.440
 P. Mil. II 64 Fl. Anatolio v.c. cos. (?) Choiak 10, ind. 9 6.xii.440 
 LXVIII 4687 p.c. D. N. Valentiniani Aug. V & Fl. Anatolii v.c. Pauni 1, ind. 10 26.v.441
 P. Rain. Cent 94 Fl. Cyro Hierace v.c. cos. Thoth 7 4.ix.441 
 BGU II 609 Fl. Cyro v.c. cos. Hathyr 16, ind. 11 a12.xi.441
 SB XIV 11434 p.c. Fl. Cyri v.c. Phamenoth 25.ii – 26.iii.442 
 LXVIII 4688 p.c. Fl. Cyri v.c. Pachon/Pauni, ind. 11 1.v – 24.vi.442
 LXVIII 4689 p.c. Fl. Cyri v.c. Thoth 1, ind. 11 29.viii.442
 LXVIII 4690 p.c. Fl. Cyri v.c. Thoth 13 10.ix.442
 SB XX 14425 p.c. Fll. Eudoxii & Dionysii (sic) vv.cc. Pharmuthi 29, ind. 11 24.iv.443
 VI 913 p.c. Fll. Eudoxii & Dioscori vv.cc. Phaophi 18 16.x.443
 CPR X 39 Fll. Maximo II & Paterio vv.cc. coss. Hathyr 16 13.xi.443
    a or 442, if  cos. a mistake for p.c.

3 i]a™	findikt€ono!. For the implications of  the indictional date see above, introd. I have considered the possibil-
ity that the papyrus had érxª	i]a™	findikt€ono!, but this would be unusual in an Oxyrhynchite text of  this date, since 
the érxª formula is not attested earlier than 473 (LIX 3985); the formula is normally presented as ‘findikt€vno! x, 
érxª of  x + 1’, though LXII 4349 1 (504) and XVI 1994 2 (505), as well as the Cynopolite P. Köln III 151.3–4 (423) 
have the shortened formulation érxª of  x findikt€vno!. I would exclude that the papyrus had i	findikt€ono!	érxª	i]a™	
findikt€ono!, even if  there were space for it: findikt€ono! would not have been written twice.

A further point of  interest is that this is the second earliest mention of  the indiction in the dating clause of  an 
Oxyrhynchite document, after BGU III 936 = W.Chr. 123 (30.iv.426); cf. K. A. Worp, APF 33 (1987) 94.

4–5 politeuom°nƒ	t`[∞]!`	[lamprç!	ka‹	lamprotã]t`h!	ÉOjurug1xit«n	pÒlev!. Cf. 4678 3–4 n.
7–9 For this form of  the imperial oath see K. A. Worp, ZPE 45 (1982) 207–8; cf. Z. M. Packman, ZPE 100 

(1994) 207. For the restored §pomnÊmeno! in 7, cf. XVI 1880 13 and 1881 15 (both of  427)  the more common 
ÙmnÊ! would be too short for the space.

8 [tå	pãnta	nik≈ntv]n ̀seems short for the space, but I do not see what else could have been lost.
Fl(aou˝vn). The abbreviation used suggests reading Fl(aou˝ou), but XVI 1881 16 (427), where the word is 

written out in full, may imply that Flaou˝vn was meant. CPR VI 6.13 (Herm.; 439) has Fl(aou˝ou) Yeodo!€ou 
Fl(aou˝ou) OÈalentinianoË.

9 For the postulated omission of  ka€ between the names of  the emperors, see D. Hagedorn, ZPE 10 (1973) 
172, and P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 62 (1986) 142.

11 The lacuna must have carried away Sarmates’ patronymic as well as the second farmer’s name and patro-
nymic. But there does not seem to be enough space for three names in the break, even if  these were short. Perhaps 
one or even both of  the patronymics were not given, which would be unusual, or the two farmers were brothers.

émfot]°`r`ou!	gevrgoÊ!. On this kind of  agricultural labourer see J. Banaji, Agrarian Change in Late Antiquity 
(2001) 190–2, 231–2; cf. LXVII 4616 7–8 n. It should be specified that §napogrã]f`ou! is not a possible reading.
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The duties the two farmers were to perform are unknown, but one may compare P. Heid. IV 306 (413), 

a surety for a person pa]ram°nont[a]	§n	t“	aÈ|t“	§poike€ƒ	ka‹	Íp[ourgoËnt]a`	pãnta	tå	geouxikå	|	¶rga	ka[‹	mØ]	
é`p2o`l`i1m`[panÒm]e`n[o]n; cf. also P. Wisc. I 12 (345), P. Oslo III 113 (346), P. Fouad I 20 (441–4, cf. BL VII 55), or P. Vind. 
Sijp. 7 (463, cf. BL VIII 199).

N. GONIS

4689. Lease of Part of a House

2 1B.102/G(b) 16. 4 × 15.2 cm 29 August 442

The upper part of  a lease of  a three-quarter share of  a house, the lessor being a sta
tionarius. The lease was probably of  indefinite tenure, terminable at the will of  the lessor. 
The amount of  rent is lost. The house was located in the êmfodon ÉEjagor(e)€ou, a new 
Oxyrhynchite quarter.

           xmg 
  metå tØn Ípat€an Fl(aou˝ou) KÊrou toË lamprotãtou, 
           Y∆y a. 
  Flaou˝ƒ ÉI!åk !tativnar€ƒ ufl“ ÑH!ux€ou 
 5 épÚ t∞! lamprç! ka‹ lamprotãth! ÉOjurug1xi-
  t«n pÒlev! parå AÈrhl€ou ÉAnouy€ou ufloË Pamoun€ou 
	 	 leukantoË	épÚ	t∞!	aÈt∞!	pÒlev!.	•kou!€v!	 
	 	 §pid°xomai	mi!y≈!a!yai	épÚ	toË	ˆnto!	mhnÚ!	 
  Y∆y toË §ne!t«to! ¶tou! 0r§i0y8 8p9h	t∞!	•ndekãth!
 10 findikt`€ono! épÚ t«n ÍparxÒntvn !oi §n tª aÈtª pÒlei
	 	 §p'	émfÒdou	ÉEjagor€ou	¥mi!u	t°tarton	m°ro! 
  §`k` [t]∞2!` ı`l`oklÆrou ofik€1a`! !`Á`n` x3r`h2[!t]h2r`€1o`i1!` p2ç`!`[i] k[a‹] 
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards along the fibres:
  (m. 2) m€!y(v!i!) ÉAnouy€ou l`[eukantoË

2 l. Ípate€an      #patian fl?            4 flaouÛv Û!ak      uÛv            6 uÛou            10 Ûndiktiono!      #parxontvn            
11 l. ÉEjagore€ou   13 mi!y

‘643. After the consulship of  Flavius Cyrus, vir clarissimus, Thoth 1.
‘To Flavius Isac, stationarius, son of  Hesychius, from the splendid and most splendid 

city of  the Oxyrhynchites, from Aurelius Anuthius son of  Pamunius, bleacher, from the 
same city. I voluntarily undertake to hold on lease from the present month of  Thoth of  the 
current year 119/88 of  the eleventh indiction, from the property belonging to you in the 



same city in the quarter of  the Proclamation Hall, a three-quarter share of  the whole house 
with all (its) appurtenances and . . .’

Back: ‘Lease of  Anuthius, bleacher . . .’

2 On the consulship of  Flavius Cyrus, see 4688 2 n.
4 Flaou˝ƒ ÉI!åk !tativnar€ƒ. This stationarius is not known from elsewhere. On the office, see LXIII 4382 

2 n., LXVI 4529 8 n.
7 leukantoË. On this occupation, see LIX 3987 introd. para. 2.
9 Oxyrhynchite era year 119/88 = 442/3, and indiction 11 = 442/3; see CSBE 82.
11 émfÒdou ÉEjagor€ou. This district of  Oxyrhynchus appears to be new. It seems to have been named after 

a place called §jagÒreion; see LXIV 4441 v 13 n.; cf. J. R. Rea, ZPE 79 (1989) 202.
12 §`k` [t]∞2!` ı`l`oklÆrou ofik€`a`!. This syntagm has not been found in any other papyrus, though cf. SB VI 

8987.14, 20 (644/5) §k t∞! pã!h! ofik€a!.

N. GONIS

4690. Acknowledgement of DeBt

93/Dec. 27/C.1 18.5 × 14 cm 10 September 442

The upper right part of  what seems to be an acknowledgement of  indebtedness. An 
Oxyrhynchite whose name is lost appears to have borrowed a number of  solidi from Atha-
nasius, curialis; his guarantor for the repayment of  the loan was a certain Aurelius Petrus 
son of  Leontius. The debt was probably paid through the guarantor; in this text the bor-
rower acknowledges that he owes Petrus a sum that would make up the total of  the money 
guaranteed.

The back is blank so far as it is preserved.

  [metå tØn Ípate€an Flaou]˝`ou KÊrou toË lampro(tãtou), Y∆y ig//.
  [     c.18     ]ãmmvno! é`[pÚ] t`∞2! lamprç! ka‹ lamprotãth! ÉOjurug1xit«n 
	 	 [pÒlev!	AÈrhl€ƒ	P°]t`rƒ	ufl“	Leont€ou	épÚ	t∞!	aÈt∞!	pÒlev!	xa€rein.	ımolog« 
	 	 [Ùfe€lein	!oi	ka‹	xrev!te›]n	efi!	!umplÆrv!in	t«n	éntifvnhy°ntvn	parå	!oË 
 5 [    c.18	 	 	 	]0	didÒnai	Íp¢r	§moË	ÉAyana!€ƒ	politeuom°nƒ	diå	Yeod≈rou
  [  c.5  xru!oË nomi!mãtia èp]l`[ç] d`e`[!po]t`i1k`[å] eÎ`!`t`ayma dÒkima ériym“
  [      c.27      ék€nduna] pantÚ! kindÊnou §pãnagke!
	 	 [épod≈!v	 	 	 	 	 	 			c.28         ]000 [t]o`Ë §[ne!t]«to! ¶to[u! riy ph]
  [             c.50             ]00[ c.8 ]
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

1 lampro   3 uÛv

‘After the consulship of  Flavius Cyrus, vir clarissimus, Thoth 13.
‘. . . of  —ammon, from the splendid and most splendid city of  the Oxyrhynchites, to 

Aurelius Petrus son of  Leontius, from the same city, greetings. I acknowledge that I owe 
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you and am indebted, to complete the . . . guaranteed by you . . . to give on my behalf  to 
Athanasius, curialis, through Theodorus . . . pure, imperial, of  full weight, approved solidi 
of  gold . . . in number . . . free from all risk, I shall of  necessity repay . . . of  the present 
year 119/88 . . .’

1 On the consulship, see 4688 2 n. The restoration of  the postconsulate is suggested by spacing. This would 
be the latest known Egyptian dating by the postconsulate of  Fl. Cyrus.

4 [Ùfe€lein !oi ka‹ xrev!te›]n. The restorations are by no means secure, even if  one may adduce VI 914 6–7 
(486), PSI III 246.9–10 (526), possibly SB XIV 11601.6–7 (489?), and a number of  ‘sales in advance of  delivery’ 
such as XVI 1973 8 (420), X 1320 7 (497), XVI 1974 9–10 (538, cf. BL VII 173), etc.

éntifvnhy°ntvn. See LIX 4007 4 n.; cf. P. Köln VII 319.8 n. with references.
5 At the start of  the line restore e.g. [nomi!mat€vn §p‹ t“ !]e.̀
ÉAyana!€ƒ	politeuom°nƒ. He is probably the same as the one addressed in P. Mil. II 45.3 (449) as Fl(aou˝ƒ) 

ÉA`[y]ana!€ƒ	t“	afide!€m(ƒ)	pol(iteuom°nƒ)	ka‹	=ipar€ƒ. VII 1048 5, which mentions a pl(o›on) ÉAyana!€ou po`l`(i-
teuom°nou), must refer to a different person, since the text cannot be much later than the very beginning of  the 
fifth century. This Athanasius should not be confused with the bouleutÆ! whose ship is mentioned in P. Harr. I 94.4 
(IV); the latter might be identical with the propoliteuÒmeno! of  this name in XLVIII 3394 16 (364–6?), see ZPE 
143 (2003) 164–5. Thus it seems that from mid fourth to mid fifth century there were at least three persons of  this 
name who were members of  the ordo curialis of  Oxyrhynchus (cf. K. A. Worp, ZPE 115 (1997) 218).

8 For the restored era year 119/88, cf. 4689 9. A reference to the indiction current, i.e. t∞!	•ndekãth!	findi-
kt€ono!, may have followed in l. 9.

N. GONIS

4691. Top of Document

106/89(c) 6.3 × 4.8 cm 16 April 453

To judge from the prescript, the original document was probably a contract. Its post-
consular date clause supplements the details furnished by 4692.

The back is blank so far as it is preserved.

	 	 [metå	tØn	Ípate€an	Flaou˝ou]	%porak€ou	toË	lampro(tãtou) 
	 	 [ka‹	toË	dhlvyh!om°nou,	Far]moËyi	ka. 
  [      c.20	 	 	 	 		(-)an]t`inÒ`ou	épÚ	k≈mh!
  [      c.25       ]00[ c.4 ]e`00u
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

2 lampro

‘After the consulship of  Flavius Sporacius, vir clarissimus, and of  the (consul) to be an-
nounced, Pharmouthi 21.

‘. . . son of  —antinous from the village . . .’

1–2 On the consulship see 4692 1–2 n. Line 2 is restored afer 4692 2.
3 (-)an]t`inÒ`ou. This is part of  the patronymic of  the person whose name is lost in the break.

N. GONIS



4692. Fragment of a Lease

85/36(c) 11 × 9.5 cm 31 July 453

The upper right part of  a lease; that both contracting parties are said to originate or 
reside in the city of  Oxyrhynchus, and that the lease is set to start in the month of  Thoth, 
may suggest that the object of  the lease was city property.

The text is of  interest for its postconsular formula, which furnishes the latest instance 
of  the (post)consulship of  452; see below 1–2 n.

The back is blank so far as it is preserved.

	 	 [metå	tØn	Ípat]e€an	Flaou˝ou	%porak€ou	toË	 
	 	 [lampro(tãtou)	ka‹	t]oË	dhlvyh!om°nou,	Me!orØ	z. 
  [AÈrÆlio!  c.4	 	]0!	uflÚ!	P°trou	épÚ	t∞!	ÉOjurugxit«n	
  [pÒlev! AÈrhl]€ƒ ÑIerak€vni ufl“ Peku!€ou 
 5 [   c.12	 	 	]i1	§p‹	t∞!	aÈt∞!	pÒlev!.	•kou!€v!	
	 	 [§pid°xomai	mi!]y≈!a!yai	épÚ	toË	Y∆y	 
  [toË efi!iÒnto! ¶tou!] 0r 0l8 8q0y	t∞!	•bdÒmh!	|	[findikt€vno!
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

‘After the consulship of  Flavius Sporacius, vir clarissimus, and of  the (consul) to be an-
nounced, Mesore 7.

‘Aurelius —s son of  Petrus, from the city of  the Oxyrhynchites, to Aurelius Hieracion 
son of  Pecysius, (now resident?) at the said city. I voluntarily undertake to hold on lease 
from Thoth of  the coming year 130/99 of  the seventh indiction . . .’

1–2 On the consulship of  Fl. Sporacius cos. 452, see CLRE 439; cf. 441; cf. also Bagnall and Worp, BASP 
17 (1980) 33. Its other occurrences in papyri are in P. Vind. Sijp. 11 of  17 February 453, and 4691 of  16 April 
453. P. Vind. Sijp. 11.1–3, from Hermopolis, offers a very elaborate version of  the consular clause: [metå tØn 
Í]p2ate€(an)	Fla[u]˝`o`[u]	%`porak€ou	toË	megalopr(epe!tãtou)	|	[ka]‹`	é`[n]d`r`[eio]tãtou	k[a]‹	t`«n`	 (l. toË) épÚ t∞! 
ÉIta`l€a!	dh2l[v]yh|!om°nou. The consuls of  453 may first occur in a papyrus on 17 November (SPP XX 138, cf. BL 
IX 346–7; the papyrus could also date from 454).

5 What stood at the beginning of  the line is not clear. [tå nËn diãgont]i1 or ofikoËnt]i1 would fit, but before that 
one expects an indication of  the person’s origo. [katam°nont]i1 or [geouxoËnt]i1 would be too short for the space.

6 mi!]y≈!a!yai	épÚ	toË	Y≈y. The collocation does not seen to have occurred elsewhere. We expect mi!y≈!a-
!yai épÚ neomhn€a! toË (or épÚ	toË	ˆnto!	mhnÚ!) Y≈y. That the lease is set to start in the month of  Thoth offers an 
indication that the object of  this lease was a building; see 4686 5 n. Cf. also 4682 8–9 n.

7 Oxyrhynchite era year 130/99 corresponds to 453/4; see CSBE 82; indiction 7 also ran from 453 to 454.

N. GONIS
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4693. Lease of a Room

64 6B.60/K(1–3)a 18.8 × 18.2 cm 27 (?) February 466

This is the earliest dated document attesting Eulogius as a Flavius and in the capacity 
of  palatinus, antedating XVI 1958 by some ten years; cf. also 4694. A further point of  inter-
est is that this is the first text from Egypt attesting the consuls of  465.

The object of  the lease is a room (monÒxvron); the lessee is a woman, native of  Oxy-
rhynchus. The rent to be paid was 1,000+ myriads. The duration of  the lease is not speci-
fied, but was probably terminable at the will of  the lessor.

Like most other items of  the archive, the papyrus has suffered much from abrasion, 
but very few readings are in doubt.

  Ề Ípate€a!` Fl`(aou˝vn) [Ba]!il€!kou ka‹ ÑErmenerix t`«n lamprotãtvn,
         F[a]men∆y g1, d Ä findik(t€vno!). 
	 	 Flaou˝1ƒ4	EÈlog€ƒ	t“	kayo`!ivm°nƒ	palat€nƒ4	 
  ufl“ toË t∞! maka`r`€1a`! mnÆmh!` ÑVr€vn`o! épÚ` t∞!  
 5 lamprç! ka‹ lampro`tãth! ÉOj3[u]rugxit«n pÒ[le]v2!` 
	 	 parå	AÈrhl€a!	P€na!`	yugatrÚ[!]	%arapãmmv[no!] 
	 	 épÚ	t∞!	a`[È]t`∞2!`	pÒle`v2!`.	•`k`o`u`!€v!	§pid°x3o`m`ai	 
	 	 mi!y≈!`a`!`yai	épÚ	[t]o`Ë`	ˆnto!	mhnÚ!	F2a`m`en`∆2[y] 
  t`o`Ë` §`n`e`!`t`«2t`[o!] ¶t`[ou]!` 0r`8m`9b	r`ia`	t∞!	pa`ro`Ê`!`[h!]	
 10 tetãrth2[!] fi1n`d`[i]k`t`€1[o]no! épÚ t«n Ípa`rxÒnt`vn 
	 	 tª	!ª	eÈg1e`n`e`€1&3	§n	tª	a`È`tª	pÒle`i	§p'	émfÒdou	ÑI`pp°`v2n`	 
	 	 Parembol`∞2!	ılÒ`k`l`hron	monÒxvron	neË`o`n	§p‹	borrç	 
	 	 !Á`g	xrh!`t`[h]r`€1o`i1!`	ka‹	d`i1k`a€oi!`	pç!i:	k`a`‹1	t`el°!`v2	Í`p¢r	 
  [§noi]k`€1o`[u §]niau!€v! érgur€]o`u mur[iã]da! xi1l€a! 
 15 [ 3–4	 ]k`o![€]a`!`,	[˜per	§no€kion]	é`p2o`[d]≈!v	kat'	¶to`!`
	 	 d`[i'	•]j3[a]m`[Ænou	tÚ	¥mi!u:	ka‹	ıp]Òtan	b[ou]l`hy`ª[!]	p2a`r`a`[d≈!]v2 
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards along the fibres:
  Ê m€!`y(v!i!) P2€`n`a`[!] traces 

1 #pateia!  fll (?)  ermenerixÄ            2 indik            3 flaouÛv  l. kayv!ivm°nƒ            4 uÛv            
10 #parxontvn            11 ip'pevn            12 bor'ra            13 l. !Ên  #per            17 mi!y

‘In the consulship of  Flavii Basiliscus and Hermenerich, viri clarissimi, Phamenoth 3 
(?), indiction 4.



‘To Flavius Eulogius, the devotissimus palatinus, son of  Horion of  blessed memory, from 
the splendid and most splendid city of  the Oxyrhynchites, from Aurelia Pina, daughter of  
Sarapammon, from the same city. I voluntarily undertake to hold on lease from the present 
month of  Phamenoth of  the current year 142/111 of  the present fourth indiction from the 
property belonging to your nobility in the same city in the quarter of  Hippeon Parembole, 
a whole single room facing north with all appurtenances and rights, and I shall pay as rent 
annually one thousand . . . hundred myriads of  silver, which rent I shall pay each year, one 
half  every six months; and whenever you may wish I shall surrender . . . ’

Back: ‘Lease of  Pina . . .’

1 ÑErmenerix. A short oblique stroke added high after x may serve to indicate that this is a foreign name.
1–2 Basiliscus and Hermenerich were the consuls of  465; see CLRE 464–5. This is their first occurrence in 

a papyrus, though their names are perhaps to be restored in P. Prag. I 44, which would then date to 25.ii – 26.iii.466 
(so F. Reiter, in an unpublished note reported in Heidelberger Gesamt ver zeichnis der griechischen Papyrusurkunden Ägyptens, 
version Beta 1.0).

The indiction (ll. 2, 10) and Oxyrhynchite era year (l. 9) point to 466; see CSBE 83. Ípate€a! should therefore 
stand for metå tØn Ípate€an, a common mistake; cf. CSBE 50–4, with BASP 15 (1978) 234. Like 4693, most of  the 
examples date ‘from the early months of  the year, when such an error is most natural’. Transmission of  the names 
of  the consuls for the year 465 was late: on 16 October 465 Oxyrhynchus still dated by the postconsulate of  the 
consuls of  464 (P. Heid. IV 331).

3 palat€nƒ4. Palatini were ‘all civil servants in the palatine ministries, officials of  the res privata and the largi-
tiones, the field army’ (LXIII 4370 9 n.). Eulogius is described as palatinus in all texts mentioning him except for 
4686, which dates from before he joined the civil service, and XVI 1960 4 (511) genam°nou	magi!trianoË, a post-
humous reference; but contrast 1961 6 (487) genom°nou	palat€nou, another posthumous reference. On the face 
of  it, a magi!trianÒ! (agens in rebus; but C. Gloss. Biling. II 9.31 renders magi!trianÒ! as magistrianus) and a palatinus 
represent different offices; the latter was a financial official in the service of  the comes sacrarum largitionum, see R. 
Delmaire, Les institutions du BasEmpire romain, de Constantin à Justinien i (1995) 122 ff., the former in that of  the magister 
officiorum, see B. Palme, CPR XXIII 11.4 n, and 22 introd. nn. 1–4 with references. Delmaire, CRIPEL 10 (1988) 
134, has argued that the term palatinus was sometimes used ‘pour désigner tout fonctionnaire servant au palais et 
pas seulement les employés des services financiers centraux’; he cites the case of  Eulogius as an example, implying 
that an agens in rebus could have been described as palatinus. But this depends on 1960, whose date, more than two 
decades after Eulogius’ death, and singular status undermine its value as evidence. With the term magi!trianÒ! 
widely in use in Byzantine Egypt (for the evidence, see P. J. Sijpesteijn, CE 68 (1993) 165–7), it is difficult to see why 
a magi!trianÒ! should consistently be called palat›no! for such a long time.

6 P€na!.̀ For the name, see L 3555 5 n.
9 Year 142/111 = 465/6; see CSBE 83.
11 eÈg1e`n`e`€1&3. On this honorific abstract, see K. A. Worp, ZPE 115 (1997) 185.
11–12 émfÒdou	 ÑI`pp°`v2n`	Parembol`∞2!. This is the latest attestation of  this Oxyrhynchite quarter; the refer-

ences have been collected by S. Daris, ZPE 132 (2000) 217.
12 monÒxvron. On the term, see now R. Hatzilambrou, JJP 32 (2002) 40.
13 !Á`g (l. !Ên) xrh!`t`[h]r`€1o`i1!.̀ The same assimilation of  n in P. Bad. VI 172.17 (547); see Gignac, Grammar 

i 167.
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4694. Lease of a House

95/162(a) 12.7 × 14.8 cm 14 December 466

Another lease of  a house in the possession of  Eulogius, drawn up some nine months 
after 4693. As in 4693, the lessee is a woman. The lease was probably terminable at the 
will of  the lessor. The rent to be paid amounts to one and a half  solidi annually. Much has 
been lost to the left of  the document, but most of  the lines can be restored with reasonable 
certainty.

The back is blank except for one trace on the edge.

	 	 [Ípate€a!	toË	de]!`p2[Ò]t`ou	≤m«n	Fl(aou˝ou)	L°onto!	toË	afivn€ou	AÈgÒ!tou	tÚ	g// 
  [ (vac.)	 ka‹	to]Ë	dhl`v2yh!om°nou,	Xoiåk	ih2//,	e	findik(t€vno!).
	 	 [Flaou˝ƒ]	E`È`l`[o]g1€ƒ4	t“	kayo!ivm°`[n]ƒ	palat€nƒ	ufl“ 
  [toË t∞! makar€a]!` m`n`Æ2mh! ÑVr€vn[o! ép]Ú` t∞! ÉOjurugxit«n  
 5 [pÒlev!  c.5	 	]000b`0	yugãth[r]	ÜVrou	épÚ	t∞!	aÈt∞!
	 	 [pÒlev!.	•kou]!€v!	§pi[d°x]omai	mi!y≈!a!y(ai)	 
	 	 [épÚ	toË	efi!iÒnto!	mhnÚ!	T]Ë`bi	toË	§ne!t«t`o`! 
	 	 [¶tou!	rmg	rib	t∞!	e	findikt€v]n`o`!	épÚ	t«n	Ípar- 
	 	 [xÒntvn	tª	!ª	eÈgene€&	diakeim°n]v2n	§p‹	t∞!de`	t∞! 
 10 [pÒlev! §p' émfÒdou c.8 ılÒk]l`hron ofik€an
	 	 [!Án	xrh!thr€oi!	ka‹	dika€oi!	pç!i	ka‹	te]l`°`!v	Íp¢r	§n- 
  [oik€ou §niau!€v! xru!oË nomi!mãti]on ©n ¥mi!u, 
  [g€(netai) xr(u!oË) no(mi!mãtion) a ?,	˜per	épod≈!v	kat'	¶to!]	di'	•jamÆnou	tÚ
  [¥mi!u     c.25     ]000[ c.7 ]
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

1 fl?  l. AÈgoÊ!tou   2 Ûndik   3 l. kayv!ivm°nƒ   6 mi!yv!a!y?   8 #par-

‘In the consulship of  our master Flavius Leo, the eternal Augustus, for the 3rd time, 
and of  the (consul) to be announced, Choiak 18, indiction 5.

‘To Flavius Eulogius, the devotissimus palatinus, son of  Horion of  blessed memory, from 
the city of  the Oxyrhynchites, (Aurelia) . . . , daughter of  Horus, from the same city. I vol-
untarily undertake to hold on lease from the coming month of  Tybi of  the current year 
143/112 of  the fifth indiction from the property belonging to your nobility situated in this 
city in the quarter of  . . ., a whole house with all appurtenances and rights, and I shall pay 
as rent annually one and a half  solidi of  gold, total 1½ solidi of  gold, which I shall pay each 
year, one half  every six months . . .’

1–2 On the third consulship of  the emperor Leo I, see CLRE 466–7. Its only other instance in the papyri 
is P. Rain. Cent. 104.1–2, whose consular formula adds AÈtokrãtoro! and has épodei1xy`h2!`o`m`°`n`o`u ̀ in place of  
dhlvyh!om°nou. (The text of  M.Chr. 71.19, on which see BL VIII 225 and IX 170, is very uncertain.)



5 In the lacuna supply AÈrhl€a, however abbreviated.
8 For Oxyrhynchite era year 143/112 = 466/7 = indiction 5, see CSBE 83.
t∞! e findikt€v]n`o`!. t∞!	p°mpth!	findikt€v]n`o`! would be too long for the space.
9 tª !ª eÈgene€& is restored after 4693 11, of  the same year as 4694, though contrast the later 1958 11 (476) 

[tª !]ª éretª.
10 The name of  the êmfodon cannot be restored; Eulogius and his descendants owned property in various 

quarters of  the city.
12 nomi!mãti]on ©n ¥mi!u. It is less likely that the rent amounted to 1½1⁄3 solidi: there does not seem to be any 

space for tr€ton in the lacuna at the start of  line 13.

N. GONIS

4695. Top of Document

44 5B.62/F(2–5)a 15.5 × 9.8 cm 31 August 472

The upper part of  an agreement between a son and a father; the details of  the trans-
action escape us. The main body of  the document begins with a statement that besides 
what the father had previously given to the son  then the papyrus breaks off. A settlement 
of  claims is one possibility.

The main interest of  the papyrus resides in its consular dating clause, which is the ear-
liest Egyptian dating to the consuls of  472. It may now be established that the news of  the 
consuls of  the year reached Egypt late in the summer of  472, earlier than had been thought 
previously; see below 2–3 n.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 xm_m´g 
  Ê Ípat€& Flaou˝ou` MarkianoË toË lamprotãtou 
	 	 ka‹	toË	dhlvyh!om°nou,	Y∆`y`	g,	ia	findik(t€vno!). 
	 	 AÈrÆlio!	Foibãmmvn	uflÚ!	ÉApfoËto!	 
 5 épÚ t∞! lamprç! ka‹ lamprotãth! ÉOjurug1xitÅ«Än 
  pÒlev! t“ timiotãtƒ mou patr‹ t“ aÈt“  
  AÈrhl€ƒ ÉApfoËti ufl“ ÉAe€vno! épÚ t∞!  
  aÈt∞! pÒlev!` xa€rein. xvr‹! t«n  
	 	 pr≈hn	dvy°n`t`vn	moi	parå	!oË	§k 
 10 [ c.4 ]0[0]0[0]00[00]0e`[0]i1[00]000ativn` 0
   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards, along the fibres:
  Ê	 ımol(og€a)	Foibãm[mvno!	

2 +upatia  l. Ípate€&            3 indik            4 uÛo!            6 l. timivtãtƒ            7 uÛv            9 l. doy°ntvn            
11 omoÒ
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‘643. In the consulship of  Flavius Marcianus, vir clarissimus, and of  the (consul) to be 
announced, Thoth 3, indiction 11.

‘Aurelius Phoebammon, son of  Apphus, from the splendid and most splendid city of  
the Oxyrhynchites, to my honoured father, the said Aurelius Apphus son of  Aeion, from the 
said city, greetings. Apart from the . . . previously given to me by you from . . .’

Back: ‘Agreement of  Phoebammon . . .’

2–3 On this consulship, see CLRE 478–9; cf. 481. The evidence then available led to the statement that ‘dis-
semination in Egypt was late’, but 4695 now shows that this did not take place later than what was the norm in 
fifth-century Egypt. (As late as 24 July 472, Hermopolis dated by the consuls of  471; cf. P. Rain. Cent. 105.)

The belief  in the late knowledge of  this consulship in Egypt stems from a problem that 4695 helps to settle. 
Prior to the publication of  4695, the earliest reference to this consulship was the Hermopolite BGU XII 2150, of  
8 November 472. P. Lond. V 1793, also from Hermopolis, was dated by the postconsulate of  Leo Aug. IV & Prob-
inianus coss. 471, Choiak 5, indiction 10; the postconsular date corresponds to 1 December 472, but the indictional 
to 1 December 471. Bagnall and Worp, BASP 17 (1980) 30, raised the possibility that P. Lond. 1793 ‘was mistakenly 
dated p.c. rather than cos.; in a century when p.c. datings are the rule, the scribe might be pardoned for assuming 
that any new consuls were already out of  office. This, however, is the reverse of  the normal error, and we remain 
uncertain what has happened.’ 4695 now turns the scales in favour of  dating P. Lond. 1793 to 471.

6 t“ timiotãtƒ (l. timiv-) mou patr€. This type of  address is common in prescripts of  private letters of  the 
Roman period, but does not seem to have occurred in any other legal document.

10 Neither grammat€vn nor nomi!mat€vn can be read. At the end of  the line, a low trace to the right of  n ̀may 
well be from a tall finishing stroke (e.g. !) at the end of  the otherwise lost line below.

N. GONIS

4696. Top of Contract

2 1B.101/D(e) 19.3 × 7.3 cm 2 September 484

The interest of  this papyrus is chronological and prosopographical. It offers the ear-
liest Egyptian record of  the consulate of  the Ostrogoth king Theoderic, and attests an 
important Oxyrhynchite curialis, Flavius Ioannes, vir spectabilis, comes sacri consistorii; see 4 n. 
An unexpected piece of  information is that Ioannes’ father is Timagenes, another eminent 
Oxyrhynchite, active in the earlier part of  the century. For the possibility that the comites 
Phoebammon and Samuel are this Ioannes’ sons, and the implications of  such an identifi-
cation, see 4697 introd.

The papyrus breaks off  before the nature of  the document appears; for the possibility 
that it is a receipt for a part of  an irrigation machine, see below 9 n.

             xmg 
  Ípate€& Flaou˝ou Yeodv2r`€xou to[Ë] l`a`mprotãtou, Y∆y e, find(ikt€vno!) h,  
              §n ÉOjurÊgxvn. 
	 	 Flaou˝ƒ	ÉIvãnn˙	t“	peribl°ptƒ	kÒ`meti	toË	ye€ou	kon!i!tvr€ou 
 5	 ka‹	politeuom°nƒ	u`fl“	t`o`[Ë]	t`∞`!	la`m`p2rç`!	mnÆmh2!`	Timag°nou!



  geouxoËnti §ntaËya tª l`a`m`p2r`[ò] ka‹ lamprotãt˙ ÉOjurugxit«n  
	 	 [pÒ]l`e`[i	A]È`rÆlio!	ÖAnino!	[uflÚ]!`	ÉAp[akÊ]rou	mhtr[Ú]!	Ka!€a! 
  [épÚ §poik€]ou D0[  c.8  toË] a`ÈtoË` [nomoË  c.5  ]00[
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards along the fibres:
  xeir`og1r`a`f`[€a 

2 #pateia  Ûnd   4 Ûvannh 

‘643. In the consulship of  Flavius Theodorichus, vir clarissimus, Thoth 5, indiction 8, 
in Oxyrhynchus.

‘To Flavius Ioannes, vir spectabilis, comes sacri consistorii and curialis, son of  Timagenes 
of  splendid memory, landowner here in the splendid and most splendid city of  the Oxy-
rhynchites, Aurelius Aninus son of  Apacyrus, mother Casia, from the hamlet of  D— of  
the same nome . . .’

Back: ‘Cheirograph . . .’

2 For the conversion of  the date, see CSBE 84, 96. This is the earliest Egyptian record of  the consulship of  
Theoderic, on whom see CLRE 502–3; cf. 505, 507. The news of  his proclamation must have reached Egypt some 
time in the summer of  484; as late as 4 May 484 Oxyrhynchus still dated by the postconsulate of  Fl. Trocundes 
cos. 482 (VIII 1130; on the date, cf. CSBE 120, BL VIII 241). It is interesting that this is the first time since 476 that 
a consul becomes known in Egypt within less than a year from his appointment.

4 Flaou˝ƒ ÉIvãnn˙. R. Rémondon, Pap. Congr. XI (1966) 144 with n. 4, identified what he called the archive 
‘du comte Jean, qui fut praeses d’Arcadie en 488’, consisting of  ten items. Thanks to 4697 (489) and, to a lesser 
extent, 4701 (505?), we are now able to tell that there were at least two high-ranking persons of  this name at 
Oxyrhynchus in the later fifth century:

(1) Ioannes, vir spectabilis, dead by 489: cf. 4697 3–4 and 4701 7, which refer to Phoebammon and Samuel as 
uflo›!	toË	t∞!	peribl°ptou	mnÆmh!	ÉIvãnnou, indicating that in life their father was a vir spectabilis. He is likely to be 
the Ioannes of  4696.

Given his title and rank, it is tempting, though not necessarily right, to identify this Ioannes with ‘. . . Apio 
Theodosius Iohannes, vir spectabilis, comes sacri consistorii et praeses provinciae Arcadiae’, attested in the undated XVI 
1877; the latter is presumably identical with the megaloprep°!tato!	êrxvn	 ÉIvãnnh! in XVI 1888 of  25.ix.488 
(PLRE II 619, Ioannes 100). The fact that 1888 was issued by Foibãmmvn	kÒme!, possibly the same as the one in 
4697 and 4701, is not conclusive for identifying the praeses with Phoebammon’s father.

(2) Ioannes, comes (his comitiva is not specified), who occurs in P. Harr. I 91 of  29.xi.484 (cf. BL VIII 147), I 141 
of  19.xii.503 (PLRE II 603, Ioannes 35), and LXVIII 4699 of  23.i.504. In theory, the comes of  P. Harr. I 91 could be 
the same as the one in 4696, but the type of  the text, an order to supply meat and wheat, recalls 141 and 4699. 
X 1335, of  482, another order to supply meat, may refer to the same man, even if  Ioannes is mentioned without 
a title. It is unclear whether the same person is to be recognised in X 1336 (V), an order to pay money.

Either of  the two comites may occur in the letter I 155 (VI), not mentioned by Rémondon, addressed t“ 
de!pÒt˙ mou t“ pãntvn megalopr(epe!tãtƒ) kÒm(eti) ka‹ §m“ pro!tãt(˙) ÉIvãnn˙.

The petition XVI 1943 (late V), submitted to Fl. ÉIvãnn˙ t“ lamprotãtƒ §kd€k[ƒ of  Oxyrhynchus (PLRE 
II 617, Ioannes 92), is not likely to refer to the Ioannes of  4696. He could be the same as Ioannes 2, or someone 
else. The afid°!imo!	politeuÒmeno! and geoux«n Fl. Ioannes, son of  Martyrius, of  XLIX 3512 (492) is probably 
a different person.
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Apparently on the basis of  1888, Rémondon included in the ‘archive’ the texts referring to Phoebammon 

and Samuel (see 4697 3 n.). Now that we know that Phoebammon and Samuel were the sons of  a Ioannes, the link 
appears closer than would otherwise have been thought. Ioannes’ father Timagenes was dead by 444 (cf. below); 
it would be plausible to assume that the son was dead by 489.

t“	peribl°ptƒ	kÒ`meti	toË	ye€ou	kon!i!tvr€ou. On the office, see most recently CPR XXIV pp. 59–61, 68–71. 
At that date, the conferral of  this comitiva did not entail effective membership of  the senate or the emperor’s con-
sistory, but still carried considerable dignity: 1877 shows that c.488 the praeses of  Arcadia was a comes sacri consistorii; 
cf. also P. Mich. XVIII 794.2, assigned to the late fifth century (the redating to the early sixth century suggested in 
CPR XXIV p. 71 n. 14 is not strictly necessary, cf. ZPE 132 (2000) 180 n. 6, though palaeographically it is entirely 
possible).

5 ka‹	politeuom°nƒ. Ioannes was of  curial stock: he may well have been a curialis who at some stage was 
given the comitiva. Compare the case of  Fl. Strategius, curialis, curator of  the domus divina, and later comes sacri consi
storii; see LXIII 4389 1 n.

t`o`[Ë]	t`∞`!	la`m`p2rç`!	mnÆmh2!`	Timag°nou!. The filiation is probably also attested in LV 3805 12 (566) d(iå) t«n 
klhr(onÒmvn)	 ÉIvãnnou	Timag°`n`o`u`! ̀ (cf. 4697 4 n. para. 1). Timagenes is presumably the same as an important 
Oxyrhynchite active earlier in the century, who is attested as a vir clarissimus in PSI Congr. XVII 29.3 (432) tª 
mer`€`di	toË	lamprotãtou	Timag°nou!, and was dead by 444, having reached the grade of  spectabilis; cf. the formula-
tion [mer€]di	toË	o‡kou	toË	t∞!	peribl°ptou	mnÆmh!	Timag°nou! (L 3583 3). The fact that he is referred to as t∞! 
lamprç! mnÆmh! here and in P. Warr. 3.2–3 (V/VI, but before 504; see BL VII 93) may suggest that posthumous 
references to titles or functions should not always be taken at face value. He might be the same as the riparius in SB 
XXII 15471, ed. pr. J. O’Callaghan, CE 70 (1995) 189–92, cf. J. Bingen’s postscript to ed. pr. (the hand suits a date 
early in the fifth century); if  the identification holds, the twelfth and thirteenth indictions mentioned in that text 
should not be later than those corresponding to 428–30.

On the mer€! of  the o‰ko! of  Timagenes, which survived into the sixth century, see J. Gascou, T&MByz 9 
(1985) 41–4, and P. J. Sijpesteijn, ZPE 62 (1986) 134–5 n. l. 3. There is a great temptation to associate Phoebammon 
and Samuel’s appearance as representatives of  this o‰ko! in SB XX 14964 with their ancestry.

8 §poik€]ou Di1[onu!iãdo! or Di1[o!kour€ou, on which see Pruneti, I centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite 42–3, would just 
fit in the break.

9 xeir`og1r`a`f`[€a. Fifth- and sixth-century Oxyrhynchite documents described thus in the docket are mostly 
receipts for replacement parts of  irrigation machines, cf. XXXIV 2724 26 (469), XVI 1899 28 (476), LXVIII 
4697 17 (489), XVI 1982 29 (497), 1984 10 (523), 1900 35 (528), XXXVI 2779 29 (530), etc.

N. GONIS

4697. Receipt for Replacement Parts of an Irrigation Machine

105/193(a) 15.6 × 15 cm 27–31 December 489

The upper left part of  a relatively early example of  a well-attested type of  document; 
cf. LXVII 4616 introd. It is addressed to the brothers Phoebammon and Samuel, two emi-
nent Oxyrhynchites already known from several papyri, but whose filiation was previously 
unknown. This text and 4701 tell us that they were the sons of  a certain Ioannes, dead by 
that time, who in life was a vir spectabilis. If  this Ioannes is the same as the one in 4696, 
which seems likely, Phoebammon and Samuel were the grandsons of  Timagenes, who 
flourished in the earlier part of  the century. In that case, three generations of  an Oxyrhyn-
chite landowning family of  curial origin and senatorial rank would become known to us.

4697 further complements our picture of  the position of  Phoebammon and Samuel 



within the society of  late antique Oxyrhynchus. We now see them as landowners in pos-
session of  artificially irrigated farms under §napÒgrafoi gevrgo€, like other ennobled 
landowners in Oxyrhynchus at that time. In the fashion of  the great landowners, the two 
brothers are attested making charitable donations (VI 994, XVI 1945), and performing 
curial functions (SB XX 14964, possibly 4701). The dossier of  Phoebammon and Samuel 
displays most of  the patterns observable in those of  the landed aristocrats of  late antique 
Oxyrhynchus, and probably reflects the realities in the lives of  the provincial elites of  the 
Empire.

Two further points of  interest are the document’s consular date, the earliest instance 
of  the first consulship of  Fl. Eusebius in a papyrus, and the occurrence of  a new toponym, 
the §po€kion	%idala.

The writing is along the fibres. A kollesis runs vertically c.5 cm from the left-hand 
edge.
                    xmg 
	 	 [Ípat]e[€]&	Flaou˝ou	EÈ!e`[b€ou	toË	lam]p2rotãtou,	TËbi1	[n, findikt€vno! ig.]
	 	 Flaou˝oi!	Foibãm`[mvni	ka‹	%]a`mouhl€ƒ	to›!	lam[protãtoi!	uflo›!	toË	t∞!] 
	 	 peribl°ptou	mnÆmh!`	ÉI1vãnnou	geouxoË!i	§nt`[aËya	tª	lamprò	ka‹	lam-] 
 5 protãt˙ ÉOjurug1xit«n` pÒlei AÈrÆlioi ÉApoll`[«! uflÚ!  6–8  mhtrÚ!]
	 	 ÖAnna!	ka‹	P°ku!i!	uflÚ!	ÖApido!	mhtrÚ!	E0[	 	 7–9  émfÒteroi §n-]
	 	 apÒgrafoi	gevrgo‹	épÚ	§poik€ou	%idala	k`[tÆmato!	t∞!	Ímet°ra!] 
	 	 megaloprepe€a!	toË	ÉOjurugx€tou	nomoË.	x[re€a!	ka‹	nËn	genom°nh!] 
  efi! tØn Íf' ≤mç! t∞! Ím«n megal`[o]pre[pe€a! geouxikØn mhxanØn pro!-] 
 10	 agoreuom°nhn	Tapxox	éntloË!an	e[fi!	 	 10–12  kull∞! (?)]
	 	 kuklãdo!	miç!	ka‹	megãlou	§rgãtou	•nÚ!	ka‹	0[	 	 18–20
	 	 pro!elyÒnte!	§j˙tÆ!amen	tå	efirhm`[°na	mhxanikå	ˆrgana	(?)
	 	 para!xey∞nai	≤m›n.	aÈtå	d¢	tå	tr[€a	mhxanikå	ˆrgana	(?)
  kainå eÈãre!ta §pitÆdi1a para![x-  13–15  ≤m›n
 15 efi! énaplÆrv!in t«n mhxanik[«n Ùrgãnvn  9–11
	 	 §n	t`ª`	!`Æm`e`r`o`n`	≤`m`°`[r]&3	¥2[t]i1[!]	§`[!t‹n	TËbi	 	 10–12
    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards along the fibres:
  xeirograf€a ÉApoll« ka‹ Pe`[kÊ!io!

3 !]amouhliv corr. from !amouhliou   6 uÛo!   9 #f  #mvn   14 l. §pitÆdeia

‘643. In the consulship of  Flavius Eusebius, vir clarissimus, Tybi . . . indiction 13.
‘To Flavii Phoebammon and Samuel, viri clarissimi, sons of  Ioannes of  spectabilis 

memory, landowners here in the splendid and most splendid city of  the Oxyrhynchites, 
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Aurelii Apollos son of  . . . , mother Anna, and Pecysis son of  Apis, mother . . . , both 
registered farmers from the hamlet of  Sidala, a possession of  your magnificence in the 
Oxyrhynchite nome. Since now too a need has arisen for one pot-wheel and one large 
waterwheel and . . . in the estate irrigator of  your magnificence under our charge called 
Tapchoch, irrigating . . . , we came and asked that the said machine parts be supplied to us. 
And the said three machine parts, new, satisfactory, serviceable, were provided . . . to us as 
completion of  the machine parts . . . this very day, which is the . . . of  Tybi . . .’

Back: ‘Cheirograph of  Apollos and Pecysis . . .’
2 For the conversion of  the date, see CSBE 85, 98 (the possible date range is Tybi 1–5; it is less likely, though 

not inconceivable, that Ípate€a! is a mistake for metå tØn Ípate€an, and the text dates from later in Tybi, that is, 
January 490). For the consulship, see CLRE 512–13; cf. 515. This is the earliest instance of  Eusebius’ first consulate 
in the papyri; postconsular datings to his first consulate are attested in P. Rain. Cent. 109 and 4698. The news 
of  his proclamation had not reached Egypt on 20 May 489; cf. P. Flor. III 325 (with BL VII 53), dated by the 
postconsulate of  Longinus. It should be noted that tÚ	b, which would date the papyrus to the second consulate of  
Eusebius (493), cannot be read.

3 Foibãm`[mvni	 ka‹	 %a]mouhl€ƒ. See PLRE II 883 (Phoebammon 3), 975 (Samuel 2). Phoebammon and 
Samuel occur together in papyri ranging in date from 27–31 December 489 to 17 November 524: LXVIII 4697 
(489), VI 994 (499), LXVIII 4701 (505?), SB XX 14964 (517), XVI 1945 (517), 1946 (524), 2047 (no date). Phoe-
bammon is invariably given precedence, indicative of  seniority of  age and, later, rank, cf. 4701. Both are clarissimi 
in 489 (4697), but by 499 they carried different dignities: the prescript of  994, Foibã[mm]vn	kÒm(e!)	ka‹	%amouØl	
per€bl(epto!), implies that Phoebammon, even if  his comitiva is not specified, was of  higher rank than Samuel, 
the latter being a vir spectabilis. Apparently by that time Phoebammon had been promoted to a higher senatorial 
grade than his brother. This is confirmed by 4701, which shows that Phoebammon was a vir gloriosissimus, comes 
devotissimorum domesticorum, and Samuel a vir spectabilis, comes sacri consistorii. In later years, the status of  the two broth-
ers does not seem to have changed; cf. 1945 1, which attests the same arrangement as 994: Foibãmmvn	kÒme!	
ka‹	%amouØl	per€bl(epto!). That both brothers are collectively called comites without further specification in SB 
14964.4 megalopre]p2e!tãtvn kom€tvn, and 1946 1 kÒm(ete!), need not imply that Samuel received promotion; he 
was a comes by 505(?), even if  he is not given this title in 1945.

It is uncertain whether Phoebammon the son of  Ioannes and brother of  Samuel is identical with the comes 
Phoebammon in XVI 1888 of  488, even if  the text, an order to supply provisions to soldiers, may refer to this 
same Ioannes. Also, it is unclear whether Fl. Phoebammon, addressed in the ‘barely literate’ letter LVI 3868 (VI) 
as Flaou˝ou	mekalv2|p2rvp€a!	ka‹	§n`tv2|jvtãtou	kur€ou	|	Foibãmmvn	t«n	|	gexouoÊtvn [sic], is the same person; 
there is at least one other comes of  this name holding land in the Oxyrhynchite at this same period who cannot be 
our man, viz. the spectabilis comes Fl. Phoebammon alias Lamason in P. Wash. Univ. I 25 (530).

[uflo›!]. Cf. 4701 7.
4 ÉI1vãnnou. On this person see 4696 4 n. The fact that, with the exception of  1888, the sons always occur 

together suggests that Ioannes’ estate was not divided between them, and continued to be administered as an eco-
nomic unit after his death. This is the implication of  LV 3805 12 (566) d(iå)	t«n	klhr(onÒmvn)	ÉIvãnnou	Timag°`n`o`u`! ̀
(if  of  course the reference is to the father of  Phoebammon and Samuel). Curiously, the next entry in this account 
refers to the klhronÒmoi	toË	t∞!	§ndojotãth!	mnÆmh!	Foibãmmvno! (l. 13). If  this is the son of  Ioannes and brother 
of  Samuel, it would follow that Phoebammon had an estate separate from that owned jointly with the other ‘heirs 
of  Ioannes son of  Timagenes’.

geouxoË!i §nt`[aËya ktl. The expression implies landownership in the area of  Oxyrhynchus only; contrast 
the formulation geouxoË!i ka‹ §ntaËya, on which cf. LXVII 4616 3–4 n.

6–7 §n]apÒgrafoi gevrgo€. See LXVII 4615 6 n. (para. 2), 4616 7–8 n. with references. This is the second 
earliest text to attest §napÒgrafoi gevrgo€, after XXXIV 2724 6 (469); from the next two decades we have XLIX 
3512 8 (492), XVI 1982 7 (497), and LXVII 4615 6 (505). The term has been restored in P. Mil. II 64.4–5 (440, cf. 



4687 2 n.) [AÈrÆlio! PaËlo! uflÚ! ÉA]pfoËto! épÚ §poik€o[u] K[a]lpoun€ou toË aÈtoË nomoË t∞! aÈt∞! yeiotãth! 
ofik€a! gevrgÚ! | [§napÒgrafo!]. The supplement has generally been accepted; cf. e.g. I. F. Fikhman in Miscellanea 
Borgiana ii = Pap. Flor. XIX (1990) 167 n. 38, or J. Banaji, Agrarian Change in Late Antiquity (2001) 130. But there are 
several difficulties. (i) The supplement would produce the earliest instance of  an §napÒgrafo! gevrgÒ! (it first 
occurs in a law of  458), cf. J.-M. Carrié, Pap. Congr. XVII iii (1984) 942 with n. 21. (ii) The restored word order is 
unparallelled; see J. G. Keenan, ZPE 17 (1975) 250 n. 29. (iii) No other example of  an §napÒgrafo! gevrgÒ! of  
the domus divina has appeared in a papyrus. Thus it seems preferable to leave the lacuna of  P. Mil. 64.5 without 
a supplement.

7 %idala. This locality appears to be new. (It is possible that the putative k` of  k`[tÆmato! is part of  the topo-
nym.) It may be asked, however, whether this is the same as the §po€kion	%adãlou, on which see Pruneti, I centri 
abitati dell’Ossirinchite 160.

8 megaloprepe€a!. Cf. 9. In 3, Phoebammon and Samuel are styled lamprÒtatoi. The abstract was used 
with holders of  all three senatorial grades; cf. R. Delmaire, Byzantion 54 (1984) 158–9.

x[re€a!. Possibly also x[(a€rein). xre€a! (but x[a€rein. xre€a! would be too long).
9 efi! tØn Íf' ≤mç! t∞! Ím«n megal`[o]pre[pe€a! geouxikØn mhxanÆn. For the formula cf. XVI 1982 9–10, on 

which the restorations are based; but the line as restored seems rather long. geouxikÆn, which occurs in all other 
documents of  this kind (save for those addressed to functionaries of  the domus divina), is not strictly necessary (the 
possessors of  the mhxanÆ are sufficiently indicated by t∞! Ím«n megal`[o]pre[pe€a!), but without it the line would 
be rather short.

9–10 pro!]agoreuom°nhn. The usual expression is kaloum°nhn; the only parallels I have found come from 
much earlier texts; cf. P. Stras. II 81.2.23 (115 Bc) and P. Köln I 50.2.24 (99 Bc) x«ma pro!agoreuÒmenon Toçme, 
BGU IV 1120.7 (5 Bc) §n	t“	pro!agoreuom°nƒ	Foinik«ni, I 34 = M.Chr. 188.1.13 (127) [t«n	pr]o`!agoreuom°nvn	
[!unkol]l`h2!`€1mvn; the participle also in SB VI 9464.6 (VII), but the context is fragmentary.

10 Tapxox. This mhxanÆ is new.
e`[fi! êmpelon ka‹ efi! érÒ!imon g∞n, cf. e.g. P. Mil. 64.6, would fit the space, but there must be other possibili-

ties too.
10–11 kull∞! (?)] kuklãdo!. kull∞! is likely but not inevitable (not in XVI 1899 10–11). On this term, of  

uncertain meaning, see J. P. Oleson, Greek and Roman Mechanical Waterlifting Devices: The History of  a Technology 
(1984) 133–4, 152–3; D. Bonneau, Le Régime administratif  de l’eau du Nil dans l’Égypte grecque, romaine et byzantine (1993) 
112–13.

11 megãlou §rgãtou. See Bonneau, op. cit. 111; for examples see Tyche 12 (1997) 253 (Korr. Tyche 241); add 
SB XX 15097.6.

It is not clear what to restore in the break. I have thought of  m`[ikroË	§rgãtou	•nÒ!, cf. P. Lond. III 776.9 
(p. 258), but I would expect the foot of  the leg of  m ̀to be visible.

12 pro!elyÒnte! §j˙tÆ!amen. Cf. P. Mil. 64.6–7 pro!ely∆n §[p]‹ | [t∞! pÒlev! ±j€]v!a. All other texts of  this 
type have a version of  énely∆n/-Ònte! §p‹ t∞!/-Øn pÒlev!/-in ±j€v!a/-men.

14 para![x-. I do not see how to restore this line convincingly. It is possible that we have a genitive absolute, 
cf. P. Mil. 64.7–8 k`[a‹]	t∞!	!∞!	éret∞!	eÈy°v!	|	[---	tÚn	aÈtÚn	§rgãthn	kainÚn]	§pitÆdion	.	.	.	para!xom°nh!, in 
which case we may consider restoring tå	tr[€a	ˆrgana	t∞!	Ím«n	megaloprepe€a!]	.	.	.	para![xom°nh!	≤m›n, or tå 
tr[€a	mhxanikå	ˆrgana]	.	.	.	para![xom°nh!	≤m›n	t∞!	Ím«n	megaloprepe€a!. But megaloprepe€a!, even abbrevi-
ated, is implausibly long; either a different abstract was used, or the postulated constructions are wrong. I have 
also considered reading tå	tr[€a	mhxanikå	ˆrgana]	.	.	.	para![xey°nta	≤m›n	ÍpÚ	t∞!	Ím«n abstract, but in this case 
too space would be a problem.

15 mhxanik[«n Ùrgãnvn. Though the text could well run mhxanik[«n Ùrgãnvn] | §n t`ª3 !`Æm`e`r`o`n` ktl., some ten 
further letters must have come after Ùrgãnvn in the lacuna. Ípedejãmeya would fit, but its presumed place in the 
construction cannot be parallelled from elsewhere. ëtina Ípodejãmenoi, which could be parallelled by XVI 1899 
16, 1982 17, or XXXIV 2724 15, would be too long for the space.

17 ÉApoll«. For this genitive of  ÉApoll«!, common in later periods, see Gignac, Grammar ii 61.
N. GONIS
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4698. Top of Contract

106/90(b) 13 × 7.8 cm 3 October 490

This fragment, the top of  a contract of  some sort, is of  interest for its post-consular 
dating clause: it shows that some nine months after the proclamation of  Flavius Longinus, 
the consul of  490, the name of  the consul of  the previous year, Flavius Eusebius, was still 
in use at Oxyrhynchus.

           [xm]g1 
  Ê metå tØ[n Ípate€an F]l`aou˝ou
	 	 EÈ!e`[b€]o`u	toË	lamp2r[o(tãtou)],	Fa«fi	4˚,
        id findik(t€vno!). 
 5	 AÈrhl€a	ÖAnna	yugãthr	ÉIv!Øf	épÚ	t∞[!]
  ÉOjurugxit«n pÒlev! AÈrhl€ƒ 
  [0]00[000]0˙ u`fl“4 [ c.5 ]o`u` épÚ t∞! aÈt∞2[!]
   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards along the fibres:
  ımol`[og€a

2 flaou* iou   4 indik?   5 * iv!hf

‘643. After the consulship of  Flavius Eusebius, vir clarissimus, Phaophi 6, indiction 14.
‘Aurelia Anna, daughter of  Joseph, from the city of  the Oxyrhynchites, to Aurelius . . . 

son of  . . . from the same (city) . . .’
Back: ‘Agreement . . .’

2–4 For the conversion of  the date, see CSBE 85, 96. This is the latest postconsular dating to Fl. Eusebius 
cos. 489 (the indiction figure shows that the reference is to his first consulate), on whom see 4697 2 n. The earliest 
Egyptian dating by Fl. Longinus II cos. 490 is 16 December 490 (P. Rain. Cent. 110).

7 t∞! aÈt∞2[!]. pÒlev! would have followed in l. 8, now lost.

N. GONIS

4699. Order to Supply Wine

68 6B.21/H(1–2)a 20 × 4 cm 23 January 504

An order from a comes called Ioannes to Phoebammon, wine-steward, to supply wine 
to a servant or slave; cf. I 141 = SPP VIII 1155 (19.xii.503), and PSI VIII 957 (29.i.504, cf. 
BL XI 248).



The writing is across the fibres of  the recto of  the original roll; a kollesis runs horizon-
tally 1.1–1.8 cm from the upper edge. The back is blank.

Ê	 ÉIvãnnh!	kÒme!	 	 	 Foibãmmvni	o`[finoxeir(i!tª):				
parã!x(ou)	Yeod≈rƒ	paid(‹)	toË	kur€o(u)	ÉAyana!€o(u)	lÒg(ƒ)	diatrof(«n)	t«n	épÚ	mhn(Ú!)	T2[Ëbi	--- o‡nou
(¶tou!)	rp	rmy,	TËbi	kz,	[fi]nd(ikt€vno!)	ib//	 diploËn	ßn,	g€(netai)	o‡n(ou)	di(ploËn)	a	mÒ(non).
           (3 cont., m. 2) Ê	 !e!hme€(vmai)	o‡nou	di[ploËn	ßn,	g€(netai)	o‡n(ou)	di(ploËn)	a.
mhn‹	TËbi	kz,	ib	find(ikt€vno!).	 Ê

2 para!x?      paid?      kurio? ayana!io? log? diatrof?      mhn?            3, 4 Ûnd            3 \      g∆ oin? ∂      mO      
(m. 2) !e!hme∆

‘Ioannes, comes, to Phoebammon, wine-steward. Deliver to Theodorus, servant of  the 
lord Athanasius, on account of  victuals from the month of  Tybi . . . one double jar of  wine, 
total 1 double jar of  wine only. Year 180/149, Tybi 27, indiction 12.’ (2nd hand) ‘I have 
countersigned one double jar of  wine, total 1 double-jar of  wine, in the month of  Tybi 27, 
of  the 12th indiction.’

1 ÉIvãnnh! kÒme!. On this person, see 4696 4 n. para. 4. By comparison with 4699 and I 141, it is probable 
that ÉIvãnnh! kÒme! is to be restored in the break to the left of  l. 1 of  PSI VIII 957.

Foibãmmvni	o`[finoxeir(i!tª). Cf. 141 1, PSI 957.1.
2 paid(€) or paid(ar€ƒ). On the term, see 4683 2 n.
lÒg(ƒ) diatrof(«n). Cf. P. Cair. Masp. I 67006v.36 (522?). diatrof(∞!) is another possibility. An equivalent 

expression is Íp¢r	trof∞!, which recurs in the archive of  the §laiourgÒ! Sambas; see F. Mitthof, A. Papathomas, 
ZPE 103 (1994) 61–2.

t«n	épÚ	mhn(Ú!)	T2[Ëbi. What is lost in the break is the reference to the period for which the victuals were 
required. After the (putative) month name, one expects ßv! followed by another chronological indication; cf. XVI 
1920 13 (after 11.ii.563, cf. BL X 145), LV 3804 231, 256 (566), VII 1043 2 (578), XVIII 2196 r 11 (587?), etc.

3 The layout of  the line is curious, but probably is only due to shortage of  writing space. After the date, we 
have what must be the continuation of  the text from line 2. (The placement of  the year symbol in the papyrus rules 
out the possibility that the chronological indications in l. 4 belong with the body of  the text.)

For the conversion of  the date see CSBE 85, 98.
3–4 The same countersignature and in the same hand also in 141 6 and PSI 957.6–7; see T. M. Hickey, ZPE 

123 (1998) 161 (= BL XI 143, 249). Those two texts have efi!	Foibãmm(vna)	ofinoxeir(i!tÆn) after the reference to 
the quantity of  wine and before the date; but spacing does not seem to allow restoring this expression here. The 
countersignature in P. Harr. I 91.3 (484), which may stem from the same Ioannes, looks different, but one has to 
bear in mind that twenty years separate the two texts.

N. GONIS

4700. Top of Contract

4 1B.75/E(1–2)a 12.3 × 7.6 cm 18 November 504

The main interest of  this document, shown by the docket to be a contract, lies in the 
attestation of  a military unit not otherwise recorded as a numerus, the ériymÚ! t«n gennai-
otãtvn	ka‹	kayv!ivm°nvn	Faranit«n; see further 3–5 n.
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  Ê Ípat€& Flaou˝ou KeyÆgou toË §ndoj(otãtou),
	 	 	 	 	 	 	ÑAyÁr	kb,	findik(t€vno!)	ig. 
	 	 Fl`aou˝ƒ	%erÆnƒ	!trati≈th!	ériy(moË) 
	 	 t«n	gennevtãtvn	ka‹	kayo!ivm°- 
 5 nvn Faranit«n ufl“ ÉAntiÒxou épÚ t∞!
  lamprç! ÉOjurugxit«n pÒlev! AÈrÆ- 
	 	 lio!	Fil°a!	uflÚ!	GermanoË	mhtrÚ!	ÑHra- 
  e`[€]d[o! c.4 ]000[ c.8 ]0[ c.4 ]0
   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards along the fibres:
  Ê gram(mãtion) x00[

1 #patia, l. Ípate€&      flaouÛou      endoj            2 indik            3 flaouÛv      l. !trati≈t˙      ariy?Ä            
4 l. gen naiotãtvn            4 –5 l. kayv!ivm°nvn            5 nvn: second n ex. corr.      uÛv            7 uÛo!            
7–8 l. ÑHra˝ do!            9 graÛ

‘In the consulship of  Flavius Cethegus, vir gloriosissimus, Hathyr 22, indiction 13.
‘To Flavius Serenus, soldier of  the numerus of  the fortissimi and devotissimi Pharanites, 

son of  Antiochus, from the splendid city of  the Oxyrhynchites, Aurelius Phileas, son of  
Germanus, mother Herais . . .’

Back: ‘Contract . . .’

1 For the consulship, see CLRE 542–3; cf. 544–5.
§ndoj(otãtou). This is the epithet of  Fl. Cethegus in all texts from Oxyrhynchus dated by his consulate 

(besides this one, in XVI 1883 and 1966); in documents from other parts of  Egypt he is invariably called lam-
prÒtato!. Cf. 4701 1 n.

1–2 For the conversion of  the date, see CSBE 85, 97.
3–5 ériy(moË) . . . Faranit«n. Faran›tai have occurred in P. Cair. Masp. I 67054.2, 4 (VI), P. Flor. III 297.192, 

219, 303 (540/1?), P. Lond. V 1735.24 (VI), SB XIV 11854.7, 8 (V/VI). The term was rightly interpreted to be 
a colloquial reference to the soldiers of  a military unit associated with Pharan, a locality in the Sinaï; see J. Gascou, 
BIFAO 76 (1976) 169–75, and A. K. Bowman, J. D. Thomas, BJRL 61 (1978–79) 312 . There is no mention of  this 
numerus in the Notitia Dignitatum, which suggests that its formation postdates the composition of  the Notitia, placed 
in 401 by C. Zuckerman, AnTard 6 (1998) 144–7.

It should be noted that no Faran›tai occur in P. Wash. Univ. II 105.2. The view entertained by the editor in 
the commentary (p. 202) that the mysterious par( ) farr( ) may conceal a reference to this unit should be aban-
doned; the plate (XXVII b) allows reading paidarr, i. e. paidar(€oi!).

The numeri initially were ethnic auxiliary forces; see D. Hoffmann, Das spätrömische Bewegungsheer und die Notitia 
Dignitatum i (1969) 171–2, ii (1970) 61 n. 402, P. Southern, Britannia 20 (1989) 83–4; cf. M. P. Speidel, ANRW II.3 
202–31 = id., Roman Army Studies i (1984) 117–48. But at this time the term referred to all kinds of  military units; cf. 
A. H. M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire ii (1964) 655. The fact that Serenus was a native of  Oxyrhynchus is symp-
tomatic of  the character of  the militia of  the period.

6 lamprç! ÉOjurugxit«n pÒlev!. Early sixth-century texts increasingly refer to Oxyrhynchus as lamprã 
only, whereas previously the city was called almost uniformly lamprå ka‹ lamprotãth; see D. Hagedorn, ZPE 12 
(1973) 286, 290.



9 gram(mãtion) x00[. After x,  or o, followed by what might be read as r. This can hardly be the start of  
a personal name, since it cannot be reconciled with either of  the contracting parties (unless a third party was 
mentioned in the part now lost). SB XVIII 13768.10–11 (IV) grammãtion xã|rito! is not parallelled otherwise, and 
this does not encourage me to read xã`r`[ito! here.

N. GONIS

4701. Top of Document

97/221(c) 11.2 × 6.8 cm 505?

Assuming that the restorations proposed are correct, this text is of  interest for attesting 
the full titulature of  the brothers Phoebammon and Samuel in the early sixth century: the 
former was a comes domesticorum, the latter a comes sacri consistorii.

The nature of  the document is unclear; that it addresses the two brothers as curiales 
may offer an indication that it related to their curial duties. There is a possibility that the 
two brothers were further addressed as riparii, see 7 n., in which case this would be a pe-
tition.

A scrap has not been placed. The back is blank so far as it is preserved. A kollesis runs 
vertically 0.6 cm from the right-hand edge.

	 	 [~	Ípate€a!	Flaou˝vn	%abi]n`ianoË	ka‹	Yeod≈`[rou]	t«n	lamprotãtvn, 
  [month day indiction] §n ÉOjurÊgx(vn).
	 	 [Flaou˝oi!	Foi]b`ã`m[mv]ni	t“	megalop2r`e`[pe!]tãtƒ	ka‹	§ndo- 
	 	 [jotãtƒ	kÒmeti	t«]n	kayo!ivm°nvn	dome!tik«n	k`a`‹`	 
 5	 [%amouhl€ƒ	t“	m]e`galoprepe!tãtƒ	ka‹	peribl°p[t]ƒ`	kÒ`m`eti	
	 	 [toË	ye€ou	kon!i!t]v2r€ou	émfot°roi!	a`fide![€]mo`i1!	politeuom°noi[!]	 
  [  c.12	 	 ufl]o`›!	to[Ë]	t∞!	peribl°ptou`	[mn]Æmh!	ÉIvãnnou	
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
  .   .   . 
     ]t`a0[ 
    ]00io!p[ 
 10    ]! Ím«n [
  .   .   .

2 ojurugx?   4 l. kayv!ivm°nvn   7 Ûvannou   10 #mvn

‘In the consulship of  Flavii Sabinianus and Theodorus, viri clarissimi, . . . in Oxyrhyn-
chus.

‘To Flavii Phoebammon, magnificentissimus et gloriosissimus comes devotissimorum domestico
rum, and Samuel, magnificentissimus et spectabilis comes sacri consistorii, both respected curiales . . . 
sons of  Ioannes of  spectabilis memory . . .’
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1 Ípate€a!. It seems less likely that a postconsular formula (metå tØn Ípate€an) is to be restored, even with 

Flaou˝vn abbreviated, since this would be rather long for the space.
For the consulship, see CLRE 544–5, cf. 506, and P. Heid. V 357 introd. 4701 cannot be earlier than mid July 

505: on 16 July 505, P. Flor. I 73 = P. Stras. V 471bis was dated to the postconsulate of  Fl. Cethegus cos. 504, while 
one day later Fll. Sabinianus and Theodorus make their first appearance (XVI 1994; the alternative dating to 
14 July, cf. BL VII 143, involves an emendation and is less likely).

lamprotãtvn. In the two other Oxyrhynchus papyri dated to their consulate, Sabinianus and Theodorus are 
styled §ndojÒtatoi (XVI 1994, LXVII 4615), but they are invariably called lamprÒtatoi in the Thebaid. (I intend 
to discuss the issue of  regionalism in consular epithets elsewhere.)

2 §n ÉOjurÊgx(vn), scil. pÒlei. For the expansion, see D. Hagedorn, ZPE 12 (1973) 291; cf. 4688 3, 4696 3. 
(In P. Leid. Inst. 70.2 (518), P. Berol. 21753.2 [ed. APF 42 (1996) 81] (540), and XXXVI 2780 5 (553), in place of  §n 
ÉOjurugx(it«n) read §n ÉOjurÊgx(vn).)

4 kÒmeti	 t«]n	 kayo!ivm°nvn	 (l. kayv-) dome!tik«n. On the title, see LXVII 4615 3–4 n., and I.-M. 
Cervenka-Ehrenstrasser, Lexikon der lateinischen Lehnwörter in den griechischsprachigen dokumentarischen Texten Ägyptens ii 
(2000) 250–2.

Phoebammon was a vir clarissimus in 489 (4697), but a vir illustris around 505 (4701), perhaps already in 499; 
cf. 4697 3 n. A parallel to the rise of  a scion of  an aristocratic Egyptian family from the first to the third senatorial 
grade through the comitiva domesticorum is furnished by the case of  Fl. Strategius, father of  Fl. Apion cos. 539, on 
whom see LXVII 4614 1 n., 4615 3–4 n.

5 [%amouhl€ƒ]. The name is restored on the basis of  the occurrence of  Phoebammon in 3 and the indication 
of  the filiation in 7.

5–6 kÒ`m`eti [toË ye€ou kon!i!t]v2r€ou. See 4696 4 n. para. 8.
6 a`fide![€]mo`i1!	politeuom°noi[!]. The use of  the epithet afid°!imo!, characteristic of  curial rank, is noteworthy; 

cf. CPR IX 36.3–4 (487/8) t“	la]m`protãtƒ	ka‹	afide!€mƒ	poli|[teuom(°nƒ).
7 At the start of  the line [ka‹ =ipar€oi! ufl]o`›! would fit exactly; petitions addressed to (afid°!imoi) politeuÒ-

menoi ka‹ =ipãrioi include P. Mil. II 45 (449), P. Gron. Amst. 1 = SB XXIV 15970 (455), SB XVIII 13596 (464), 
LXVII 4614 (late V).

ufl]o`›! to[Ë] t∞! peribl°ptou`	[mn]Æmh!	ÉIvãnnou. Cf. 4697 3–4.
9 u`flÒ! possible.

N. GONIS

4702. Acknowledgement of Loan

12 1B.144/H(d)a 16 × 9.5 cm 5 February 520

The upper part of  a loan, cf. 8–9 n.; the creditor is a priest. It is of  interest for attesting 
the latest Egyptian dating by the postconsulate of  Fl. Iustinus Aug. cos. 519, and possibly 
a new locality, the §po€kion NeofÊtou ÉAntiÒxou.

On the back there are traces of  an endorsement, mostly abraded (erased deliber-
ately?), and the beginnings of  seven lines of  shorthand.

  metå tØn Ípat€an toË de!pÒtou ≤m«n Fl(aou˝ou) ÉIou!t€nou toË afivn€ou 
     AÈgoÊ!tou, Mexe‹r i, find(ikt€vno!) ig, §n ÉOjurÊgx(vn). 
	 	 [t]“	eÈlabe!tãtƒ	Foibãmmvni	pre!but°rƒ	t∞!	èg€a!	 
  §`kklh!€a! ufl“ toË makar€ou ÉIvãnnou épÚ t∞! ÉOjurugxit«n  



 5 A2ÈrÆlioi FilÒjeno! ka‹ ÉIvãnnh! ém`fÒteroi ımognÆ!ioi 
	 	 é`d`e`l`fo‹	§k	patrÚ!	ÉO`n`n`v2f`r`€ou	mhtrÚ!	%of€a!	ırm≈menoi 
  é`p2Ú` §poik€ou NeofÊtou ÉA2ntiÒxou toË ÉOjurugx€tou nomoË xa€rein. 
	 	 k`[u]r€vn	ˆntvn	ka‹	beba€vn	t«n	prot°rvn	≤m«n 
	 	 [g]r`a`mmat€vn,	ˆntvn	parå	tª	!`ª	eÈlabe€&,	tª	p€!tei 
 10 a`È`t«n ékoloÊyv! ı`[molo]g1oË`[m]e`[n] e[ ]00[  c.6  ]0[00]0[0]0
  [000]00[0]0[ 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .

1 l. Ípate€an      fl?            2 ind      ojurugx?

‘After the consulship of  our master Flavius Iustinus, the eternal Augustus, Mecheir 10, 
indiction 13, at Oxyrhynchus.

‘To the most pious Phoebammon, priest of  the holy church, son of  the blessed Io-
annes, from the (city) of  the Oxyrhynchites, Aurelii Philoxenus and Ioannes, both full 
brothers, (their) father (being) Onnophris, mother Sophia, originating from the hamlet of  
Neophytou Antiochou of  the Oxyrhynchite nome, greetings. Our earlier contracts, kept by 
your piety, remaining authoritative and secure, according to their integrity, we acknowledge 
that . . .’

1 On the consulship, see CLRE 572–3. Its only other secure attestation in a papyrus is in LVII 3914 1–2 
(14 July 519), which adds tÚ aÄ Ä after AÈgoÊ!tou. It has been restored in P. Stras. III 133.1, see BL V 131, but this 
is very uncertain (what remains on the papyrus could also be part of  a regnal date clause). The earliest Egyptian 
dating by Fl. Vitalianus cos. 520 occurs in P. Lond. V 1699.1, dated 11 August 520.

2 §n ÉOjurÊgx(vn). Cf. 4701 2 n.
3 pre!but°rƒ. For clergymen featuring in loans see G. Schmelz, Kirchliche Amtsträger im spätantiken Ägypten 

(2002) 247–9.
3–4 t∞! èg€a! §`kklh!€a!. This is probably the ‘cathedral’ of  Oxyrhynchus. The absence of  a further indica-

tion may make the reference ambiguous, cf. L. Antonini, Aegyptus 20 (1940) 172, but in XVI 2020 and 2040, two 
lists of  payments by leading Oxyrhynchite landowners of  the second half  of  the sixth century, the entries diå t∞! 
èg€a! §kklh!€a! (2020 16, 2040 7) no doubt refer to the episcopal church of  Oxyrhynchus.

7–8 §poik€ou NeofÊtou ÉA2ntiÒxou. It is unclear whether this locality is to be identified with that recorded in 
Pruneti, I centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite 116, variously described as §po€kion, kt∞ma, or xvr€on. The added element 
ÉAntiÒxou may help distinguish this locality from NeofÆtou Bãnou, attested in P. Select. 20 (592, cf. BL X 113). The 
§po€kion NeofÊtou in LVII 3914 5–6 (519) could be either of  the two.

8–9 k`[u]r€vn	ˆntvn	ka‹	beba€vn	t«n	prot°rvn	≤m«n	[g]r`a`mmat€vn. The formulation is common, cf. CPR 
VII 40.5 n., and indicates that another loan had previously been made but had not been repaid.

9–10 tª p€!tei a`È`t«n ékoloÊyv!. The formulation also occurs in XXXIV 2718 9 (458), on which the editor 
noted: ‘According to W. Schmitz, ≤ p€!ti! in den Papyri (diss. Köln, 1964), p. 111, this expression is part of  the bom-
bastic Byzantine style and has no precise legal force’. Cf. also SB XX 15134.6 (483) and SB I 5315.5 (‘Byz.’).

10 After ı`[molo]g1oË2[m]e`[n] we expect §j éllhleggÊh! or §!xhk°nai, but neither can be confirmed on the 
traces.

N. GONIS
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4703. Deed of Surety

97/104(a) 13.6 × 8.9 cm 22 May 622
  Plate XVI

The publication of  LVIII 3959 (620) and 3960 (621) has shown that the Oxyrhynchite 
estate of  Flavius Apion III continued to function as an economic unit under the Persians 
and after his death (see 3959 introd.). 4703 and very probably 4704 (626) further testify to 
the survival of  the estate well into the period of  the Persian occupation of  Egypt (619–29). 
4703 is also the latest papyrus from Oxyrhynchus to contain an explicit reference to the 
household of  Apion III (though cf. LVIII 3962).

On Egypt under Persian rule, see most recently R. Altheim-Stiehl, Tyche 6 (1991) 3–16, 
and ead. in O. Brehm, S. Klie (eds.), MOUSIKOS ANHR: Festschrift für Max Wegner (1992) 
5–8.

  ~ §`n ÙnÒmati toË kur€ou ka‹ de!pÒtou  
	 	 	 	ÉIh!oË	Xri!toË	toË	YeoË	ka‹	%vt∞ro!	 
    ≤m«n. mhn‹ Pax∆[n] kz, find[(ikt€vno!)] i. 
	 	 t“	§ndÒjƒ	o‡kƒ	pot¢	ÉAp€vno!	toË	 
 5	 §n	eÈklee›	tª	mnÆm˙	t“	diakeim°(nƒ)	
  ka‹ katå tØn ÉOj(urugxit«n) pÒl(in) AÈrÆlio! ÉAnoËp 
	 	 [uflÚ!	toË	ma]k`[ar€]ou	PaÊlou	•j∞2!	Ípogrãfvn 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .

Back, downwards along the fibres:
  ~ §gg(Êh) ÉAn[oËp

2 Ûh!ou            3 Ûnd Û            5 diakeime?; k corr. from m            6 oj poÒ            7 #pografvn            8 egg)

‘In the name of  the Lord and Master Jesus Christ, our God and Saviour. In the month 
of  Pachon 27, indiction 10.

‘To the glorious household sometime belonging to Apion in well-famed memory, situ-
ated also at the city of  the Oxyrhynchites, Aurelius Anup son of  the blessed Paul signing 
below . . .’

Back: ‘Guarantee of  Anup . . .’

1–3 On the invocation of  Christ (type 1), see R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, CE 56 (1981) 121.
3 That this indiction 10 corresponds to 621/2 is shown by the absence of  a regnal dating clause, as well as 

by comparison with LVIII 3960 of  621, likewised addressed ‘to the glorious household sometime belonging to 
Apion in well-famed memory’.

4–6 The same formulation in 3960 1–2; cf. also 3959 4–5.
4 t“ §ndÒjƒ o‡kƒ. It is conceivable that Apion’s household is referred to in the Oxyrhynchite P. Mich. XV 



743.5–6 notar(€ƒ) | toË §ndÒj(ou) o‡kou; the text, headed by the Christ invocation and lacking a regnal formula, is 
dated Choiak 1[ ], ind. 11, which may correspond to 6–15 December 622.

5–6 t“	diakeim°(nƒ)	ka‹	katå	tØn	ÉOj(urugxit«n)	pÒl(in). This recalls the expression geouxoËnti ka‹ §ntaËya 
tª . . . ÉOj. pÒlei, found in documents addressed to members of  the Apion family from 523 (XVI 1984) to 619 
(P. Iand. III 49).

N. GONIS

4704. Receipt for Payment to potamitae

6 1B.15/B(f ) 32 × 7.1 cm 29 August–27 September 626
  Plate VIII

This receipt, the latest of  the very few Oxyrhynchite texts from the time of  Persian 
rule, may offer additional evidence for the survival of  the household of  Apion III under the 
Persians. The §po€kion Paryeniãdo!, whose pronohtÆ! figures in the receipt, is known to 
have been among the Apion holdings as late as 621 (LVIII 3960 34); earlier texts also place 
it under a pronohtÆ! (see further 2 n. para. 2). The structure of  a large estate employing 
local managers was evidently in place in 626; it is a natural assumption that the estate was 
what used to be the ¶ndojo! o‰ko! of  the Apions.

The receipt certifies a payment by the pronohtÆ! to two potam›tai, workers involved 
in the maintenance of  the irrigation system, on account of  their monthly salaries for work 
at some new plantings, probably vineyards. The salaries of  these workers have lately been 
discussed by F. Morelli in Pap. Congr. XXI ii (1997) 727–37. It is of  some interest that this is the 
first text recording a salary payment to potam›tai made entirely in kind (wheat).

The hand is of  the type of  P. Amh. II 157 (612), illustrated in G. Cavallo, H. Maehler, 
Greek Bookhands of  the Early Byzantine Period (1987) no. 43a, discussed ibid., p. 94. This style of  
writing, common in orders to pay and receipts from late sixth- and early seventh-century 
Oxyrhynchus, is the precursor of  the documentary minuscule used by official chanceries in 
early Islamic Egypt. The abbreviations employed here also look forward to the abbreviation 
system current in the later period (briefly described by H. I. Bell, P. Lond. IV pp. xliv–v).

The writing runs across the fibres; no sheet-join is visible. The left and right edges are 
virtually intact, so that the width of  the piece (32 cm) should represent the original height 
of  the roll from which the strip was cut.
 1                      ~
 2	 ~	 §dÒy(h!an)	d(iå)	%erg€ou	pro(nohtoË)	Paryeniãdo!	 ~	 	 	ÉIak∆b	(ka‹)	Foibã(mmvni)
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		potam(€tai!)	§rgazom(°noi!)	efi(!)	t(å)	neÒfuta ̀
 3	 xvr(€a)	ÖEjv	t∞!	PÊlh!	lÒgƒ	mi!y(oË)	§p‹	mh(nÚ!)	Y∆y	find(ikt€vno!)	ie	épÚ	palai(oË)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	genÆm(ato!)	!€tou	kagk(°llƒ)	ért(ãbai)	deka°j, 
 4	 g€(nontai)	!€t(ou)	ka(gk°llƒ)	(értãbai)	i˚	m(Ònai).
 5	 (¶tou!)	tg	(ka‹)	!ob	mh(nÚ!)	Y∆y	fi(ndikt€vno!)	ie.	
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Back, along the fibres:
  ~ pi(ttãkion) t«n potamit(«n)  (vac.)	 	 ie	find(ikt€vno!)	!€(tou)	(értãbai)	i˚.

2 edoyd      pro      ?	foib
a
 potamÄ mÄ  ergazomÄ mÄ  e∆t            3 xvr      mi!y      mh      ind      pala∆ genhm?      kagK art            

4 © !∆ ka√       m            5 »      ?      m*h      ∆            6 p∆      potamitÄ      ind !∆ √

‘There was given through Sergius, pronoetes of  Partheniados, to Iacob and Phoebam-
mon, potamitae, working at the new plantations of  ‘Outside the Gate’, on account of  (their) 
salary for the month of  Thoth of  the 15th indiction, from old produce sixteen artabas of  
wheat by the cancellus (measure), total: 16 artabas of  wheat by the cancellus (measure) 
only.

‘Year 303 and 272, month Thoth, indiction 15.’
Back: ‘Voucher of  the potamitae, indiction 15, 16 artabas of  wheat.’

2 %erg€ou and Paryeniãdo! are written in a different (brownish as opposed to black ink) by the same hand; 
evidently they are later additions. Dr Coles wonders whether the cross after Paryeniãdo! serves like the Xs in 
orders to arrest, to preclude any additions.

pro(nohtoË). On the functions of  pronohta€, see LV 3804 introd.; R. Mazza, ZPE 122 (1998) 161 ff.
Paryeniãdo!. See P. Pruneti, I centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite (1981) 136; LV 3805 102 (566) and LVIII 3960 34 

(621) are additional attestations of  this hamlet. Most of  the references stem from documents related to the Apion 
estate; pronohta€ occur in XVI 1916 5, 20, 31 (VI), 2031 16 (VI/VII).

potam(€tai!). See Morelli, loc. cit. (with references to earlier literature).
2–3 efi(!) t(å) neÒfuta` xvr(€a). The expression also occurs in XVI 1912 152 and XIX 2244 82, 85, 87. neÒ-

futon usually refers to a newly planted vineyard, see M. Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft im hellenistischen Ägypten (1925) 
245, although the word may be used for other plantings too; cf. P. Köln V p. 167. Insofar as in this period the term 
xvr€on applies predominantly to vineyards, see R. S. Bagnall, CE 74 (1999) 329–33, it seems virtually certain that 
these neÒfuta` xvr(€a) were newly planted vineyards.

3 ÖEjv	t∞!	PÊlh!. This was a proã!tion, a palatial residence of  the Apions just outside one of  the city gates 
of  Oxyrhynchus; see LI 3640 2 n. para. 2., LV 3804 268–9 n. The area had vineyards, orchards, and gardens, all 
of  which would require plenty of  irrigation, and naturally canal workers.

!€tou	kagk(°llƒ)	ért(ãbai)	deka°j. At that date 1 solidus could buy 8–12 artabas of  wheat, so that the salary 
of  each of  these potam›tai would be equivalent to 2⁄3–1 sol. per month, which is well paralleled; see Morelli, loc. 
cit. 733–6.

palai(oË) genÆm(ato!). The collocation only in P. Amh. II 79.13–14 (c.186) (palai«n genhm[ã|tvn), and VII 
1071 3 (V). The reference, I suppose, is to wheat that comes from the harvest of  previous years.

5 For the conversion of  the date, see CSBE 93, 96.

N. GONIS
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I. TRAGEDY AND COMEDY

a. 4639, 4641–6

éboul- [4639 1 ii 12?]
égayÒ! (kre€ttvn) 4639 2 2
égapçn 4646 1 11
êgein 4639 1 ii 14
égrupn- 4646 1 15
édelfÆ 4645 ii 7
éhdÆ! 4646 1 5
êylio! 4641 14
éyrÒo! 4645 i 4
aflre›!yai 4643 9
afit€a 4642 8
ékoÊein 4642 15
élhyÆ! 4642 3
èl€!ke!yai 4643 13?
éllã 4639 1 ii 8 4643 5? 4645 ii 7?
êllo! 4645 ii 3 [4646 1 12]
ên 4642 3 4645 ii 10, 11
ênyrvpo! 4644 5
ëpa! [4642 3]
épi°nai 4645 ii 11
érgÒ! 4641 13
êroto! [4646 1 6]
êrotron 4639 1 ii 7
ê!vto! 4641 7
ÉAttikÆ 4644 3
aÔo! 4645 ii 6
aÈtÒ! 4639 1 ii 1 4641 9, [15] 4642 4, [11] 4646 1 3

b€o! 4645 i 3
boÆ 4645 ii 9
boÊle!yai [4639 1 ii 12?] 4641 15
br«ma 4643 5?

gãr 4639 1 ii 18 4641 11, 12, 18 4642 13
ge 4641 6, 14? 4642 3, 7 4643 12 4645 ii 12
g°rvn 4643 19
g∞ 4639 1 ii 5
g€gne!yai 4642 12 4645 ii 7 4646 1 16
glafurÒ! [4642 1]
gÊh! 4639 1 ii 7
gumnãzein 4645 ii 4

d° 4639 1 ii 1 4641 9?, 13, 21
de›n 4641 6 4645 i 4, ii 9
de€lh 4641 16
deinÒ! 4646 1 1
de!pÒth! 4639 2 7 4641 20
dÆ 4641 2 4643 12
diã 4646 1 3
diaf°rein [4642 10?]
didã!kalo! [4642 2]
didÒnai 4646 1 7
d€kaio! 4641 19
diplã!io! 4641 14
doke›n 4639 1 ii 16

§çn 4639 1 ii 1, 2
§g≈ 4639 1 ii 14 4642 1 4645 ii 4, [8?] 4646 1 10
¶yo! 4646 1 4
efi 4639 1 ii 3, 18 4641 6
e‰a 4639 1 ii 14
e‰nai 4641 7, 12, 14, 18 4642 1, 8 4645 i 9, ii 3 (bis), 

8, 10
e‡per 4644 8
efi!, §! 4639 1 ii 8 4642 9 4645 ii 5
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eÂ! 4641 18
ßka!to! 4641 18
§leeinÒ! 4645 ii 6
ÑEllã! 4645 i 1
§lp€zein 4642 3
§mautÒ! 4639 2 3
§mÒ! 4639 1 ii 19
§nyãde [4641 21]
§jep€!ta!yai 4639 2 3
§p°xein 4645 ii 8
§p€ 4644 3 [4646 1 6]
§piple›n 4642 13
§p€!ta!yai 4639 1 ii 11?, 17
§rgãze!yai 4641 12
ßrpein 4639 1 ii 8
§!y€ein [4641 14]
•!tia- 4645 i 6
¶xein 4645 i 2
§xyr- 4639 1 ii 15

ZeÊ! 4642 6

≥ or ∑ 4639 1 ii 12, 16
≤me›! 4642 4
∏tton 4643 1

yeÒ! [4642 5] 4644 5
yugãthr 4641 1 4643 11

flppeÊein 4639 1 ii 6
‡!o! 4642 4

ka€ 4639 1 ii 5, 10, 13, 16, 2 4 4641 17 4642 6, 10 
4643 5

kakÒn 4641 6 4645 ii 10
kak- 4639 1 ii 3
kalÒ! 4645 ii 5
kartere›n 4641 3
katã 4641 17 4646 1 9
katabãllein 4645 ii 9
kata€rein 4644 2
katale€pein 4645 i 6
katoike›n 4641 21
kraipalçn 4641 8
KrÆth 4642 9
kr€nein [4642 10?]

l°gein 4641 2, 7, 11, 19 4642 [1], 8 4643 12, 13 4645 
i 5, 8, 9

mãli!ta 4645 ii 8
manyãnein 4645 ii 12
mãthn 4641 15
m°ga! 4645 ii 3
meyÊein 4641 8
m°n 4642 7 4646 1 13
me!tÒ! 4645 ii 9
mÆ 4641 4
mhde€! 4639 1 ii 13
mÆte 4639 1 ii 3
mÒnon [4641 17]
mÊrioi 4641 5

na€ [4642 2]
nikçn 4639 1 ii 11
noe›n 4645 ii 10
numf€o! [4645 ii 5?]
nËn 4641 10

j°no! 4642 11

o‡e!yai 4643 18
ofike›n 4641 22?
ıpo- 4639 1 ii 5
ırçn 4641 15 4642 5 (bis), [7]
ır€zein 4639 1 ii 4
˜! 4639 2 2
˜!o! 4642 7
˜tan 4639 1 ii 10
oÈ(k) 4641 7?, 19 4642 1, [4?]
oÈde€! 4641 11?, 19
oÔn 4641 9? 4642 7 4646 1 4
oÎte 4639 1 ii 20
oÎti 4644 4?
o�to! 4639 1 ii 12 4641 1, 11 4642 1, 14 [4646 1 3?]
oÏtv(!) 4642 7 4643 8?

pãyo! 4639 1 ii 18?
pa›! 4646 1 6
pãlin 4642 14
parã 4641 4, 18]
pare›nai 4639 1 ii 10 4645 ii 5
Parm°nvn 4642 5 (suprascript) 4643 2
pç! [4645 ii 8?]
pã!xein 4639 1 ii 18? 4646 1 10
pe€yein 4641 3 4645 ii 10
pe›ra 4641 10
PeiraieÊ! 4644 2
periergãze!yai 4643 20



phrÒ! 4645 ii 6?
ple›n 4644 4
ploiãrion 4644 4
plo›on 4642 9
ploËto! [4642 4?]
poie›n 4641 5 4645 ii 9
pol°mio! [4642 10?]
polÊ! [4641 13] 4642 6
polut€mhto! 4642 5
Po!eid«n 4644 6
pragma- 4643 8
pragmatokope›n 4642 2
pre!be›a 4646 2+3.1
prodo!€a 4642 12
pro€j 4646 1 8
prÒnoia 4646 1 14
prÒ! 4641 20 4644 5?
pro!ãgein 4641 10
pro!m°nein 4641 16, [17]
pur°ttein [4641 13]

=vnnÊnai 4641 12, 17 4646 1 12

!Ê 4641 17 4645 ii 7
%ur€!ko! 4641 19 (suprascript)
%vtÆr 4642 6
!vthr€a [4641 18]

tiy°nai [4642 4?]
t€!, t€ 4642 7, 8 4645 ii [7], 8 4646 1 4
ti!, ti 4642 1, 3, 11, 13 4644 4? [4645 ii 8?] 4646 

2+3.3
toioËto! [4641 4]
tÒte 4646 2+3.2
tr€bein 4639 2 5
trÒpo! 4643 18
trÒfimo! 4643 4

Íbr€zein 4639 1 ii 2
Ígia€nein 4641 13 4642 7
ÑUmn€! 4643 2?, 3?, 9? (marg.)

Fa›dro! 4645 ii 5
Fan€a! 4642 2, 5 (marg.)
filÒpoli! 4645 ii 8
f€lo! 4642 6
f€lv! 4639 1 ii 9
frãzein 4641 9
fÊ!i! 4646 1 4?

xãri! [4642 6]

Ã, Œ 4641 16 4642 5
…! 4639 1 ii 20 4641 10 4642 3, 6

b. 4640

ÉAyhnç or ÉAy∞nai i 14
ÉAyhna›o! i 5
afi!yãne!yai i 8
énalambãnein i 13–14
épokne›n i 7
épokte€nein i 3
épople›n i 13
ép≈leia [i 8]
ÉAriãdnh i [6], 10, 14
é!ebe›n ii 9
aÈtÒ! i 4

ba!ileÊ! i 5
b€a ii 4
bohye›n i 4

game›n i 15
gãmo! i 16

Da€dalo! i 4

d° i 1, [8], 12, 15
diakone›n i 7

§gxarãttein ii [1]–2
efi! i 1, 2
efi!ãgein i 2
¶legxo! ii [15]–16
§mautÒ! i 13
¶jodo! [i 4]
§pe€ i 1
§piyum€a i 10
eÈploe›n i 14
eÍr€!kein [i 4]
eÈ!ebÆ! i 6

zhte›n ii 17

Yh!eÊ! i 6, 9, 12
yugãthr i [6], 17
yum- i 15
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ÑIppÒluto! ii 3

ka€ i 3, 5, ii 8
kay€zein ii [14]–15
kata!fãttein ii 1
keleÊein i 16, ii 11, [13]–14
k€nduno! i 9
KrÆth i 1

labÊrinyo! [i 3]

m°n i 11
me!o- i 16–[17]
metã ii 4, 8
M€nv! i [8], 15
Min≈tauro! i 3, 8–9

n°o! (nevt°ra) i 17

ÙrgÆ i 16

oÈ(k) i 7, ii 8

pa›! i 2
pary°no! ii 5
par€!thmi i 12
patÆr i 11, ii 18?
per€ i 9
pi!teÊein ii 7
polÊ! ii 6, [8]
prÒ! i 6
pr«ton i 11

=&d€v! i 3–4

!unagvniçn i 6

Ípom°nein i 1

-ajioËn i 12
-le€pein ii 10

II. PROSE
égennÆ! [4648 24]
églãi!ma 4647 1 4
égnoe›n [4648 16]
afin€ttein 4648 3
ékriboËn 4648 6–7
éllã 4648 6, 8, [14]
êmhto! [4648 18–19]
ên 4648 29
énatolÆ [4648 4]
ênyrvpo! 4647 2 5
éjiop€!tv! 4648 11
épi!te›n 4648 10
ÖArato! 4648 23
êroto! [4648 20]
'A!kra›o! 4648 15
ê!tron 4648 [4], 7
aÔ 4648 1
aÈtÒ! 4647 2 3?, 10
êfyono! 4647 1 2

b°baio!  [4648 16]

gãr 4647 1 5
gevrg€a 4648 16
gevrgÒ! [4648 15]

g€gne!yai 4648 24 4650 9
gign≈!kein [4648 14]
gn«!i! [4648 29–30]

d° 4647 1 2, 2 5, 2 9 4648 2, [7], [15], [16], 19, [23], 33 
4649 1 3 4652 fol. 1 i 3

dÆ 4648 23
diãpeira 4648 13
diaitç!yai 4647 1 2–3
dika€v! 4648 29
dioike›n 4648 4
doke›n 4647 1 3

§gk≈mion 4647 3 6
e‰nai 4647 1 4 4648 15, 20
efirÆnh 4648 1
efi! 4648 13
§k 4648 1
§lãttvn 4647 1 4–5
'Eleu!€nio! 4648 30
§n 4647 1 2 4648 [8], 8
§jormçn [4648 19]
§p€ 4648 18, 19
§pikrote›n 4652 fol. 2 i 4–5
eÈyÊ! 4647 1 6



zhlvtÆ! 4648 23–4

≤duepÆ! [4648 14]
¥kein 4648 13
≤me›! [4648 5]
±peir≈th! [4648 14–15]

yerape€a 4647 2 2?
y≈raj 4647 2 10

'Iliã! [4648 8–9]
·na 4648 10
flppeÊein [4647 1 5–6]
·ppo! 4647 2 4–5, 3 5

kayãper [4648 20]
ka€ 4647 1 6, 2 2, 4?, 5, 6, 9 4648 1, [6], 6, 8, [11], 11, 

12, 15, 18, 20, 21, [22], 28
kãlumma 4647 2 11
katã [4648 5, 7]
katametre›n [4648 17]
K°rbero! 4650 1
klei!(- ) 4648 2
Klvy≈ 4650 8
ko!me›n 4647 2 4?
krãno! 4647 2 8

l°gein 4648 25, 29
mãrptein 4652 fol. 1 i 5

m°n 4647 1 5, 2 8 [4648 14]
metalambãnein 4647 1 12
mÆ 4648 10, 29
mhd° 4648 24
mÒno! 4648 5, 8

nautikÒ! [4648 15–16]
NaÊplio! [4648 33]
nh!i≈th! 4648 12

˜de [4648 29]
'OdÊ!!eia [4648 8]
ofikeioËn [4648 5–6]
oÂo! 4647 1 5
˜lv! 4648 21
ımo€v! 4648 14
ÙrfanÒ! 4648 30
˜! 4648 23
˜!o! 4647 2 [8], 10

˜tan 4647 2 3? [4648 22]
˜te 4648 20
oÈ(k) 4647 1 4 4648 5, [7–8], [24]
oÈranÒ! 4648 2, [7]
o�to! 4648 14, [30]
ˆxhma 4647 1 8

pãlin 4648 1
panÆguri! 4647 2 4
paradidÒnai 4648 7
parãdojo! 4647 1 10
paramhr€dion 4647 2 9–10
pç! 4648 4
pare›nai 4648 22
plagiãzein 4652 fol. 3 i 3–4
ploË! 4648 13
ploËto! 4647 1 3
pÒlemo! 4648 1–2
pompÆ 4647 2 3
prol°gein 4648 23
prometvp€dion 4647 2 7
pro!tern€dion 4647 2 8–9
prooikonome›n 4648 10

=∞!i! [4648 29]

!emnÊnein 4648 6
!ofi!tÆ! 4648 5
%ofokl∞! 4648 33
!umpol€zein 4647 2 6–7
!u!trateÊe!yai 4647 2 5–6
!fãllein 4648 25
!«ma 4647 2 11

te [4648 11]
timçn 4647 2 3?
ti! 4648 21, 22, 29
tÒte [4648 19]
tragƒde›n [4648 31]

fãnai 4648 2, [9], [22] 4649 2 1

Àra [4648 17]
ÑVr€vn 4648 20
…! 4648 [23], 24
À!te [4648 5]

-!oro! 4648 12
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Aesch. Agam. 4–5 4648 31–3

Soph. Naupl.TGrF IV 432 4648 33

Callim. Epigr. 27.1–3 Pf. 4648 25–8

Hes. Op. 219–23 4651 2–8
383 4648 17–18
384 4648 19
567 4648 22

Hes. Scut. 243   4652 fol. 1 i 2
245   4652 fol. 1 i 4–5
308? 4652 fol. 2 i 2?, 5
387? 4652 fol. 3 i 2
389   4652 fol. 3 i 3, 5

Hes. Theog. 6–7 or 8 4649 fr. 2.1–4
     218–19? 4650 8–9
      311? 4650 1

Hom. Il. 10.252–3 4648 9–10
Hom. Od. 5.272 4648 11

CITATIONS OF KNOWN AUTHORS

III. SUBLITERARY TEXTS

a. Scribal Practice and Draft
ÉArkad€a 4671 1
a‡yuia 4669 2, 4

§oik°nai 4669 2, 4
eÈtux«! 4670 1

≤m°ra 4670 3
kalÒ! 4670 3
ˆro! 4669 3
Pergãmio! 4670 2

b. Magic
abavy (?) 4674 7
égapçn 4672 6–7, 12
êggelo! 4672 1
égrupne›n 4672 11
ég≈gimon 4674 1
élhyinÒ! 4674 5
ên 4673 27
ÖAnilla 4674 9
anox (Coptic first person personal pronoun) 4674 5
'Anãgkh 4673 30
Arbayiav 4674 8
atrak`[ 4672 9
aÈtÒ! 4672 4, 8–9, [15] 4673 26 4674 11, 14 (bis)

ba!ileÊ! 4674 4

g∞ 4674 3

da€mvn 4674 2, 3
d° 4672 1
de›na 4672 3, 4, 6 (bis), [12], [13] 4674 13 (bis), 16, 17 

(bis)

didÒnai 4674 10
dÊna!yai 4674 4

§g≈ 4672 1, 6 (bis), 7 (bis), [12] (bis), [13] 4674 10, 17
e‰nai 4672 2
§k 4674 14
ÑEkãth 4672 1 (bis)
§k!pçn 4674 13
ÜEleno! 4673 26
¶mpuron 4674 1
§n 4672 3
¶nteron 4674 15
*§janaphdãv 4672 5
§jork€zein 4673 18, 29
§p€ 4672 8, 14 4674 1
§pikale›n 4674 2, 9, 11
¶!te 4673 27
ßv! 4672 5

zhte›n 4672 7, 13
zvÆ 4672 [8], [14]



≥dh 4674 17
hou 4674 5

yalã!!io! 4672 1

fi°nai 4672 5
·na 4674 10
ÉI!id≈ra 4673 [23]
fl!tãnai 4672 2

ka€ 4672 2 (bis), 6, 7 4674 3
ka€ein 4674 14–15
katã 4673 29
kefalÆ 4672 3
krataiÒ! 4673 30

l°gein 4674 5
leukÒ! 4673 28

ma!kelli ma!kellv 4673 30–1
m°ga! 4674 2, 3
m°la! 4673 29

NÊj 4672 1

ofik€a 4674 14
ˆnoma 4674 5
˜pv! 4674 16
˜! 4672 3 4673 23, 26 4674 17
ˆ!trakon 4674 1
˜ti 4673 29
oÈranÒ! 4674 3–4
ˆfelo! 4674 4

periaire›n 4672 4
Pnoukentabavy 4674 12
poreÊe!yai 4672 2 4674 12
prÒ! 4672 3, 5 4674 13

!ebana 4674 6
!plãgxnon 4674 15
!Ê 4673 18, 29 4674 2, 5
!umpari!tãnai 4674 10
!unãptein 4673 28
!unou!€a 4672 8, 14

tabavy 4674 8
Tãh!i! 4674 9
Tapiam 4673 27
Ta˝vn 4674 9
taxÊ! 4674 17, 18
*(ta)traka ̀(?) 4672 9–10
*tetrakÊvn 4672 10
*t`e`t`r`[a]u`lãkt[h!] (?) 4672 10–11
t€ktein 4672 3 4673 23, 26 4674 17
tÊranno! 4674 3

Íme›! 4674 9, 11
Ïpno! 4672 4

fyamoy 4674 6
file›n 4672 6, 12
foitçn (?) 4674 11
friktÒ! 4674 4
fv! (?) 4674 11

xe›lo! 4673 27 (bis)
xrÒno! 4672 9, [15]

IV. RULERS
Diocletian and Maximian

(year 20 and 19: no titulature 4670 r 2)

Theodosius ii and Valentinian

ofl tå pãnta nik«nte! de!pÒtai ≤m«n FlãouÛoi YeodÒ!io! 
OÈalentinianÚ! ofl afi≈nioi AÎgou!toi 4688 7–9
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408 Ípate€a! Flaou˝vn Bã!!ou ka‹ Fil€ppou t«n 
lamprotãtvn 4677 1–2

409 Ípate€a! t«n de!pot«n ≤m«n ÑOnvr€ou tÚ h ka‹ 
Yeodo!€ou tÚ g t«n afivn€vn AÈgoÊ!tvn 4678 1–2

418 Ípate€a! t«n de!pot«n ≤m«n ÑOnvr€ou tÚ ib ka‹ 
Yeodo!€ou tÚ h t«n afivn€vn AÈgoÊ!tvn 4679 1–3

419 metå tØn Ípate€an t«n de!pot«n ≤m«n ÑOnvr€ou 
tÚ ib ka‹ Yeodo!€ou tÚ h t«n afivn€vn AÈgoÊ!tvn 
4681 1–2

421 metå tØn Ípate€an toË de!pÒtou ≤m«n Yeodo!€ou 
toË afivn€ou AÈgoÊ!tou tÚ y ka‹ Flaou˝ou 
Kvn!tant€ou toË lamprotãtou tÚ g 4682 1–3

431 metå tØn Ípate€an t«n de!pot«n ≤m«n Yeodo!€ou 
tÚ ig ka‹ OÈalentinianoË tÚ g t«n afivn€vn AÈgoÊ-
!tvn 4684 1–2

440 Ípate€a! Flaou˝ou ÉAnatol€ou toË lamprotãtou 
4686 1

441 metå tØn Ípate€an toË de!pÒtou ≤m«n OÈalenti-
nianoË toË afivn€ou AÈgoÊ!tou tÚ e ka‹ Flaou˝ou 
ÉAnatol€ou toË lamprotãtou 4687 1–2

442 metå tØn Ípate€an Flaou˝ou KÊrou toË lampro-
tãtou 4688 2 4689 2 4690 1

453 metå tØn Ípate€an Flaou˝ou %porak€ou toË 
lamprotãtou ka‹ toË dhlvyh!om°nou 4691 1–2 
4692 1–2

466 Ípate€a! (sic) Flaou˝vn Ba!il€!kou ka‹ ÑErmenerix 
t«n lamprotãtvn 4693 1

466 Ípate€a! toË de!pÒtou ≤m«n Flaou˝ou L°onto! 
toË afivn€ou AÈgoÊ!tou tÚ g ka‹ toË dhlvyh!om°nou 
4694 1–2

472 Ípate€& Flaou˝ou MarkianoË toË lamprotãtou 
ka‹ toË dhlvyh!om°nou 4695 2–3

484 Ípate€& Flaou˝ou Yeodvr€xou toË lamprotãtou 
4696 2

489 Ípate€& Flaou˝ou EÈ!eb€ou toË lamprotãtou 
4697 2

490 metå tØn Ípate€an Flaou˝ou EÈ!eb€ou toË lam-
protãtou 4698 2–3

504 Ípate€& Flaou˝ou KeyÆgou toË §ndojotãtou 
4700 1

505 Ípate€a! Flaou˝vn %abinianoË ka‹ Yeod≈rou t«n 
lamprotãtvn 4701 1

520 metå tØn Ípate€an toË de!pÒtou ≤m«n Flaou˝ou 
ÉIou!t€nou toË afivn€ou AÈgoÊ!tou 4702 1–2

VI. INDICTIONS AND ERAS

(a) Indictions
3rd indiction 4681 10–11 (= 419/20)
4th indiction 4693 2, 10 (= 465/6)
5th indiction 4694 2, 8 (= 466/7)
6th indiction [4682 5] (= 422/3)
7th indiction 4692 7 (= 453/4)
8th indiction 4677 9 (= 409/10) 4696 2 (= 484/5)
9th indiction 4686 5–6 (= 440/1)
10th indiction 4687 7 (= 441/2) 4703 10 (= 621/2)

11th indiction 4688 3 (= 442/3) 4689 9–10 (= 442/3) 
4695 3 (= 472/3)

12th indiction 4699 3, 4 (= 503/4)
13th indiction 4697 2 (= 489/90) 4700 2 (= 504/5) 

4702 2 (= 519/20)
14th indiction 4698 4 (= 490/1)
15th indiction 4704 3, 5 (= 626/7)

(b) Eras
74/43 (?) = 397/8 4675 4
81/50 = 404/5 4676 3
[86/55 = 409/10] 4679 9
95/64 = 418/9 4680 3 4681 10
98/67 = 421/2 [4682 8]
103/72 = 426/7 4683 4
117/86 = 440/1 4686 6 [4687 7]

119/88 = 442/3 4689 9 [4690 8]
130/99 = 453/4 4692 7
142/111 = 465/6 4693 9
143/112 = 466/7 4694 8
180/149 = 503/4 4699 3
303/272 = 626/7 4704 5

V. CONSULS



303/4 4670 r 2
397/8? 4675 4
6 September 404 4676 3
26 September 408 4677 1–2
18 October 409 4678 1–2
21 December 418 4679 1–3
11 February 419 4680 3
10 (?) August 419 4681 1–2
9 (?) October 421 4682 1–3
1 December 426 4683 4
431 4684 1–2
5 September 440 4686 1
26 May 441 4687 1–2
1 May–24 June 442? 4688 2–3

29 August 442 4689 2–3
10 September 442 4690 1
16 April 453 4691 1–2
31 July 453 4692 1–2
27 (?) February 466 4693 1–2
14 December 466 4694 1–2
31 August 472 4695 2–3
2 September 484 4696 2
27–31 December 489 4697 2
3 October 490 4698 2–4
23 January 504 4699 3
18 November 504 4700 1–2
505? 4701 1
5 February 520 4702 1–2

VII. MONTHS
Y≈y 4676 3 4677 2 4686 1, 5 4689 3, 9 4690 1 4692 

6 4695 2 4696 2 4704 3, 5
Fa«fi 4678 2 4682 3 4683 3 4698 3
ÑAyÊr 4700 2
Xoiãk 4679 3 4683 4 4694 2
TËbi 4694 7 4697 1, [16] 4699 [2], 3, 4

Mexe€r 4680 3 4702 2
Famen≈y 4693 1 4693 8
FarmoËyi 4691 2
Pax≈n 4703 3
PaËni 4687 2
Me!orÆ 4681 3, 10 4692 2

VIII. DATES

IX. PERSONAL NAMES
ÖAgayo!, s. of  Agathus 4685 back 5, ?11
ÖAgayo!, f. of  Agathus 4685 back 5, [?11]
ÉAe€vn, f. of  Aur. Apphus 4695 7
ÉAyanã!io! 4683 1
ÉAyanã!io! curialis 4690 5
ÉAyanã!io! 4699 2
ÉAmbro!€a 4685 front 8
ÉAnatÒlio!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 440 4686 1 4687 

2; see also Index V s.vv. ad 440, 441
ÖAnino!, Aur., s. of  Apacyrus and Casia 4696 7
ÖAnna, m. of  Aur. Apollos 4697 6
ÖAnna, Aur., d. of  Ioseph 4698 5
ÉAnoÊyio!, Aur., s. of  Pamunius, leukantÆ! 4689 6
ÉAnoËp, Aur., s. of  Paulus 4703 6, 8
ÉAnoÊtio!, f. of  Atas 4685 back 9
ÉAnt€oxo!, f. of  Fl. Serenus 4700 5

ÉApakËro!, f. of  Aur. Aninus 4696 7
âApi!, f. of  Aur. Pecysis 4697 6
ÉAp€vn 4703 4
ÉApoll«!, Aur., §napÒgrafo! gevrgÒ!, s. of  — and 

Anna 4697 5, 17
ÉApfoË!, f. of  Aur. Phoebammon 4695 4
ÉApfoË!, Aur., s. of  Aeion 4695 4, 7
Ata!, s. of  Anutius 4685 back 9
ÑAtr∞!, f. of  Thaesia 4681 6
AÎgou!to! 4678 2 4679 2 4681 2 4682 2 [4684 2] 

[4687 2] 4688 9 4694 1 4702 2; see also Index II
AÈrhl€a, see s.vv. Yah!€a, P›na
AÈrÆlio! 4688 5; see also s.vv. ÖAnino!, ÉApoll«!, 

Dv rÒ yeo!, EÈlÒgio!, ÑIerak€vn, ÉIvãnnh!, P°tro!, 
%ar mã th!, TraÛanÒ!, Fil°a!, FilÒjeno!, Cã(e)io!, 
-ãm]mvn, -h!, -!

 V. CONSULS 177
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Ba!il€!ko!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 465 4693 1; see 

also Index V s.v. ad 466
Bã!!o!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 408 4677 1; see also 

Index V s.v. ad 408
Bh!ç!, f. of  Aur. Psaeius 4686 4

GermanÒ!, f. of  Aur. Phileas 4700 7

DaniÆl, Fl., s. of  Valerius, vir clarissimus 4682 4 4685 
back 8

DaniÆl 4683 1
DaniÆl, s. of  Macrobius, curialis 4685 back 7
DionÊ!io!, pre!bÊtero! 4678 4
DvrÒyeo!, Aur., s. of  Sosibius 4681 4
DvrÒyeo!, f. of  Paulus 4685 6

ÑErmenerix, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 465 4693 1; see 
also Index V s.v. ad 466

EÈÆyio! 4675 1
EÈlÒgio! 4685 back 8
EÈlÒgio!, s. of  Horion, Aur. 4686 2 Fl., palatinus 4693 

3 4694 2
EÈ!°bio!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 489 4697 1 4698 

2–3; see also Index V s.vv. ad 489, 490
E `[, m. of  Aur. Pecysis 4697 6

ÑHra˝!, m. of  Aur. Phileas 4700 7–8
ÑH!Êxio!, f. of  Fl. Isac 4689 4

Yah!€a, Aur., d. of  Hatres 4681 6, 15
YeÒdvro!, s. of  Leucadius, curialis 4685 back 1
YeÒdvro!, s. of  P— 4685 back 3
YeÒdvro! 4690 5
YeÒdvro!, pa›! 4699 2
YeÒdvro!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 505 4701 1, see also 

Index V s.v. ad 505
YeodÒ!io! Augustus, consul 409, 418, 420, 430 4678 1 

4679 2 4681 2 4682 1 4684 1; 4688 8; see also Index 
IV, Index V s.vv. ad 409, 418, 419, 421, 431

Yeod≈rixo!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 484 4696 2; see 
also Index V s.v. ad 484

Y°vn 4685 back 2, 6

ÉIak≈b, potam€th! 4704 2
ÑIerak€vn 4685 back 4
ÑIerak€vn, Aur., son of  Pecysis 4692 4
ÉIoÊktvr see OÈ€ktvr
ÉIouli- 4685 back 1

ÉIou!t›no!, Fl., Augustus, consul 519 4702 1; see also 
Index V s.v. ad 519

ÉI!ãk, Fl., stationarius, s. of  Hesychius 4689 4
ÉIvãnnh!, Aur., s. of  Horion 4682 5
ÉIvãnnh!, Fl., vir spectabilis, comes sacri consistorii, curia-

lis 4696 4; f. of  Fl. Phoebammon and Fl. Samuel-
(ius) 4697 3 4701 7

ÉIvãnnh!, comes 4699 1
ÉIvãnnh!, f. of  Phoebammon 4702 4
ÉIvãnnh!, Aur., s. of  Onnophris and Sophia, b. of  

Philoxenus 4702 5
ÉIv!Æf, Fl., riparius 4684 3
ÉIv!Æf, vir clarissimus 4685 back 3
ÉIv!Æf, f. of  Aur. Anna 4698 5

Ka!€a, m. of  Aur. Aninus 4696 7
K°yhgo!, Fl., vir gloriosissimus, consul 504 4700 1; see 

also Index V s.v. ad 504
KuriakØ paid€!kh 4680 2
KËro!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 441 4688 2 4689 2 

4690 1; see also Index V s.v. ad 442
Kvn!tãntio!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 410 4682 2; see 

also Index V s.v. ad 421

LeÒntio!, f. of  Aur. Petrus 4690 3
Leukãdio!, f. of  Theodorus 4685 back 1
L°vn, Fl., Augustus, consul 466 4694 1 see also Index 

V s.v. ad 466 (bis)

Makãrio! 4685 front 8
MakrÒbio!, f. of  Daniel, curialis 4685 back 7
MarkianÒ!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 472 4695 1; see 

also Index V s.v. ad 472
M°la! 4685 back 7

N°pv!, §laiourgÒ! 4680 1

ÉOnn«fri!, f. of  Aur. Philoxenus and Ioannes 4702 6
ÑOn≈rio! Augustus, consul 409, 418 4678 1 4679 1 

4681 1; see also Index V s.vv. ad 409, 418, 419
OÈalentinianÒ! Augustus, consul 430, 440 4684 2; 

4687 1; 4688 9; see also Index V s.vv. ad 431, 441
OÈal°rio!, vir clarissimus, f. of  Daniel 4682 5 4685 

back 8
OÈ€ktvr 4685 back 4
OÈr!ik›no! 4676 2

PamoÊnio!, f. of  Aur. Anuthius 4689 6
PaËlo!, s. of  Dorotheus 4685 front 6



PaËlo!, f. of  Aur. Anup 4703 7
PehoË!, f. of  Aur. —ammon 4677 5
PekÊ!io!, f. of  Aur. Hieracion 4692 4
P°ku!i!, Aur., §napÒgrafo! gevrgÒ!, s. of  Apis 4697 

6, 17
P°tro!, Aur., s. of  Leontius 4690 3
P°tro!, f. of  Aur. —s 4692 3
P›na, Aur., d. of  Sarapammon 4693 6, 17
Ptolem›no! 4676 1, vir clarissimus 4685 back 2

%abinianÒ!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 505 4701 1; see also 
Index V s.v. ad 505

%amouÆl(io!), Fl., s. of  Ioannes, b. of  Phoebammon, vir 
clarissimus 4697 2, magnificentissimus et spectabilis comes 
sacri consistorii 4701 5–6

%armãth!, Aur. 4688 10
%arapãmmvn, f. of  Aur. Pina 4693 6
%er∞no!, Fl., !trati≈th!, s. of  Antiochus 4700 3
%°rgio!, pronohtÆ! 4704 2
%of€a, m. of  Aur. Philoxenus and Ioannes 4702 6
%porãkio!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 452 4691 1 4692 

1; see also Index V s.v. ad 453
%tratÆgio!, vir clarissimus 4685 back 6
%v!€bio!, f. of  Aur. Dorotheus 4681 4

TatianÒ! 4680 1, curialis 4685 back 5
Timag°nh!, vir clarissimus, f. of  Fl. Ioannes 4696 5
TimÒyeo! 4685 back 12
TraianÒ!, Aur. 4687 4

Fil°a!, Aur., s. of  Germanus and Herais 4700 6–7

F€lippo!, Fl., vir clarissimus, consul 408 4677 1; see also 
Index V s.v. ad 408

FilÒjeno!, Aur., s. of  Onnophris and Sophia, b. of  
Ioannes 4702 5

FlãouÛo! 4677 1; see also s.vv. ÉAnatÒlio!, Ba!il€!ko!, 
Bã!!o!, DaniÆl, ÑErmenerix, EÈlÒgio!, EÈ!°bio!, 
YeÒdvro!, Yeod≈rixo!, ÉIou!t›no!, ÉI!ãk, ÉIvãnnh!, 
ÉIv!Æf, K°yhgo!, KËro!, Kvn!tãntio!, L°vn, Mar-
kianÒ!, %abinianÒ!, %amouÆl, %er∞no!, %porãkio!, 
F€lippo!, Foibãmmvn

Foibãmmvn, s. of  D— 4685 back 10
Foibãmmvn, Aur., s. of  Apphus 4695 3, 11
Foibãmmvn, Fl., s. of  Ioannes, b. of  Samuel(ius), vir 

clarissimus 4697 2 magnificentissimus et gloriosissimus 
comes devotissimorum domesticorum 4701 3–4

Foibãmmvn, ofinoxeri!tÆ! 4699 1
Foibãmmvn, pre!bÊtero!, s. of  Ioannes 4702 3
Foibãmmvn, potam€th! 4704 2

Cã(e)io!, Aur., s. of  Besas 4686 1

ÑVr€vn, f. of  Aur. Ioannes 4682 5
ÑVr€vn, f. of  Aur. Eulogius 4686 2 (Fl. Eulogius) 4693 

4 4694 4
äVro!, f. of  —b 4694 5

-ãm]mvn, Aur. 4677 5 4690 2
-an]t€noo! 4691 3
-!, Aur. 4698 6–7
-!, Aur., s. of  Petrus 4692 3
]000`b,̀ d. of  Horus 4694 5
-, Fl., ex praepositis 4677 3

X. GEOGRAPHICAL
Geront€ou (¶dafo!) 4687 9

D0[ (§po€kion) 4696 8

ÉEjagor€ou (êmfodon) 4689 11

YhbaÛkÒ! 4683 3

ÑIpp°vn Parembol∞! (êmfodon) 4693 11–12

Merm°rya (k≈mh) 4687 9

NeofÊtou ÉAntiÒxou (§po€kion) 4702 7

ÉOjurugx€th! (nomÒ!) [4684 3] 4697 8 4702 7
ÉOjurugxit«n pÒli! 4681 8 4692 3–4 4694 4–5 4698 

6 4702 4 4703 6; ≤ lamprå ka‹ lamprotãth ÉOj. 
p. 4677 4 4678 3 4681 4–5 4686 2–3 4687 3–4 
4688 5 4689 5–6 4690 2–3 4693 5 4695 5–6 4696 
6–7; ≤ lamprå ÉOj. p. 4700 6

ÉOjurÊgxvn (sc. pÒli!) 4688 3 4696 3 4701 2 4702 2

Paryeniãdo! (§po€kion) 4704 2
P°ktu (k≈mh) 4677 6

%°nuri! (k≈mh) 4682 6
%idala (§po€kion) 4697 7

 IX. PERSONAL NAMES 179
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TakÒna (k≈mh) 4681 6–7
Tapxox (mhxanÆ) 4697 10
TeumenoÊyev! (êmfodon) 4681 13

Faran€th! see Index XII

-mvno! (?§po€kion) 4687 5

XI. RELIGION

(a) General
ëgio! 4702 3

de!pÒth! (Christ) 4703 1

§kklh!€a 4702 4

YeÒ! [4688 7] 4703 2

kÊrio! (Christ) 4703 1

pantokrãtvr 4688 7
pre!bÊtero! 4678 4 4702 3

%vtÆr 4703 2

xmg 4688 1 4689 1 4695 1 4696 1 4697 1 4698 1
Xri!tÒ! 4703 2

(b) Invocation
§n ÙnÒmati toË kur€ou ka‹ de!pÒtou ÉIh!oË Xri!toË toË YeoË ka‹ %vt∞ro! ≤m«n 4703 1–3

XII. OFFICIAL AND MILITARY TERMS AND TITLES
ériymÒ! 4690 6 4700 3

gennaiÒtato! 4700 4

de!pÒth! (emperor) [4678 1] [4679 1] 4681 1 4682 1 
4684 1 4687 1 4688 8 4694 1 4702 1

dome!tikÒ! 4701 4

¶ndojo! 4703 3; §ndojÒtato! 4700 1 4701 3–4
eÈkleÆ! 4703 5

findikt€vn 4677 9 4681 11 [4682 9] 4686 7 4687 7 
4688 3 4689 10 [4692 7] 4693 2 4693 10 4694 2, 
8 4695 2 4696 2 [4697 1] 4698 4 4699 3, 4 4700 2 
4702 2 4703 3 4704 3, 5, 6; see also Index III (a)

kayv!ivm°no! 4693 3 4694 3 4700 4–5 4701 4
kÒmh! 4696 4 4701 [4], 5
kon!i!t≈rion (ye›on k.) 4696 4 4701 6

lamprÒ! (clarissimae memoriae vir) 4682 4 4696 5
lamprÒtato! (vir clarissimus) [4677 2] 4682 4 4685 

back 2, 3, 6, 8, 10 4686 1 4687 2 4688 2 4689 2 

4690 1 4691 1 [4692 2] 4693 1 4695 1 4696 2 4697 
1, 2 4698 3 4700 6 4701 1

megalopr°peia 4697 8, 9
megaloprep°!tato! 4701 3, 5

palat›no! 4693 3 4694 3
per€blepto! 4696 4 4697 3 4701 5, 7
politeuÒmeno! 4678 3 4685 back 1, 5, 7, 11 4687 3 

4688 4 4690 5 4696 5 4701 6
praipÒ!ito! 4677 3

=ipãrio! 4684 3

!tativnãrio! 4689 4
!trati≈th! 4700 3

Ípate€a [4677 1] [4678 1] 4679 1 4681 1 4682 1 4684 
1 4686 1 [4687 1] [4688 2] 4689 2 [4690 1] [4691 
1] [4692 1] 4693 1 [4694 1] 4695 1 4696 1 4697 1 
[4698 2] 4700 1 [4701 1] 4702 1

Faran€th! 4700 5



értokÒpo! 4670 r 3

gevrgÒ! 4697 7

§laiourgÒ! 4680 1

leukantÆ! 4689 7

ofinoxeiri!tÆ! [4699 1]

paidãrion 4683 2 (4699 2?)
paid€!kh 4680 2
pa›! 4699 2 (?)
potam€th! 4704 2, 6
pronohtÆ! 4704 2

XIII. PROFESSIONS, TRADES, AND OCCUPATIONS

XIV. MEASURES

(a) Weights and Measures
êroura 4687 10
(értãbh) 4685 front 5, 6, 8, 10 4704 3, 4, 6

diploËn 4683 3, 4 4699 3 (ter)

kãgkello! 4704 3, 4

j°!th! 4680 2, 3

(b) Money
érgÊrion 4693 14

(draxmÆ) 4670 r 5
(dhnar€vn muriãde!) 4685 front 11

muriã! 4693 14

nomi!mãtion 4685 11 [4690 6] 4694 12, [13]

(tãlanton) 4670 r 5

XV. GENERAL INDEX OF WORDS
ëgio! see Index XI (a)
édelfÒ! 4702 6
afid°!imo! 4687 3 4688 4 4701 6
aflre›!yai [4687 10]
afi≈nio! 4678 1 4679 2 4681 2 4682 2 [4684 2] 4687 

1 4688 9 4694 1 4702 1
ék€nduno! [4690 7]
ékoloÊyv! 4702 10
êmfodon 4681 12 4689 11 4693 11 [4694 10]
émfÒtero! 4688 11 [4697 6] 4701 6 4702 5
énad°xe!yai 4688 10
énaplÆrv!i! 4697 15
éntifvne›n 4690 4
éntle›n 4697 10
èploË! 4690 6
épÒ [4677 6, 10] 4681 4, 6, 9, 11 4682 6, 7 4686 2, 5 

4687 [5], 6, 7 4688 [6], 11 4689 5, 7, 8, 10 4690 2, 
3 4691 3 4692 6 4693 4, 7, 8, 10 4694 4, 5, [7], 8 

4695 5, 7 [4696 8] 4697 7 4698 5, 7 4699 2 4700 
5 4702 4, 7 4704 3

épodidÒnai [4690 8] 4693 15 [4694 13]
épÒtakto! 4687 11
érgÊrion see Index XIV (b)
ériymÒ! see Index XII
êroura see Index XIV (a)
értãbh see Index XIV (a)
értokÒpo! see Index XIII
aÈya€reto! 4688 9–10
aÈtÒ! 4677 6 4681 7, 12 4682 6 4686 4 4687 5 4688 

6 4689 7, 10 4692 5 4693 7, 11 4694 5 4695 6, 8 
4696 8 4697 13 4698 7 4702 10

b°baio! 4702 8
borrç! 4693 12
boÊle!yai 4693 16
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g°nhma [4687 11] 4704 3
gennaiÒtato! see Index XII
geouxe›n [4677 4] 4696 6 4697 3
geouxikÒ! [4697 9]
gevrgÒ! see Index XIII
g€(g)ne!yai 4678 4 4680 2 4683 3 [4697 8] 4699 3 

(bis) 4704 4
gn≈mh [4688 10]
grammãtion 4700 9 4702 9

deka°j 4704 3
d°kato! 4687 7
de!pÒth! see Index XI (a), XII
de!potikÒ! 4690 6
dhloËn 4691 2 4692 2 4694 2 4695 2
dhnãrion see Index XIV (b)
diã 4690 5 4693 16 4694 13 4704 2
diake›!yai 4694 9 4703 5
diatrofÆ 4699 2
didÒnai 4690 5 4695 9 4704 2
d€kaion 4693 13 [4694 10]
diploËn see Index XIV (a)
dÒkimo! 4690 6
dÊo 4683 3, [4]

§ãn [4687 11]
ßbdomo! 4692 7
§gguç!yai [4688 10]
§ggÊh 4703 8
§g≈ 4690 5 4695 6, 9
¶dafo! 4677 11 4687 9
e‰nai 4681 9, 12 4686 5 4689 8 4693 8 4697 16 4702 

8, 9
efi! 4687 10 4690 4 4697 9, [10], 15 4704 2
eÂ! 4680 2, 3 4681 13 4694 12 4697 11 4699 3 (bis)
efi!i°nai [4692 7] [4694 7]
§k 4689 12 4695 9 4702 6
§kklh!€a see Index XI (a)
•koÊ!io! 4688 9
•kou!€v! 4677 7 4681 8 4682 7 4686 4 [4687 6] 

4689 7 4692 5 4693 7 4694 6
¶laion 4680 2, 3
§laiourgÒ! see Index XIII
§n 4677 [4], 10 4681 12 4686 4 [4687 9] 4688 3 

4689 10 4693 11 4696 3 4697 16 4701 2 4702 2 
4703 1, 5

§napÒgrafo! see Index XII
¶nato! 4686 6
•nd°kato! 4689 9

¶ndojo! see Index XII
§niau!€v! 4693 14 [4694 12]
§ni!tãnai 4677 8 4681 10 4682 8 4686 6 4687 6 

4689 9 4690 8 4693 9 4694 7
§no€kion 4681 14 4693 14, [15] 4694 11–12
§ntaËya 4681 8 4696 6 4697 3
•jãmhno! 4693 16 4694 13
•j∞! 4703 7
§jaite›n 4697 12
¶jv 4704 3
§pãnagke! 4690 7
§p€ 4681 12 4689 11 4692 5 4693 11,12 4694 9, [10] 

4704 3
§pid°xe!yai 4677 7 4681 9 4682 7 4686 5 [4687 6] 

4689 8 [4692 6] 4693 7 4694 6
§pitÆdeio! 4697 14
§po€kion [4677 6] [4687 4] 4688 11 [4696 8] 4697 7 

4702 7; see also Index X
§pomnÊnai [4688 7]
§rgãze!yai 4704 2
§rgãth! 4697 11
¶to! 4677 8 4680 3 4681 10 4682 8 4683 4 4686 6 

4687 6 4689 9 4690 8 [4692 7] 4693 9, 15 4694 8, 
[13] 4699 3 4704 5

eÈãre!to! 4697 14
eÈg°neia 4693 11 [4694 9]
eÈkleÆ! see Index XII
eÈlãbeia 4702 9
eÈlabÆ! 4702 3
eÈ!°beia 4688 7
eÎ!taymo! 4690 6
eÈtuxÆ! 4682 8

≤me›! [4678 1] [4679 1] 4681 1 4682 1 4684 1 4687 1 
4694 1 4697 9, 13, [14] 4702 1, 8 4703 3

≤m°ra 4697 16
¥mi!u! 4689 11 4693 16 4694 12, [14]
≥toi 4687 8

yauma!iÒth! 4687 5
ye›o! 4696 4 [4701 6]
yeÒ! see Index XI (a)
YhbaÛkÒ! see Index X
yugãthr 4693 6 4694 5 4698 5

findikt€vn see Index XII
kãgkello! see Index XIV (a)
kayo!ioËn see Index XII s.v. kayv!ivm°no!
kainÒ! 4697 14



kale›n [4687 10]
katã 4693 15 [4694 13] 4703 6
katag€(g)ne!yai 4681 7
katam°nein 4686 4
k€nduno! 4690 7
klhronÒmo! 4678 4 4685 back 2, 4, 6
kÒmh! see Index XII
kon!i!t≈rion see Index XII
kt∞ma [4697 7]
kuklã! 4697 11
kullÆ (?) 4697 10
kÊrio! 4683 2 4699 2 4702 8; see also Index XI (a)
k≈mh 4681 6 4682 6 [4687 9]. 4691 3; see also 

Index X

lamprÒ! [4677 2, 4] 4678 3 4681 4–5 4682 3, 4 4685 
back 2, 3, 6, 8, 10 4686 1, 2, 3 4687 1, 3, 4 4688 2, 5 
4689 2, 5 4690 1, 2 4691 1 [4692 2] 4693 1, 5 4695 
1, 5 4696 2, 5, 6 4697 1, 2, 4–5 4698 3 4700 6; see 
also Index X s.v. ÉOjurugxit«n pÒli!, and Index XII

l°gein 4697 12
leukantÆ! see Index XIII
lÒgo! 4699 2 4704 3

makãrio! 4693 4 4694 4 4702 4 4703 7
m°ga! 4697 11
megalopr°peia see Index XII
megaloprep°!tato! see Index XII
me€! (mÆn) 4681 9 4686 5 4689 8 4693 8 [4694 7] 

4699 2, 4 4703 3 4704 3, 5
m°ro! 4689 11
metã 4681 1 4682 1 4683 1 4684 1 [4687 1] [4688 2] 

4689 2 [4690 1] [4691 1] [4692 1] 4698 2 4702 1
mÆthr 4696 7 4697 [5], 6 4700 7 4702 6
mhxanÆ [4697 9]
mhxanikÒ! [4697 12, 13, 15]
mi!yÒ! 4704 3
mi!yoËn [4677 7–8] 4681 9 4682 7 4686 5 4687 6 

4689 8 4692 6 4693 8 4694 6
m€!yv!i! 4681 15 4693 17
mnÆmh 4682 4 4693 4 4694 4 4696 5 4697 3 4701 

7 4703 5
mÒno! 4677 8 [4683 3, 4] 4699 3 4704 4
monÒxvron 4693 12
muriã! see Index XIV (b)

neÒfuto! 4704 2
neÊein 4693 12
nikçn [4688 8]

nomi!mãtion see Index XIV (b)
nomÒ! 4677 6 4681 7 4682 6 4687 5 [4696 8] 4697 8 

4702 7; see also Index X
nËn [4697 8]

j°!th! see Index XIV (a)

ˆgdoo! 4677 9
˜de 4694 9
ofik€a 4681 11–12 4689 12 4694 10
o‰ko! 4703 4
o‰no! 4683 3, 4 4699 [2], 3 (ter)
ofinoxeiri!tÆ! see Index XIII
ılÒklhro! 4689 12 4693 12 4694 10
ımognÆ!io! 4702 5
ımologe›n 4688 6 4690 3 4702 10
ımolog€a 4695 11 4698 8
ˆnoma 4703 1
˜per [4693 15] [4694 13]
ıpÒtan 4693 16
ˆrganon [4697 12, 13, 15]
ırmç!yai 4702 6
˜! 4687 10
˜!ti! 4697 16
Ùfe€lein [4690 4]

paidãrion see Index XIII
paid€!kh see Index XIII
pa›! see Index XIII
palaiÒ! 4704 3
palat›no! see Index XII
pantokrãtvr see Index XI (a)
parã [4677 5] 4681 6 4682 5 4686 3 4687 4 4689 6 

4690 4 4693 6 4702 9
paradidÒnai 4693 16
pare›nai 4686 6 4693 9
par°xein 4675 2 4676 2 4680 2 4683 2 4697 13, 14 

4699 2
pç! 4681 14 [4688 8] 4689 12 4690 7 4693 13 

[4694 11]
patÆr 4695 6 4702 6
ped€on [4687 9]
p°mpto! [4682 9]
per€blepto! see Index XII
p€!ti! 4702 9
pittãkion 4704 6
plo›on 4685 back 1–12
pÒli! 4677 4 4678 4 4681 5, 8, 12 4686 3, 4 4687 

4 4688 5, 6 4689 6, 7, 10 4690 [3], 3 4692 [3], 5 
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4693 5, 7, 11 [4694 5, 6, 10] 4695 6, 8 4696 7 4697 
4 4698 6 4703 6; see also Index X

polite€a 4687 8
politeuÒmeno! see Index XII
potam€th! see Index XIII
pot° 4703 4
praipÒ!ito! see Index XII
pre!bÊtero! see Index XI (a)
pronohtÆ! see Index XIII
prÒ! [4677 8]
pro!agoreÊein 4697 [9]–10
pro!i°nai 4697 12
prÒtero! 4702 8
pr≈hn 4687 8 4695 9
pÊlh 4704 3

=ipãrio! see Index XII

!hmeioËn 4680 3 4683 4 4699 3
!Æmeron 4697 16
!›to! 4704 3, 4, 6
!Ò! 4687 5, 8 4693 11 [4694 9] 4702 9
!porã [4677 9] 4682 8 4687 [7], 10
!tativnãrio! see Index XII
!trati≈th! see Index XII
!Ê 4677 10 4681 11 4689 10 4690 [4], 4 4695 9
!umplÆrv!i! 4690 4
!Ên 4681 14 4689 12 4693 13 [4694 11]
!vtÆr see Index XI (a)

tele›n 4681 14 4687 11 4693 13 4694 11
t°tarto! 4689 11 4693 10

t€mio! 4695 6
tÒpo! 4681 13
tre›! 4687 11 4697 13
tr€to! 4681 10

uflÒ! 4682 4 4686 2, 4 4689 4, 6 4690 3 4692 4 4693 
4 4694 3 4695 3, 7 4696 5, [7] 4697 [2], [5], 6 4698 
7 4700 5 4701 7 4702 4 [4703 7]

Ím°tero! [4697 7]
Íme›! 4697 9 4701 10
Ípãrxein 4677 10 4681 11 4687 7 4689 10 4693 10 

4694 8–9
Ípate€a see Index XII
Íp°r 4681 14 4687 11 4690 5 4693 13 4694 11
Íper“o! 4681 13
ÍpÒ 4685 6, 8, back 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 

4697 9
Ípogrãfein 4703 7

fÒro! 4687 11

xa€rein [4677 7] 4680 1 4688 6 4690 3 4695 8 
4702 7

xeirograf€a 4696 9 4697 17
x€lioi 4693 14
xre€a [4697 8]
xrev!te›n [4690 4]
xrh!tÆrion 4681 14 4689 12 4693 13 [4694 11]
xru!Ò! [4690 6] [4694 12, 13]
xvr€on 4704 3
xvr€! 4695 8

XVI. CORRECTIONS TO PUBLISHED TEXTS
VI 913 10 4687 9–10 n.
XVI 1958 4 4686 2 n.
XXXVI 2780 5 4701 2 n.
LXIII 4379 12–14 4687 10–11 n.
CPR V 24 4685 back 1 n.
P. Berol. 21753.2 4701 2 n.
P. Flor. III 325.8 4687 8–9 n.
P. Leid. Inst. 70.2 4701 2 n.
P. Lond. V 1793 4695 2–3 n.
P. Mil. II 64.1, 9 4688 2 n.
P. Wash. Univ. II 105.2 4700 3–5 n.
SB XVI 13015.13 4681 7 n.
SB XXII 15471 4696 5 n


